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ABSTRACT

This thesis is an investigation of some aspects of

staging and thematization in English expository texts, with
a view to evaluating these concepts within an applied

linguistic framework.

Staging is a metaphorical label referring to a dimension
of prose structure which gives relative prominence to differ¬
ent parts of a text. The term is used in two senses, (i) as

a superordinate label of a number of surface structure mani¬
festations ranging from the lexical to the semantic that

highlight parts of the message for the reader, and (ii) as a

hypothesis about a possible state of affairs reflected in
surface structure manifestations. The functions of staging

are, (i) to give relative prominence to various segments of
the message, (ii) to convey the speaker's perspective on the
information conveyed, in the message, and (iii) to organize
the message into information blocks with a particular point
of departure. Because there are varied and multi-levelled
surface manifestations of staging, it was necessary to
restrict this study to specific aspects of staging, namely
those concerned with theme and thematization.

The first part of the thesis examines a corpus-based

study of the use and function of passives and it- and
wh-clefts in context. These 'grammatical highlighting'
devices were investigated in terms of their thematic, textual
and communicative functions. Syntactic, semantic, functional
and textual criteria were taken into account in this discuss¬

ion. The main contribution of this thesis lies in the

presentation of a comprehensive discussion of it- and
wh-clefts in the corpus.

The second part of the thesis consists of a psycholinguistic
investigation of some aspects of 'staging' and thematization in
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terras of two experimental paradigms. The first paradigm

attempts to test some aspects of the notion of staging at
the textual level and its effect on the perspective from
which information from prose is recalled. This paradigm
was also used to show the similarity between the notions
of staging the textual level and 'thematization' at the
sentence level.

The second experimental paradigm has a more direct
applied linguistic rationale. It attempts to compare

the thematic preferences of a native speaker group with
those of a group of undergraduate Egyptian learners of

English. This set of experiments constrains the surface
manifestations of staging to the thematic structures dis¬
cussed in the first part of the thesis, namely passives,
wh-clefts, and it-clefts; these structures are investig¬
ated within a text. The purpose of this set of experiments
is to show that the learner group has problems in the area

of thematization with the use of passive and cleft
constructions in context.

It is argued on the basis of both parts of the study
that the two notions, those of 'staging' and 'thematization',
form an important part of any text production and compre¬

hension model, and that the teaching of such thematic
devices in context should form an important part of the
teaching of rhetoric in reading and writing to foreign
learners of English.
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CHAPTER 1

1.1 Introduction

The purpose of the present study is to give an

account of the concept of 'staging' processes and some

aspects of 'thematization' and topicalization in expos¬

itory English texts. The term staging is a metaphorical
label referring to a "dimension of prose structure which
identifies the relative prominence given to various seg¬

ments of discourse" (Clements, 1976:1). It was first

used by Grimes (1975) as a superordinate label for a

variety of formal processes or surface structure lingui¬
stic mechanisms that give prominence to various chunks
of prose texts.

Staging is viewed as a set of decisions made by
the addresser and implicitly communicated to the
addressee. These decisions are not necessarily con¬

scious but they are concerned with giving relative
prominence to specific segments of text. According to
Grimes (1975) every clause, sentence, paragraph, episode,
etc. is organized around a particular element that is
taken as its point of departure. That is to say the
speaker 'stages' his message from a particular perspective.
The speaker is metaphorically compared to the spotlight
handler on stage, highlighting certain segments of the

message for the hearer's benefit. From the analyst's,
or linguist's, point of view, 'staging' may be viewed as a

superordinate functional label for a process that is mani¬
fested by various surface structure phenomena that operate

simultaneously at several levels of text organization.

The concept of staging is just another new term for a

previously identified set of varied linguistic manifest¬
ations on the sentence or text level. There is, however,
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a lot of terminological confusion in this area due to
the fact that these formal linguistic mechanisms occur

at different levels of text and sentence structure.

Traditionally, staging has been referred to as 'emphasis',
'prominence', 'focus', 'foregrounding' (Chafe, 1974;

Hopper, 1979), 'topic', 'theme', 'topicalization',
'thematization', etc.

"In choosing a term like 'staging' I
am trying to break out of a termino¬
logical bind. We have the words
'topic', 'focus', 'theme', and
'emphasis' appearing freely in the
linguistic literature, but with such
a broad range of overlap and confus¬
ion that they are nearly useless.
I hope not to add to the confusion,
but help map a way through what we
are trying to describe." (Grimes,
1975 : 323)

The concept of staging is in itself potentially
useful in terms of finding a functional explanation for
a number of multi-levelled surface structure manifestations

that are said to give prominence to various segments of
the discourse. It is a useful notion for explicating
a whole range of linguistic surface structure manifest¬
ations that have been dubbed 'marked'. It may also be
defined as a metaphorical term for the many and varied
configurations available to the addresser in conveying
the same propositional content in different ways thus

highlighting different parts of the message.

The concept of staging is, however, an "hypothesis
about a possible state of affairs" which needs careful
consideration and this study investigates some of the
more obvious implications. This study does not only
aim at giving some account of the concept of staging
but also attempts to evaluate the notion in terms of its

potential usefulness in the area of applied linguistics.

\
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It is difficult to present at this point in the
work a formal definition of the concept of staging.
Like a large number of other linguistic phenomena the

concept of staging is of necessity a 'relative' or
'relational' notion rather than an absolute one. Its

manifestation in the surface structure of texts or

sentences is only possible in terms of the other possible
configurations or options in the context (or in the
abstract linguistic system). It is only by comparing
some of the surface manifestations of staging with
other potential structures that we may call them staging
devices. Strictly speaking, staging or thematization
for that matter have no 'devices' - it is only for
lack of a better expression that terms like 'thematic
devices' are used. It is only in relation to the system
of oppositions or distinctions in the abstract linguistic
system that claims for staging manifestations on the
surface structure can be made. That is why it is, in

principle, quite difficult to envisage a comprehensive
definition of the notions of 'staging' or 'thematization'.

Moreover, both concepts interact with other

processes in the abstract linguistic system, which makes
it difficult to produce anything but a set of working

procedures in a definition of this concept. Grimes
himself has doubts about the independence of the staging
system from other networks in language: "This staging
is at least partially independent of both content struct¬
ure and cohesive structure. It operates at many levels
of text organization simultaneously", (Grimes, 1975:323).
Elsewhere he points out that the "... relation between

high levels of content and high levels of staging is far
from worked out ..." (Grimes, 1978a:128).

The functions attributed to the notion of staging
are:
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(1) giving relative prominence to particular aspects
of the text,

(2) conveying the speaker's perspective on the
information conveyed in the message - a feature
that has been investigated linguistically (Kuno,
1976; 1978; Kuno and Kubaraki, 1977) as speaker's

'empathy', and psycholinguistically in terms of
'point of view' and 'focus of attention', and

(3) organizing the message in terms of information
blocks by establishing a point of departure for
the hearer/reader.

Staging is a function category that may be manifested

by phonological, lexical, syntactic, and semantic surface
manifestations.

I am primarily interested at the beginning with

laying out a general view of staging following Grimes
(1975) as well as in defining and investigating some

aspects of thematization at the sentence level, in

particular the configurations or structures available to
the addresser for highlighting parts of the message.

'Staging' can be viewed as a superordinate functional
label manifested on the surface structure of the text

level by the establishment of a topic, paragraphing,
phrasal signalling, etc. and the sentence level by word
order, thematic choice, choice of sentential structures,

etc. Here are some of the basic terms used in the

present study:

Prominence a generic head term used
for emphasis that is neutral
in terms of the level of

description.
Staging Functional term used by

Grimes (1975) as a label
for a number of surface mani¬
festations at the text and
sentence level that are used
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Topic

Topicalization

by the addresser to. give
prominence to specific chunks
of the text as well as to

convey the perspective from
which the message is conveyed.
One of the functional
manifestations of staging at
discourse level. May or may
not be explicitly expressed
in the text. It is likely
to be propositional 'structure'
that may not be 'expressed' on
the surface structure. (See
chapter 6, sections 4 and 5,
for a discussion of the notions
of topic at the sentence and
text level.)

Identification of topic through
the use of a number of surface

configurations at the textual
and syntactic level. The term
topicalization has been used
in the literature in a number
of senses referring to differ¬
ent levels of description,
(see Fillmore, 1968; Lipka,
1976:137). The term is used
in the present study to refer
to all types of configurations
at the textual or syntactic
level that help to identify
'discourse topic'.
Used in another sense than
that suggested by Halliday
(1967a; 1967b). It is used
to refer to the leftmost
mentioned NP on the sentence
and clause levels.

Syntactic configurations
available to addresser for

thematizing 'topic' or more
likely 'theme' in the leftmost
mention possible.

It must be noted that there are a number of other

rules in the abstract linguistic system of English which
are involved in the thematization system or processes.

Crieder (1979:3) calls these topicalization rules.

Theme

Thematization

Crieder also points out that discourse factors are the
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major force for the existence and the shape of these
rules. These topicalization rules include,

(1) topicalization rules, also called Y-movement

(Postal, 1971),

(2) left dislocation (Ross, 1967),

(3) dative movement (Ross, 1967),

(4) adverb fronting,

(5) about-movement (Postal, 1971),

(6) particle movement (Postal 1974), and

(7) subject-subject raising, etc.

I have elected to look only at 'passivization' and

'clefting' as an example of these topicalizing rules.

It must also be pointed out that there are

manifestations of the concept of staging other than the
syntactic. There are the lexical, morphological, phono¬

logical, semantic and graphological surface means for the
manifestation of staging at the text and sentence levels.
These will not be discussed here.

I am also interested in identifying the similarities
between the staging manifestations at the text level and
'thematization' at the sentence level. It is suggested
in the present study that 'linear organization' is one

of the main manifestations of staging at the text and
sentence level in English and that the difference between
both manifestations is in terms of the units involved in

the linearization process. Initial position (at the
text level and the sentence levels) seems to be one of

the crucial aspects of staging.
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1.2 Description of the present study

The present study falls into two main parts. The
first attempts a review as well as a critical description
of the different views of staging in the literature. A
structural distinction is made between, (i) a discourse
based approach to the concept of prominence, and (ii) a

sentence based approach to the concept of prominence.
Studies of aspects of staging range from a general
account of staging at the text level by Grimes (1975),
Meyer (1975), Clements (1976), and Jones (1977), to a

brief review of theme and thematization at the sentence

level.

Chapters 3, 4 and 5 present the findings of a

corpus-based study of some structures that are associated
with sentential theme and thematization in the literature.

The structures chosen for study are those associated with
the term thematization which have been called 'grammatical

highlighting devices' (Jones, 1977) and 'focus' devices.
That is to say these structures, in transformational

generative descriptions, which involve the movement of some

constituents to the left. The corpus-based study is

arbitrarily limited to the investigation of
'passivization' and 'clefting'.

The corpus-based study is not a conventional one in
the sense that it does not only seek to present type-
token quantitative statements of the structures under

investigation. It is primarily directed towards the
generation of authentic contextualized data. It is

primarily interested in the study of passives and cleft
structures in discourse and their textual and communicat¬

ive functions. The corpus-based study may best be seen

in relation to recent developments in linguistics where

syntax is analysed in terms of its origin in discourse
context (Sankoff and Brown, 1976).
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The corpus-based study is founded on the same sort
of assumption as those manifested in the proceedings of
a symposium on discourse and syntax held in UCLA in

1977, (Givon, 1979:111) whose participants shared the

following convictions:

"
. A conviction that the structure of
language cannot be fruitfully studied,
described, understood or explained
without reference to communicative
function;

. A corresponding strong fondness for
live, diachronic, psycholinguistic
developmental data as the most relevant
for the study of human language.

. A growing disdain for the orgy of
formalism for formalism's sake, arbitrated
solely by criteria of simplicity and
masquerading as both 'theory' and
'explanation'." (Givon, 1979:111)

The second part of the present thesis is a

psycholinguistic investigation of some aspects of

'staging' and 'thematization' at the textual and sentence
levels. The psycholinguistic investigation is designed
to evaluate the potential of the notion of 'staging' and
'thematization' in terms of their applied linguistic
value.

The psycholinguistic investigation deals with the
notions of staging and thematization in terms of two

major experimental paradigms. The first psycholinguistic

paradigm has two main objectives. First, it attempts
to show the psycholinguistic validity of the notion of

staging in prose texts. It also examines the effect
of staging in texts on the recall of information and the
selection and rating of topics. The second attempts to
show the similarity between the linguistic mechanism of
staging at the sentence and at the text level. The
first experimental paradigm is partly based on my work
in the area of staging, (i) where it examines the effect
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of 'leftmost mentioned NP' in context and the frequency
of mention of 'thematized topic' on the perspective
from which information is recalled. It is also partly
based on Clements' (1976) hypothesis which provides the
clearest test of the notion of staging in the literature.
The test is for recall differences on identical inform¬

ation chunks. The paradigm for the second experiment
is that a given chunk of information is better recalled
if it is staged higher in the content of a text than if
it is staged lower.

The applied linguistic rationale for the first

experimental paradigm is an implicit and indirect one.

If the notion of staging as tested and described in the

present study is shown to have an effect on the reader
then it is shown that it is the case that the teaching
of some aspects of staging is an important part of

reading and writing models.

The second experimental paradigm has a more direct
applied linguistic motivation. It attempts to compare

the thematic preferences of a native speaker group with
those of a group of non-native speakers. This set of

experiments constrains the surface manifestations of

staging to thematization on the sentence level when set
within a textual context. The purpose of the comparison
of thematic choices of the two groups is to show that the
learners' group may have problems in the area of
thematization, specifically in the use of passives and
clefts in context.

1.3 Rationale of the present study

The study attempts a description of the surface
manifestation of staging processes on the sentence and
text levels. It is my contention that such a study may
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yield a better understanding of the mechanisms of

staging at the text and sentence level. Although most
of the first part of the study is devoted to a theoretical

description of thematization and staging processes, it is

my contention that a better understanding of the

processes involved in staging in texts is important to
the teacher of rhetoric in the teaching of the structur¬

ing of written discourse, and the available configurations
and structures for the writer of texts.

It is also my belief that both the corpus-based and

psycholinguistic parts have basic pedagogic rationale as

well as pedagogic implications. The present study is
intended as an applied linguistic thesis in the first
instance. It is thus argued that staging as a set of
decisions taken by the addresser and communicated to the
addressee is part and parcel of a text production and text

comprehension model. As such both the descriptive and
the psycholinguistic parts of the present thesis are

seen as having implications for the teaching of writing
and reading processes to advanced learners either in a

first language teaching situation or in a second

language teaching situation.

Staging in a text production model:
The whole notion of staging as defined by Grimes

is set within the framework of a text production model.
It is the addresser who decides to spotlight or give

prominence to parts of the message for the benefits of
the hearer. Text production models are merely heuristic

procedures intended to demonstrate the function of a

certain component rather than accurate mappings of
cognitive structures. It is quite difficult to pinpoint
the place of staging in a diagramatic representation of
texts or in the cognitive processing of texts because it
is a set of decisions that are realized simultaneously at
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different levels. It is, however, quite easy to. realize
what is meant by staging when the content structures of
a pair of texts is held constant and the staging
structure is changed.

It is my claim that the realizations of staging
processes takes place on all levels of message production
ranging from the semantic base to lexicalization and
packaging and that there is no specific point on a chart
flow model that staging processes may be marked.

Staging takes place all the time and at all levels of
text production and that the realization of some of its
manifestations on the sentence level or the text level

may enhance the teacher's understanding of the processes

as well as of the rhetorical rules that 'structure'

expository texts.

Despite the difficulty of testing the notion of

staging within the framework of a text production model
it is still possible to argue that an understanding of
some of the linguistic mechanisms of staging may improve
the description of how texts affect the reader.

Staging in a text reception model:
The majority if not all the psycholinguistic work

done on staging has investigated the different manifest¬
ations of staging (or signaling as it is sometimes called)
on the acquisition and recall of information from texts.
Both Meyer (1975) and Clements (1976) have posed the

question of how staging affects the recall of information
from texts. Evidence is presented in Clements (1976)
and in the present study suggesting that staging as

defined here does have an effect on recall. It is thus

argued that staging is a major component in any reading
or reception model. "Overall staging may be seen as a

set of rules which operate on the semantic base of the
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message in discourse production and which exert a higher
level of control over the reception processes."
(Clements, 1976:27.) The argument for the teaching of
the formal mechanism of staging in discourse production
is based on evidence derived from testing a reception
model.

One of the reasons for the study of staging processes

and its linguistic mechanism is that it is one of the maj.or issues
in recent reading comprehension research. That is,

determining how structural characteristics of texts
influence how the texts are processed and what knowledge
is acquired.

"The first level involves the selection
by speakers or writers of a network of
a semantic representation for communi¬
cation. A second stage involves
'staging' - determining the order in
which the semantic representation is to
receive surface expression, the topic,
sub-topic structure, and the transform¬
ation of the semantic structure into
sentences and clauses .... These differ¬
ent levels of structure presumably have
different effects on the comprehension
process." (Smith, 1975:23-4)

The implications of the descriptive study of
thematization in expository texts and the staging processes

in texts and their effect on the reader for the teaching
of writing at advanced levels as well as for the teaching
of reading and rhetoric are quite obvious.

1.4 The corpus study

The corpus study is an attempt to investigate some

limited aspects of 'thematization' at the clause and
sentence level. These are seen as prominence giving
devices in texts. It deals with passive and cleft
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constructions only and is limited to a sentence based

approach to thematization. That is to say it concerns

itself with transformations or sentence types that
involve transposition of theme and rheme constituents
in the sentence in English texts.

An extensive number of studies of passives and
clefts have already been done but most of these have
been bound within the limitations of one syntactic

theory or another and tend to pay little attention to
the type of data chosen for study. Most of the syn¬

tactic studies of clefts and passives tend to have the

following characteristics:

(i) Constructions that are automatically derived
by transformational rules.

(ii) Constructions that are sometimes 'grotesque
curiosities' (Svartvik, 1966:5).

(iii) Structures that are not authentic and tend
to reflect the investigation's theoretical
biases.

(iv) Structures that are wholly without context.

The two main reasons why I decided to study the use

and function of passive and cleft constructions in
discourse is that the majority if not all of the previous
studies of these constructions are based on idealized and

decontextualized data. Secondly, these studies take as

their domain the formal syntactic features, abstract

representations and derivational arguments of these
structures without paying the least attention to their
function.

The corpus used for the present study is mainly
concerned with social science expository texts. The
main aim of such a corpus study is to present evidence
as to the use and function of the passive and cleft
construction in social science texts. It seems to me

that there is a real need for such an in-depth study of
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these constructions in discourse as they may yield
functional generalization which cannot be easily
arrived at by traditional syntactic studies. On the
other hand, functional studies tend to focus on the

postulation of certain functions for the constructions
under discussion that are not in any way supported by
a corpus. Most functional studies tend to depend on

the intuition and subjective judgements of the invest¬

igator without adequate substantiations of these
functions with reference to syntactic and semantic
evidence extracted from authentic constructions in a

corpus.

Such a corpus based study as the one proposed here
should provide basic information about how and to what
extent 'corpus passives and wh/it-clefts' differ from
rule generated counterparts, and how authentic and
contextualized structures are used in a specific type of
discourse.

The corpus was chosen predominantly from the social
sciences with a view to generalizing its findings to

teaching in these areas.

The whole corpus was used in the study of wh- and
it-clefts. In the case of the passives, only the first
ten texts of Readings in the Social Sciences were used.
There are already a number of major corpus-based studies
of the passive construction and no quantitive statements
were sought. (See Corpus Bibliography and Appendix 1A
for a list of the texts included in the corpus.)

The concordance programme was used for processing
the Listener issue but due to the limitations of the

programme it was found that processing by hand is just
as satisfactory. The corpus is intentionally biased
toward the social science texts. The material was

selected as suitable reading for first year freshmen in
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the social sciences. The corpus is not limited to
British English. (There is, however, little reason to

expect such a restriction to give significantly differ¬
ent results than those arrived at by any corpus of

expository English prose selected by any other method.)

1.5 Summary of General aims of the study:

(1) To present an account as well as a critical
evaluation of the concept of 'staging' in the
literature.

(2) To test and evaluate some aspects of staging in a

psycholinguistic framework in an attempt to evaluate
its psycholinguistic validity.

(3) To investigate the relation and the distinction
between text level 'staging' and sentence level
'thematization'.

(4) Thematization is investigated in terms of a corpus

based study of passives and it- and wh-clefts in
context.

(5) To evaluate the notion of staging and thematization
within an applied linguistic framework with specific
reference to the problems of tertiary Egyptian
learners in the area of thematization.
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CHAPTER 2

REVIEW OF THE LITERATURE

2.0 Aims

This review of the literature in the area of 'Prominence'

attempts to place my own research in context. I am parti¬

cularly concerned with laying out a general overview of the
area with particular reference to 'staging', following
Grimes (1975), and then examining within this general
framework the different approaches which have been concerned
with the study of the multitude of linguistic phenomena such
as theme, focus, topic that are subordinated to this generic

concept.

2.1 Review of the two main approaches towards the study of
Prominence

The two main approaches to the problem of describing
the linguistic aspects of 'prominence giving devices' are

(i) the sentence-based approach, (ii) the discourse based

approach"'". The first approach is so characterized because
it takes the sentence as its point of departure and as the
framework within which the levels of description apply. It
tends also to be more formal in the choice of its descrip¬
tive units and more limited in its application. Such an

approach usually tends to focus on the postulation of
abstract rules rather than account for and deal with

authentic and concrete data. Within such a sentence based

approach to aspects of prominence there are the Prague

school, Halliday (1967,b) and certain members of the trans¬
formational school, etc. I will not be able to review all

the exponents of the studies within the sentence-based

approach to linguistic aspects of prominence, however, a

few major studies will be discussed briefly.
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The discourse based approach toward the study, of

prominence is so characterized because it takes the dis¬
course or text as its point of departure and as the frame¬
work within which the levels of description apply. - Such
an approach tends to be more functional or semantic in the
choice of its descriptive units. Such an approach tends
towards the description of authentic data in terms of its
communicative functions. Within the framework of such an

approach Grimes (1975), Jones (1977) are the main

exponents. There are others like Meyers (1975) and Clements
(1976) who have sought to apply the discoursal approach to
actual texts. These two will be discussed briefly in the
present chapter.

2.2 Discourse-based-approach to Prominence

The most important exponent of the discourse based

study of the concept of prominence is Grimes. A general
account of his theory of discourse with particular refer¬
ence to 'staging' (the generic term given to 'prominence'
systems in his study) will now be given.

2.2.1 A brief account of Grimes' discourse theory:

Grimes (1975) sets out to outline a theory of dis¬
course with the following objects: (i) finding out the
best possible description of the 'basic meaning' of a

prose passage, and (ii) determining how surface signals
affect the reader as guides or cues to the organization of
the message.

Grimes' theory of discourse has two main dimensions:
(i) extralinguistic and (ii) linguistic. I will only be
concerned in the present review with the latter.

The three main subsystems (components) of discourse
structure in Grimes' study are Content, Cohesion and
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Staging. (i) Content structure refers to what is normally

thought of as semantics, (ii) cohesion has to do with the

presentation of new information to the reader, (iii) staging
has to do with giving prominence to aspects of the message

as well as to aspects of what are known as thematization
or topicalization in texts. It also deals with the way

the speaker controls the perspective from which he presents

everything he says (Grimesr 19.78a: 123) .

Grimes' components of discourse structure

2.2.2 Content structure:

Content structure refers to what is usually thought
of as semantics. Grimes uses a propositional (case) grammar

of the type described by Fillmore (1968) and Chafe (1970)
as the basic semantic component for the description of

2
role and lexical relations in discourse. Cases or pro-

positional roles are taken as the basic semantic units
for the description of the propositional structure of
texts. Propositions in texts are thus segmented and
described in terms of case roles.

Such a segmented 'propositional structure' is linked
on a higher level with rhetorical predicates. Rhetorical

predicates serve as higher order organizational units

linking lexical predicates to make larger segments of the
text. These 'rhetorical predicates' are similar to linkage
on the sentence level. This supra-sentential system of

linkage is essentially the same as the intra-sentential

linking system. Grimes specifies 3 kinds of rhetorical

predicates in discourse, which are:

(1) Paratactic predicates.
(2) Hypotactic predicates.

3
(3) Neutral predicates .

Both the segmented propositional structure of texts
and their linking relations may be graphically represented
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in hierarchically structured trees presenting the basic
content or meaning structure relations in a text (cf. Meyer,
1975 for hierarchical structured tree representations of
texts based on the Grimes system).

2.2.3 _ Cohesion:

The second subcomponent of Grimes' discourse theory
is that of cohesion. Grimes' notion of 'cohesive structure'

derives from Halliday (1967,b). Grimes conceives of the
cohesive structure of discourse as a series of choices

taken by the speakers concerning:
(i) Information blocking.
(ii) Information centres.

(iii) Information rate.

These decisions have to do with the addresser's

attempt to relate what he is trying to say to the knowledge
he presupposes in his audience, and to the connection he
wishes them to make between the different parts of the

message. The main point in the subcomponent of 'cohesion'
is that the addresser can vary the cohesive structure of
the message, depending on his presuppositions about his
audience and depending on the conclusions he wants them to
reach.

"The first observation to be made about the
cohesive structure of language is that the
speaker, in addition to having to decide on
the content of what he is talking about and
how it is to be organized,decides also how
much of it he thinks the hearer can take in at any
one time. He makes this decision in the
light of what he thinks the hearer already
knows." (Grimes, 1975:273-4)

Information blocking or packaging is referred to as

'information structure' in discourse, information structure

in terms of its realization in (i) spoken or (ii). written
texts. In spoken English information blocking may be
marked in terms of tone units, intonation contours etc.

These may be governed by (i) information already given in
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the preceding discourse, (ii) addressers' decision about
the rate of information injection that he wishes to

establish, and (iii) the regular strategy of marking
information in the message for the hearer's benefit.

In spoken discourse, information blocks have informa¬
tion centres or 'tonics'. These mark new information or

information the speaker wishes to present as new. These
are usually marked by intonational prominence. In written
discourse, information structure is marked in terms of

textual units such as sentences, discourse units, para¬

graphs etc. That is to say structuring information in
written discourse utilises different manifestations than

those used in spoken discourse. Word order, thematization
and topicalization are also used in signalling information
structure and these assume an added importance in written
discourse as the phonetic and paralinguistic markers are

missing (see Holman, 1976) .

2.2.4 Staging:

The third component, staging, deals with the manifest¬
ations of prominence in discourse. It also deals with the

way the addresser controls the perspective from which he

presents everything he says.

"Every clause, sentence, paragraph, episode
and discourse is organized around a parti¬
cular element that is taken as its point of
departure. It is as though the speaker
presents what he wants to say from a
particular perspective. I find it convenient
to think in terms of how various units are

staged for the hearer's benefits. This
staging is at least partially independent of
both content structure and cohesive structure.
It operates at many levels of text organiza¬
tion simultaneously."(Grimes, 1975:323).

The metaphor that Grimes uses for describing 'prominence'
in language is quite an enlightening one. It runs as

follows:
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"Clearly the marking of thematization is related
to the semantic factor of prominence. It is as
though stage directions were given to the spot
light handler in a theatre to single out a parti¬
cular individual or an action, or as though one
actor were placed close to the audience and
another off to the side. In fact, staging meta¬
phors appear to be highly appropriate for the
marked varieties of a whole range of linguistic
phenomena ..." (Grimes, 1975: 327)

According to Grimes, a collection of propositions

sharing the same reference have to be staged according to
what is not important, what is present in a secondary way,

what is fronted, what is centred and what is backgrounded,
etc All these decisions, even the ones about exclusion,

are essentially thematic decisions. Formal mechanisms
for realizing staging directions may include linkage,

repetition whether verbatim or not, coordination and
subordination structures, etc.

The whole notion of staging in Grimes' terms is a

matter of the speaker's choice to front or foreground
information through (1) syntactic topicalization, (2)

given/new information distribution on the syntactic and
textual levels and (3) rhetorical predicates, i.e.
coordination and subordination that are also a major

component in highlighting information hierarchically
ordered within the discourse. The hierarchical semantic

structure of the discourse is reflected in the surface

structure thematic decisions taken by the speaker/writer
such as given/new configurations as well as coordination
and subordination relationships. Grimes thus views dis¬
course as a multi-level hierarchical structure ordering
semantic configurations and components. Surface structure
reflects the semantic level of the decisions of

speakers in the ordering and arrangement of the various

components on the basis of the speaker's/writer's pre¬

suppositions about the addressee:
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"... surface form seems to offer us standard
configurations for saying things at very high'
levels of organization, just as it offers us a
limited set of forms at lower levels such as the
clause and phrase. The semantic structure that
represents our choice of what we want to say is
adapted until it fits one of these available
forms. The addition of redundancies, the thematic
highlighting of certain elements, and the sub¬
ordination of others appear to be the mechanisms
that are used ..." (Grimes, 1975:238-9)

"The outline is a model of surface forms ...

its two major dimensions are coordination and
subordination. Coordination which can be expressed
in terms of the paratactic predicates ... gives
equal weight to each of its arguments. It usually
involves parallel forms of expression for each
argument, even when the arguments are highly
complex. Subordination on the other hand involves
adding arguments to some predicate in a modifying
capacity. The formal representation of arguments
of this kind in relation to the proposition to which
they are attached was discussed in Chapter 14."
(Grimes, 1975:239)

Thus according to Grimes, cutting across the lexical pre¬

dication of the content structure of discourse are other

kinds of relationships carrying information about the

perspective from which the content.is presented, i.e.

staging relationships. These include judgements of
relative centrality and peripherality to a theme and the
identification of that theme. It may involve considerable

reorganization of the content without losing any of the
content relationships ... (Grimes, 1975:231).

Grimes identifies four interrelationships between

staging and other complex language systems. These are

(i) theme and modality, (ii) theme and cohesive structure,

(iii) voice and staging, (iv) staging at various levels.

2.2.5 . Theme and modality:

Assuming that word order is one of the basic manifest¬
ations of the staging component, Grimes attempts to dis¬

tinguish between the word order variable as a manifestation
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of 'mode' and as a manifestation of staging. The two

are interrelated in terms of the subject selection process.

It is a problematic distinction and Grimes is ambiguous
in dealing with this problem.

2^2.6 Theme and cohesive, structure:

In this section, Grimes tries to clarify the distinc¬
tion between the phenomenon of thematization and that of
cohesion on the sentence level. This is a necessary but
rather difficult distinction.

2 . 2,. 7 Voice and staging:

Voice is shown to have a complex interrelationship
with staging and content structure. The problem is not
dealt with in Grimes, he takes a rather unambiguous
attitude toward its exclusion or inclusion from the staging

system on the sentence level. He seems, however, to be
more in favour of its exclusion.

"The focus system is different from a true voice
system, although it has been dubbed that more
than once; but there is only one set of mapping
rules involved in subject selection." (Grimes, 1975 : 333)

2.2. 3 Staging at various levels:

Grimes considers different aspects of manifestations
of staging in discourse that are not usually taken to be
thematic or concerned with thematic choices. These are

embedding or subordination decisions. His staging deci¬
sions may occur at different levels in the discourse
and may have wide ranging manifestations not usually

4
limited to the thematic. From the discourse level he

moves down the scale to the sentence level. Despite the
fact that Grimes' approach is categorized as a discourse
based approach in the present review there is so much in
his review of 'staging' to suggest that his model is

essentially derived from a sentence-based approach. His
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contribution in relation to 'staging' is the realization
that there are multiple manifestations in discourse which
function in giving relative prominence to certain aspects
or chunks of discourse. Grimes also notes the importance
of 'staging' in signalling to the reader the
structure of discourse as well as the prominent chunks
of information.

2.2.9 Psycholinguistic studies of the effect of 'staging'
or 'signalling' on the acquisition and recall of
information from discourse:

Both Meyer (1975) and Clements (1976) have tested

psycholinguistic reactions to the effect of staging in
discourse on the acquisition and the recall of information
from prose. A short account of both studies will be

given under the label of discourse based approach to

'prominence' to show different operational definitions
of different aspects of 'staging'. These two studies may

be included in the discourse based approach to staging.

It must be pointed out that despite the space given
to the discourse based approach to staging, my objectives
differ from the above mentioned studies. These studies

are essentially trying to find out the effect of staging
or 'prominence giving devices ' on the recall of information
from discourse. In the present study, only two experiments
has been performed to show the effect of staging on the

perspective from which information.is recalled in discourse.
(See Part II, Experiments 1 & 2 , "The effect of staging on

the recall of information from discourse and the perspec¬

tive from which discourse topics are selected and rated").
In general, I have been more interested in the study of
the use of some of the linguistic mechanismSor devices
that cause this effect rather than in the effect itself .
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2.2.10 Meyer:

Meyer sets out to show that certain structural

variables, namely, staging (which she calls signalling)
affects the learning and retention of information from
texts. Meyer identifies two variables, (i)height of
ideas in expository texts (hierarchical structure of

topics in a text), (ii) signalling which functions as a

non-content aspect of prose in giving emphasis or

prominence to certain aspects of content structure of
texts .

Meyer's definition of signalling is more semantic and
discoursal than almost all the other studies reviewed in

the present study. Meyer claims that she is following
g

Halliday's Theme and Grimes' Staging, but her operational
definition of the signalling variable is on the whole very

vague.

"A number of different types of signalling devices
in texts were identified. Four major types of
signalling were identified;^ they include (1) the
specification of the structure of relations in the
content structure, (2) prematurely revealed
information abstracted from content occurring
later in the text, (3) summary statements, and (4)
pointer words." (Meyer, 1975:77)

There are a large number of problems in Meyer's
definition of signalling, not the least of which is that
she disregards sentence based 'focus devices' or syntactic

signalling in general. The design of her recall experi¬
ments suffered from a serious fault whereby she assumed
that a neutral passage could be written, i.e. a non-

signalled passage. In fact, in principle, non-signalled

passages are impossible to write . Thus in my experiments 1
& 2, the design that was opted for was the one that
shifted prominence from one referent to the other.

Meyer's findings in the experiment show that signall-
o

ing had no effect on recall of information from texts.
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"Signalling effects do not show up in this
study possibly because the type of signalling
which produces a large effect was not studied.
Too many disparate things may have been lumped
together as signalling while other signalling
devices such as special word order may have
been overlooked." (Meyer, 1975:157)

2.2.11 Clements:

Clements set out to examine the effect of 'staging'
on recall from prose. Clements' definition of staging is
derived primarily from Halliday (1967b) and Grimes. He
defines staging as "a dimension of prose structure which
identifies the relative prominence given to various seg¬

ments of prose discourse." (Clements, 1976:1).
Clements' operational definition of staging in discourse
takes into account the syntactic aspects of staging. It
is based on three concepts. The first has to do with the

theme/rheme distinction (Halliday, 1967) , the second is the given/
new distinction (Danes, 1974), and the third is the Grimes
notion of combining the two distinctions to arrive at a

hierarchical structure for texts. Height in structure
would indicate the degree of prominence given to particular

parts of the message.

Clements' analysis of staging depends thus on (i)
distinction between topic/comment, (ii) distinction be¬
tween given/new, (iii) combination of these two distinc¬
tions to yield a hierarchical structure of topics in the
text^.

In a series of four experiments testing his staging

hypothesis of the height of topics in a text, Clements
comes to the conclusion that the main variables represent¬

ing staging, (i) the given/new rule and coordination,

(ii) subordination and embedding, (iii) topicalization, af¬

fect the acquisition and recall of information from prose
significantly. His experiments were designed to discover
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whether staging should be seen as an important theoretical
construct in a psychological process model of reading.
His experimental design was much better than Meyer's
because it depended on shifting prominence rather than

attempting to present so-called non-signalled prose pass¬

ages .

2.2.12 Jones' model of the grammar of theme and prominence:

Jones' investigation is mainly concerned with what
she calls 'theme' in discourse (her concept is referred
to as 'topic' in the present study) and is therefore
concerned with the referential structure of expository
texts. There is thus a difference in our respective

objectives and methods. However, her study is reviewed
to shed light on the concept of prominence in a discourse
based study, as well as to present her findings concerning
clefts as "focus devices" in discourse.

Jones uses the term 'prominence' as a generic label
for what she calls "theme and focus devices" in

expository texts. She identifies three types of prominence
which make up the aggregate of her system

2. 2.13 Phonological prominence:

This type of prominence is defined in terms of its
manifestation in the language system. This type of

prominence she calls 'emphasis' which "in common ling¬
uistic parlance often means a very short degree of
prominence... It is frequently evidenced by special intona¬
tion accompaniments, e.g. greater stress or higher pitch
in spoken language and special punctation features such as

underlining or italics in written language". (Jones, 19 77:7)
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2.2.14 Grammatical prominence:

This type of prominence is also defined in terms of
its manifestation in the language. She calls this type of

prominence ' focus '. "Focus in the usage of many linguists
has to do with the prominence that a word or a group of
words receives as a result of some special grammatical
constructions. Grammatical prominence is felt when there
is some sort of off-norm arrangement of the word or group

of words." (Jones, 1977:6)

2.2.15 Referential prominence:

Jones calls this type of prominence 'theme'. "Theme

may be defined (tagmemically) as referential prominence."
(Jones, 1977 ;6)

In spite of the fact that Jones' main interest is
the place of 'theme' in the referential structure of

12
expository texts , she devotes a whole chapter to what
she calls 'focus devices' or grammatical structures that
focus part of the sentence. This part of her study is the
most relevant to the corpus study of focus devices in the

present study. Following is a short review of her findings

concerning these focus devices in expository English
discourse.

2.2.16 Jones' findings concerning the grammatical devices
for 'highlighting' information in expository
discourse:

In this section of her study, Jones studies certain

grammatical and sentential structures for highlighting or

making prominent information in discourse. Her hypothesis
is concerned with illustrating how a number of grammatical
devices have "... one important function, that of marking
'thematic prominence' in discourse." (Jones, 1977:169).
Jones categorizes grammatical focus devices in English
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under the following subheadings: (i) word order, (ii)

special constructions.

2.2.17 Word Order: This has been traditionally taken to
be one of the means of highlighting parts of the message.

In the Jones study all word order is taken as a low-level
focus device. It is restricted to the following: (a)
adverbial placement, (b) relativization, (c) verb particle
placement.

2.2.18 Special constructions: Jones postulates that
what she labels as special constructions are an important
means of highlighting themes in expository discourse.
Jones ranks the 'thematicity1 of these special construc¬
tions in accordance with a vaguely defined criterion of

13
inherent thematicity . These special constructions are

ranked in terms of their thematicity as follows: (i)

questions, (ii) pseudo-clefts, (iii) clefts, (iv)

topicalization, (v) relative constructions.

The most relevant part of her study is the corpus

examination of these constructions. She justifies her own

study on the grounds that most if not all previous studies
have concentrated on the formal and syntactic aspects of
these constructions to the exclusion of their functions

in discourse. She defines function to mean the function

of a grammatical construction with respect to its linguisic
environment in discourse.

2.2.19 Jones' findings and conclusions concerning
'special constructions' in expository discourse:

The thematic function of special constructions
in expository discourse:

Jones finds that (i) questions, (ii) pseudo-clefts,
(iii) clefts are used in discourse to mark information as

prominent thematically. They are all categorized in
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accordance with the type of theme they highlight. That
is to say they are categorized according to whether they

highlight: (1) higher level themes occurring at the

beginning of chapters, sections, etc., (2) mid-level-
themes occurring at the beginning of paragraphs, sentence

clusters, and (3) low level themes, occurring in sentences
and clauses.

For each type of special construction she attempts
to make generalizations about its distributional frequen¬
cies in the corpus of expository texts. These are minor
or secondary points and are mostly subjective judgements.
(Her findings concerning the clefts are dealt with in
detail in chapters four and five). Jones also includes

conjunctions in her list of grammatical constructions for

highlighting information in expository discourse.

2.3. Sentence-based approach to theme and thematization:

The sentence based approach to prominence or staging
is so characterized because it takes the sentence as its

point of departure and framework within which the levels
of description apply. Such an approach tends generally

speaking to be more formal in the choices of its descrip¬
tive units and more limited in its applications. Such an

approach usually tends to focus on the postulation of
abstract rules rather than account for authentic and

concrete data. Some Prague school linguists and Halliday's
work (within such a sentence based approach) will be
reviewed here"'"4.

2,3,1 The Prague School studies of theme:

The Prague School studies of theme are extensive and
varied. The two main contributions of this sentence-based

approach to the study of prominence are (i) they have shown
that there is more to the sentence than grammatical
constituents and case roles. In addition to expressing
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grammatical and semantic information, a sentence also

conveys information about thematic choices, (ii) secondly

they have tried to point out how various grammatical con¬

structions function as thematic choices. In the present
review I will only present a few of the main exponents
of the Prague School approach towards the study of theme.
These will be Dane£, Firbas, Dahl and Sgall, et al.

2.3.2 Panel:

Dane^ and Firbas are very close in terms of the
theoretical foundation of their approach towards the study
of theme. In Danes' theory there are three components

simultaneously organizing each and every utterance. These
levels are, (i) grammatical, (ii) semantic and (iii)
organization of the utterance level. (Dane£, 1964:225)

The first level deals with the organization of the
sentence in terms of grammatical functions of the gramma¬

tical constituents, i.e. subject, predicate, object. The
level of semantic organization deals with case roles or

deep structure relations such as agent, patient etc. The
third level deals with the organization of the sentence on

the utterance level in terms of 'functional sentence

perspective'. This may be defined according to Firbas as

"the principle according to which elements of an utterance
follow each other according to the amount or degree of
communicative dynamism they convey, starting with the
lowest and passing gradually to the highest." (Firbas,
1962:136).

This third level has to do with assigning degrees of

'prominence' to different constituents in the sentence
in terns of its organization as a communicative utterance.
Danes defines 'theme' as (i) the element with the lowest

degree of communicative dynamism in the utterance, (ii)
and as the point of departure of the utterance. He points
out that different devices or language mechanisms are

used in different languages to convey the degree of prom-
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inence of different elements in the utterance but like

most other exponents of this approach he is mostly concerned
with word order.

Unlike most other practitioners of FSP he is the

only one who has attempted to apply his analysis of theme
to "thematic progression" in texts. Dane!= has attempted
to analyse texts in terms of theme/rheme schemes and ends

up with schematas of thematic progression in texts such
as (i) simple linear progression, (ii) continuous (constant)
theme progression, (iii) thematic progression with derived
themes. (Danes, 1974:129-141)"^.

2.3.3 Firbas:

Firbas is concerned with word order and with principles
that interact to determine word order. He, however, has four

strata o f linguistic descriptions of sentences in terms
of word order"1"6. Four of these word order principles
seem to be the most important in most languages: (i)

grammatical, (ii) semantic, (iii) emotive, and (iv) basic
distribution of communicative dynamism.

First, the grammatical word order principle refers
to the common sentential word order for subject, predicate,

object. Secondly, there is the semantic word order

principle that organizes word order according to the

preferred order of agent, patient, action etc. Third
there is emotive word order which is the result of a

deliberate departure from the conventional word order.
This is more well-known as marked word order. The fourth

word order principle is that which Firbas calls the basic
distribution of communicative dynamismiCJ>)His definition
of theme, rheme etc. is derived from the concept of
communicative dynamism"1"^.

Most of Firbas' work is devoted to the investigation
of the interplay or interaction of his functional sentence

perspective theory in determining the various grammatical
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structures. It is the interaction of his grammatical,

semantic, emotive and communicative dynamism word order

principles in different languages that he is mostly
interested in. However, it must be pointed out that the

concept of communicative dynamism is a very vague

principle to work with in relation to texts or discourse.

2.3.4 Dahl:

Dahl was among the first linguists to consider

Prague school notions in terms of a transformational

generative framework. He calls theme topic and considers
it the left hand side of a logical implication. Dahl feels
that the deep structure in a transformational generative
model should be organized in terms of a topic-comment
structure. Dahl's approach,like all the linguists discussed
in the present section, is sentence bound.

Dahl's main contribution is that he advocates a base

structure that incorporates the logical implication as

well as the topic^comment structure. He emphasized the

presuppositional nature of topic. He also conflates pre¬

suppositions and logical implication with topic-comment
structure in the base structure. This view as well as

Sgall's et al, has been incorporated into generative
transformational theory.

2.3.5 Sgall, Haji£ova & BeneSova:

Sgall et al (1973), like Dahl, maintain that the
elements in the deep structure should be ordered according
to topic-comment structure. They suggest that the

principle of CD should be incorporated in a semantic deep
structure. These are expressed by surface word order and
intonation.

Sgall et al use the term topic instead of theme. They
define topic in terms of what they call contextual
boundedness. Their concept of contextually-bound elements
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is partly based on their notion of given and new.

(They deny that). Contextually bound elements are directly
derivable or recoverable from the context. Contextually
non-bound elements are not derivable or recoverable from

the context. Topic is thus the contextually bound element
while comment is the contextually non-bound element. Like
Dahl, topic and comment are defined as deep structure
notions. Like Firbas, they use the question test to
determine topic.

The important point here is that Sgall et al, as well
as most sentence based approach exponents, have attempted
to bring some discourse notions into the semantic repre¬

sentation of sentences.

Sgall et al maintain that sentences must have
different semantic representations if they have different

topic-comment structures. This contradicts the early
transformational approach which regards theme as merely
differences of form rather than function or basic

meaning.

Most of Sgall's1 et alvwork is devoted to the

application of their ideas to a number of linguistic

phenomena ranging frcm presuppositions to constructions
such as clefts and passives. Their main interest lies
in the differences between so-called 'free' and 'fixed

word-order' languages.

Dahl's, as well as Sgall's et al work, has made it

possible to include functional criteria into standard

generative theory especially with reference to the notion
of topic and comment. Within the main transformational
line a lot of work has been carried out in terms of the

topic comment structure. I am aware of this work but will not
include a review of it here.. Almost all, if not all, the studies
carried out within the transformational generative theory
have been sentence bound. Some of these will be mentioned

in passing, others will be reviewed in relation to

specific structures^.
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2.3.6 Halliday theme subsystems:

Halliday's description and representation of the

system of language is expressed in his 'Notes on Trans¬

itivity and theme in English' (Parts I, II and III) where
he identifies three sets of relationships in the

description of the English clause.

"The English clause, it is suggested, can be
regarded as the domain of three main areas of
syntactic choice: transitivity, mood and theme.
Transitivity is the set of options relating to
cognitive content, the linguistic representa¬
tion of extralinguistic experience, whether of
the phenomenon of the external world or of
feelings, thoughts and perceptions. Mood
represents the organization of participants in
speech situations, providing options in the form
of speaker roles, the speaker may inform,
question or command; he may confirm,request
confirmation, contradict or display any one of
a wide range of postures defined by the
potentialities of linguistic interaction. Theme
is concerned with the information structure of
the clause; with the status of the elements not
as participants in extralinguistic processes
but as components of a message with the relation
of what is being said to what has gone before in
the communication (Cf. The organization of the
utterance as a syntactical level in DaneS (1964).
None of these areas of meaning is restricted
to the clause; but for each the clause provides a
significant range of options, and it is these
clause options for which the terms transitivity,
mood and theme are now being used; given the clause
as domain, transitivity is the grammar of exper¬
ience, mood is the grammar of speech function and
theme is the grammar of discourse."
(Halliday, 1967,b:190)

I will only be concerned with the theme system in this
review of Halliday. In the theme subsystem Halliday
identifies six distinct but related sets of options. The
first three concern the status of single elements in the
clause structure, the other three relate to the clause

as a whole and these latter are labelled as (i) information,

(ii) thematization, (iii) identification.

Options in the information set are realized by
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phonological features of intonation, those of thematiza-
tion by the sequence of elements in the clause and those
of identification by certain specific patterns of
clause structure.

Information has to do with spoken texts which are

obligatorily organized into 'information units1 each of
which has a centre that is realized by intonational
prominence on a particular word or syllable. The speaker
has options in blocking out the information units and
in deciding on the 'information focus'.

whereby the speaker marks out a part (which
may be the whole) of the message block as that
he wishes to be interpreted as information ...

If we used the admittedly rather inappropriate
term 'given' to label what is not 'new', we can
say that the system of information focus
assigns to the information unit a structure in
terms of the two functions 'given' and 'new'."
(Halliday, 1967b:204)

Information focus reflects one Qif the diverse phenomena
referred to by speakers of English as prominence or

'emphasis'. The term 'prominence' is used to cover most
of the types of prominence studied under the label
'theme' (Halliday, 1967b:204).

Thematization falls within the same general area of

options in the grammar of communication but it is a

choice of a different nature. "Its point of origin is
the clause not the information unit; and it assigns to
the clause structure in terms of functions 'theme' and

'rheme' (Halliday, 1967b:212). Within this set of options
the speaker chooses between marked and unmarked theme.
It is one way of selecting or highlighting theme.

Identification is the third set of options related
to thematization, in that it introduces further options
in highlighting or selecting theme in relation to the
clause; this option which assigns an identified-identifier

"Information focus is one kind
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in equative and identifying clauses.

"... three systems concerned with the organiza¬
tion of discourse: information, which specifies
an information unit with given-new structure;
thematization, which assigns a theme-rheme
structure to the clause; and identification,
which optionally assigns an identified-identifier
structure to the clause." (Halliday, 1967:236)

(See table nos. 2 . 2 & 2 . 3 for a comparison of the differences in
terminology between the exponents of the sentence-based
approach to some aspects of prominence and prominence
giving devices).



Table 2.1
discourse10 representdtion of the discourse-based approach to 'staging' or prominence in

(1) Grimes (1975)

Content structure
(1) Lexical and rhetorical
predicates

GRIMES' THREE MAIN SUBCOMPONENTS

4——~
Cohesion Staging and topicalization

Voice & Theme
staging modality

beme and cohesive structure

Staging at various levels

(2) Meyer (1975) MEYER'S STRUCTURAL VARIABLES
Text

Hierarchical structure

Height of ideas in a text

Traditional outline of topics
in a text: hierarchically ordered

'Signalling'

(1) The specification of the
structure of relations in the
content structure
(2) Prematurely revealed information
abstracted from content coming later
in the text

(3) Summary statements
(4) Pointer words

(3) Clements (1976) CLEMENTS' 'STATING RULES'
Text

r
Content structure

1
Lexical and rhetorical

Cohesion

Presentation of
new information

'Staging'

(1) themeTrheme lstructure +topic/comment;/ ^uctul^e + structure

Perspective of the speaker on the
information presented

hierarchical structure that
indicates the degree of prom¬
inence given to certain chunks
of the message

Staging Rules
(1) topic rule

old/new rule
coordination rule
embedded topic
subordination rule

(2)
(3)
(4)
(5)
(6) minimum depth rule

(7) explicit precedence rule
(8) conflict rule

(4) Jones' model of the grammar of theme and prominence (1977)

Prominence

itent structure':

Phonological prominence Grammatical prominence

"emphasis" "focus"

Referential prominence

"theme"

intonation (1) word order
(2) special construct-
ionts.
'focus' or 'high¬
lighting devices in dis¬
course marking thematic
prominence

(1) rhetorical
questions

(2) pseudo-clefts
(3) clefts
(4) topicalizations
(5) conjunctions

- of a referential configuration is
the nucleur constituent of that unit.

Referential linearity of texts based
on the following:

Narrative from
Pike & Pike 1976

Expositions
(my own)

Performative
interaction

Story
Event

Identity

Performative
interaction

Script
Part

Concept

Normal Isomorphism of referential and grammatical
units in expository texts

(Table extracted from Jones (1977:133)
E. 1.

Reference (content structure) Grammar

Performative interaction
Script
Point

Concept

Exchange/conversation
Paragraph/sentence/monologue
Clause/sentence = (proposition
Word/phrase = (term)

(Table 5.2 extracted from Jones (1977)



Table2.2 Themecomparedbydefinition, acrosssevenEuropeanscholars
relationshipto
knowninformation,
andlevelsanalysed

DANE?

FIRBAS

DAHL

SGALL,HAJlCOVA, beneSova

HALLIDAY

Definitionof theme (topic)

Element(s)of lowestCD? orInitial element(s)in sentence

Element(s)of lowestCD

Leftsideof logical implication
Contextually boundele¬ ment(s)

Initialele¬ ment(s)in sentence

Theme(topic) andknown info

Theme knowninfo

Theme knowninfo

Topic giveninfo

Topicclosely associated withgiven info

Theme knowninfo Theme giveninfo

Levelsof themes analysed

Sentenceand textthemes (thematicpro¬ gressions)

Sentence themesonly

Sentence themesonly

Sentence themesonly

Sentence themesonly

(TakenfromJones(1977)Table3.1)



Table2.3 SevenEuropeanscholarscomparedbytheoryandbyterminologyofthemeandinformation
ft

a o u

ca

Dh

o M K

Eh

Danel£Firbas (Prague,Czech)(Prague,Czech)
Dahl (Norway)

Sgall,Haji£ova, Benesova(Prague Czech)
Halliday (England)

ContinuethetraditionsbegunbyPrague
Generative:

Generative(esp¬
Hisowntheory

School,followingespecially
drawsespe¬

eciallyGen.

called

Mathesius(oftheearlyPragueSchool)
ciallyonAdamec

Semantics):

Systemic

ofthemore

mathematically-
Grammar

recentPrague
oriented-some

School

relationto Danes,Firbasand otherPrague linguists

ThemeTheme
Transition

RhemeRheme

Topic Comment

Topic Comment

Theme Rheme

O
bl— O K̂nown/given 2information

pqUnknown/new înformation

Knowninfo Unknown/new information

Giveninfo Newinfo

Giveninfo Newinfo Knowninfo
b* o b

OHM
I—1QjcQ CD\

Unknowninfofn
o

~oi

(TakenfromJones(1977)Table3.4)

o
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Notes to Chapter 2

1. The sentence-based and discourse based approaches
distinction is a useful distinction that is relevant
to the organization of the present review of the
literature. This distinction is based on a distinct¬
ion that H.G. Widdowson makes between two types of approach
to discourse analysis (1979). It is a useful
structural generalization, and it serves to show the
differences and similarities between two approaches to
the same phenomena. The main differences between the
two approaches to discourse analysis are roughly the
main differences between the two approaches to the
study of some aspects of 'prominence' and 'prominence
giving devices'. Following is a grid based on
Widdowson's review which highlights the differences
between the two approaches:

SENTENCE-BASED APPROACH DISCOURSE-BASED APPROACH

(1) Interested in the
potential meaning of sen¬
tences as opposed to con¬
fronting actual discoursal
data.

(1) Interest in the pro¬
cedures employed in the
production and interpret¬
ation of actual instances
of discourse.

(2) A sentence based
approach will tend towards
an account of discourse
which focuses on rules to
the relative neglect of
procedures.

(2) A discourse based
approach will tend towards
focusing on the procedures
to the relative neglect of
the linguistic rules.

(3) Moves from the
linguistic rules towards
the communicative function,

(3) Moves from the com¬
municative function to-
wards the linguistic form.

2. According to Grimes, lexical predicates are either
simplex or complex depending on the number of arguments
they usually take. These are again divided according
to the semantic principle of stative/dynamic, with more
precise division into actions, events, states,
processes, etc.

3. These labels are simply other names for the rhetorical
relation on the sentence level, and beyond the sentence
level identified in traditional grammar as coordination
and subordination relations.
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4. Grimes suggests that the discoursal devices used for
staging are not different from syntactic devices:

"Manipulating large blocks of content
.like this may be no different in its
theoretical implication than moving
smaller blocks around inside a sentence.
Just as a lexical predicate within the
grammatical framework of a clause can
have one of its arguments fronted as
theme, so a high level rhetorical
predicate can have one of its arguments
fronted." (Grimes, 1977a:128)

5. Meyer's hierarchical structure corresponds to what
Clements calls staging. The hierarchical structure
she postulates for prose texts is based on a topic
analysis of the texts used in the experiments.

"Meyer devised this hierarchical structure
of the ideas in a passage by identifying
a central idea from the passage, placing
this idea at the top of a tree structure,
and placing at lower levels in the struct¬
ure information that described or gave
more information about this central idea.

Specific content at each level in the
structure gave more specific information
or further description about ideas or
events found in a direct upward path from
it in the structure. The analysis
procedure was very similar to traditional
outlining, except that all the ideas were
included in the structure." (Meyers, 1975:5)

6. "Signaling is a non-content aspect of prose
which gives emphasis to certain aspects of
the semantic content or points out aspects
of the structure of the content. Words
of signaling are not included in the content
structure since they do not add new content
and relations, but simply accent information
already contained in the content structure.
Signaling is used by an author to highlight
points in a text which he believes to be
particularly important. Thus, signaling in
passages shows the author's perspective on
the content related in his passage. As
previously mentioned in chapter 1, this type
of emphasis has been identified by Halliday
(1969) ad 'theme' and by Grimes (1969) as
staging ...." (Meyer, 1975:77)
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7. It is in principle impossible to construct a passage
without signalling. In any passage sentences must
be linearly ordered and later sentences are interpreted
vis-a-vis earlier sentences and in any sentence words
are linearly ordered and occur either in prominent
initial position or prominent final position.

8. Meyer comes to the conclusion that signalling is not
a simply explained effect, that "it appears to interact
with height of information in the content structure"
(Meyer, 1975:162). In short, it is not possible to
test staging independently from structure.

9. Clements' 'staging' rules for texts may be summed up
briefly as follows. They follow Grimes' ordering of
topics in a text.

"The basic principle by which Grimes orders
topics hierarchically for English is that
an old topic retains the levels of its
previous mention, whilst a new topic is placed
one level below the preceding topic unless
it is co-ordinated with an earlier topic. In
general each comment is considered to have the
same level in the hierarchy as the topic to
which it is attached. Thus all the inform¬
ation in a text is ordered hierarchically on
the basis of the topic pattern." (Clements,
1976:23)

10. Jones is a tagmemicist. In tagmemics, text or discourse
is considered primary and the stratificational approach
(which is an attempt to keep different levels apart) is
a primary requirement.

11. What Jones calls referential prominence or 'theme' is
a merger of what Grimes (1975) calls content structure
and staging. What Meyer (1975) calls height in
structure and 'signaling' is what Clements (1976) calls
staging.

12. Jones' description of textual themes is based on a form
of hierarchically structured script analysis, i.e. a
'referential configuration' or hierarchical tree of the
information in the text (see script and block charts of
texts in Jones, 1977:160, 239).



13. "There is indication that these four
constructions (questions, pseudo-clefts,
clefts, and topicalizations) along with
a fifth construction - relative clauses -

form a ranking of thematicity, with
questions at the top and relative clauses
at the bottom of the ranking, each success¬
ively higher rank representing a larger
domain of involvement with theme, see
Fig. 6.1.

Conversation \ QUESTION

EXShan?S \ PSEUDO-CLEFTMonologue
Section \ CLEFT
Paragraph ^ TOPICALIZATIONSent Clstr x

Sentence \ RELATIVE CLAUSES
Clause

FIG. 6.1: Five grammatical constructions ranked by
their highest hierarchical level of
thematic function.

Fig. 6.2 is intended to show just a rough
correspondence of each construction with the
highest level in which it has a thematic
function. For instance question is thematic
at conversation level although it is also
thematic at exchange, monologue, section,
paragraph, sentence and cluster levels-
Similarly, the highest level of thematic
functioning of cleft is monologue level,
although clefts are also important at lower
levels, e.g. paragraph and sentence cluster."
(Jones, 1977:177-78)

14. The part of the review devoted to sentence-based
approaches is partly based on Jones' review of the
literature 1977.
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15. (1) Simple linear progression TP:

Text: T^ -»■
4

T2 ( Rl^ R2

T3 ( R2^ R3

(2) TP with continuous (constant) theme:

T -*■ R
1 1

4

T -*■ R
1 2

+

T1 * R3

(3) TP with derived Ts:

15. Three of these basic principles correspond to Danes'
three levels of language. The fourth principle is
a marked deviation from the other principles.

17. "By the degree of CD carried by a sentence
element we understand the extent which
the sentence element contributes to the
development of the communication to which
it pushes the communication forward as it
were. It is obvious that elements convey¬
ing new, unknown show higher degrees of CD
than elements conveying known information."
(Firbas, 1964:270)

"Communicative dynamism manifests itself
primarily in the operation of 3 phenomena:
content, linear modification, linearity
and semantic structure. It is not dif¬
ficult to see that context dependent elements
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i.e. such as convey information derivable
from the preceding context, contribute
less to further the development of com¬
munication than context independent
elements i.e. such as convey information
underivable from the preceding context."
(Firbas, 1975:317)

Within the transformational generative model a large
number of studies have been carried out on the topic
comment structure in English and other languages.
Most of the work has concentrated on specific structures
such as the clefts. Some of these are cited here
(Akmajian, 1970a, 1970b, 1973, 1974); M. Muraki (1970a,
1970b, 1973) ; P. Cook (1973) ; R.L. Shell (1972) ; and
F.R. Higgins (1973).
Other studies incorporating these relevant notions
into transformational generative theory with specific
reference to assertion/presupposition or focus/
presupposition, are T. Moore (1973); F. Kiefer (1973);
Kempson (1975); and Kuno (1972, 1975, 1976, 1978)
argues for 'empathy' and topic hierarchy in syntax.
More general work looking at topic includes Charles N.
Li (ed) 1975, 1976; and J. Gundel (1974, 1977).
Some work has been done on some aspects of topicalization
within case grammars and semantics - Chafe (1970, 1972,
1973, 1974 , 1976) ; Fillmore (1968) , and L. Lipka (1976).
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CHAPTER 3

THE PASSIVE CONSTRUCTION IN THE CORPUS: A TEXTUAL STUDY

3.1 Aims

The present chapter aims to study some aspects of the

passive construction in a minor corpus of expository

English texts, with a view to providing a tentative

description of thematic function and textual uses of the

passive. It is one of the basic assumptions of the
present study that passivization is one of the grammatical
means available to the addresser for 'thematizing' or

1topicalizing' the object or the patient of a clause or

sentence. This is a long established claim in the
literature on the passive construction in the linguistic
or psycholinguistic literature that voice is one of the
means available to the speaker for thematizing specific
aspects of a given message. In this chapter, the basis
for this claim is briefly examined in terms of an extensive
data base and the justification for the inclusion of the

passive construction in a study of some aspects of 'staging'
and 'thematization' in texts is put forward.

I must stress, however, that this chapter is by no

means a comprehensive discussion of all the formal,
semantic and functional aspects of the passive construction
in the corpus. It is not possible to give a comprehensive
study of such a construction in the corpus within the scope

and limitations of a single chapter. This chapter was

intended, however, as a short introductory discussion to
some functional aspects of the passive with specific
reference to its textual thematic function in the corpus.

For a comprehensive study of the passive construction in
English (see Stein, 1979).
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3.2 Introductory note

The argument beyond the constant citing of the
functions of the passive construction as a communicative

prominence giving device rests on the premise that a

decontextualized passive construction is almost always
seen in relation to an equivalent active counterpart.
The argument also rests on the premise that the active

counterpart represents the unmarked option while the

passive is the marked choice. (Anisfeld and Klenbort,
1973:119) The argument thus is based on the claim that
the addresser considers the active counterpart before he
decides to select the passive option thus giving 'emphasis'
to other constituents than those made prominent in the
active declarative form. The following sentences

exemplify this:

1(a) Mary killed John.
1(b) John was killed by Mary.

2(a) Many arrows did not hit the target.
2(b) The target wasn't hit by many arrows.

3(a) John stole Mary's bike.
3(b) Mary's bike was stolen by John.
4(a) Jane gave Mary a sweet.
4(b) A sweet was given to Mary by Jane.
4(c) Mary was given a sweet by Jane.

Almost all the studies of the passive construction in

English mention that the function of the 'passive' is to
shift information focus from the logical subject to the

logical object. This claim is based implicitly on the

comparison of, (i) a passive construction with an active

equivalent, and (ii) the examination of a passive
construction without reference to the context in which

they occur. However, this argument despite its validity
for some types of passives is not valid for other types
such as the become, get, passives or for passives for which
there is no acceptable active counterpart.
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It is claimed on the basis of the previous argument
that the passive construction is a communicative prominence

giving device as it thematizes other constituents of the
clause or sentence. If we compare the passive construction
with it- and wh-clefts which are well documented as communi¬

cative prominence giving devices or thematic devices we note

that, (i) only in relation to an equivalent active sentence
can one start to think of the passive as such, and (ii) the

passive may only be considered a focus device if phonetic
prominence, namely intonation, is taken into account in

specific situations. However, while it- and
wh-clefts function adequately as prominence giving
devices in written as well as in spoken texts, the passives

may not. It- and wh-cleft convey contrastive focus,

correcting, stressing, contradicting the implicit and

explicit expectations that the speaker attributes to the
hearer. What sort of device is the passive construction
in the corpus? And what function does it fulfil? These are

the two major questions that this chapter will attempt to
discuss briefly.

3.3 Brief review of the literature on some aspects of
the passive construction

There are varied and extensive views of the passive
construction in the linguistic literature. Some of these
views are conflicting regarding the nature and the function
of the passive construction. These views are based in

general on a selection of facts concerning the use of the

passive. The most important of these is the infrequency
of use of the passive in relation to the active. It has
been pointed out in previous corpus studies that, (i) the
more formal the speech, the greater the production of the
passive, and (ii) about 80% of the passives in English
are agentless. (Jespersen, 1933; Svartvik, 1966)
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One view regards the function of the passive, as a

change in focus or 'emphasis', (Jespersen, 1933*, Caroll, 1958).
The exponents of this view regard the function of the

passive to be that of shifting focus from logical subject
to logical object. This view implies that the SVO form
of the active structure is basic.

The other view maintains that the passive is a word
order or stylistic device. Chomsky maintains a distinction
between what he calls obligatory word order devices such
as the passive and stylistic or optional word order devices
such as inversion or fronting. Joos (1964:94) sees the

passive simply as a word order device that serves the same

function as fronting or stylistic inversion.

There are other views of the passive among which are

those who see it as a legacy from the classical grammatical

heritage and those who see it not as a true transformation
but as a device of lexical selection. (Langendoen, 1969)
This view takes the notions of topic and comment such as

agent or patient into the deep structure rather than

relegate them to the surface structure as in standard theory.

Another view of the nature and function of the passive
construction is offered by Anisfeld and Klenbort, (1973).
The active/passive structure are seen as identical in terms
of truth value. However, the main difference between the

two structures according to them lies in the markedness of
the passive construction. The passive is identified as

the marked form because it is longer, transformationally
more complex, less frequently used and is also more diffi¬
cult to understand and remember in psycholinguistic
experiments. The active and passive are seen as pre-

suppositionally different. The passive form allows the
addresser to build a presuppositional infrastructure into
his statements. The active is thus regarded as the more

neutral form for conveying information.
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They, however, see the function of the passive as

that of stylistic continuity and emphasis.

"The emphatic and stylistic functions of
the agentful passive often coincide as
they both tend to reflect the thematic
interests of the speaker. The theme of
the discourse receives grammatical
emphasis by being placed in grammatical
subject position, thus giving it emphasis
and providing discourse continuity."
(Anisfeld and Klenbort, 1973:121)

This, however, is a very brief review of an extensive
area which attempts to show the different views held in
the literature of the nature and function of the passive.

3.3.1 Brief review of three corpus based studies of the
passive construction

I am aware only of the three major corpus based
studies of the passive in English. These three major
corpus based studies are, (i) Svartvik (1966), (ii)
Huddleston (1971), and (iii) Stein (1979).

The first study is Svartvik's (1966). The rationale
for his extensive study is an attempt to find an answer

based on authentic data for the derivational arguments

surrounding the passive at the time of the study.
Svartvik's main contribution is in the postulation of the

concept of the passive scale (1966:156), a scale in which
transformational voice relation with passives operates
most strongly with agentful classes at the top end ranging
across to quasi-passives and non-agentive passives at the
other end. Generally speaking, transformational voice
relation operates most strongly at the top end of the
scale and serial relation at the bottom end of the scale.

Svartvik presented a useful and clear type-token relation
of the passive construction in an extensive corpus.

However, one of the main shortcomings of corpus studies
is that they tend to deal with authentic constructions as
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decontextualized tokens of types and pay the least
attention to the discussion of function and use in

contextual terms.

Huddleston (1971) studies various syntactic structures
in scientific texts and the passive construction figures
as part of that study. His choice of scientific English
to the exclusion of other types of text is motivated

primarily by applied linguistic and language teaching
rationale. Huddleston's approach to passivization is
based on a mixture of transitivity and theme (Fillmore,
1968; Halliday, 1967). However, despite his declared
aims, his discussion of the passive is limited to the
semantic structure of the verb category in the corpus.

Huddleston is more interested in the interaction of mood,

theme and transitivity in terms of specific verbal
categories of voice.

Stein (1979) studies the passive in English and
German in a corpus based study in order to develop an

abstract function of the English passive. Her study is
the most comprehensive study of the formal and functional
aspects of the passive in English I have come across.

She makes many interesting contributions in her study but
the most interesting one is the development of a semantic

theory of the passive which enables her to develop an

abstract macro-function for the passive from which she
derives the more specific uses of the passive such as the

omissibility of the agent, thematization and shift in
information focus. This semantic theory, it is argued,
is a better account of the function of the passive, as it
accounts for various aspects of passives that traditional
functions fail to account for.

3.4 Definition of the Passive construction in the corpus

According to Stein (1979), all grammars, (Kruisinga,
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Pcutsma, Currae, Jespersen, Zandvoort, Quirk et al. , Quirk,
Leech and Svartvik), define the passive formally rather
than as a semantic phenomenon. Stein, however, points
out that there are semantic and notional definitions of

the passive that are more adequate but that are not

usually used in corpus studies. The definition for the
passive construction used in the present corpus study is
the one taken by Svartvik (1966).

"In this study, 'passive' will be considered
as a technical term, used in a very wide
sense, for a formally defined construction.
In the primary analysis, all the following
sentences will be considered 'passives'.
The house was built by experts.
The house was built of wood.
His bills are paid.
His bills are paid regularly every month.
His bills are paid, so he owes nothing now.
The snow was piled high by the wind.
The snow was piled high by the door.
The village was (appeared, lay, looked, seemed)
quite deserted.
He felt thoroughly disappointed.
The door remained locked.

Whatever their differences in meaning, all these
sentences have one formal feature in common:

they all have as verbs combinations of Be
(or auxiliaries computable with be) and a past
participle. For the purpose of our discussion,
this will be our simple working definition of
the passive in English." (Svartvik, 1966:4)

There are of course other auxiliaries that occur with

the passive but have not been dealt with in the present

study. (For a full discussion of passive auxiliaries,
become, g<f t, grow, feel, appear , etc. (see Stein, chapter 4) .

Svartvik's definition does not differ much from Quirk et al.:

"Voice is a grammatical category which makes
it possible to view the action of a sentence
in two ways, without change in the facts
reported ... The active-passive relation
involves two grammatical levels: the verb
phrase and the clause. In the verb phrase,
the difference between the two voice categories
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is that the passive adds a form of the
auxiliary BE and the past participle
(the-ed form) of the main verb. At the
clause level, passivization involves
rearrangement of two clause elements and
one addition. (a) The active subject
becomes the passive agent, (b) the
active object becomes the passive subject,
and (c) the preposition-by is introduced
before the agent. The prepositional agent
phrase of the passive sentence is an
optional sentence element." (Quirk et al.,
1972 :801)

I have chosen to define the passive construction in
the present corpus in formal terms. It would have been
much more interesting to define the passive construction
in semantic or notional terms.

3.5 The meaning of the passive

I have not made a distinction in the present study
between use, meaning and function of the passive construction.
Stein insists that there should be a distinction made

between meaning, use and function of the passive structures.
Statements about the meaning of the passive in general have

always been made from a structural basis.

"The most obvious linguistic structure to
which it has been opposed is the active
voice. Statements based on this
opposition could be regarded as statements
on general meaning of the passive."
(Stein, 1979:34)

There are, generally speaking, two views on the meaning
of the passive. The first maintains that there is no

meaning difference between actives/passives, and the second
maintains that there is a meaning difference between the
two structures. All statements regarding the meaning of
the passive are made on the basis of the agentful passive
in relation to an active counterpart where there is a

correspondence in meaning.
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In all the views regarding the meaning of the passive
there are two main defining criteria. (1) Truth value of
the statements in active and passive counterparts, and
(2) the point of view or perspective chosen by the speaker.

"The difference of opinion is thus not a
difference in principle but a difference
in emphasis: those scholars who speak
of a difference in meaning stress the
shift in the point of view, and those
who argue that there is no difference in
meaning take into account the truth
value of the sentence." (Stein, 1979:35)

Although the distinction made by Stein is not

strictly adhered to in the present study, conveying the
speaker's perspective is taken to be one of the main
aspects of the textual thematic function of the passive.
(See Kuno, 1978)

3.6 The function of the passive construction

There are different views regarding the-, meaning, use

and the function of the passive construction in English
texts. In the following section I will attempt to present
a brief review of some of the most relevant studies

regarding the function of the passive construction as held

by a number of traditional grammarians and linguists.
This is a review of a fairly extensive area and I intend
to present those views only that further the case for a

functional explanation of some aspects of the passive as

an information focus shifting device.

The function, meaning and use of the passive structure
in context have been extensively studied in most traditional
grammars. However, in modern linguistics little attention
has been paid to aspects of the function of the passive
construction. Some of the most insightful studies of the
function of the passive may be referred to in Poutsma

(1926), and Jespersen (1933), and others. A few of the
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most insightful views of the function of the passive are

cited in the present section.

Poutsma (1926) deals with certain aspects of the
function of the passive construction. His main argument
deals with agent omissibility and word order changes as

well as the kind of action denoted by the passive voice.
In the following quotation he lists the potential functions
of the passive.

"(a) The principal occasion of the use of
the passive voice is the desire of the
speaker to avoid mentioning the primary
participants in the action, because, not
clearly known or thought of no importance
or because involving the possibility of
compromising him ....

(b) Conversely the passive construction
is frequently resorted to to serve the
diametrically opposite purpose of giving
prominence to the primary participant in
the action, by mentioning it expressly
at the end of a sentence....
(d) The passive construction represents
the object of the action more distinctly
than the active. It is therefore apt
to be preferred when this notion is
particularly prominent in the speaker's
mind." (Poutsma, 1926:101-102)

Jespersen also believes that in the vast majority
of cases the choice of the passive voice is due to one

of the following reasons:

"(1) The active subject (what would be the
subject if we had chosen the active turn)
is unknown or cannot be easily stated.
(2) The active subject is self-evident
from the context.
(3) There may be a special reason tact or
delicacy of sentiment for not mentioning
the active subject, thus the I of the
first person is often avoided, in writing
more frequently than in speaking.
(4) Where it is indicated 'converted
subject' the reason why the passive turn
is preferred is generally the greater
interest taken in the passive than the
active subject.

The house was struck by lightning.
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(5) Or the passive turn may facilitate the
connection of one sentence with another.

He rose to speak, and was listened
to with enthusiasm by the great crowd
present." (Jespersen, 1933:120-121)

Most of the traditional grammars of English are

quite explicit with respect to what is regarded as the
function of the; passive. On the other hand most modern
grammars rarely discuss the function and the use of the

passive. In their discussions, Quirk et al. (1972),
Leech and Svartik (1975), do not elaborate on the functions
and uses of the passive construction discussed by Jespersen,
Poutsma and Kruisinga. Most of the work done on the
function of the passive construction in context has been
done in psycholinguistic studies rather than in linguistic
studies of the function of the passive construction.

(Psycholinguistic studies of some aspects of the use of
the passive construction are reviewed in part II, chapter 8,
section 3.) Quirk et ad. (1972), however, do mention a

function of the passive construction that has not been
referred to elsewhere.

"Two factors already contribute to the
presentation of the content of the clause
in one particular order rather than another.
One is the tendency to place new information
towards the end of the clause, another is
the tendency to reserve the final position
for the more complex part of the clause of
the sentence. The first of these we have
called the principle of end focus (1.3),
and the other may be called the principle
of end weight .... From this one sees the
importance of the passive voice as a means
of reversing the normal order of 'agentive'
and affected elements and thus adjusting
the clause structure to end focus and end

weight.
A. Who makes these chairs?
B. They're made by Ercol."

(Quirk, et ad. 1972:934)

Most modern linguists or grammars do not tackle the
function of the passive construction in English text with
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the exception of Stein's recent study. In fact,, the

following quotation by Palmer characterizes the situation
in terms of the study of the function of the passive
construction. "It is far from clear why or when the

passive is used." (Palmer, 1974:87).

Generally speaking the work done on the function of
the passive construction may be summed up under two main
headings. These are abstract, linguistic rather than
textual or communicative functions. These functions are,

(1) the omissibility of the agent phrase in the passive,
and (2) the thematization and rhematization function of

the passive. Stein (1979) rejects these two functions
as fundamental and makes a third proposal as a function
of the passive. She suggests that the function of the

passive in English consists of representing a resultative
process or activity as not having a beginning in the extra-

linguistic 'inception' of the activity. She then derives
the other functions of the passive from this abstract
function.

3.6.1 The passive and the omissibility of the agent-phrase

It is generally held that one of the functions of the

passive is to omit the agent phrase. There are several

quantitative considerations that support this argument.

Jespersen points out that over 70% of the passive sentences
found in English literature contain no mention of the
active subject (Jespersen, 1956:121). Svartvik's study
shows that over 80% of the passive clauses are agentless
and the remaining 20% agentful clauses are divided between
the animate and inanimate by-agent phrases. Stein's
figure in a recent corpus study as well as my own seem

to show that 80% of all passive constructions in the
corpus do not have an agent. Only 15-20% have an agent.
It is reasonable to expect that this figure is quite valid
as it is based on a number of corpus studies.
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Stein argues on the basis of these figures and other
studies that show that some verbs in the passive do not
allow the omission of the agent that this could not be
the function of the passive construction. I do agree

with parts of her argument but I strongly dispute the
conclusion she reaches on the basis of this evidence.

"The conclusion to be drawn from this
evidence is that the optional mention
of the agent phrase in passive constructions
of English cannot be regarded as the
function of the passive itself." (Stein,
1979:129)

I find that on the basis of my corpus and contextual

study that it is very frequently possible to consider the

omissibility of the agent as one of the functions of the

passive. There are however other factors that affect
the omissibility of the agent phrase, such as the text and
the situational context, that make the agent redundant or

unnecessary.

3.6.2 The passive and its relation to thematization and
rhematization

In this section I intend to discuss some aspects of
the 'thematic' function of the passive construction. The

passive has always been discussed in relation to its
thematic function, or 'conceptual focus', etc. The
argument that maintains that the function of the passive
is shifting the information focus from subject to object
is usually guilty of neglecting the verb form change.
The argument that the passive has a thematic or 'staging'
function at the clause and sentence level is not a simple
one.

The first part of the argument is related to the
theme/rheme distinction, (Halliday, 1967a, 1967b).

Halliday points out that theme and the passive have to
do with the relation between 'theme' and 'transitivity'.
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The passive is seen as an option dissociating the actor
and theme while leaving the theme 'unmarked'.

"Variation from the unmarked results in
different role combinations and con¬

stitutes the kind of foregrounding that
the speaker thinks of as 'emphasis'.
Thus in // these houses were built by
my grandfather //, which is receptive
('marked in voice') the actor is focal
and the goal thematic and the effect
is to 'emphasize' the actor as the
point of new information and also to
'emphasize' the goal as what the message
is about." (Halliday, 1967b).

Thus the passive is relegated to the transitivity

system and its thematic function would be to emphasize
the goal, range or beneficiary as well as the actor if
he is mentioned.

"The meaning of the passive in English
was said many years ago by Mathesius
to be related to questions of theme,
and it may be explained in such thematic
terms the speaker selects the option
receptive in the transitivity system in
order to take as unmarked theme a nominal

having a role other than that of actor
(one of goal, beneficiary or range), the
actor either being unspecified or having
unmarked focus within the rheme. The

option is that of 'receptive' and this
may or may not be in the passive in the
sense of having a passive verbal group;
indeed the passivity of the verb is
entirely unnecessary as a realization
of the receptive, which is why the verbal
distinction of active/passive now serves
a different purpose that of distinguishing
between orientation to the process and
orientation to the agency." (Halliday,
1967b:217)

On the notion of whether or not voice is treated as

fully determined by the theme system in English, Halliday
emphasized the interdependence of the transitivity and
theme systems in relation to voice.
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Grimes (1975) is also ambiguous on the relation
between voice and staging. He shows that voice has to
do with a further relation between content structure

(i.e. transitivity for Halliday) and staging (theme).
He claims that the subject selection rules (transitivity
in Halliday, and primary topicalization in Fillmore, 1968)
or mapping rules are tied up in English with the expression
of mode.

In the unmarked case, the mapping rules map agent onto
the subject and subject to the topic via the modal system.
In the 'marked' mapping case, it dissociates the agent from
the subject position and this from the unmarked theme and
mode. In the passive mapping case, the receptive, accord¬
ing to Halliday, the agent is treated in one of two ways

that are not easy to handle in the active voice. In the
first instance, the agent can be treated as new information

by marking it the centre of an information block. In the
second instance the agent is left out, either because it
is vague or because it is irrelevant.

Grimes, however, insists on making a distinction
between voice and staging. Although he does not deny
that voice is one of the means of staging available to
the addresser, he points out that though the following
two sentences are equivalent in proposition content and
voice, they are different in 'staging'.

"1.a. The strawberries were given to me.
1.b. I was given these strawberries."
(Grimes, 1975:332)

According to Stein (1979) any discussion of the

passive with respect to thematization and rhematization
in English must take account of all the linguistic means

available for giving 'communicative prominence' to a

sentence element. Only by doing so, she argues, can we

hope to assert what the specific role of the passive is
within this intricate system of prominence giving devices.
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Stein argues that whereas clefts, pseudo-clefts and

fronting denote prominence through the placement of
information and contrastive focus in written or spoken

language, the passive does not seem to imply contrastiveness.
So what kind of device is the passive? If we compare the

passive with these other structures we find that the

passive is a means of inverting the basis and end of
communication. (Stein, 1979:131) If the theme is

defined as the given information, however, and the rheme
as the new information:

A car was stolen by our neighbour

would be

described as a thematization of a rheme and a rhematization

of a theme (Stein, 1979:131).

"This would be a word order device which
is marked, that is, the unmarked con¬
struction has been changed into a marked
one from the point of view of the
communicative information ...

That is, depending on the basic active
structure the passive is an information
focus switching device in English.
Even if the subject of the active sentence
is omitted in the passive construction
there is an information focus switch, the
information focus then falling on the verb
phrase ... (Stein, 1979:133)

3.7 Rationale and description of the functional
categorization of the passive constructions in
the corpus

In the present study a functional analysis of the

passive construction in the corpus was carried out. The
purpose of this analysis is to demonstrate the textual
thematic functions of the passive in the corpus. The
list of functions included in the grid was based on the
two general functions discussed briefly in the previous
section, (i) the omissibility of the agent phrase, and
(ii) the thematization and rhematization function of the
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passive construction. I will try here to present a brief
introduction to the construct validity of the functional

grid as well as a brief discussion of some of its more

interesting findings.

Other than for descriptive purposes the grid was

intended to indicate the frequency of use of different

types of passive in an attempt to justify the generality
of the postulated functions. As in all functional
matrices the following problems occurred.

(1) Subjective criteria in making some borderline
decisions.

(2) Overlapping distinctions, opaque or ambiguous
contexts where it becomes difficult to take

decisions.

(3) Overgeneralization in the setting up of the

original categories.

(4) Multiplicity of relation between form and
functions. There usually is no one-to-one

relationship between form and function.

(5) All functional categories, however well
defined, are fuzzy at the edges and the
defining criteria tend to merge when
considering authentic data in context.

However, the object of setting up the grid was to

investigate the thematic function of the passive
construction in context.

The following functional grid was set up and all
the passive constructions identified in the minor corpus

were examined in terms of their categorization. The

grid consisted of the following functional categories and
formal features:
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(1) Switching information focus from agent to patient,
source to goal, etc. as agent, source, etc. is
unknown.

(2) Switching information focus from agent to patient
to avoid allocating responsibility to a specific
agent.

(3) Switching information focus to avoid being specific
about the source of the information.

(4) Switching information focus to avoid stating a
contextually obvious or repetitive agent.

(5) Discourse continuity function of the passive
construction in context. This is one of the main
thematic textual functions of the passive construction
in the corpus.

(6) Communicative functions: that of being used in
'descriptions' or 'instructions', etc.

(7) End focus: tendency to place new information towards
the end of the clause or sentence. (Quirk et al.
1972 : 943) .

The rest of the categories in the grid are some formal
features of the passive constructions. These are included
because they indicate specific functions or uses not
indicated in the previous categories. These features
include:

(8) Occurrence of a by agentive phrase.
(9) Process: referring to the semantic structure of the

lexical verb. These are very often ambiguous and
they tend to deemphasize the agent and emphasize the
result of the process.

(10) State: stative passive.

The same numbers used here in the description of the
formal categories are used in the actual grids. This

description is taken as the key to the tables of data in

appendix IB. (Ten texts were originally included in the
functional analysis but only five are presented in the

appendix.)
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3.8 Findings and critique of the functional categorization
of the passive constructions in the corpus:

The first four functional categories are all included
under the superordinate functional category of 'switching
information focus' from agent to patient. Each of these

categories specifies a reason for the information focus
switch postulated. The first because the agent is unknown,
the second because the addresser is avoiding allocating

responsibility for an action to a specific agent, the third
because the addresser wishes to avoid being specific about
the source of information, for example, an impersonal

passive that occurs in a formal context, etc. The fourth
is a switch in an information focus to avoid stating a

contextually obvious or redundant agent like the addresser
in a text, or the scientist in a report of an experiment,
etc. (See Huddleston, 1971.)

In the present corpus the fourth category was certainly
the most frequent and the most easily identifiable of these
four categories. (See Appendix IB for tables of the

passive corpus). The second most frequent was the third,
and this was usually identifiable through, it is said,
it is suggested, etc., that is to say it-extraposition and
subject-raising. The less frequent and more difficult
to identify functional categories were the first two.
These occur less frequently and examples of the second
could very easily be confused with those categorized in
the third. In most cases in the corpus the agent was

usually inferrable and it was difficult to state that
he/she were unknown. Except in conditional cases, and
modals + have ... en or future reference. In these

cases the agent was usually unknown but inferrable and the
usage of the passive was due to formal rather than
functional reasons.

The problem with these first four functional categories

proposed here is that they are based exclusively on the
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OVS passive with an active SVO counterpart. This

assumption is at the root of some of the problems that
I faced in trying to categorize the different passives
in the corpus.

Specific difficulty was faced when one of the

following occurred in the corpus.

(1) Statal passives which obviously do not have actional
or active equivalents.

(2) Verbs that are ambiguous in determining whether they
are being used in a stative or a dynamic sense.

The stative/dynamic distinction is certainly a

'squish' (see Lakoff, 1970: I. Sag, 1974: 84), and
there are a number of examples in the corpus when
the determination of their use in the passive is

certainly ambiguous.

(3) Verbs that can only be used in the passive. These
Stein divides into three categories. (i) Verbs
that are said to be acceptable in the passive only
such as, abashed, addicted, etc. (ii) Verbs that

are frequently used in the passive. (iii) Verbs
that occur in a specific sense in the passive only.
(See Stein, 1979:149-163, for a list of these verbs.)

"It is only our theory [Stein's] of the passive
that can establish the passive in its own
and proper right. In the traditional view of
the passive the direct transformation relation¬
ship between the active and the passive is
essential; that is, apart from the exceptions
of the verbs mentioned that cannot occur in the
passive it has been assumed that any active
sentence can be transformed into the passive
and that any passive encountered has a correspond¬
ing active counterpart. In this view the basis
of this relationship was either explicitly or
implicitly the active which becomes strikingly
manifest from statements like 'the agent phrase
in the passive is optional or deletable'. It
only holds as long as the subject of the active
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and the agent in passive construction are
formally expressed and meets with considerable
difficulties when
a. there is a tense change involved between
the active and statal passive version ....
b. when there is no formally expressed agent
at all, and
c. when there is no active counterpart at all."
(Stein, 1979:140)

Concerning the first four functional categories, I
have come to the conclusion that there is great difficulty
in keeping the defining criteria apart in a large number
of cases. The differences between explicit and implicit
mention of agent or even inferrable and non-inferrable

agent is, in some cases, rather difficult to define.

Following are some examples from the corpus

exemplifying the first four categories in the semantic
matrix.

(1) Switching information focus from agent to patient
as agent is unknown. This functional category specifies
that the reason for the switch in the information focus

is due to the fact that the agent is unknown to the

speaker. A few examples from the corpus are cited here:
1. The earliest stone tools are chips of simple

pebbles, usually from river gravels. Many of
them have not been shaped at all, ... (Washburn, 3)

2. In man these controls are gone and are replaced by
a bewildering variety of social customs. (Washburn, 14)

(2) Switching information focus from agent to patient to
avoid allocating responsibility. This is the second
functional category. It differs from the first in that
it limits the scope and specifies that the switch in the
information focus is due to the fact that the speaker or

addresser does not wish to allocate responsibility for an

action with a specific agent. He does not wish to specify
the agent for moral, ethical reasons or simply in order not
to allocate the blame or responsibility for making a

certain statement ...
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A few examples from the corpus are cited here:
1. Baboons are said to be fond of fledgelings

and birds' eggs and have even been reported
digging up crocodile eggs. (Washburn and DeVore, 136).

2. Much has been written about the importance of sex
in uniting the troop, it has been said, for example
that the powerful social magnet ... (Washburn and
DeVore, 141).

(3) Switching information focus to avoid being specific
about the source of the information. This category

specifies that the switch in information focus is due to
the fact that the speaker or addresser wishes not to

specify the source of the information for a variety of
reasons. A few examples from the corpus are cited here:

1. It has been argued that a more advanced form of
man already present was the toolmaker ... Peking
man was thought too primitive to be a toolmaker ...
(Washburn, 5).

2. ... that language might be a few thousand years
old and when it was repeatedly being demonstrated
that language that had been thought to be
unrelated ... (Hockett, 31).

3. ... It has been suggested that curtailing child
marriage would help curb the population increase.
(Huxley, 164).

4. There is some indication, however, that the
advantages of country living can be cancelled
by cigarette smoking, which is in effect a portable
form of pollution. In great Britain it has been
shown that the larger the city the higher the
incidence of bronchitis ... (118,2)

(4) Switching information focus to avoid stating a

contextually obvious or repetitive agent. This functional
category specifies that the agent is not mentioned, that is
to say, deleted because he is obvious from the context.
In fact, in most of the examples cited below the mention
of the agent or patient in some cases might be unacceptable.

1. Scale was prepared with the assistance of William
R. Farrand of the Lamont geological observatory
of Columbia University. (Washburn, 6).
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2. For a comparison of the pelvis of ape, man-ape
and man it can be seen that the upper part of
the pelvis is much shorter and wider in man than
in ape ... (Washburn, 7).

3. More work must be done before this combination
of features is fully understood. (Washburn, 7).

4. Lines of descent that lead to man and his closer

living relative are charted. (Washburn, 7).

(5) Discourse topic continuity: This is the most frequent
textual function of the passive construction in the corpus.

This function of the passive is based on the observation
that the speaker/writer will prefer to continue the dis¬
course topic for a specific chunk of text or information
block with the same constituent in the theme position.
This is basically the predominant textual thematic function
of the passive construction. This specific function is
investigated in the experimental section in a narrative
text and was found to be one of the most important

determining factors in the choice of a passive sentence
in context. (For a full discussion of this function of

the passive see Anisfeld and Klenbort, 1973 > Perfetti
and Goldman, 1975.)

Following are some examples of what is meant by
discourse topic continuity function of the use of the

passive in English texts. This is basically a feature
of the predominantly thematic function of the use of the

passive in context. Leftmost mention establishes the

speaker's topic and his perspective on the information

conveyed as well as the speaker's empathy towards the
topic.

1. Now tools have been found ... The earliest stone
tools are chips of simple pebbles, usually from
river gravels. Many of them have not been
shaped at all, and they can be identified as
tools only because they appear in concentrations
along with a few pieces .... The huge advantage
that a stone tool gives its user must be tried
to be appreciated. Held in hand, it can be used
for pounding, digging or scraping. Flesh and
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bone can be cut with a flaked chip, and what would
be a mild blow with ... Stone tools can be

employed, moreover, to make tools of better
materials ... Tools have been found, along with
bones of their makers at Sterkfontein ... but
someone had to carry them from the gravels
some miles away and bring them to the deposit
in which they are found. (Washburn, Tools and
Human Evolution).

2. Tool traditions of Europe are the main basis for
calssifying Paleolithic cultures. The earliest
tools are shown at the bottom of the page, later
ones, at the top. The tools are shown from both
sides and the edge except for blade tools, which
are shown in three views. Tools consisting of
a piece of stone from which a few flakes have
been chipped are called core tools (right).
Other types of tools were made from flakes, blade
tools were made from ... (Washburn, Tools and
Human Evolution).

3. I had suggested that a survey of resources should
be accompanied by a similar survey of the population
that consumed the resources. I was told that
there were technical, political and religious
difficulties. Eventually these difficulties were
smoothed over, censuses were taken and conference
on population was duly held in 1954. (Huxley,
World Population).

(6) This is a communicative function based on the

observation of the use of the passive in the corupus.

On the basis of the present cases it was observed that
the passive is most frequently used in statements that

communicatively function as descriptions. It has already
been pointed out that one of the most frequent uses of the
passive in expository discourse is in the making of
descriptions and instructions. (See Widdowson, 1978;

1979; and Lackstrom et al., 1970; 1972). Following are

some examples of the use of the passive in descritions
in the corpus.

1. Tool traditions of Europe are the main basis for
classifying Paleolithic cultures. The earliest
tools are shown at the bottom of the page; later
ones, at the top. The tools are shown from both
the side and the edge, except for blade tools which
are shown in three views. Tools consisting of a
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piece of stone from which a few flakes have been
chipped are called core tools (right). Other
types of tool were made from flakes ... blade
tools were made from flakes with almost parallel
sides. Tool traditions are named for sites
where a tool of a given type were discovered;
Acheulean tools, for example, are named for
St Acheul in France. (10, Description of
graphical representation.)

2. Sensory cortex of monkey is mapped in same way as
motor cortex ... As in motor cortex, a large area
is associated with hands and feet ... Drawings
are based on the work of Clinton N. Woosely ...
(13, Description of Graphical representation).

3. DEVELOPMENT OF PERU ... Monetary values of
outputs of sectors is indicated by horizontal
scale III Output required by direct and indirect
demand or exports is added above the line and
represented by the tinted blocks; output similarly
required to replace imports is represented by
hatched blocks in color and is subtracted from new

totals for each sector ... Corresponding picture
for 1955 is shown in black and gray profile below.
The agricultural and extractive sectors ...

is reduced. (178/179, Description of tables.)

(9) and (10) Process and stative: These are not

functional categories. They are included in the grid as

useful distinctions for passives which emphasize the
resultative outcome of the process and de-emphasize the

action, actor patient, etc. This semantic and aspectual
distinction helps in determining the function of the use

of the passive when it is clear that the patient, agent,

source, etc. are not being focussed but the result of the

process itself is what is being emphasized. These
semantic distinctions lend some validity to Stein's claim
that the function of the passive with such verbs is an

emphasis of the resultative process.

"Whereas previous characterizations of the
function of the passive in English have been
positive ones, mine is negative: the function
of the passive in English consists in represent¬
ing a resultative process or activity as not
having a beginning in xl (extralinguistic order
of events, actions, processes, states, etc.).
This description of the functions of the passive
voice in English accounts for the following
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characteristics of the passive itself:
1. That a process or an activity which
extralinguistically begins in xl, yet which
linguistically is represented as not begin¬
ning in but after xl, later, is rendered by
a compound verb form with a past participle.
The finite verb, the auxiliary, is used for
the expression of the tense but can, in
English also emphasize aspects in which the
deployment of the process or activity is
viewed: actional or resultative.
(Stein, 1979:134-135)

These are some examples which illustrate the use of
the passive giving emphasis to the result of the process

itself rather than the agent or the patient.

1. To what extent the 3.2 tons of carbon monoxide
are a menace is not known, but this is beginning
to cause concern. (115,2)

2. But when these substances are exposed to sunlight
for an hour or so, they undergo important chemical
changes, ... (114,1)

3. In general, however, fuel and debris are only
partially burned and a wide variety of chemical
substances are thrown off into the air. (114,1)

4. Given the commitment to automobile transportation,
all the cities in this country suffer to some
degree from air pollution by hydrocarbons; where
coal is burned for power and domestic space
heating, the air may in addition be polluted with
sulphur compounds. (14,1)

3.9 Conclusions:

This chapter was intended primarily as a short
introductory discussion of some aspects of the thematic
and textual functions of the passive in the corpus. The
decision to deal with a relatively large corpus and not
to limit the aims of the chapter further made it difficult
to deal with the data adequately. A large number of
problems were involved in the functional classification
of the data in the corpus, among which are, (i) over-

generality of some of the functional categories in the
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grid, (ii) the difficulty of separating functional from
formal criteria, and (iii) the difficulty of dealing with
certain types of passives like those occurring in
conditional sentences and future forms in terms of the

present grid. Clearly what is needed is a more

elaborate formal and functional grid for an improved

description.

However, despite these difficulties I have shown
some interesting facts concerning the use of the passive
for thematic purposes in context with specific reference
to the 'discourse topic continuity'. It is argued that
this principle is a major component in thematizing parts
of the information in texts. In its present state, this
chapter serves as an introductory discussion to the

experimental work done on the thematic function of the
passive construction in context. (See experiment 5,

part II.)

There are, however, many questions that I have

obviously left unanswered in relation to the function and
use of the passive in the corpus due to limitations on

the time available.
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CHAPTER 4

AN INVESTIGATION OF THE WH-CLEFT CONSTRUCTIONS IN THE

CORPUS: A DISCOURSAL STUDY

4.0 Aims

The present chapter aims to study the wh-cleft construc¬
tion in authentic expository discourse through an

investigation of the sum total of the wh-clefts in the

corpus, presenting evidence from expository discourse as

to the use and the function of these constructions, as well

as making quantitative statements and generalisations about
the type of functions they are used to fulfil.

It may be asked whether it is legitimate to study

syntactic constructs in terms of their discourse functions.
This is a complex question but it is assumed in the present

study that it is possible as well as desirable despite the
limitations of syntactic units. It is postulated that
cleft constructions are discourse units rather than merely

syntactic types.

The focus of the present chapter is the function of
authentic wh-cleft constructions in discourse; as opposed
to the study of idealised and decontextualised types. It
seems to me that there is a real need for an in-depth study
of such constructions in discourse as they may yield
functional generalisations which cannot be easily arrived
at by traditional syntactic studies. On the other hand,
functional studies tend to focus on the postulation of
certain functions for the constructions under discussion

that are not in any way supported by a corpus study. That
is to say, functional studies tend to depend on the
intuitive and subjective judgements of the investigator
without substantiating these functions with reference to

(i) formal syntactic and semantic evidence extracted from
authentic constructions in a corpus, (ii) discourse rules
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either 'interpretative' or 'productive' procedures., (iii)
information structure of the type of discourse being

investigated.

The aim of the present chapter is to postulate
functions for wh-cleft structures based on concrete

linguistic evidence and discourse rules. The most recent

study of these constructions makes the following appropriate
conclusive statement: "The one final point I wish to
stress is the importance of studying these and all other
sentence constructions in Discourse, since it is only
there that their communicative functions can be observed."

(Prince, 1978: 905)

4.1 Introductory note on the wh-cleft construction

Wh-clefts are usually labelled pseudo-clefts in trans¬
formational grammars, however, I have opted to follow
Hankamer (1974), and Higgins (1979) and simply call them
wh-clefts. Wh-clefts have been extensively studied in
transformational linguistics as well as within other
theories. They have been given various labels by different

linguists reflecting their different points of view and
derivational arguments. However, derivational arguments

and different abstract representations of these construc¬

tions are beyond the scope of this study

The wh-cleft is arbitrarily defined here in Higgin's

specificational terms as the form of:

WHAT S — Ci is/was Ci.

where S — C = sentence minus constituent.

4.2 A statistical account of the wh-clefts in the corpus

The data on wh-clefts in the corpus consists of 265
2

sentences . This is the corpus of wh-clefts within which

quantitative syntactic and functional statements will be
made. The corpus is not so small as to invalidate the

quantitative generalisations and statistical statements
about the different types of wh-clefts that tend to occur
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in expository discourse.

Two tentative observations concerning the frequency of
the wh-cleft construction in expository discourse will be
made in this section. First, it was thought unnecessary to

attempt a general percentile statistic of the total number
of wh-clefts in the corpus. This statistic, had it been
undertaken would have indicated nothing but the obvious.
That is to say such constructions tend to occur very

infrequently. However, it might be interesting to point
out that the frequency of occurrence of such constructions
tends to be affected by (i) the type of discourse that is

being investigated, (ii) the stylistic preferences of
different authors. Table 1 gives a list of the frequency
of occurrence of wh-cleft in the corpus:

Table 4.1 (see Appendix 1A for a complete and detailed list
of texts in the corpus)

No of
Text in the Corpus wh-clefts

1. Readings from the Scientific American 56
2. Listener, 20 April 1978, vol. 99 12
3. Magee, Popper, Fontana, 1973 22
4. Miller, Psychology, Penguin, 1962 31
5. Bronowski, The Common Sense of Science,

Penguin, 1951
6. 0. Hendricks, Grammars of Style and Styles 22

of Grammar, North Holland, 1976

7. Lyons, Semantics, vol. 1, C.U.P., 1977 76

4.3 Some syntactic features of the focused element in
the wh-clefts in the corpus

It is postulated in syntactic studies of cleft
sentences that wh-clefts focus specific syntactic

categories other than those usually focused in it-clefts.
According to Prince (1978), both clefts readily accept an

NP (e.g. 1,4,5), but an Adv or PP commonly occur in an
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it-cleft; while a VP (e.g. 2,6,7) or an S (e.g. 3) commonly
occur in wh-clefts.

(1) What distinguishes science from non-science is the
inductive method. (Magee, 35)
(2) What he does is to compare the structure of a lexical
field at time t1 with structures of lexical field at time
tz. (Lyons, 253)
(3) What our limited experiments have shown is that the
possibilities for achieving harmony are greatly enhanced
when groups are brought together toward common ends.
(Sherif, "Experiments in Group Conflict", 74)
(4) What evolved was the pattern of life of intelligent,
exploratory playful, vigorous primates; ... (Washburn,
"Tools and Human Evolution", 3,3,2,13)
(5) What we have sought to investigate over these 22 years
is the trend of white opinion on racial integration.
(Hyman & Sheatsley, "Attitudes toward Desegregation", 232)
(6) What biologists do about life is to recognize it.
(Wald, "Innovation in Biology", 10)
(7) What Morse actually did was to incorporate the
principle of duality of patterning. (Hockett, "The
Origin of Speech", 38)
(8) ..., what is meant is that it deviates from chance that
it fails to accord with a priori probabilities. (Ayer,
"Chance", 9)

A count of the categories and constituents in the

corpus was undertaken to find out the frequency of the

syntactic constituents focused in the copula clause. The

purpose of the count was to find out and compare the syn¬

tactic postulates based on idealised and decontextualised
data with findings of authentic data. Moreover, the same

was done to compare the syntactic categories focused in the
it-clefts in the corpus with those focused in the wh-clefts.

The result of the count showed that NP is the syn¬

tactic category that occurs most frequently in the corpus

in the focus position in the wh-cleft. NP1s in focus
accounted for 47%, followed by S focused in 41%, finally
followed by VP which figured in focus in 12% of the cases.

These figures must be taken tentatively as they only

suggest tendencies, but the figures seem to support the

predictions of the syntacticians.

Before proceeding with the categorisation of wh-clefts
in the present corpus two recent studies will be reviewed
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in the next section.

4.4 Short review of two major studies of wh-clefts in
discourse

There are two main studies of the function and dis¬

tribution of wh-clefts in discourse besides a number of

studies on wh-clefts and their postulated functions in
discourse (cf. Hankamer, 1974 ; Quirk & Greenbaum, 1973 ;

Gundel, 1974 > 1977 ). However, the two main studies
that we are concerned with here are Jones (1977) and Prince

(1978).

The first study has previously been reviewed and
evaluated elsewhere in this thesis. It postulates two main
functions for wh-clefts and it-clefts in expository dis¬

course, namely, (i) the thematic function, i.e. the function
of wh-clefts as a device to focus 'themes' at (1) High
(2) Mid (3) Low levels of 'theme' in the texts in which

they occur (Theme is used in this context to mean topics

hierarchically ordered in expository discourse). (ii) the
contrastive function of wh-clefts which, when combined with

their thematic function, makes them a more potent focusing
device (cf. Jones, 1977)

The second and more recent study is a comparison of
wh-clefts and it-clefts in discourse in terms of function

and distribution. This is a more interesting study which
is relevant to the present section.

Prince's (1978) ^ basic premise is that wh-clefts and
it-clefts are different in terms of their function and

distribution in discourse. She describes the difference

in their postulated functions and distribution in terms
of their 'antecedents' and their 'contextual substitut-

ability'. The wh-clefts in her data are characterised

purely in terms of the antecendents and the relationship

they have with the preceding discourse. Her wh-clefts
fall into the following categories:
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(1) Explicit infbrmation, more or less: "This includes

information given explicitly (or nearly so) in the preced¬

ing linguistic context or in the accompanying non-linguistic
context ..." (889). Following are two of her examples of
this category:

(22) a. '... in Haviland and Clark (in press) they

say that ... Certainly what they are talking about is ...

(Chafe, 1976 : 42).

b. 'You see, what I am doing, John, is putting you

in the same situation as Pres. Eisenhower put me in with
Adams. (Nixon, in PT, 20) (Prince's data, 889)

(2) Implicit information: "Since actual phrases are rarely

repeated the line between explicit and implicit information
is often fuzzy." (889) This distinction seems to me to be
more useful in accounting for spoken informal discourse
rather than formal expository discourse. However, the
distinction is not always useful or possible as Prince her¬
self admits. Following are two examples of Prince's data
that may be compared with the above explicit information

examples to exemplify what she means exactly by this dis¬
tinction :

(23) a. 'At first contact he developed a furious hatred
for the party of the Social Democrats. "What most repelled
me" he says, "was its hostile attitude toward the struggle
for ..." (Shirer, 22).

b. 'When talk goes on of "the national purpose",
"the national life", "the mainstream of the nation", what

is being advanced is the erection of these bourgeois

dictatorships.' (Challenge, p. 8)

(3) Contrast: "The following discourses are similar to
those (in the second category) in that their antecedents
are related to the preceding linguistic context, but here
the relation is one of contrast. The contrast may be one

of negative/affirmative, antonymy, positive, comparative/
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superlative, time etc." (889) Following are some examples
of Prince's data showing the contrast items underlined:

(24) a. 'Precisely how pseudo-clefts are formed need
not concern us .. what is relevant is that in all the

cases examined above ...'(Akmajian & Heny, 1975: 316)

b. 'Our position is a dynamic one. It will be
more and more refined as conditions change in the course

of the struggle. What is constant, is our commitment to a

revolutionary emancipation in Ethiopia.' (Challenge, p. 1)

(4) Metalinguistic Antecedents: "This group of wh-clefts,
like those above, has antecedents which can be (re)cons¬

tructed from the preceding context; but now the hearer is
assumed to be entertaining certain metalinguistic notions.
In particular, if A is/has been speaking or is reported to
have spoken, then anyone involved in the speech situation

(including A) can cooperatively assume that everyone else
so involved has in mind that A means/meant something." (No
examples are given for this category as it figures in my

data)

These four groups of wh-clefts have their antecedents
contained at least partly reconstructible from their pre¬

ceding linguistic contexts. In the two other categories
she sets up, Prince finds that the antecedents are prag¬

matic or tend to exist in the norm of the speech situation.
These types she categorises under the following subtitles:

(1) Think wh-clefts:

"In ordinary, non-ritualised discourse it seems that
the speaker's relevant thoughts, observations, opinions,

reactions, etc. (often negative) are taken to be the
constant appropriate concern of the hearer, and therefore

may nearly always be assumed to be in the hearer's
consciousness;" (891) In this group of sentences Prince
includes the following antecedents: "What really troubles
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me ..." or "What is shocking me ..." This type of wh-cleft
is common in conversational informal discourse, the ante¬

cedent of the think wh-type "lie in the norms of the

speech situation rather than in the texts themselves."
(891)

(2) Happen wh-clefts:

"The antecedents 'something happened/seems to be

happening' are not retrievable from anything in the preced¬
ing contexts; yet the discourses are coherent. There seems

to be a pragmatic principle that says that events keep

occurring and that in our culture at least, they are our

proper ajid constant concern. Happen-clauses are extremely
common in the oral data, and not at all infrequent in the
written." (893)

Bearing in mind the variety of Prince's corpus (she
used both spoken and written discourse), these classifica¬
tions are interesting in that Prince has characterised her
results specifically by looking at the antecedents and
their relationship with the preceding discourse. This

approach opens up areas of research which may yield
interesting results.

Prince's study also takes into account the 'inter¬

pretative procedures' of discourse and matches them with
the linguistic evidence. Her categorisation, description
and interpretation of the wh-clefts in her corpus are

entirely devoted to the discoursal rules of 'bridging'
(H.H. Clark, 1975:189) as well as the rules that govern

the relation of the addresser and the addressee. In short

she tends to focus on 'discourse rules' as a 'process' in
the addresser/addressee relationship rather than on dis¬
course as a 'product'. This is illustrated by her

categorisations of implicit and explicit information accord¬

ing to the antecedents of wh-clefts which can be
reconstructed from the preceding discourse. The focus in
the present study, at least in the corpus study, is on
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discourse as a product more than as a process.

Another area in which there is some ambiguity in the

interpretation of Prince's findings is in determining
whether the wh-cleft categories she sets up are related at
all to the functions of these constructions in discourse.

At no point in her study does she refer to her categories
of wh-clefts as functional other than in terms of the

discourse as a 'process'.

Prince's corpus is not however given in her text
which makes it difficult to find out what proportions of
wh-clefts fall into which categories. It would be quite

interesting to know the frequency of occurrence of each

type of wh-cleft so as to check on claims for the setting

up of major categories of these constructions. It seems

to me that Prince uses her corpus only for the purpose of

postulating specific types and exemplifying them. That is
to say the relationship between the corpus and postulated

types of wh-clefts is not made explicit. The critical
remarks made here are not in any way an attempt to under¬
value the contributions of the Prince study. They are

pointed out to show some of the differences as well as

similarities between her study and the present one.

The major problem with Prince's grouping of wh-clefts
in her corpus, however, is that she changes from one

category to the other either focusing on the antecedent or

focusing on the relationship existing between the anteced¬
ent and the preceding context.

The categorisation attempt in the next section of
the present chapter is done on the sole basis of the

'predication' in the antecedent wh-clause rather than in
terms of the antecedent and the context as in Prince's

case. The context is not entirely ignored in the present

study, but is taken into account in the functional descrip¬
tion of the wh-clefts.
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4.5 Towards a preliminary and tentative classification of
the wh-clefts in the corpus on the basis of the type
of wh-clause or the antecedent

After a preliminary study of the wh-clefts in the

corpus it was felt that a classification on the basis of
4

the semantic type of predicate primitives in the

wh-clause, may provide further evidence for the postulated
discourse functions of wh-cleft constructions in exposit¬

ory texts. These may also provide evidence for a number
of other discoursal functions that are not usually related
to wh-cleft constructions.

The proposed categorisation of the predicates in wh-
clauses is based on an attempt to abstract, whenever

possible, some abstract 'semantic primitive' (from the
verb element in the wh-clause). In other words, verbs in

the wh-clauses are grouped into categories on the basis of
a postulated conceptual area reflected in the lexical and
semantic components in the verb in the wh-clause.

On the basis of a preliminary survey of the data it
was postulated that epistemic, evaluative and metalinguistic

primitives are the most frequent and recurrent in the data
in terms of percentile statistics (see section 4.5.6
for the total wh-cleft corpus as a framework for percentile
statistics). These primitives were used to set up cate¬

gories which are fully described in the following section.

4.5.1 Epistemic predicates:

The first category of wh-clauses in the data that is
set up here is that of Epistemic predicates. In struc¬

tural semantic studies of the lexical structures of

language this is the most frequently studied lexical field.
It is usually studied under the label of the vocabulary
of Knowledge and Understanding (see Lyons, 1963 ; Yarwood,
1972 ; Lehrer, 1974 \ chapter 7 below). What is relevant
to us here is not the way in which the lexis organises the

conceptual field of knowledge but rather the fact that
such predicates have specific functions.
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These epistemic predicates are inevitably related to

what Lehrer (1974) calls belief or knowledge predicates.
These so-called epistemological words, e.g.: believe,

know, doubt, think, understand, teach, learn, remember,

forget, be cartain, assume, postulate, suppose, etc ...

are a very difficult set of predicates to define either

according to their semantic and philosophical presuppo¬

sitions or according to their pragmatic implications.
However, these predicates are paradigmatically structured
(in general use) to indicate the writer's/speaker's belief
or attitude toward the knowledge he is conveying in the

following proposition. As such epistemic predicates are

quite often used in expository discourse in general.
The reason suggested here for the frequent occurrence of
these epistemic predicates is that they are used by the
addresser to indicate to the addressee the former's truth

commitment toward the information communicated in the copula
clause or the focused clause of the wh-clefts. This may be
considered one of the functions of the wh-cleft construction.

In other words, these constructions are often used by the
addresser to give him the opportunity to intrude into the
structure of an otherwise objectively structured expository
discourse, thus expressing a belief or an attitudinal

commentary about the information conveyed in the copula
clause of the wh-cleft.

It is relevant at this point to refer to the logico-
semantic notions of focus and presupposition in the trans¬

formational and generative semantic literature (see T.

Moor,1973; Muraki, 1970a ; 1970b ; Jacobs & Rosenbaum,
1971 ; Jacobs, 1969 ). The wh-cleft clause is usually
identified as the presupposed clause while the copula
clause is referred to as the focus clause. The wh-cleft

clause may also be used to indicate to the reader, the
addresser's presuppositions and attitudes toward the

participants in the discourse.
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It is thus suggested on the basis of the data'that
one of the functions of wh-cleft constructions in expos¬

itory discourse is to make attitudinal and belief evalua¬
tive commentaries on the focused part of the information

(i.e. that part of the information which occurs later in
the construction). These commentaries serve to cue the

reader to the perspective that the writer has adopted to¬
ward this part of the message (see, Grimes , 1975; 1978a, and
Clements, 1976 ). One of the main functions attributed

to staging or 'focusing' in these studies is that of con¬

veying "the perspective from which he (the speaker) wishes
to stage what he says." (Grimes, 1978a:126) . In the

following section the wh-clefts categorised under epistemic

primitives are listed. I prefer to include the data at this

point in the body of the text for ease of reference and

checking on what has been included in each subcategory.

Data on wh-clauses with epistemic predicates in the corpus:

1. Readings from the Scientific American:
1.1 ... What needs to be particularly explained is the
derivation not from an a priori frequency but from an
empirically established one. (Ayer, "Chance", 11)
1.2 What we can learn from them is that if we assume that
certain v- V-tions hold with respect to the distribution of
some property. (Ayer, "Chance", 6)
1.3 What is not generally realized is that the law of
averages only works deductively. (Ayer, "Chance", 9)
1.4 What we must be assuming is that the natural thing in
a card-guessing game of this kind is for every possible
combination of the members of the two series .. . (Ayer,
"Chance", 10)
1.5 What is known a priori is that any card drawn will be
one of five possibilities and that any ... (Ayer, "Chance",
H)
1.6 What I have learned is that many educated persons now
tend to equate their concept of God with their concept of
the order of nature. (Wald,"innovation in Biology",5)
1.7 What we have learned in Peru is supported by
investigations of squatter settlements around the world.
(Mangin, "Squatter Settlements343)
1.8 What is wanted to make sense out of fragmentary and
conflicting evidence about change and lack of change in the
economy is a technique ... (Carter, The Economics of
Technological Change", 290)
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1.9 What we have sought to investigate over these' 22 years
is the trend of opinion on racial investigation. (Hyman &
Sheatsley,"Attitudes toward desegregation", 233)
1.10 What distinguishes communication engineering from
power engineering is that the main interest of the former
is not the economy of energy but the accurate reproduction
of energy. (Wiener,"Cybernetics", 120)
1.11 ... what is understood by a true die or unbiased penny
is simply one that yields results matching the a priori
probabilities. (Ayer, "Chance", 4)
1.12 What is not generally known is that more people in the
U.S. died as a result of Asian influenza after the epidemic
than during it. (McDermott, "Air Pollution and Public
Health", 120)
1.13 What these arguments prove ... is that induction is an

independent logical principle incapable of being influenced
either from experience ... (Magee, 21)
1.14 What Popper is thought to have done is demolish its
claims to scientific truth beyond any serious possibility
of their reconstruction. (Magee, 21)
1.15 What is actually in question is one set of events close
in time, which are referred to as the means followed by
another more distant set of events ... (Magee, 103)
1.16 ... what distinguishes science from non-science is the
inductive method. (Magee, 35)
1.17 What I meant to know and have wanted to know is how to
deal with the amount of human evil that is actually ...

(Listener, 490)
1.18 What we remember from the interviews, as edited is
Nixon's moving admission ... (Listener, 502)
1.19 What is evoked is a mode of being and of perception
outside the range of the normally human. (Listener, 506)
1.20 What is inconceivable to us is that it should have been

regarded in any way as doing what is asked of a scientific
theory ... (Bronowski, 30)
1.21 ... what fascinated him about nature was its variety,
its infinite adaptability, the fitness, the individuality
of all its parts. (Bronowski, 30)
1.22 What he thought of was a machinery for evolution;...
(Bronowski, 66)
1.23 What we are looking for in science as much as in the
day to day of our lives, is a system of prediction, is as
it were a predictor. (Bronowski, 86)
1.24 What marks out science as a system of prediction and
adaptation from these of the individual and the species is
at the bottom this, that it is a method which is shared by
the whole society ... (Bronowski, 118)
1.25 What we have learned from the past is knowledge only
because the future proves it to be true. (Bronowski, 122)
1.26 What is in their minds is perfectly true. (Bronowski,
147)
1.27 ... what marks the middle ages was that their order
was always a hierarchy. (Bronowski, 31)
1.28 What marks the scientific view is not that it turned
to the mechanisms of causes but that it saw ... (Bronowski,
31)
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1.29 What he can recognize clearly when it is one of two
possibilities is completely observed when it is one of a
thousand. (Miller, 17)
1.30 What we store away so painfully in our workaday
memory is a rule that will enable us later to construct ...
(Miller, 186)
1.31 What he looked directly at was not the animal's brain,
but the animal's behaviour ... (Miller, 186)
1.32 What one remembers is the invisible hermit thrush
pouring silver chords ... (Listener, 57)
1.33 What Hough does not appreciate is that in the case of
analysis of style of a single writer the stylistician
faces essentially the same problem of selection (0.
Hendricks,118)
1.34 What our discussion has attempted to demonstrate is
that given a particular sentence, a stylistician can gen¬
erally come up with justification of the sentences. (0.
Hendricks, 23)
1.35 What we take issue with is Halliday's assertion that
theme is directly embodied in syntax ... (0. Hendricks,13)
1.36 What we have in mind are narratives in which one or

more characters serves as narrators ... (0. Hendricks,7)
1.37 What we have in mind are the arguments, are the
numerous arguments that have been adduced against a
linguistic analysis of literatures. (0. Hendricks, 4)
1.38 ... what is implied here is a justification for a
statistical approach to determining the genius of a
language. (0. Hendricks, 227)
1.39 What is to be understood by meaning in this context is
one of our principal concerns in later chapters. (Lyons, 1)
1.40 What Skinner is mainly concerned with in his discussion
of tacts is the way in which linguistic expressions come to
be associated with objects and events in the immediate
situation. (Lyons, 131)
1.41 What we find exemplified in (1) ... is a complex
meta-language proposition p-q, in which p contains an
expression ... (Lyons, 168)
1.42 What we are concerned with ... is the truth or falsity
of sentences under a given interpretation. (Lyons, 169)
1.43 What this implies in effect, is that the interpretation
of sentence ITT (Lyons, 170)
1.44 What he disputed was Russell's claim that the sentence
was false if the component existential proposition (a) was
false. (Lyons, 182)
1.45 What I assume, presumably, is that I will be understood
to be referring to a definite individual ... (Lyons, 184)
1.46 ... what we should expect to find instead is a con¬
tinuous gradation between those things that we hold to be
true which occupy a more central position ... (Lyons, 203)
1.47 What has been emphasised in this is the fact that
some names at least can be said quite reasonably to have
a symbolic etymological and traditional meaning. (Lyons,
223)
1.48 What must be emphasised, however, in view of the
polemical associations ... is that there is ... (Lyons, 230)
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1.49 What should be noted, in the present context,, is that
lexicalisation has the effect of transferring information
from the syntagmatic to the paradigmatic dimension. (Lyons,
243)
1.50 What has come to be known as the theory of semantic
fields ... was first put forward as such by a number of
German and Swiss scholars in 1920 and 1930 ... (Lyons, 250)
1.51 What we are grading, presumably are various secondary
implications or connotations of 'alive'. (Lyons, 278)
1.52 What we find identified lexically in English, therefore,
are brother of spouse and husband of sibling as well
(Lyons, 284)
1.53 What we find instead is a set of very general lexemes ...

(Lyons, 298)
1.54 What are frequently regarded as stylistically less
neutral, more emotive lexemes, e.g. excellent or atrocious,
are perhaps descriptively equivalent to explicitly graded
expressions like very good ... (Lyons, 289)
1.55 What concerns us here is the similarity between the
ceme/classeme distinction drawn by certain European struc¬
turalists ... (Lyons, 327)
1.56 What we find instead is what might be called a quasi-
paradigmatic relation between more specific adjectives ...

(Lyons, 295)
1.57 What he has in mind is the role that the marks play ...

(Lyons, 327)
1.58 What may be regarded as the standard systems are based
upon the two-valued propositional calculus ... (Lyons, 165)
1.59 What itcbes not prove - though it is often so inter¬
preted - is that they are genetically programmed to learn
spoken language as such. (Lyons, 88)

4.5.2 Evaluative predicates in the wh-clauses in the wh-
corpus:

The second set of predicates to be grouped in one

category are the evaluative predicates. The basic and
superordinate semantic 'primitive' here is Evaluation.
In some abstract sense these predicates seem to have the
function of qualifying, judging or evaluating the informa¬
tion in the focused clause in wh-clefts. This category has
been divided into two subcategories on the basis of the

syntactic nature of the verbal element. While the first

subcategory includes, almost exclusively, adjectival
predicates, the second admits a hybrid of predicates that
still seem to fulfil the same function of evaluation of the

focused information.
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The adjectival predicates in the first subcategory
are exemplified in the following list: significant,

essential, necessary, certain, interesting, distinctive,

misleading, striking, surprising, familiar, commonplace,

odd, unique, clear, important, impressive, new, wrong,

true, censurable, dangerous, etc. The commonest semantic

component among the set is some form of Evaluation, to
this is added, sometimes, an element of negation of

qualification.

An important point that may be inferred from the

frequent use of epistemic primitives is directly related
to some of the discoursal rules that govern the use of
wh-clefts. In the literature on wh-clefts, it is usually
pointed out that the presupposed clause (i.e. wh-clause)
coincides with the given or known part of the information
while the copula clause usually presents new information.
The evidence from expository discourse seems to point in
that direction. If a majority of the wh-clauses in a

corpus of expository discourse perform the semantic
function of presenting modal and attitudinal information
in epistemic lexis then in some crude sense of meaning

("basic meaning"; see Leech/ 1974/ or "conceptual meaning")
these clauses do not contain new information but presupposed

information, more likely to be modal or attitudinal which
is subordinated to conceptual meaning.

The wh-clefts with explicit epistemological primitives
in the wh-clause represent roughly 22% of the total
number of wh-clefts in the corpus. Over 80% of the wh-
clauses in this category contain explicit direct or implicit
reference to the addresser/addressee. These figures seem

to support the hypothesis previously made about wh-clefts

fulfilling the function of presenting commentaries by the
addresser.

On the whole the first subcategory of evaluative
predicates does not refer explicitly (except in two or

three cases) to the author in the wh-clause. They do
however implicitly refer back to the addresser as source
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and point of reference of the attitudinal evaluative

judgement. Like adverbs of certainty (see Lehrer, 19 74) ,

these evaluative predicates serve to point to either the

positive or negative attitudes of the addresser or towards
the information focused in the copula clause of wh-clefts.

The second subcategory of the Evaluation predicates
is syntactically different from the first in the sense

that it consists almost entirely of verbs instead of

adjectivals. The predicates in the second subcategory are

listed as follows: is required, is needed, is wanted, is

missing, is lacking, matters, is involved. The common

semantic component in this subcategory is again that of
Evaluation. There is less variety in the type of predicate
in this subcategory, but the predicates recur more

frequently than in the first subcategory.

This second subcategory of wh-clauses refers implicitly
to the addresser as the source of the evaluation implied.
It may also be cited as evidence to support the claim made

previously that wh-clefts provide the addresser with the

opportunity to express his attitudinal stance on the
information conveyed in this section of discourse. It also

supports the claim that most, if not all wh-clauses in the

data, do not really present new information (in the
'basic meaning' sense) but in fact tend to present
attitudinal or modal information (Leech, 1974: 134-5 ).

Both these subcategories of wh-clauses represent

approximately 25% of the total wh-clauses in the data base.
While the first subcategory represents 15% of the total, the
second represents 11% of the total corpus.

Following is a list of both subcategories of
Evaluative predicates in the wh-corpus:

2. Data on wh-clauses with evaluative Dredicates in

the corpus :

Subcategory 1:
2.1.1 What is significant is not the derivation from
the a priori frequencies but the derivation from frequencies
... (Ayer, "Chance", 11)
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2.1.2 What is essential is that the problems that might
very well grow out of civil defence might be examined ...

(Mangin, "Squatter settlements", 35)
2.1.3 What is interesting and significant about such a
program is not simply that it can use trial and error to
solve problems. (Minsky,"Artificial Intelligence", 14 2)
2.1.4 What is essential is that problems might very well
grow out of civil defence might be examined carefully ...

(Waskow,"The Shelter-centered Society", 358)
2.1.5 What was new was the form of the economic life, which,
by the opportunities it gave to the countless individuals...
(Butterfield,"The Scientific Revolution", 72)
2.1.6 What is distinctive about him is the wealth and

power of argumentation with which he has ... (Magee, 77)
2.1.7 What can make them particularly misleading is that,
which one of them is applied, large ... (Magee, 51)
2.1.8 What is wrong with the thought is this: it is the
wrong way ... (Listener, 488)
2.1.9 What is more important is the deep theory that under¬
lies the use of this device. (Listener, 492).
2.1.10 What was more impressive than the quaint inventive¬
ness of these ideas was the way in which Terayama had
brought them together so musically. (Listener, 521)
2.1.11 What is new in this book is the permutation of
the ... (Listener, 507)
2.1.12 What is dangerous, and requires real daring is to
be lazier than your neighbour thinks you should be. (Miller,
268)
2.1.13 What is necessary is to strip the learning situation
to its bare essentials. (Miller, 221)
2.1.14 What is more impressive to the modern eye, and
probably more important for his influence on psychology is
the amazing intelligence and creativity of this gentle
Englishman who always seemed to know which way to set out
in search of truth. (Miller, 165)
2.1.15 What is censurable is not the term curt itself, but
the failure to provide an explicit statement of the
syntactic features that manifest curtness. (0. Hendricks,
122)
2.1.16 What is not commonplace is the recognition that much
the same holds true for literary style and its analysis.
(0. Hendricks, 123)
2.1.17 What is odd about the generalisations of science
is not even that they are far wider, and cover a range of
facts beyond the habits of anyone individual. (Bronowski,
119)
2.1.18 What is most striking about the predictions of science
is that they are not an assembly of piecemeal quesses.
(Bronowski, 119)
2.1.19 What is true of the species when it faces the future
is true of the individual. (Brownowski, 116)
2.1.20 What is surprising is that we should believe this
deductive method to be practised or practicable. (Bronowski.,
39)
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2.1.21 What Is certain here is that, even where the method
of axioms ruling a substratum of elementary particles or
events ... (Bronowski, 52)
2.1.22 What is familiar today is What nineteenth century
made for their experimental work ... (Brownowski, 58)
2.1.23 What is inconceivable to us is that it should have
been regarded in any way as doing what it asked of a
scientific theory. (Bronowski, 30)
2.1.24 What interests us now is the kind of structure
which it gave the universe. (Bronowski, 28)
2.1.25 What is important to them is that the trees are
different. (Bronowski, 27)
2.1.26 What is important here is that change of which the
Royal Society and the Academic Royale was the visible
symbol was wider and deeper than science, and had to be
before such symbols could become real. (Bronowski, 25)
2.1.27 What impresses us as truth is the orderly
coherence of the prices. (Bronowski, 136)
2.1.28 ... what is common to the social and expressive
functions of language (& other human signalling systems)
is interpersonal. (Lyons, 51)
2.1.29 What is not so clear at the present time is whether
the child's acquisition of language proceeds independently
(Lyons, 90)
2.1.30 What is especially interesting is that the chimpan¬
zee's utterances are grammatically and semantically
comparable with the utterances of children. (Lyons, 92)
2.1.31 What does seem clear is that Carnap, in pragmatics,
appears to take the point of view of the producer of the
sign more naturally than the receiver. (Lyons, 219)
2.1.32 What is interesting from the present point of view
is the fact that the child creates the name ... but the

parents ... (Lyons, 219)
2.1.33 What is probably the most widely accepted
philosophical review nowadays is that they may have
reference T7^ (Lyons , 219)
2.1.34 What is clear is that the German terms 'Sinn' a

'Bedeutung' are not to be taken here ... in the technical
sense that Ferge gave them. (Lyons, 251)
2.1.35 What is perhaps more important is that even morpho¬
logically unrelated opposites like 'good' or 'bad' can
be distinguished syntactically and semantically in terms
of their positive and negative polarity. (Lyons, 275)
2.1.36 What these pairs have in common, in what might be
regarded as their most typical usage, is an implication
of notion in one or two opposed directions with respect to
a given place. (Lyons, 281)

Subcategory 2:
2.2.1 ...what is required.for the application of calculus
chances is a finite set of logically equal ...
(Ayer, irChance" , 9)
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2.2.2 What we require in order to be able to apply them
successfully is to discover a set of possible state of
affairs that satisfy the following conditions. (Ayer,
"Chance", 6)
2.2.3 What needs to be particularly explained is that the
derivation not from an a priori frequency but from an
empirically established ... lAyer, "Chance", 11)
2.2.4 What matters from an evolutionary point of view is
that schondroplasts are mucn less efficient in trans¬
mitting their genes to the following generation than are
non-dwarfs. (Dobzhansky,"The Present Evolution of Man", 89)
2.2.5 What is wanted to make sense out of fragmentary
and conflicting evidence about chance and lack of change
in the economy is the technique that will allow us to
organise this piecemeal information in the context of the
structure of the system as a whole. (Carter,"The
Economics of Technological Change", 290)
2.2.6 ... what is needed is a new more rational view of
the population everywhere. (Huxley,"World Population", 158)
2.2.7 What is needed in order to anticipate and forstall
losses is a picture of the dependence of various
industries on military demand, thus the bill of goods ...

(Leontief and Hoffenberg ,"The Economic Effects of
Disarmament", 102)
2.2.8 What is needed in addition to them is the develop¬
ment of social functioning: leadership, followership and
practice in acting together cooperatively. (Leighton,
"Poverty and Social Change", 333)
2.2.9 What is needed is a citizen's movement in the
environmental pollution field like the conservation move¬
ment of Theodore Roosevelt ... (McDermott, "Air
Pollution and Public Health", 121)
2.2.10 What is needed in the measurement of residential
segregation is a technique that does not lend itself to
ambiguous interpretation. (Taeuber, "Residential
Segregation", 263)
2.2.11 What is required is some sort of automatic restric¬
tive mechanism analogous to the deliberate conventions
and agreements by which nations limit the exploitation of
fishing grounds. (Wynne—Edwards,"Population Control in
Animals ", 26 4)
2.2.12 What I wanted to know and have wanted to know is
how to deal with ... (Listener, 490)
2.2.13 What is missing from the scientific definition of
life is life itself. (Miller, 41)
2.2.14 What is involved is a particular type of feedback
loop; the satisfying effect of a response ... (Miller, 227)
2.2.15 What is lacking is a psychological theory that
dictates explicitly which items should be included on the
test. (Miller, 349)
2.2.16 What we need is some evidence. (Miller, 363)
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2.2.17 What is needed is patient experimentation and that is
exactly what Pavlov and his small army of students and
assistants provided. (Miller, 208)
2.2.18 What we want are statements of high informative
content and therefore low probability, which nevertheless
come close to the truth. (Magee, 36)
2.2.19 What we want, obviously, is relevant or useful truth
content. (Magee, 42 )
2.2.20 What matters is what is done with it ... (Magee, 51)
2.2.21 What needs to be supplied is a clearcut character¬
isation in objective linguistic terms ... (0. Hendricks,
223)
2.2.22 What matters is the recognition of the law in the
facts (Bronowski, 34)
2.2.23 What it lacked was Descartes' search for system,
his belief that nature is always ... (Bronowski, 38)
2.2.24 What seems to be involved is the speaker's intention
to identify ... (Lyons, 3)
2.2.25 What else is required over and above this, however,
is unclear. (Lyons, 17) ~~~~~~
2.2.26 What is lacking, so far, as most field theorists
would probably admit is a more explicit formulation of the
criteria which define a lexical field that has yet been
provided. (Lyons, 267)
2.2.27 What is required, if it can be found is some
general principle which would enable us to decide ...

(Lyons, 313)
2.2.28 What is needed is a feedback loop which constantly
compares the gun angle with the pointer angle, and arranges
matters so that if a gun angle is too small, the gun is
driven forward. (Tustin, Feedback, 127)
2.2.29 What has been emphasised in this section is the
fact that some names at least can be said ... (Lyons, 223)
2.2.30 What must be emphasised, however, in view of the
polemical associations which attach to the term structur¬
alism in the works of Chomsky and other generative
grammarians is that thesis ... (Lyons, 230)

4.5.3 Metalinguistic predicates in the wh-clauses:

The third subcategory of predicates in the wh-clauses
in the wh-clefts in the corpus is that of metalinguistic

predicates. One of the main functions of language is the

metalinguistic function (see, Jakobson, 1960; Lyons, L963;
Leech, 1974 ; Halliday, 1970 ). The predicates in this

category belong to one of the most frequently studied
lexical and semantic fields in the linguistic literature.
Metalinguistic predicates have been studied from different

viewpoints. There are studies of the paradigmatic and
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syntagmatic features of what are usually labelled .verbs
of communication or manner of speaking verbs (Zwicky,

1971; Lakoff, 1970) verbs of saying, etc.

In the present corpus the basic and most frequently

recurring metalinguistic predicates are: mean, say, call,
refer, and the more 'peripheral' 5 predicates like
mention, label, term, describe, ask. In her study of wh-
clefts in discourse Prince (1978) points out a similar

category of wh-clefts. Prince, however, exemplifies it

totally from spoken discourse, i.e. Prince's category of
wh-clauses refer metalinguistically to what have preceded these
items in the discourse. With reference to the addressee,

she points out that "the hearer is assumed to be enter¬

taining certain metalinguistic notions." (Prince, 1978:890)
The discoursal function aspect of metalinguistic wh-clefts
will be discussed more fully later in terms of the context.
It suffices here to point out some of the formal syntactic
and semantic features of these metalinguistic wh-clauses
as evidence for postulated functions in discourse.

This category of predicates in wh-clefts supports a

claim made in the functional analysis of wh-clefts in
discourse, i.e. that the information focused in wh-clefts

seems to be a reassertion of previously mentioned informa¬
tion rather than completely new information. Prince puts
it thus "... such wh-clefts are often used not simply for

clarifying previous assertions, but for remaking them ..."(1978
:891). Prince feels that it is significant that there is
often no complementiser that in the focused clause of
such sentences. She takes this to be an indication that

the focused clauses display other features which are

normally associated with main clauses. This she takes as

evidence for the functional explanation of the existence
of wh-clefts with metalinguistic predicates in the wh-
clause. The present category was checked for the
occurrence of that in the focused clause. It was found

that in the portion of the corpus which is non-linguistic
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in terms of subject matter (namely Readings from the
Scientific American, Listener, The Common Sense of Science,

Popper, Psychology) that as a complementiser was more

often present than absent in the focused clause. (13
occurrences of that vs. 8 non-occurrences). This part of
the corpus does not seem to support Prince's claim. On
the other hand in the linguistically oriented part of
the data, her claim was supported (with 28 non-occurrences

of that vs. 6 occurrences). On the whole, Prince's claim

is supported by a total of 37 non-occurrences of the

complementiser vs. 16 occurrences.

In general metalinguistic predicates are used in the

corpus for rephrasing information previously mentioned,

remaking previous assertions, commenting on one aspect of
what has been previously mentioned in the discourse, etc.

In terms of frequency of occurrence, wh-clefts with

metalinguistic predicates form 20% of the total corpus.
It has previously been pointed out that the proportion of
wh-clefts with metalinguistic predicates in linguistic
data is far larger than that in expository discourse.

Only 37% of the total number of wh-clefts with meta¬

linguistic predicates occur in the expository discourse
in the corpus.

3. Data on metalinguistic predicates in the wh-clause in
the wh-clefts in the corpus:

(3.1) Expository data:

3.1.1 What is meant is that of all the possible ordered
triplets of the numbers 1 & 2 - such as 121, 212 and so
forth - the sequence 111 is just out of eight. (Ayer,
"Chance", 4).
3.1.2 What we are saying is that of all the possible ordered
n tupples of the numbers 1 & 2, the sequence of the m 11
is one of a total 2nd possibilities. (Ayer, "Chance", 4)
3.1.3 What I mean by saying that the state of affairs in
question must be logically equal is that each state has to
be created as a unity on a level with each of the other.
(Ayer, "Chance", 6)
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3.1.4 What one is saying in fact is that among all possible
samples of the size in question the number of those that
roughly match the parent class is very much greater than
the number of those that do not. (Ayer, "Chance", 9)
3.1.5 What is meant is that it deviates from chance that
it fails to accord with a priori possibilities. (Ayer,
"Chance", 9)
3.1.6 What can be said for the people of Techunia is that
they are the first whose evolution from primitive food
collections to civilized agriculturists has been tranced
in detail. (MacNeish,"The Origins of New World Civilisa¬
tion", 259)
3.1.7 What such an assignment would mean, in effect, is
that all these Miocene-Pliocene hominoids - not only
Euroasians but Africans as well - belong to a single
cosmopolitan genus. (Simons,"The Early Relatives of Man",
228)
3.1.8 What I have been trying to say is that biology is
filled with such deep truths. (Wald,"Innovation in Biology",
7)
3.1.9 What British physicians call chronic bronchitis and
its complications is now the leading cause of death for
the population as a whole. (McDermott, "Air Pollu¬
tion and Public Health", 116)
3.1.10 What we really mean here, of course, is selective
elimination. (Muller,"Radiation and Human Mutation", 204)
3.1.11 What you are really saying is "the general welfare
must suffer, if necessary in order to produce that right."
(Listener, 493)
3.1.12 ... What he said, instead, is that the aim of
behaviouristic psychology is to be able, given the
stimulus to predict response, or to put in another way ...
(Miller, 83)
3.1.13 What he asks to use with imagination and feeling
is unending feedback process in which the bold propounding
of new ideas ... (Magee, 107)
3.1.14 ... what we call our knowledge is of its nature
provisional and permanently ... (Magee, 26)
3.1.15 What I have written is not meant to belittle nine¬
teenth century science. (Bronowski, 132)
3.1.16 ... what I have said about science is not peculiar
to it. (Bronowski, 119)
3.1.17 ... what we mean is still that the three angles are
equal. (Bronowski, 115)
3.1.18 What I have called the interpretation of these
signals is itself a fascinating business ... (Bronowski,
113)
3.1.19 What the Aristoteleans said was that the apples fall
down and not up because it is the nature of earthy things
always to fall down. (Bronowski, 28)

(3.2) Linguistic data:
3.2.1 ... what we have been referring to as literary
content is more exactly specified as literary structure,
which is a hyperstrueture vis-a-vis language structure.
(0. Hendricks, 5)
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3.2.2 What is usually termed sentence structure in
linguistic literature is rather clause structure. (0.
Hendricks, 51)
3.2.3 What Lakoff adds to the notion of common topic is
the suggestion that one needs to know 'presupposition' in
order to deduce a common topic. (0. Hendricks, 52).
3.2.4 What is meant by the above definition is unclear.
(0. Hendricks, 55)
3.2.5 In this respect what Halliday terms reference is
a matter of information derived from the text, not the
extratextual situation. (0. Hendricks, 61)
3.2.6 What Ohman fails to state is that the sentence pro¬
vides an instance of the zero form the preverb phrase,
whose antecedant is the phrase Ohman provides ... (0.
Hendricks, 77)
3.2.7 What Christensen labels as level one, the most
abstract, is in fact comparable to the string centre that
Harris isolates. (0. Hendricks, 149)
3.2.8 ... what he writes is his diction and his style ■

... (0. Hendricks, 212)
3.2.9 ... what is implied here is a justification for a
statistical approach to determining the genius of a
language. (0. Hendricks, 227)
3.2.10 ... what the words and sentences of a language mean
is in the last resort both theoretically inexplicable
and empirically unjustifiable ... (Lyons, 4)
3.2.11 What is being referred to in (4) is reasonably
clear ... (Lyons, 7)
3.2.12 What is called a type token ratio for words in texts
is often, though not always, a measure of the ratio of
lexemes to word token. (Lyons, 20)
3.2.13 What the linguist does when he describes a language,
English for example, is to construct what is commonly
referred to by scientists as a model not of actual language
behaviour, but of regular ... (Lyons, 29)
3.2.14 ... what is meant by the term 'complete sentence'
(by contrast with incomplete sentence), for written
English, is reasonably clear and that the term can be
made applicable in essentially the same sense to the
spoken language. (Lyons, 29)
3.2.15 What might be described as the characteristic
function or use of a declarative sentence is to make a

statement. (Lyons, 30)
3.2.16 Indeed it may be the case that what we actually say
is of itself imaginative, in that the receiver knows .. .

(Lyons 35)
3.2.17 What may be called natural iconicity is undoubtedly
an essential and important feature of language behaviour.
(Lyons, 71)
3.2.18 What Hockett calls duality (or more fully duality
of pattern) is also referred to in the literature by means
of the terms double articulation. (Lyons, 7)
3.2.19 What Hockett referred to as the medium transfer¬
ability of language is at least as important a design
feature of language as what Hockett called linearity.
(Lyons, 87)
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3.2.20 What is traditionally called onomatopia, as illus¬
trated here, is a universally recognized exception' to the
generality of the Saussurian principle ... (Lyons, 87)
3.2.21 What has been called secondary onomatopia is a

special case of secondary iconicity, (Lyons, 104)
3.2.22 Indeed much of what is often described as an author's
individual style is indexical in this sense of the term.
(Lyons, 108)
3.2.23 ... what a word signifies directly is its significa-
tion and what it signifies is its significatum. (Lyons,
110)
3.2.24 What he has to say on this topic is of considerable
interest. (Lyons, 112)
3.2.25 ... what is meant by having a concept table is being
able to identify members of the class objects to which the
word table can be correctly applied. (Lyons, 113)
3.2.26 ... what is now often described as classical
behaviourism is the notion of conditioned reflex. (Lyons,
124)
3.2.27 ... what is said here about abstractions is identi¬
cal with what many philosophers have said about the way in
which so-called universal concepts are formed. (Lyons, 132)
3.2.28 What this means, in effect, is that the model will
say that the sentence is true. (Lyons, 173)
3.2.29 What has just been said is admittedly a somewhat
personal assessment of the relationship between the
linguistic and philosophical treatment of reference ...

(Lyons, 184)
3.2.30 ... what is loosely called word-for-word translation
is generally unsatisfactory and frequently impossible, and
this is ... (Lyons, 236)
3.2.31 What Berlin and Kay maintain is that there are eleven
psychophysical^ definable physical points, or areas within
the continuum. (Lyons, 246)
3.2.32 What it does not mean, however, is that every
grammatical and lexical distinction must be correlated
with some important difference in the patterns of thought
of its society using the language. (Lyons, 250)
3.2.33 What is not usually mentioned, however, in a general
discussion of the merits of componential analysis is the
fact that even in those areas in which it looks relatively
convincing, ... (Lyons, 333)
3.2.34 What is meant by 'product' here is one of the
questions that we must discuss. (Lyons, 318)

4.5.4 Wh-clefts with the proform 'd© ' in the wh-clause:

This category of wh-clefts is different from the rest
of the categories of wh-clefts in the corpus as it is
characterized in terms of an explicit grammatical entity
'do' which is semantically empty except in a context
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where it functions as a proform for the verb. This type
of proform in the wh-clause fulfils the function of focus¬

ing a VP rather than an NP.

In discoursal terms this category of wh-clefts could
be explained in Prince's terms as the 'happen wh-clefts'.
The antecedents 'someone did/intends to do/tries to do/
will do something' are retrievable from the preceding
discourse in some instances and not retrievable in others.

In the last case they re-emphasise what someone did or

intends to do, while in the first there seems to be

another pragmatic principle that says that referents in
discourse do things and that these are the constant proper

concern of the hearers.

A main sub-classification can be made within this

category on the basis of the type of reference featuring
in the wh-clause with a 'do' proform. The first sub-
classification refers to discourse referents other than

the addressee/addresser (e.g. 4.1, 4.2, 4.6, 4.7, 4.13,
etc.) in proper name NPs or proper name substitutes.
These form 63% of the wh-clefts in this category. The
second sub-classification usually features reference to
the main discourse participants, i.e. the addresser/the
addressee or the collective addresser and potential
addressees. (4.3, 4.8, 4.12, 4.19, 4.28 etc.). These

include 27% of the wh-clefts in this category.

This category represents 11% of the sum total of wh-
clefts in the corpus.

4. The proform 'do" in wh-clauses category:

4.1 What Morse actually did was to incorporate the
principle of duality of patterning. (Hockett,"The origins
of speech", 38)
4.2 What biologists do about life is to recognize it.
(Wald,"Innovation in Biology , 10)
4.3 What I have tried to do in this book is to give a
bold, clear outline of Popper's thought which exhibits its
systematic unity. (Magee, 17)
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4.4 What we can do however, and this is of the highest
possible importance^ is to justify our preference for one
theory over another. (Magee, 26)
4.5 ... what they are doing is putting accepted theories
to work. (Magee, 41)
4.6 ... what Popper is thought to have done is demolish
its claims to scientific truth beyond any serious possi¬
bility of their reconstruction. (Magee, 96)
4.7 What Popper aims to do,and at his best 3'oes do, is to
seek out and attack an opponent's case at its strongest.
(Magee, 91)
4.8 What we will try to do here is to illustrate how a
scientific psychologist can use his methods and techniques
... (Miller, 351)
4.9 What we will try to do is to learn the meanings of
French words ... (Miller, 213)
4.10 ... what people actually did was their own foolish
business. (Miller, 283)
4.11 What they might be able to do, given appropriate
coaching is still unknown. (Miller, 331)
4.12 What you should do, if you can, is to admit that you
wasted your time, and face the inconsistent values squarely.
(Miller, 297)
4.13 What the S-R theorist is trying to do is to find an
experimental situation that like bodies ... (Miller, 221)
4.14 ... what we can do with them is intermittently related
to the extent to which the rules of measurement we use

exploit all the properties of the number system. (Miller,
96)
4.15 What Wundt did was to look at the psychological
problems posed by the British philosophers with the eyes of
a man trained in the traditions of German Philosophy.
(Miller, 31)
4.16 What science did for these men, and for thousands like
them in mines, at mills and workshops, was to set their
interests free. (Bronowski, 60)
4.17 What Newton did was something quite different.
(Bronowski, 39)
4.18 What Hobbes and Newton did was to change the whole
concept of natural law: instead of having it on the analogy
of the human will ... (Bronowski, 100)
4.19 ... that what I do is not like what others do.
(Bronowski, 133)
4.20 ... what we can do is to compute the odds against such
a run. (Bronowski, 91)
4.21 What it really did and did superbly was to predict
the movements of the heavenly bodies to an excellent
approximation. (Bronowski, 88)
4.22 What Newton did now was to suppose that the general
rules which fair sized masses seem to obey are true of
every piece of matter ... (Bronowski, 39)
4.23 What the competent stylistician is able to do that the
incompetent stylistician generally cannot do is formulate
general rules governing literary art. (0. Hendricks, 207)
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4.24 What the linguist does when he describes a language,
English for example/ is to construct what is commonly
referred to by the scientists as a model not of actual ...
(Lyons, 29)
4.25 What it cannot do, however, is to change completely
the descriptive meaning of a statement in the way ...
(Lyons, 62)
4.26 What a collective like flock' does is to individuate
a set of undifferentiated individuals in the way that
pool or ... (Lyons, 62)
4.27 What he does is to compare the structure of a lexical
field at time t, with the structure of lexical field at
time t2 ... (Lyons, 253)
4.28 What I have tried to do in this way and the previous
chapter is to point out the similarities and differences
between linguistic and non-linguistic systems that emerge
when these are considered from a semiotic point of view.
(Lyons, 118)
4.29 For what must one do when one describes the historical
development of a language is to compare a set of
successive synchronic language systems. (Lyons, 252)
4.30 What we have done, it will be observed, is to provide,
in principle, an extensional interpretation for names and
at least some of the predicates in the object language.
(Lyons, 177)

4.5.5 Happen wh-clefts:

This is a class of wh-clefts that Prince identified

in her corpus (refer to section 4.4) with the wh-clause

containing the word 'happen'. However, the frequency of
occurrence of this class of wh-clefts in written discourse

does not seem to be borne out by 'happen wh-clefts' in
the present corpus.

5. 'Happen wh-clauses' in wh-clefts in the corpus

5.1 What has happened to Los Angeles, therefore, is already
happening to certain other urban regions and may have
considerable future significance for the nation as a
whole. (McDermott, "Air Pollution and Public Health",116)
5.2 ... what happens here is quite simple: he calms down
not because he has discharged his anger vicariously but
because he was carried away by the event he witnessed.
(Berkowitz, "The effects of observing violence", 78)
5.3 What happens in a good soap opera is that something or
other takes hold of the form, the good old rackety story, and
goes beyond it, shakes it about a bit, pushes a little further
than you expect before returning to base.(Listener, 522)
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5.4 What has really happened of course is that science has
shown in harsh relief the division between our values and
our world. (Bronowski, 153)
5.5 What had happened since 1660 had been that the interest
in such devices had become widespread. (Bronowski, 66)
5.6 What happens is quite complex, and no simple general¬
ization can adequately summarize the hundreds of experi¬
mental studies that have been directed towards the problem
of rewards and punishments and their effects on both
learning and performance. (Miller, 228)

4.5.6 Conclusions concerning categorization of wh-clefts

In concluding this section I would like to point out
the differences and similarities between the present cate¬

gorization of wh-clefts in the corpus and Prince's (see
section 4.4). In the following short tabular form, the
results of both categorizations is set up:

Table 4.2:

Categories of wh-clefts in
the present corpus

Categories of wh-cleft ante¬
cedents in Prince's corpus

Basis of the categorization:
Type of predicate in wh-
clause

Basis of the categorization:
Type of relationship between
the preceding discourse and
the wh-cleft antecedent

Focus: Discourse as a

product
Focus: Discourse as a

process

1.Epistemic predicates

2.Evaluative predicates

3.Metalinguistic predicates
4.Wh-clefts with 'd0 1
5.Happen predicates
6.Miscellaneous

1.

2.

3.
4.
5.
6 .

Explicit information in
the antecedent
Implicit information in
the antecedent
Contrast

Metalinguistic antecedents
Think-wh-clefts

Happen wh-clefts

The purpose of my categorization was (1) to character¬
ize the wh-clefts in the corpus, (2) to provide linguistic
evidence that may justify the functions of these construc¬
tions in discourse. The categorization was made in the
first place as a preliminary and tentative classification
of the data in the corpus. The same data will be looked
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at again in the next section in terms of the context and
functions that such structures may fulfil. A table showing
the frequency of occurrence of each category is given
below.

Table 4.3: Results of the wh-cleft corpus categorization
on the basis of the type of predicate in wh-
clause

Type of Category Percentage

1.Epistemic predicates 22 Q.

2.Evaluative predicates 25 %

3.Metalinguistic predicates 20 O
-Q

4.Wh-clefts with proform
'do.'

11 tt.
O

5.Happen-wh-clefts 2 g,
"o

6.Miscellaneous wh-clefts 20 g.
o

Prince's categorization of the data in the corpus is
a discoursal categorization that takes in at once both the
characterization of the antecedents and their relation¬

ship with the immediately preceding discourse within the
framework of discourse as a process rather than as a

product. Prince's categorization is more adequate in
discoursal terms but it does not by any means account for
the whole of her corpus. She is concerned only with one

aspect of the function of these constructions, i.e. how

they figure in discourse as a process. She is not concerned
with the textual function of these constructions.

Despite the fact that my study and Prince's have
different objectives and procedures it is quite interesting
to find that the resultant categories are very similar. Both
studies reveal similar categories of antecedents in the
wh-cleft corpus which lends validity to the results. In
the first place we both end up with metalinguistic ante¬
cedents and happen-wh-clefts. What were entitled epistemic

predicates in my study are similar in a sense to her think
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wh-clefts. If the different types of discourse that went
into the setting up of both corpora was taken into account

then the difference between these two groupings might be

explained. Prince's contrast category is set up later in

my study as a function rather than as a category of wh-
clefts. As for Prince's first two categories they are

based entirely on the relationship between the antecedents
and the preceding discourse rather than on what occurs in
the antecedent. Prince's categorization will be
examined again later on in the course of the chapter when
the functional description of these constructions is
discussed.

In conclusion, it is possible to state that the type
of wh-cleft categorization suggested in the present study
could provide:

1. A tentative classification of the wh-clefts in the
corpus.

2. Linguistic evidence from wh-clefts in authentic data
as to the possible functions and uses of wh-clefts
in expository discourse.

3. Several indications of the possible functions of
these constructions.

4. Possible grounds for the predictability of wh-
clefts in authentic discourse which may thus be used
in the selection of the type of wh-clefts to teach
as opposed to the selection being made on speculative
or syntactic grounds.

4.6 Referring expressions in wh-clefts in the corpus:

Another linguistic feature that may be interesting to
observe in wh-clefts is the nature of the referring exp¬

ressions in the wh-clauses in the corpus. It seems to me

that in comparison with the it-clefts in the corpus the
wh-clefts tend to contain more references to the addresser/

addressee, i.e. the primary discourse participants,than to
the discourse referents.

This aspect of the referring expressions in the wh-
clefts in the corpus may be used to support one of the
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postulated discourse functions of wh-clefts that has been

suggested in the categorization of these constructions.

Namely, that wh-clefts may be used to make commentaries by
the addresser on parts of the discourse. It has also been

suggested that wh-clefts are used for remaking previous
assertions or rephrasing these assertions from the per¬

spective of the author.

Two subclassifications of this aspect of referring

expressions may be used. The first refers to (1) implicit
reference to the addresser as the source of the evaluative

judgement included in the wh-clause (see section on evalua¬
tive predicates in wh-clauses; I will not discuss this sub-
classification in the present section but refer to it in

support of the claim being made here). The second
subclassification is that of (2) explicit reference to
discourse participants, i.e. the addresser/addressee or

the collective addresser and body of potential addresses
in wh-clauses in the wh-clefts in the corpus.

Examples of explicit reference to the main discourse
participants in the wh-clauses in the wh-clefts in the
corpus: (in all the following examples the referring
expressions are underlined)

1. What we are saying is ... (Ayer, 4)
2. What we can learn from ... (Ayer, 4)
3. What I_ mean by saying ... (Ayer, 6)
4. What one is saying in fact is ... (Ayer, 8)
5. What we must be assuming is ... (Ayer, 10)
6. What 1^ have learned is that ... (Wald, 5)
7. What I have been trying to say is ... (Wald, 7)
8. What we have learned in Peru is ... (Mangin, 343)
9. What we really mean here, of course, is ... (Muller, 204)
10. What we have sought to investigate over these 22

years is ... (Hyman & Sheatsley, 233)
11. What our experiments reveal is ... (Kolley, 111)
12. What one sees moving is an illusion ... (Kolley, 111)
13. What we are interested in, then, are statements ...

(Magee, 36)
14. What we want are statements ... (Magee, 36)
15. What we want, obviously, is ... (Magee, 42)
16. What he asks us to use with imagination is ... (Magee,107)
17. What we call our knowledge is of its nature ...

(Magee, 26)
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18. What we can do, however, and this is of the highest . ...

(Magee, 26)
19. What these arguments prove - and I do not think that

the proof can be constructed - is ... (Magee, 21)
20. What I_ have tried to do in this book is ... (Magee, 17)
21. What one was served at dawn was ... Listener, 500)
22. What we really remember from the interview as edited

is ... (502)
23. What I wanted to know and have wanted to know ... (490)
24. What you are really saying is ... (490)
25. What we need is some evidence ... (499)
26. What we store away so painfully is ... (186)
27. What we will try to do here is to illustrate ... (351)
28. What you should do, if you can is to admit ... (297)
29. ... what we can do with them is ... (96)
30. What I_ have called the interpretation of these

signals itself ... (113)
31. What I do is ... (Bronowski, 138)
32. What I_ have written is not meant to ... (132)
33. What we have learned from the past is knowledge only ...

(122)
34. What I_ have said about science is not peculiar to it.

(119)
35. What we mean is still that the three angels are equal.

(115)
36. What we can do is to compute the odds against such a

run (91)
37. What we now see is that you cannot have both together.

(82)
38. What makes us honour Euclid is that this ...

39. What we are looking for in science is ... (86)
40. What is inconceivable to us is that if ... (30)
41. What interests us now is ... (28)
42. What first gave me this idea was ... (Jones, 92)
43. What one remembers is the invisible hermit ... (Jones,

57)
44. What makes it hard for us to ... (Jones, 59)
45. What we have in mind are ... (0. Hendricks, 6)
46. What we have been referring to as literary content is

more

47. What we have in mind are ... (7)
48. What we take issue with is Halliday's ... (13)
49. What our discussion has attempted to demonstrate is

... (23)
50. What we have then is ... (73)
51. What we actually say is of itself ... (Lyons, 35)
52. ... what one must do when one describes the historical

development of a language is to ... (254)
53. What concerns us here is the similarity between the

... (327)
54. What we find instead is what might be ... (295)
55. What we find instead is a set of very general lexemes

(290)
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56. What we find identified lexically in English ... (284)
57. What we have underlying the language behaviour of ...

(243)
58. What we have in each case ... is a set ...
59. What we should expect to find instead is a continuous

• • •

60. What I_ assume presumably is ... (184)
61. What we have done ... is to provide in ... (177)
62. What we_ find exemplified in (1) is a complex ... (168)
63. What we are concerned with, therefore is the truth ...

(169)
64. What 1^ have tried to do in this and the previous

chapter is to point out the similarities and the
differences (118)

4.7 The distribution of wh-clefts in the corpus

Before the functions of wh-clefts are examined in

detail, we will take a tentative look at the distribution

of these constructions in written expository discourse. In
the present section 'distribution' refers to the part of
the discourse or text that the said constructions usually
occur in. It seems to me that it is important to find
out which parts of the propositional or rhetorical struc¬
ture of the texts these constructions usually occur in, as

these may have some implications for the type of communi¬
cative function that these wh-clefts fulfil in texts. The

scheme for providing a distributional description is based
on the traditional schematic description of texts in terms
of beginning, middle and end. The scheme suggested is a

very approximate one but it helps to provide some in¬
sights into how some wh-constructions fulfil their communica¬
tive functions in relation to the whole text.

Jones (1977) has attempted to tackle the distribution
of wh-clefts in expository texts in terms of a hypothetical
'referential thematic hierarchy' that she sets up for

expository discourse in general. Jones' proposed method
for ordering the propositions hierarchically was tried on

shorter texts and was found to be (i) difficult to apply

explicitly, (ii) extremely subjective, (iii) complex to
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the extent that if more than one text is attempted it be¬
comes impossible to apply the scheme. Jones suggests

implicitly that she applies her scheme to whole books which

scarcely seems possible.

For the previous reasons I therefore decided not

to apply the Jones system, instead, a scheme was set up

to account for some occurrences of wh-cleft and it-cleft

constructions in expository written discourse. The

proposed scheme is usable only in expository or informa¬
tive written discourse since it is the ritualized conven¬

tions and graphological decisions that are used to
describe and categorize some wh-cleft constructions.
The scheme used is, however, only approximate in the
sense that it relies on the basic assumption that

graphological conventions in texts like chapters, parts,

sections, paragraphs, are more or less isomorphic with
discoursal boundaries or discoursal units. (Of course,and

as every one knows, this is not entirely true, but a

rough isomorphism may be assumed as long as the
deficiencies are made clear and as long as not too many

subjective claims are made on the basis of this premise.)

The wh-clefts in the corpus were tabulated on the
basis of the following scheme of distribution:

Initial in text: Book, Article,
Initial in section/chapter/part, etc.
Initial in paragraph:paragraph initial/medial/final in text/section,
Medial in paragraph : " " " " " "
Final in paragraph : " " " " " "
Medial in text: Book/Article
Initial in medial part/section/chapter
Initial in medial paragraph
Medial in medial paragraph
Final in medial paragraph
Final in text: Book, Article
Initial in final part/section/chapter
Initial in final paragraph
Medial in final paragraph
Final in final paragraph
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4.7.1

A discussion of the results of the tabulation of the wh-clefts:

Most wh-clefts in the corpus occurred in the medial
sections in texts rather than in the initial parts or the
final parts. Hardly any wh-clefts occurred initially in
texts or initially in discourse. Prince (1978) found the
same distribution yet provides a couple of examples of
wh-clefts occurring initially in discourse. She points
out that the relationship between wh-clefts and known
information leads Hankamer (1974, 223) to suggest a dis¬
course rule stating that wh-clefts cannot occur initially
in discourse. Not a single example of a wh-cleft

occurring initially in discourse has been found in the

corpus. ('Initial' here means initial in the discourse as

a whole). A number of wh-clefts tended to occur in the

initial subsections of the texts. If the initial section

of a text is equated with the discoursal unit of intro¬

ductory section than most of these wh-clefts tended to

occur towards the end of these introductory subsections
in the articles. These wh-clefts tended to occur at

transitional points or turning points in the article,

namely, the point where the addresser is in discoursal
terms turning from the general area to the specific aspect
of the topic which he really intended to deal with in the
rest of the text.

Following are some examples of wh-clefts that occur
at the end of initial sections in articles and are thus

characterised as taking on a transitional function (see
Jones, 1977) among other functions like reassertion of
other aspects of the main topic.

(1) What follows is a review of the recent developments that
have done so much to increase our understanding of this

key period in New World prehistory. (MacNeish, "The
Origins of the New World Civilization" 254) Final in
initial subsection.

(2) What is wanted to make sense of the fragmentary and
conflicting evidence about change and lack of change in
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the economy Is a technique that will allow us to organize
this piece meal in the context of the structure of the
system as a whole. (Carter,"The Economics of Technological
Change", 291)
(3) What is needed in the measurement of residential
segregation is a technique that does not lend itself to
ambiguous interpretation. Such a technique would
summarize the degree ... (Taeuber, 'Residential
Segregation", 26 3)
(4) What is needed in order to anticipate and forestall
such losses is a picture of the dependence of various
industries on military demand, plus the bill of goods of
each one of the more important kinds of private and public
non-military demand that are likely to increase when
military demand is reduced. (Leontief & Hoffenberg,"The
Economic Effects of Disarmament", 102)

(5) Finally we wish to emphasize that what we have
sought to invesitgate over these 22 years is the trend of
white opinion on racial integration. That is why the
findings we shall discuss pertain only to the opinions
of white adults and do not include the views of the more

than 10 million Negro adults in the nation. (Hyman &
Sheatsley, "Attitudes Toward desegregation", 2 33)
(6) What evolved was the pattern of life intelligent,
exploratory, playful, vigorous primates; the evolving
reality was a succession of social systems based upon the
motor abilities emotions and intelligence of their member.
(Washburn, "Tools and Human Evolution", 3)
(7) What biological evolutionary processes are now is a
pattern both serious and complex enough to occupy us here.
(Dobzhansky, "The Present Evolution of Man)', 87, 21, 13)

Most of these examples tend to occur towards the
final part of the initial section in the text. It was

much easier to apply the above mentioned distributional
scheme to the texts from the 'Readings in the Scientific
American' than to the books in the corpus. The iso¬

morphism of the textual level referred to in the scheme
was easy to equate with the discoursal units of introduc¬
tion, middle and end in the articles. This exercise was

not attempted in the books in the corpus.

The tendency of a large number of wh-clefts to
occur at what has been called a transitional point in
the texts is not confined to turning points in initial
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sections but also in medial position, at a transitional

point in the text. Jones (1977) noticed this as a function
of wh-clefts in discourse. In fact she couples it to¬

gether with the contrastive function of clefts, as one of
the most important functions. The following quotation
from Jones will illustrate the point. "At times a pseudo-
cleft construction appears at a crucial juncture in the

development of the theme of a paragraph or text. It not

only embodies aspects of the previous theme, but also

provides introduction to the next theme. This turning

point function of theme ties in with both the contrastive
function mentioned earlier, and the thematic function.

In fact, the pseudo-cleft in (19) served both as an

effective transition from the preceding text, as well as

stating the theme for the paragraph that it opens." (193)

It seems that it is quite appropriate for wh-clefts,
a large proportion of which are structurally contrastive,
to occur at transitional points in the discourse. This

fact, however, is treated here more as a distributional

fact rather than as an outright function. However, the

examples seem to support the suggestions that wh-clefts
occur at transitional points in texts fulfilling the

turning point function. The ones that occur in important
distributional places like the final subsections of the

introductory sections of the texts, also seem to support
the case for postulating a transitional or turning point
function for wh-clefts in discourse.

Another distributional fact about wh-clefts in

expository discourse is that they also tend to occur

towards the end of articles, chapters and books. The

following wh-clefts occur in the final paragraphs of the
final section of the texts in which they are used. In
the articles from Readings in the Scientific American

they occur in the final sections, paragraphs and in some

cases as the final sentences in the texts. This
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distributional fact indicates a number of functions that

may be postulated for wh-clefts in expository discourse,

namely, that of being used as a summary of the most

important aspects of the topic in the discourse (see
Jones, 1977) or as a conclusive remark or commentary by
the addresser on the argument in the discourse. As Jones

puts it "Sometimes, however, a pseudo-cleft may occur at
the end of a text, as a sort of summary of the theme that
has been developed throughout." (Jones, 1977:194)

The following wh-clefts are examples of such con¬

structions occurring towards the end of the articles in
which they appear. In the final section of an article on

'Air Pollution and Public Health', the following wh-cleft
occurs fulfilling the two postulated functions for dis¬
course terminal wh-clefts:

(1) What is needed is a citizen's movement in the en¬

vironmental pollution field like the conservation movement
of Theodore Roosevelt's day. (McDermott,"Air Pollution
and Public Health", 121)

The rest of the examples of wh-clefts occurring in
the final parts of each respective text are cited here as

evidence for the postulated discoursal functions of wh-
clefts in expository discourse.

(2) Our studies of the barridas of Peru show, in brief,
that these settlements contain many constructive elements
whose significance should not be ignored ... What we have
learned in Peru is supported by investigations of squatter
settlements around the world. (Mangin,"Squatter Settlements",
343) (Final in final paragraph in the text)
(3) What is essential is that the problems that might
very well grow out of civil defense be examined carefully
and that policy be revaluated so that the nation need not
be confronted by a world in which the possible difficulties
have become real disaster's^ (Waskow, 'The Shelter-Centered
Society", 358) (Final in final paragraph in text)
(4) What our limited experiments have shown is that the
possibilities for achieving harmony are greatly enhanced
when groups are brought together to work towards a common
end. (Sharif,"Experiments in Group Conflict", 74)
(Initial in the final paragraph in the text)
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(5) What man will make of himself next is a question that
lies in the province of prophets, not anthropologists.
(Howe lis , "The Distribution of Man'-', 49)
(Final in the final paragraph in the text)
(6) The trail of evidence is of course faint, but there
are no present signs of contradiction; what we may be
seeing is a line that follows Homo sapiens back from
Swanscombe to V^rtesszollos and finally to Heidelberg
man at root. (Howe lis, "Homo Erectus'-', 303)
(Medial in the final paragraph in the text)
(7) What is needed in addition to them is the development
of patterns of social functioning: leadership, followership
and practice in acting together cooperatively ...

(Leigh ton, "Poverty and Social Change", 333)
(Medial in the final paragraph in the text)
(8) What the plains dwelling baboons and the plains-
dwelling ancestors of man had in common, then, was of a
way of life that placed a premium on communication within
the group. (Andrew, "The Origin of Facial Expressions", 277)
(Initial in final paragraph in the text)

4.8 The metalinguistic function of wh-clefts in discourse

On the basis of formal evidence presented earlier
(Section 4.5.3) a metalinguistic function is proposed as

one of the functions that wh-clefts fulfil in expository
discourse. However, not all wh-clefts which have a meta¬

linguistic predicate have metalinguistic functions in
discourse. There is no one to one relationship between
form and function in all functional descriptions. In fact
some wh-clefts which do not have a metalinguistic predi¬
cate in the wh-clause are used to fulfil a metalinguistic
or a metatextual function.

Prince (1978) identifies this same function as one

of the main functional categories of wh-clefts in discourse
in general. She states that the metalinguistic category
of wh-clefts has antecedents which can be reconstructed

from the preceding context.

"The hearer is assumed to be entertaining certain
metalinguistic notions. In particular if A is/
has been speaking or is reported to have spoken,
then anyone in the speech situation (including A)
can cooperatively assume that everyone else has in
mind that A means/meant something." (Prince, 1978:890)
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Prince is obviously referring to spoken discourse or

interaction of a conversational nature which constitutes

a fair proportion of her corpus. In fact all the examples
she cites in her discussion are taken from informal spoken
conversation. In the present section, however, I refer

solely to written expository discourse where such
interactional conventions are not generally believed to
be used.

In my corpus, I find that wh-clefts with meta¬

linguistic predicates are used to fulfil the following

purposes: (i) rephrasing complex information previously
mentioned in a simpler form, (ii) remaking previous
assertions at crucial places in the propositional de¬

velopment of the discourse, (iii) reporting or evaluating
or qualifying what some other authority has put forward
in the course of the text, (iv) to allow the author to

comment upon one aspect of what has been previously
mentioned.

Written discourse is usually a monologue, and it is
the addresser or the author who is making assumptions
about the ambiguity or difficulty of a specific statement
in the precedent discourse. The author is assuming that
the collective body of potential readers may have

difficulty with a previous assertion or statement which

may need restatement or revaluation.

Prince makes a distinction between wh-clefts with

implicit information in the precedent discourse and others
with explicit information in the precedent discourse. If
this distinction is applied to the wh-clefts with

metalinguistic predicates in the present corpus we find
that there are indeed two types. The first type of wh-
clefts containing metalinguistic predicates do not have
metalinguistic notions explicitly stated in the immediate
precedent discourse. These metalinguistic notions are

however reconstructible from the preceding discourse,
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though not explicitly mentioned there. These clefts
contain implicit information represent a sizeable

portion of the data in the corpus. The second type of
wh-clefts contain metalinguistic predicates and do have

metalinguistic notions explicitly stated in the precedent
discourse. This second type of wh-clefts contains

explicit information together with a metalinguistic
8

predicate. These clefts also have a metalinguistic
function and are exemplified below:

(3.1.1) Not all our computations of chances are as simple
as this, but the principle remains the same. For instance,
when it is said that the odds against throwing heads with
an unbiased penny three times in succession are seven to
one, what is meant is that of all the possible ordered
triplets of the numbers 1 and 2 - such as 121, 211, 212,
and so forth the sequence 111 is just one out of eight.
(Ayer, "Chance", 4)
(3.1.2) If we generalize this and say that the odds against
throwing heads n times in succession are 2-1 to 1, what
we are saying is that of all the possible ordered n-
tupples of the numbers 1 and 2, the sequence of n l's is
one out of a total of 2 possibilities. (Ayer, "Chance", 5)
(3.1.3) When all these conditions are satisfied, the
respective states of affairs may be said to be equally
probable. What I mean by saying that the state of affairs
in question must be logically equal is that each state has
to be treated as a unity on a level with each of the
others ^ (Ayer, "Chance" , 6 )
(3.1.4) It is not only in gambling games that this pro¬
cedure operates. Very often, when a statistical result
is said to be significant, what is meant is that it dev¬
iates from chance in the sense that it fails to accord
with the a priori probabilities. (Ayer, "Chance", 9)
(3.1.5) ... would be said to exemplify the additive
relation, which is defined as involving a "proposition
which has no organic relation with its predecessor.
(Enkvist, 123)
Exactly what is meant by the above definition is unclear ...
(0. Hendricks, 55)

Some wh-clefts have been observed to have what may be
called for lack of a better term a metatextual function

or a metalinguistic function in terms of what they do in
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relation to the whole text. Some of the very good examples
of this function do not, however, manifest a metalinguistic

predicate in the wh-clause. Metatextual function here
refers to those wh-clefts which make metalinguistic comments
about the structure of the text as a whole or about

larger parts of the discourse than the ones labelled meta¬

linguistic. The following represent a few examples of
wh-clefts with the postulated metatextual function. It
is usually difficult to represent this function in terms
of the simple citation of the construction in hand because
it may be only postulated in relation to the whole text or
to large parts of the text such as chapters, sections,
subsections etc. Example (1) is a good illustration of
this as it reveals this specific quality in relation to
a whole subsection of an article:

(1) What follows is a review of the recent developments
to have done so much to increase our understanding of this
key period in New World prehistory. (MacNeish,"The
Origins of New World Revolution", 254)
(2) What has been emphasized in this section is the fact
that some names at least can be said quite reasonably to
have a symbolic, etymological or translation meaning.
(Lyons, 22 3)
(3) What I have tried to do in this and the previous
chapter is to point out the similarities and differences
between linguistic and non-linguistic systems that emerge
when these are considered from a semantic point of view.
(Lyons, 118)
(4) What we will try to do here is to illustrate how a
scientific psychologist can use his methods and techniques
to study this critically important process. (Miller, 351)

(5) What I have tried to do in this book is give a bold
clear outline of Popper's thought which exhibits its
systematic unity. (Magee, 17)
(6) What has just been said is admittedly a somewhat
personal assessment of the relationship between the
linguistic and philosophical treatment of reference.
(Lyons, 184)
(7) What we have done, it will be observed, is to provide
in principle, an extensional interpretation for names at
least some of the predicates in the object language.
(Lyons, 177)
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(8) What is meant by these various terms will be explained
below. (Lyons, 141)

4.9 The contrastive function of wh-clefts in the corpus

Traditionally one of the most well-documented
functions of wh-clefts and it-clefts in discourse is that

of contrastiveness. A brief account of the most recent

work in this area will be given in this section with a

detailed discussion of the problems involved in the iden¬
tification of the elements and the components that go

into the formation of this concept as it now stands in
the linguistic literature.

In a most interesting discussion of the concept of
contrastiveness Chafe (1974, 1976) points out the factors
involved in the formation of this concept and its manifes¬
tations in discourse. According to Chafe, three main
elements are involved in the definition of contrastive¬

ness in discourse. The first is an awareness which Chafe

calls background knowledge, which the speaker assumes is
shared by the addressee and is related to the pretheoret-
ical notion of Consciousness (1974). Background knowledge

according to Chafe must be either given or quasi-given,
(the latter being a pretence on the speaker's part that

giveness applies). This is the discoursal part of the
concept of contrastiveness.

The second factor involved in a contrastive sentence

according to Chafe is a set of possible candidates or

alternatives. The number of possible candidates must
be limited, otherwise the sentence fails to be contras¬

tive. Chafe takes the view that contrastive sentences

are qualitatively different from those which simply
supply new information from an unlimited set of
possibilities. The distinction, as far as I am aware, is
not always clear.
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The third factor involved in contrastiveness is the

assertion as to which candidate among the alternative
candidates is the correct one. This assertion, according
to Chafe, is the real work of a contrast!ve sentence.

Chafe takes the manifestation of contrastiveness to

involve the following: (i) the principal manifestation is
the placement of higher pitch and stronger stress on the
focus of contrast. Thus, it is often difficult or

impossible to tell the difference between contrast and
new information on a phonetic basis alone, (ii) contrast-
ive sentences typically appear on the surface to be

indistinguishable from answers to so-called wh-questions
(in the sense that wh-words tend to identify one of a

limited set of possible candidates as perpetrators of
an action, event etc.), (iii) a third and additional way

in which contrastiveness may be expressed is by using the
so-called cleft sentence. Chafe points out that pseudo-
clefts (he uses generic head clefts and it-clefts only
in all of his examples) allow this tendency full rein.

Chafe's view of the concept of contrastiveness
either from a cognitive or a linguistic view seems to be
the fullest account available. However, his views seem

to be expressed quite loosely in more than one sense. The
following questions must be posed if the explanation

given above for the notion of contrastiveness is to be
used in the description of the discoursal function of the
wh-clefts in discourse.

First, there seems to be a real need to define the

notion of contrastiveness in terms of the level of

description and the type of manifestation in language.

Secondly, one should ask whether all clefts and pseudo-
cleft contructions are always used contrastively?. How
does one delimit the notion of contrastiveness? Is it a

binary opposition? Can it be defined in explicit structural
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terms? etc. All these questions can not be .

answered within the context of the present study. However
an attempt will be made here to investigate this
function and exemplify it from my corpus.

Prince (1978) has answered some of these questions
and in fact identifies one category of wh-clefts in her
data as 'contrast*. Her definition of 'contrast' is the

most explicit one I have come across so far in relation to

wh-clefts, especially in written discourse. She
identifies contrastiveness as a relation existing between
the wh-clefts antecedent and the preceding linguistic
context. She puts it thus "... their antecedents are

related to the preceding linguistic context, but there
the relation is one of contrast. The contrast may be
one of negative/affirmative, antonymy, positive/
comparative/superlative, time,'etc. ..." (890).

The approach taken in the present study is based in
essence on Prince's definition of the concept of contrast.
There were however a few refinements necessary to adapt
her definition for use in the present study. If contrast
is described only in terms of the relationship holding
between the wh-cleft clause (antecedent) and the informa¬

tion mentioned in the immediate precedent discourse,
then a distinction has to be made between 'implicit
information' 'assumable' from the precedent context and
information explicitly stated in the preceding context.
This distinction is important to start refining the
definition of 'contrastiveness' or 'contrastive function'

of wh-clefts. In fact, Prince makes a distinction

between 'implicit' and 'explicit' in relation to the rest
of her wh-cleft categories but she does not apply this
distinction specifically to her category of contrast.
This distinction between implicit and explicit information
is applied to contrastive wh-clefts in my corpus.
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First, there is the category of wh-clefts with an

implicit contrast relation holding between what is
'assumable' from the preceding discourse and the wh-clause.

A large proportion of the wh-clefts in this corpus

belong to this category of implicit contrast. The con¬

trast occurs between wh-cleft clause and the presupposi¬
tions the addressee is supposed to have formed on the
basis of the preceding discourse. Contrast of this type
is very difficult to characterize in linguistic terms

explicitly or structurally. Contrast in this sense would
be used to describe the tendency of the wh-cleft to choose
an item from a set of paradigmatically contrasting elements

usually unstated explicitly in the precedent discourse,
but 'assumed' to be in the consciousness of the addressee.

As such the definition of contrast seems to be very

similar to the 'identificational function' usually attri¬
buted to clefts in general. This is the weakest definition
of the contrastive function. It is not that this type of
contrast is less potent than any other type of contrast,
but that the definition itself cannot be refined further

as the category can.

This implicit' type of contrast wh-cleft will not be
dealt with any further in this chapter. A few construc¬
tions are cited exemplifying this type of cleft.

(1) Antecedently to experience, then, we have no more
reason to expect that the results of tossing coins or
throwing dice will conform to the a priori probabilities
than that they will deviate from them. The reason we
think that results that are highly improbable in this
sense call for a special explanation is that they are
empirically abnormal. What is significant is not the
deviation from the frequencies but the deviation from the
frequencies that have been empirically established.
(Ayer, "Chance", 11)

(2) ... The story of the attack on the German enigma
machine has been told many times before and usually
defectively. The account here is sober, short and in
general sound. There is nothing, for instance, about the
alleged Polish worker in an Enigma factory who reconsti-
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tuted the machine in wood, 'looking like the upper part of
an upright piano', a story that first appears in Winter-
botham's book and has been repeated in others. What is
new in this book is the story of the penetration of the
Geheimschreiber, an on-line machine with ten rotors as

against the developed Enigma's five. (Listener, 507)

The contrast relation holding between the above wh-
clefts and the preceding discourse is an implicit one

rather than an explicit relation which cannot be further
characterized in linguistic or structural terms.

Wh-clefts with an explicit 'contrast' relation holding be-
tween the wh-clause and the immediate preceding discourse:

In contrast with the first wh-cleft contrastive

category discussed in the previous section, the wh-clefts
in this category permit one to refine the contrastive

relationship holding between the wh-clause and preceding
discourse in structural terms. Lyons' distinction con¬

cerning the terms 'contrast' and 'opposition' can be
used in order to refine Prince's definition of explicit
contrastive relationships holding between the wh-clause and
the preceding discourse.

"Contrast will be taken as the most general term,
carrying no implications as to the number of
elements in the set of paradigmatically contrast¬
ing elements. Opposition will be restricted to
dichotomous, or binary contrasts; and Antonymy
will be restricted still further, to gradable
oppositions."(Lyons, 1977:279)

This definition makes it possible to define contrast-
iveness in structural terms and to differentiate between

the concepts of contrast and opposition. Contrast

operates as a weaker form of opposition since the para¬

digmatic set of objects, entities etc. that exist in
relation to the contrasted element are neither mentioned

in the text nor clearly defined. While contrast involves
more than a binary opposition, opposition involves clearly
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cut forms of structural relationships such as lexical

opposition etc. Opposition will be restricted to
dichotomous or binary forms of contrast usually occurring
in the form of a clear lexical opposition, negation/
affirmation explicitly stated and holding between the wh-
clause and the preceding immediate context. Following are

some examples of wh-clefts in context representing a

contrastive opposition relation between the wh-cleft
and the preceding context.

In examples (3), (4) and (5) there is clear lexical and
grammatical opposition between what occurs in the wh-
cleft and the rest of the context or cotext. In (3),

(4) and (5) the addresser clearly indicates the contrast

explicitly in the linguistic terms of negation/affirmation.
Again, in (6) and (7) the author uses a relation of

negation/affirmation which is explicitly and linguistically

signaled through the antecedents of the wh-clefts.

(3) But nature does not provide identical objects; on
the contrary, these are always human creations. What
nature provides is a tree full of apples which are all
recognizably alike and yet are not identical. (Bronowski,
77)

(4) However this may be, it seems clear that the
acquisition of language proceeds through a succession of
recognizable stages. What is not so clear at the present
time is whether the child's acquisition of language pro¬
ceeds independently of his more general cognitive and
development and whether the inability of other species to
get beyond a certain stage. (Lyons, 90)
(5) ... but it is not made clear whether the increasing
generality of this term comes from its inclusion of
writers of written languages as well as speakers of
spoken language ... or whether it is intended to cover
hearers and readers also as users. What does seem clear
is that Carnap, in pragmatics, appears to take the point
of view of the producer of the sign more naturally than
that of the receiver. (Lyons, 116)
(6) This is not what Newton did, nor indeed, surprising
as it may seem, is it the usual method of science as we
know it. On the contrary, what is surprising is that we
should believe this deductive method to be practised or
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practicable.
What Newton did was something quite different. He took

from the experiments of Galileo and other Italians ...

But it is the next step that the break really comes. What
Newton did now was to suppose that the general rules which
fair sized masses seem to obey are true of every piece of
matter, whatever its kind or its size ... (Bronowski,
39)

(7) More generally it means (and this point has been
made earlier) that the grammatical and lexical structure
of different languages will tend to reflect the specific
interest and attitudes of the cultures in which they
operate. What it does not mean, however, is that every
grammatical and lexical distinction must be correlated
with some important difference in the patterns of thought
of the society using the language. (Lyons, 250)
(8) There had existed greater cities and even an essen¬
tially urban civilization in ancient times. What was new
was the form of economic life, which by the opportunities
it gave to countless individuals, possessed dynamic
potentialities. (Butterfield,"The Scientific Revolution",
72) .

All the previous examples of wh-clefts reveal a

clear negation/affirmation or lexical opposition relation
in explicit linguist terms. Examples (9) and (10),
however, mark the contrastive relationship with the con¬

text more subtly. In more than one sense the contrast
relation holding between 'There has been no depth of
research' and 'what is lacking so far.' is more gradable
than in the previous examples. Example (10) shows an

even more subtle contrast between the immediate precedent
'was then the front page news' and 'What is not generally
known is ...'

(9) There has been no dearth of research within the frame¬
work of field theory, though much of it, as was mentioned
earlier, has been directed to the investigation of texts.
What is lacking so far, as most field theorists would
admit, is a more explicit formulation of the criteria
which define a lexical field than has yet been provided.
(Lyons,267)
(10) Some idea of the number of people who are in danger
of smog may be had from the recent experience with Asian
influenza. This country had its certified epidemic of
Asian influenza in the Autumn of 1957, certified in the
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sense that the disease was then the front page news. What
is not generally known is that more people in the U.S.
died as a result of Asian influenza after that epidemic
than during it. (McDermott,"Air Pollution and Public
Health "r 120)

The next four examples are cited as illustrations of
the antonymy relation holding between the wh-clause and
the precedent discourse. These usually occur in the data
as quantifiers marking verbals or adjectivals.

(11) ... but what is more impressive to the modern eye and
probably more important for his influence on psychology,
is the amazing intelligence and creativity of this gentle
Englishman who always seemed to know which way to set out
in search of truth. (Miller, 165)

(12) What is perhaps more important is that even morpho¬
logically unrelated opposites like 'good' and 'bad' can
be distinguished syntactically and semantically in terms
of their positive or negative polarity. (Lyons,275)
(13) The fact that ... pre-eminence of some groups and
regions over others is well known ... what is less known,
or rather not admitted by some who prefer not to look at
the staring presence of reality, is the other fact that ...
(Challenge, p.25) (Prince's data)
(14) When we first started to research women's part in
history, we concentrated on the superstars ... What has
become more important to us now, though, is how the
average woman lived ... (PB, 7/23/76/ p.27) (Prince's
data)

In this section, I have tried to define the notion of

contrast in relation to my corpus. I have also tried to

subcategorize the contrast relation holding between the
wh-clauses and the preceding context in terms of explicit
and implicit information. Within the explicit category
of contrastive wh-clefts I have tried to exemplify
different structural relations holding between elements
in the preceding discourse and the wh-clause. I have
also tried to apply Lyon's structural definition of
contrast to the corpus.

Chafe suggests that all clefts seem to be contrastive.
The present corpus study by its nature cannot support or
refute such a claim. But if this claim is true then there
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are indications in the corpus that the contrastiveness
of wh-clefts in discourse may be graded on a continuum
rather than a binary opposition notion. However, once

the concept becomes other than binary, the effect it may

have on the addressee is disputable.

One can conclude on the basis of this section that

wh-clefts manifest a contrastive relation with the

precedent context which may be manifested explicitly or

implicitly and that these wh-clefts have a contrastive
function.

4.10 Conclusions:

Over 80% of the wh-cleft construction in the corpus

were categorized according to formal linguistic
characteristics. These categories are given below:

1. Epistemic predicates: defined by the presence of
'belief1 'primitives' in the
wh-clause expressing the
addresser's beliefs and attitudes
toward the propositions in the
copula clause.

2. Evaluative predicates: defined by the presence of the
semantic primitive of evaluation
which implicitly or explicitly
refers to the addresser as the
source of the evaluation.

defined by the presence of the
semantic primitive of communica¬
tion, manner of communication,
addresser's commitment to the
truth, etc.

defined by the formal presence
of the proform 'did' in the
wh-clause.

defined by the presence of the
verb 'happen' in the wh-clause.
These last two categories could
be defined in pragmatic terms.
That speakers and hearers expect
things to have 'happened' or to
have been 'done'.

3. Matalinguistic
predicate:

4. Wh-clefts with the

proform 1 did' :

5. Happen wh-clefts
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These semantic subcategories which defined the above

categories led me to postulate various functions for the
wh-cleft construction such as 'the modal and commentary'
function (exhibited by epistemic and evaluative categories)
and the metalinguistic function (exhibited by the meta- •

linguistic category). The referring expressions used in
wh-cleft constructions substantiated the 'commentary'
function of wh-clefts.

The distribution of wh-clefts in the texts in the

corpus led me to propose a number of textual functions which

may be listed as:

(i) the transitional or turning point function
(ii) the summary or reassertion function
(iii) the conclusive remark or commentary function
(iv) the metatextual function
(v) the contrastive function.

Thus several communicative and textual functions were

suggested for the wh-cleft construction which were sub¬
stantiated by their occurrence in authentic expository
discourse.

It might be more adequate to point out which category
of wh-clefts fulfilled which function, but such claims
cannot be made on the basis of the present study. Moreover,
the relation between function and form is not a one-to-one

relationship.

The present study of the various uses of the wh-cleft
construction in authentic discourse may be seen as valuable
from the 'applied linguistic' point of view in terms of the
selection of materials, construction of syllabii, and the

teaching or rhetoric to advanced tertiary learners.
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Notes to Chapter 4

1. For an interesting review of the various derivational
arguments of the cleft constructions see (i) Stockwell,
Schachter and Partee (1968) , (ii) Akmajian (1970a,
1979), (iii) Higgins (1973, 1979). It is Higgins,
however, who provides a justification for the present
corpus study of cleft constructions.

"Although I have left rather vague a number
of mechanical problems ... [concerning the
pseudo-cleft construction], these matters
do not seem to me to be very important and
further work on the pseudo-cleft construction
should probably concentrate on the discourse
function of the construction, especially its
interactions with anaphora ... and its
relation with the cleft construction ..."

(Higgins, 1979:362)

2. This data only include (what) wh-cleft in.the corpus. A
number of other wh-clefts like how, when, etc. clefts
were identified but they were excluded from the
corpus analysis. They figure as miscellaneous
wh-clefts. In any case wh-clefts other than the what
wh-clefts are very rare in the corpus. (cf. Jones,
1977: Prince, 1978)

Other types of psuedo-clefts like generic head clefts
and reverse pseudo-clefts were identified in the corpus
but they were excluded from the analysis.

3. I would like to thank Dr Keith Brown for bringing
Prince's study to my attention. I had already reached
most of my conclusions concerning the clefts in the
corpus before I referred to this study. I have,
however, seen fit to include her study.

4. Predicates: I have used this term informally to refer
to the verbal element in the wh-clause in the wh-clefts.
The term is used in its traditional sense of 'subject-
predicate'. I have not used this term to refer to the
formal or logical semantic sense. (Lyons, 1977:148).
Primitive:

"Scientific theories need certain 'primitives'
- basic concepts that are not defined or at
least not within that theory. In some
semantic theories, the primitives consist of
a set of basic words to which the rest of
the vocabulary can be reduced. In other
theories the primitives are conceptual units
of a sort that can be expressed in words but
are not identical to these words."
(Lehrer, 19 74 : 4)
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Most commonly it is a term that is used to refer to
semantic components in componential analysis
"theoretical constructions which can characterize
the vocabulary of a language ..." (Lehrer, 1974:46)
"Primitive" is used here in the sense that Lehrer
mentions in the previous quotation. This is rather
an informal use of the term.

5. Basic and peripheral terms: These terms are used in
the Lehrer sense referring to lexical and semantic
fields. Lehrer (1974:10) provides us with a number
of criteria that distinguish basic from peripheral
terms in any lexical field.

"Not all items in a field are of equal
status and it is useful to distinguish
between basic and peripheral words, because
the basic words determine the important
semantic contrasts in a field."
(Lehrer, 1974:10)

6. This scheme was suggested by my supervisor, Dr Gillian
Brown, in personal communication, as a replacement for
the unworkable Jones scheme. Refer also to van Dijk
who implicitly suggests an isomorphism between topics,
macro-structures and graphological signals (1977:130-163)
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CHAPTER 5

AN INVESTIGATION OF THE IT-CLEFT CONSTRUCTIONS IN THE

CORPUS: A DISCOURSAL STUDY

5■0 Aims

The aim of the present chapter is to study the it-
clefts in the corpus. The main purpose of this chapter is
to present evidence from expository discourse as to the
use and function of these constructions. It-clefts, like

wh-clefts in the previous chapter, are studied in terms

of their discourse functions and domains. The secondary
aim of the present chapter is to compare the it-clefts in
the corpus with the wh-clefts to find out in what ways

they are similar and also how they differ.

5.1 Introductory note on the it-cleft construction

It-clefts are generally called clefts in transforma¬
tional grammars. However, I have decided to follow
Hankamer (1974), Higgins (1979) and Prince (1978) and
call them it-clefts. It-clefts have been extensively
studied in transformational linguistics and within the
framework of other diverse theories. They have been given
various labels, along with the wh-clefts and the generic
head clefts, reflecting their different points of view
and derivational arguments. However, these arguments and
studies are beyond the scope of the present study.

The it-cleft construction has been arbitrarily
defined here (following Prince) as:

It is / was Ci which / whom / that / 0 S — Ci•

Where S — Ci = sentence minus constituent.

i
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5.2 A statistical account of the it-clefts in the1 corpus

The data in the corpus includes 250 it-cleft sentences.
This number of it-clefts is set up as the statistical
framework within which other quantitative syntactic and
semantic statements will be made in the course of the

present chapter. The numbers were limited to a manageable
level which would not invalidate the generalisations and
statements made about the different type of it-clefts
that tend to occur in expository discourse.

The frequency of occurrence of it-clefts is given
in the table below, together with the figures for the
wh-clefts to allow for easy comparison. The figures are

given for the various parts of the corpus •

Texts in the corpus Wh-■clefts Lt-clefts

1.Reading from the Scientific American 1. 56 1. 70

2.Listener, 1978, 99, 2556 2. 12 2 . 17

3.Magee, Popper, 1973 3 . 22 3. 20

4.Miller, Psychology, 1962 4 . 31 4 . 26

5.Bronowski, The Common Sense of Science 5 . 46 5. 21

6.0. Hendricks, Grammars of style ... 6 . 22 6 . 35

7.Lyons, Semantics, 1977 7. 76 7. 61

265 250

Table 5.1 Comparative list of the frequency of wh-clefts
and it-clefts in the corpus

5.3 Some syntactic features of the focus element in the
it-cleft in the corpus

It was pointed out previously that wh-clefts focus
syntactic constituents other than those usually focused
in it-clefts. According to Prince (1978), both readily

accept an (NP) (1,2,3) but an (Adv) (4,5,6) or a (PP)
(7,8,9) commonly occurs with it-clefts. (S) in the focus
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position occurs less frequently in it-cleft sentences than
in wh-cleft sentences. No (VP)s occur in the focus

position of it-clefts.

1. It is the Swiss scholar, F.de Saussure who is generally
regarded as the founder of modern structural linguistics..
(Lyons, 231)
2. It was an abstract, mathematical kind of psychology
that they adopted, based on the faith that men are ...

(Miller, 280)
3. It was Freud who explored the depths of our capacity
to deceive ourselves about what we value and what we fear.
(Miller, 297)
4. It was during these years that he released his next
two books,both of them collections of articles,most of
which had already been published ... (Magee, 13)
5. It was here that man first began to control the produc¬
tion of his food. (Braidwood, "The Agricultural Revolution" ,

53)
6. It was not until the 1950s that therapists began to
see the patient's family as a group to undertake the con¬
joint family therapy. (Jackson, ''Scrizophrenia1', 46)
7. ... and it is on the basis of these that we can

identify forms, ... and it is by virtue of regular
correspondences of the same kind that we can say T. .

(Lyons, 255)
8. It was in the phase following the Cox Catalan that
the people Techuin made the fundamental shift. (MacNeish,
"The Origins of New World Civilization", 160)
9. It is within the mass of humanity, this people of the
shanty towns, at the core of the lumperproletariat, that
the rebellion will find its urban spearhead. (Lewis,
"The Culture of Poverty'-', 311)

A frequency count of the type of syntactic constit¬
uents focused in the focus clause of the it-clefts was

undertaken in the whole corpus. The count was undertaken
in the first place to confirm the hypotheses postulated
about focused constituents in it-clefts in syntactic
studies of these constructions since such studies are

based on idealized and decontextualized non-authentic

data.

The results of the count showed that the (NP)

constituent is the most frequently occurring constituent
in the it-clause or the focus position in the corpus.
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NPs in the focus position in it-clefts form 59% of. the
total corpus, followed by (PP) in 28% of the corpus,

followed by (Adv) in 9% of the cases, and finally (S)
in 3%. No (VPs) occurred in the focus position in the

corpus. Nominalizations occurring in the it-clefts were

included in the NP category. Below is a comparative table
of the constituents focused in both the wh-clefts and the

it-clefts in the corpus.

Table 5.2

Wh-clefts focused const. It- clefts focused const.

NP 47% NP 59%

S 41% S 3%

VP 12% VP 0%

ADV 0% ADV 9%

PP 0% PP 28%

The results seem to confirm the figures put forward

by linguistic and syntactic studies. These results also
indicate that there may be different domains in which both
these constructions may potentially occur. Both cleft
constructions seem to favour an (NP) in the focus position.
An (S) seems to be favoured by wh-clefts, (VP) tends to
occur in the wh-cleft focus position rather than in it-
clefts where they do not occur. (Adv) and (PP) seem to
occur only in the focus position of the it-cleft.

5.4 A comparison of some formal features of the focused/

presupposed clauses in the wh-clefts and the it-clefts
in the corpus

Prince (1978: 886) notes the difference between the

average length of focus/presupposition clauses in the wh-
clefts and the it-clefts in her corpus. On the basis of
her statistics, Prince reports that in the 37 wh-clefts
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with a focused NP that she has collected, "the presupposed
string has one third the average length of the focused

string - or, put differently, the presupposed string
constitutes 25% of the corresponding whole non-clefted
sentence. By contrast, in the 186 tabulated it-clefts
in my corpus, the presupposed string is nearly twice as

long as the focused string, or 66% of the corresponding
non-clefted sentence." (886) Following is a table
extracted from Prince's study illustrating that there is
a difference in length between the presupposed and the
focused string in the wh-cleft and it-cleft constructions
in the corpus. A difference that may suggest that there
are functional differences between both constructions in

discourse.

Table 5.3

TYPE ORAL DATA WRITTEN DATA

NO. S FOCUS PRESUPP. % NO. FOCUS PRESUPP. %

WH- 19 11.4 4.6 29 18 19.3 5 . 3 22

i t+wh 17 2.5 5.9 71 41 5.7 11.2 66

it+th 71 2.8 3.3 55 38 .6.5 9.8 60

it+0 19 2.1 3.3 61 0 - - -

"Table 1. Number of words in focus and presupposition
strings in it- and wh-clefts, and percentage of words
in corresponding non-clefted sentence occurring in
presupposition." (Taken from Prince, 1978, 886)

*

The figures under 'focus' refer to number of words in
the constituent following the copula; the figures under

'presupp.' refer to number of words following what and
preceding the copula in the wh-cleft (or than of 0 in
the it-cleft). The percentages refer to the percentage
of words in the corresponding non-clefted sentence that
occur in the presupposition of the cleft construction.
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A similar frequency count of the presupposed and
focused strings in wh-clefts and it-clefts was undertaken
in the present study for the following reasons (i) to

replicate and validate Prince's method and results using
a larger corpus of sentences, (ii) to make a statistical
statement of the possible overall functional differences
between the it-clefts and wh-clefts in the corpus,

thereby allowing inferences to be made concerning some of
the formal differences that may exist between wh- and
it-clefts which may suggest functional differences be¬
tween the general use of these two structures in discourse.
Below is a table describing and comparing the results of
the present frequency count and the relevant part in
Prince's.

TYPE WRITTEN IN THE PRESENT STUDY WRITTEN IN PRINCE'S STUDY

NO. FOCUS PRESUPP. q.
*o NO. FOCUS PRESUPP %

WH- 48 13.5 5.3 28 18 19 . 3 5.3 22

it+wh 49 5 .02 13.5 73 41 5.7 11.2 66

i t+th 60 5.65 11.9 66 38 6.5 9.8 60

Table 5.4: Comparison of the results of the focus/presuppo¬
sition average length of wh- and it-clefts in
the copora of the present study and Prince's study.

The figures in both tables correlate significantly,
thus supporting Prince's methods and results. The figures

give us the average mean length of the focus and presupposed

strings of wh-cleft and it-cleft sentences. It is the

comparison of the percentages of the presupposed strings
in both the wh-clefts and it-clefts (or the comparison of
the figures for both the focused strings in the wh-clefts
and it-clefts) that shows us the difference between both

types of sentences in Prince's terms. If the presupposed

string is equated with old/given/known information, and
the focus constituent is equated with new information as
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it traditionally is (Hankamer, 1974:223; Quirk, et al.,

1972; Gundel, 1977: 533), then, "it seems natural to use

as few words as possible to refer to something known, and
to present new information in greater detail, this is in
line with one of Grice's maxims of Manner: be brief (avoid

unnecessary prolixity)" (886). The figures pertaining to
the it-clefts are therefore quite surprising since they
do not conform to the Gricean maxim of brevity. Prince

proceeds to infer that this may be one of the major
differences between the presupposed strings in which wh-
clefts and it-clefts, especially in terms of the 'given'/
known' dichotomy she sets up toward the end of her study.
It also indirectly leads her to set up a discoursal

category of it-clefts called 'informative presupposition'
it-clefts where the sole purpose of such a construction is
to inform the reader of the information conveyed in the

presupposed string.

In my corpus I have preferred to look at the
inference of the statistic in terms of the difference in

length for the focused strings in both the wh-clefts
and the it-clefts. The focused strings in the it-clefts
in my corpus are a lot shorter than those in the wh-clefts

pointing to the difference in the categorization of wh-
clefts and it-clefts in the present chapter. The it-
clefts in discourse seem to have more of the traditional

'identificational function' than the wh-clefts. The focus

string is shorter and occurs at the beginning of the it-
clefts thus being more suitable, perhaps, for the identi¬
ficational function, than the wh-clefts in the corpus.

5.5 Short review of two studies of it-clefts in discourse

In this section I propose to present a brief summary

of the two main studies of it-clefts in discourse that we

have been concerned with. These two studies are Jones

(1977) and Prince (1978) . The first has already been
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reviewed elsewhere in this study, but a brief summary is

presented here to allow easy comparison with Prince (1978).
In this section we will be solely concerned with the way

these authors treat it-clefts and their functions in

discourse.

The only distinctive feature which Jones attributes
to it-clefts as opposed to wh-clefts is that while the
first are said to be more answer-like, the second are said

to be more question-like.

Jones postulates a main 'thematic function' for it-
clefts in general. She states that the function of it-
clefts is to focus themes at different levels of the

hierarchical structure of discourse, but her discussion

becomes suspect when she uses the graphologicai structures
in texts in free variation with the discoursal units

that she sets up in a hierarchical structure. A second
function which Jones attributes to it-clefts is the

'contrastive function'. She claims that it-clefts are

more contrastive than wh-clefts but produces no evidence
to support her claim. As she puts it,

"Because the answer part of clefts imparts an
idea of exclusiveness to what is being stated,
clefts are frequently employed to emphasise
contrast, especially at a turning point in the
thematic development. Pseudo-clefts are also
used contrastively, but the special exclusive¬
ness of clefts makes them even more ideal for
such a situation." (Jones, 1977:207)

Jones' last comment in her section on it-clefts leads us

into the next study to be reviewed. She says,

"More research is needed to delineate a finer
discoursal difference between the functions of

pseudo-clefts and clefts." (Jones, 1977:207)

Prince (1978) suggests that there are major formal
differences between wh-clefts and it-clefts in terms of

(i) the syntactic constituents which occur in focus

position in both constructions (see Section 5.4), (ii)
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the average length of the designated focus constituent

(see Section 5.4), (iii) the fact that wh-clefts differ¬

entiate between human and non-human focussed NPs while it-

clefts do not.

The most important contribution that Prince's study

offers, however, is her tentative attempt to categorise
it-clefts in discourse as well as to provide a descrip¬
tion of the functions and sub-functions for each category.
Prince calls the first of her two main categories
'stressed focus it-clefts', and the second category she
calls 'informative presupposition it-clefts'. In the

following two sections these categories will be discussed
in detail and an attempt will be made to categorise the
it-clefts in the present corpus according to discourse
and function.

5.5.1 Prince's category of stressed focus it-clefts:

This section will be concerned with investigating
Prince's first category of it-clefts. This class of it-
clefts, according to Prince, is implicitly taken to be
the normal class of it-clefts conveying "new information'
in the foremost left-hand clause, i.e. the it-clause. On

the other hand the second class of it-clefts, according
to Prince, contains the 'new information' towards the end
of the sentence, i.e. in the th-/wh-/0-clause.

According to Prince, it-clefts of the first type

usually have strong stress on the focus, the focused
element representing 'new' and often contrastive informa¬
tion. In the stressed focus it-clefts, the that-clause

represents known or old information which is not marked
or is assumed to be in the hearer's consciousness and

which is not the theme. "That-clauses in this class of

it-clefts can be seen to have a very low degree of CD -

so low in fact that they are frequently deleted or are
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simply missing, yielding a structure that is not obvious¬

ly formally identifiable as an it-cleft but can be nothing
else." (1978: 897)

Prince presents only a few examples of this type of
it-cleft in her corpus and most of the examples she

presents are extracted from spoken discourse, particularly
informal conversation or verbal interaction. Following
are some of the examples she presents from her corpus,

cited here as an illustration of her evidence for this

discoursal categorization:

"'(38)a. ...'So I learned to sew books. They're really
good books. IT'S JUST THE COVERS THAT ARE
ROTTEN. (Bookbinder, in Terkel, 409)

(39)a. 'who made this mold? WAS IT THE TEACHERS? WAS
IT THE MEDICINE MAN? (Columns, 16)

b. Haldeman: '...I think he will do just everything
he can do not to hurt the president.
Nixon: 'Yeah, that has to be true of everybody.
IT ISN'T THE MAN, IT'S THE OFFICE. (PP? 267)

c. (general description of routine)
'IT WAS USUALLY TWO TRICKS A NIGHT. That was

usually a hundred, a hundred and a quarter.'
(Hooker in Terkel, 97)

(40)c. 'So who's Barbra?
B.s. Let me put it this way. When you last saw me
with anyone, IT WAS BARBRA I WAS WITH (11/76)'"
(Data quoted from Prince (1978))

(The sections in capitals mark the stressed focus it-clefts)

The following representation of an it-stressed
focused cleft summarises in diagramatic form what Prince

really means by this category. It is a tabulation of the
qualities that Prince attributes to her so-called stressed
focus it-clefts.



Table5.6:InthistableIhavetriedtojuxtaposethedifferentfeaturesofeachtypeof it-cleftaccordingtoPrince'sdistinctionofthefivemaindiscoursal categoriesofit-clefts.
1.Stressed-focusit-clefts

2.Informative-
presuppositionit-clefts

ITCLAUSE

THAT/WH-0-CLAUSE

ITCLAUSE

THAT/WH-/0—CLAUSE

1.Strongstress1.Weaklystressed
1.

1.Normallystressed (opposedtoweakly stressed)

2.Newinforma¬
2.Old/given/knowninforma-
2.Ashortana¬
2.Newinformation(known

tion,often
ation

phoricfocus.
information)(seePrince)

contrastive

SubjectNPor adv.oftime orplaceor reason

3.

3.Notassumedtobeinthe
3.

3.Thewholepointisto

hearer'sconsciousness.

informthereaderofthis information.

4 .

4.LowdegreeofCD,often
4 .

4.Knowninformationas

deletable,simplymissing

opposedtogiven

5.

5.Nottheme

5.

5.That/wh-clausenot deletable

6.Spokendis¬
6.Spokendiscourse,examples

course,

only

examples only
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Table 5.5

1. Stressed-focus it clefts:

1. Strong stress 1. Weakly stressed

IT CLAUSE TH-WH-CLAUSE

1. New information, often 1. Old/known/given
contrastive information

2. 2. Not assumed to be in the
hearer's consciousness

3. 3. Low degree of CD often
deletable, simply missing

4 . 4. Not theme

5. 5. Spoken discourse exam¬
ples only

The problems involved in identifying Prince's first
discoursal category of stressed focus it-clefts are the
following:

1. First and foremost they are not syntactically iden¬
tifiable as a category of it-clefts and might well have
been missed in the survey of the texts in my corpus.

2. The examples provided as illustration for this

category are all extracted from informal spoken discourse.
In such a discourse type highly stressed focus is iden¬
tified on a phonetic basis realized with physically
audible correlates. If the first set of it-clefts are

found only in spoken discourse and the second set is

exemplified only in written discourse there may not be a

need for two separate categories of it-clefts. Their
realisation may simply differ according to the discoursal
environments in which they occur.

3. Strong stress as well as weak and normal stress are

taken into account into setting up the two categories of
it-clefts. This was impossible to do in a corpus of
written discourse.
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4. Prince uses two different parameters to identify
two different categories of it-clefts - reflected in the

labels given to the two categories. The first category

(it-stressed focus clefts) is identified primarily

according to the phonetic feature of stress. The second

category (information-presupposition it-clefts) are

identified on the basis of the information structure

status of the presupposed clause.

I

5.5.2 Prince's category of informative-presupposition
it-clefts:

In this section, the discussion will be concerned

with Prince's second category of it-clefts in her corpus.

This class is called informative presupposition it-clefts.
This, according to Prince, is a class of it-clefts which

puts new information last as opposed to what is generally
believed about these constructions, the whole point of
these sentences being to inform the hearer/reader of new

information.

Prince also presents a formal definition of this

type of it-clefts: "First, unlike stressed focus it-
clefts, they have normally (vs. weakly) stressed that-
clauses. Second, they generally have a short and

anaphoric focus, which, in my data, is either a (subject)
NP or an adverbial, generally of time, place, or

reason - Kuno's thematic scene setting adverbials (1975,
78). Third, in such sentences that/wh is. not deletable."

(1978:899). She presents the following examples from
her data as examples of this class of it-clefts of this

type:

(41)a.'It was just about 50 years ago that Henry Ford
gave us the weekend. On September 25, 1926, in
a somewhat shocking move for that time, he
decided to establish a 40-hour week, giving his
employees two days off instead of one.'
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b. 'The leaders of the militant homophile movement
in America generally have been young people.
It was they who fought back during a violent
police raid on a Greenwich village bar in 1969,
an incident from which many gays date the birth
of the modern crusade for homosexual rights.
(PG, p.16)

c. 'It was also during these centuries that a vast
internal migration (mostly by the Galla) from
the south northwards took place, a process no
less momentous than the Amhara expansion south¬
wards during the last part of the nineteenth
century and the beginning of the twentieth
century.' (Challenge, 39)

Data provided by Prince as supportive evidence for her
it-clefts claim (1978:898)

Following is a comparative tabulation of the features
that Prince identifies in both types of it-clefts in
her corpus (see next page).

The function of the informative presupposition

category of it-clefts is "to mark a piece of information
as fact" (1978:899) known to some people although not yet
known to the intended hearer. These clefts occur accord¬

ing to Prince in "historical or factual narrative, or

wherever the speaker wishes to indicate that he/she does
not wish to take personal responsibility for the truth
or originality of the statement being made ... it-clefts
do it by strengthening the statement, by presenting it
as an already known fact." "Thus all informative-

presupposition it-clefts have the general function of

presenting statements as facts; but some also have more

specific, related subfunctions." (1978:901)

5.5.2.1 Sub-functions of informative presupposition
it-clefts

Prince notes the following sub-functions of her second

category of it-clefts:
1. Bringing the reader up to date so that he/she can

appreciate the actual news.
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2. The it-cleft may suggest that one state of affairs
is closely related to another, often implicating a cause

and effect relationship.

3. A third sub-function of informative presupposition
it-clefts is to indicate deference or politeness ...

(1978:902)

In a number of sentences in Prince's data, the
addresser or author removes himself as subject (and as

potential theme) and at the same time seems to present
his act of turning as an inescapable, external fact - not
as his own choice. (1978:902). In concluding her
remarks on it-clefts, Prince makes the following summing

up statement of her study:

"...It clefts, however, are far more hetero¬
geneous, but all types mark the information
in the that-clause as known fact - or simply
known. The two types of it-clefts that have
been discussed here are (a) the stressed
focus it-cleft, in which the focus represents
new information, and the that-clause represents
information which is often though not always
known from the context; and (b) the informative
-presupposition it-cleft, in which the focus
usually contains an anaphoric item, and the
that-clause contains the 'message' - but marked
as a known fact, not as the speaker's assess¬
ment. The latter is typically used in
historical narrative and at other times when
self-effacement is sought by the speaker, e.g.
for politeness. This type of it-cleft may
also have a subordinating function, sometimes
to indicate 'backgroundness', sometimes to
implicate cause and effect. The functions
mentioned here are not intended as an exhaustive
list ... (1978:904)

5.6 Towards a tentative classification of the it-cleft
construction in the present corpus

The it-cleft constructions in the present corpus were

found to be more difficult to classify than the wh-clefts.
That Prince found the same difficulties is evident in the

statement she makes about the discoursal categorizations
she ends up with (1978:896). The problems are also
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mentioned in my discussion about Prince's classification
of the it-cleft construction in her corpus. On the whole
the wh-clefts in the corpus lend themselves more easily
to discoursal and functional classification than the it-

clefts did.

There are several potential ways in which the it-
clefts in the corpus could have been classified,

according to syntactic, semantic, functional or discoursal
criteria. After a preliminary investigation of possible
classification it was decided to classify the data on the
basis of a mixture of syntactic and functional criteria.
The it-cleft constructions can be classified on the basis

of the type of syntactic constituents occurring in the it-
clause or the focus clause. These are now discussed in

detail and will then be subclassified discoursally and

functionally on the basis of what they do to further the
discourse in which they occur.

One of the major benefits of the pseudo-formal

categorization (syntactic constituents in the it-clause)
is that it allows me to present the data in the corpus

before a tentative functional description is attempted.
The syntactic classification is not done per se but is
done in order that formally identifiable evidence may be
found to support potential functional descriptions of
the constructions under discussion.

It must be pointed out at this stage, however, that
none of the classifications or subclassifications are

discrete so as to exclude cross-reference or problematic

examples.

There are few clear grounds for classifying the it-
clefts in the corpus. However, some major classifica¬
tions were made on the bases of syntactic criteria.

1. It-clefts with NPs in the it-clause focus position.
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2. It-clefts with adverbials in the it-clause

focus position.

3. It-clefts with Prep, phrases in the it-clause or the
focus position.

These basic syntactic classifications were then sub-
classified according to functional criteria.

1.1 NEW identification of NP in it-clause and deletable

or deleted wh-/th-clause and 0 clause.

1.2 NEW identification of NP in it-clause and contextua-

lizing material in the wh-/th-clause.

1.3 Given NP (or anaphorically marked NP substitute) in
it-clause and NEW information in wh-clause.

2.1 Contextualizing location in time (PP or Adv in it-

clause), new information in wh-/th-clause.

2.2 Contextualizing location in place (PP or Adv in it-

clause), new information in wh-/th-clause.

2.3 Contextualizing location of reason (PP in it-clause),
new information in wh-/th-clause.

5.7 It-cleft constructions with NPs in the it-clause or

the focus position:

The largest proportion of it-clefts in the corpus

fall into this classification. This category contains 59%
of the sum total of it-cleft constructions in the corpus.

Nominalizations of VPs are also included in this

classification.

Discoursal and functional criteria are then used in

subclassifying the it-clefts with NPs into three sub-
classifications .

5.7.1 NEW identification of NP in it-clause or the focus
position, deletable or deleted wh-/th-clause

This class of it-cleft constructions is the most

tentative class. It is similar in more than one sense to
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Prince's first class of it-cleft constructions, namely the
stressed focus it-clefts (having strong stress on the
focus constituent and deletable or deleted that-/wh-
clauses). A very similar class is identified in the

present corpus except that the main criteria taken into
account in identifying this class are non-phonetic. The
criteria used to identify this class of it-clefts are

(i) new information, often contrastive in the it-clause,
and (ii) deleted or deletable wh-/th-clause almost always
yielding a 0 presupposition clause. Following are some

examples of this class of it-clefts from written and
formal spoken language.

1.1 Here we are at the Abu Simbel temples, which have
been dismembered and resited. This is a technological
triumph, these replaced temples, a tremendous surgical
effort. But they leave me a little worried by a feeling
of insufficiency, because, after all, it isn't the temple
that matters, it's the site. (Listener, 499)
1.2 Why do you think all the people in 'The Alexandria
Quartet' are so wounded or so hurt by sex or love?
It's not only Alexandria, it's the whole of Europe.
(Listener, 497)

1.3 This book does not pretend to be the whole truth.
Swinnerton calls it 'a portrait'. It is a work of love,
not a hagiograph. (Listener, 507)
1.4 ... Rhodesia's whites are still trying to avoid
dealing with the people who really control their destiny
now: the outside world and the guerrillas.

It is the 13th hour, and it may be that no settle¬
ment satisfactory to both black majority and white
minority in Rhodesia is now possible. (Listener, 487)
1.5 So it was not the KGB or the CIA or Castro or the
Mafia who were responsible for Kennedy's murder. It
was Lee Oswald's mum. (Listener, 404)

Most of these examples are taken from the Listener
where most of the text is a transcription of formal spoken
interviews. This class only represents a tiny fraction
of the it-clefts in the corpus so it must be seen to
be insignificant or rather not representative of the
corpus as a whole. This class does not constitute a major

class of the it-cleft constructions in my corpus as it does
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in Prince's case. It seems to me that the major function
of this class of it-clefts is the identification of the

NP in the it-clause. The material that occurs in the

th-clause is so redundant that it is always deleted.'
In fact in example 1.1.1 if the information deleted is

provided the sentence may be unacceptable.

5.7.2 It-clefts with NEW identification of NP in the it-
clause or the focus position

This class of it-clefts in the corpus constitutes
the first major classification in the data. This class

of it-cleft constructions may be formally defined as such:
first, they have non-anaphoric subject NPs, that is to

say new information in the sense that it has not been

previously mentioned in the preceding text. Secondly,
in such sentences the th-/wh-clause is not deletable.

This class of it-clefts seems to have features that are

similar to the first class except that the material in
the th-/wh-clause is non-deletable since it is, in more

than one sense, informative. Most of the it-clefts in

this class seem to have proper name NPs as subject NPs
which have an identificational function.

The information in the th-/wh-clause is more

difficult to define in this class of it-clefts, as it

ranges from the 'presupposition informative' in the
Prince sense to the merely contextualizing. Following
are contextualized examples of this class of it-clefts:

2.1 The term 'connotation' can also lead to confusion.
As used by philosphers, it is generally opposed to
denotations, but the way in which the two terms are
contrasted is by no means constant throughout the
philosphical literature. It was J.S. Mill (1843) who
introduced the terminological opposition itself, and a
short quotation will show what kind of distinction he
had in mind ... (Lyons, 175)
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2.2 The decisive battle between early culture and human
nature must have been waged on the field of primate
sexuality. The powerful social magnet of sex was the
major impetus to subhuman primate sociability. This has
long been recognized. But it was the British anatomist
Sir Solly Zukerman - whose attention to the matter developed
from the observation of the almost depraved behaviour of
baboons in the zoo - who made sexuality the key issue of
primate sociology. (Sahlins, "The Origin of Society", 19)
2.3 Although we tend to think of biological evolution
as Darwin's theory, its origins are quite ancient. Its
systematic development in modern times is often said to
have begun with George Louis Leclerc ...

It was Erasmus Darwin who, towards the end of the
century, considered almost every important idea that has
been put forward as an explanation of the way one species
can be transformed into another, including the idea for
which his two grandsons, Charles Darwin and Francis Galton,
later became famous. (Miller, 149)

2.4 Sometimes people acquire values so deeply at odds
with everything else they believe that no simple resolution
of their conflict seems possible. In that case they
actually deny their disturbing values, may refuse to form¬
ulate them explicitly as part of their conscious picture
of themselves. It was Freud who explored the depths of
our capacity to deceive ourselves about what we value.
(Miller, 197)
2.5 ... it seemed so because the outstanding success of
the scientific revolution was to unify in one theory the
mechanics of billiard balls and planets. But science is
not all astronomy; it is not even billiard balls ... More
clearly than anyone else, it was the French thinkers of the
Encyclopedie who drew the conclusion that all scientific
prediction is like astronomical prediction. (Bronowski, 34)
2.6 ... Galileo had the first glimpse of that; and there
were others as the seventeenth century marched on who knew
the kind of principle they were looking for; but it was
Newton who formulated it, sudden and entire. (Bronowski,
34)

5.7.2.1 Non-contextualized examples of it-clefts with NEW
identification of NP in the it-clause or the focus
position

2.1 It was Freud's idea that the uncivilized sons

hated and feared their uncivilized father because he

monopolized the women. (Miller, 165)
2.2 It was the school of so-called social dramatists
(to which Darwin did not belong) who equalled "struggle"
with violence warfare and competition without quarter.
(Dobzhansky, "The Present Evolution of Man", 88)
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2.3 That, in fact, it was the access of Christianity
that gave the idea of Rome a unified society, a unified
world, in fact, a new impulse (Listener, 490)
2.4 It was the engine, it was the horsepower which
created consideration for the horse; and the Industrial
Revolution which created our sensibility. (Bronowski, 16)
2.5^ It is the explicit character of its laws which makes
science a different activity ... (Bronowski, 120)
2.6 It is the distinction between universals and
particulars that especially concerns us at this point ...
(Lyons, 111)
2.7 It is the collectors and the biologists and the
historian order: the sort of order which fills Frazer's
Golden Bough, say ... (Bronowski, 55)
2.8 It is the point of reference that assigns 'Alfred
and Beatrice' ito particular individuals and assigns a
temporal specification to the extensional world that is
being described. (Lyons, 173)

5.7.3 GIVEN NPs (anaphorically marked or anaphoric NP
substitutes) in it-clause, and NEW information in
th-/wh-clause:

This class of it-clefts with NPs in the it-clause or

the focus position is different from the first two insofar
as the NPs are given (that is to say previously mentioned
in the preceding context). This type of it-cleft class
is almost identical with Prince's "informative presuppo¬

sition" class, except that in the present study it is
limited to NPs in the focus position. This, according to

Prince, is a whole class of it-clefts which go along
with the putting of new information last. Contrary to
what is generally believed about these constructions
(and what the first two classes have illustrated) Prince

seems to believe that the whole point of these construc¬
tions is to inform the addressee of this new information.

The it-clefts in this class may be formally defined
as follows: first, they generally have a short anaphoric
focus which, in the corpus being discussed here, is a

subject NP or an anaphoric NP substitute. The NP is
given only insofar as it is anaphoric in the immediate
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text. Second, the wh-/th-clause is not deletable as it

provides not only contextualizing information but also
what Prince calls 'known' rather than 'old' information.

(See previous section on 'informative presupposition'
it-clefts).

The function of this class of it-clefts is 'to mark

a piece of information as fact' (Prince, 1978:899) known
to some people although not yet known to the intended
hearer. These it-clefts tend to occur in historical or

factual narrative, or wherever the speaker wishes to
indicate that what he is presenting is known factual
information as opposed to personal opinion.

Following are some contextualized examples of the it-
clefts classified in this category. It is significant
that at least five out of the next six examples occur in
historical factual narrative texts or that part of the
informative text which gives the factual history pertain¬

ing to the immediate topic.

3.1 There is of course a kind of complementarity in
biology that biologists have long recognized and accepted.
Confronting any phenomenon in living organisms, the
biologist has always to ask three questions ... Yet one
really understands only when all three have been answered.
It is interesting to realize that of these fundamental
questions, only the first has a substantial place in
physics or chemistry. It is only the biologist who
habitually asks whence and wherefore. (Wald,"Innovation
in Biology", 10)
3.2 Some authorities maintain that the Pygmies rely
on the villagers for food and metal. As for food, my own
experience has shown that Bambuti hunting bands are
perfectly capable of supporting themselves in the forest
without any help from the outside. The farther away
from the villagers they are, in fact, the better they
find the hunting and gathering. If anything, it is the
villagers who depend on the Pygmies, particularly for
meat to supplement their meat diet. (Turnbull,"The Lesson
of the Pygmies", 152)
3.3 The artists had emancipated themselves from
clerical influences to a great degree. The Florentine
painters seeking the faithful reproduction of nature
sharpened observation and prepared the way for science.
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The first of the sciences to be placed on modern footing -
that of anatomy - was one which the artists cultivated
and which was governed by direct observation. It was
the artists who even set up the cry that one must not be
satisfied to learn from the ancients or to take every¬
thing from books; one must examine nature for oneself.
(Butterfield, "The Scientific Revolution", 71)
3.4 In every person's stream of consciousness there is
a dichotomy between the me and the not me; at the same
time it is the I_ who am aware of this dichotomy. With
characteristic sensitivity to his inner life, James
divided the self into I_ the knower and me the known. The
me is simply an object like any object we might be
conscious of although it is obviously of supreme interest.
It is the I, the active sense of personal identity, that
poses the real puzzle. (Miller, 30/1)
3.5 At the university of St Petersburg the teacher who
influenced him most was Ilya Cyon, the professor of
physiology. Cyon was an artistic experimenter with
exceptional skill in surgery; he wrote a first rate text
on experimental techniques in physiology; his lectures
were both masterful and inspiring ... It was Cyon who
started Pavlov, then still an undergraduate, on his first
psychological experiment. (Miller, 198)
3.6 From now on we will restrict our attention to
Saussurean structuralism; and the terms 'structuralism'and
Structural linguistics' will be used in thise sense through¬
out the book.

It is the Swiss scholar F. de Saussure, who is
generally regarded as the founder of modern structural
linguistics: hence our use of the term 'Saussurean' to
characterize the whole movement. (Lyons, 231)

A minor descriptive sub-grouping may be mentioned
here occurring between it-clefts with Given anaphoric NPs
which are proper names and those which are Anaphoric N?
substitutes or are structurally marked (i.e. explicitly)
for anaphoricity. That is to say this class of it-
clefts contains explicit diectic entities such as this,
they, these referring backwards to the immediately pre¬

ceding context. Following are some examples of this minor
sub-grouping. It may be noted that in the following
examples the it-clause constituent may be described as

being low in CD (the degree in which a certain constituent
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or chunk of text develops or moves forward the discourse).
Its only function seems to be to identify or refer back¬
wards to a certain given entity that the th-/wh-clause
is conveying relatively new factual information about.
The information presented in the th-/wh-clause seems to

be higher in CD.

3.7 That the phenomenon is clearly evident only in the
south suggests an explanation, because this newest group
of young Southern adults has lived through experiences
quite different from those of the generation of young
adults studied in 1956. They have spent their high school
and college years in the stormy decade since the Supreme
Court decision, and it is they who have been most closely
associated with the crises and dislocations that have
accompanied the transition to integration in various
communities. (Hyman and Sheatsley, "Attitudes toward
Desegregation1' ,239)
3.8 The youngest Southerners are more likely than the
next older group to express themselves as believing the
negro protest movement is "violent" rather than "peaceful"
and to voice the opinion that demonstrations and protests
have "hurt" the cause of negroes ...

it is this youngest group that is more likely than
others to report both a change in attitude and a shift
away from a favorable opinion. (Hyman and Sheatsley,
"Attitudes toward Desegregation",239)
3.9 Sex is not an unmitigated social blessing for prim¬
ates. Competition over partners, for example can lead
to vicious, even fatal, strife. It was this side of
primate sexuality that forced early culture to curb and
repress it. (Shalins,"The Origin of Society", 21)

3.10.Popper's seminal achievement has been to offer an
acceptable solution to the problem of induction. In doing
this he has rejected the whole orthodox view of scientific
method outlined so far in this chapter and replaced it
with another. It is, of course, this that lies behind
the quotation from Medawar, Eccles and Bondi on the first
page of this book. (Magee, 22)
3.11 We must now ask what is meant by the term 'product'
when it is said, for example, that "man" is the product
of MALE, ADULT and HUMAN. In this case, it is plausible
to interpret 'product' in terms of the conjunction of
sense-components: the extension of man (construed as the
complementary of 'woman') is the intersection of the
classes, M, A and H, whose intensions are the atomic
concepts MALE, ADULT and HUMAN, respectively (cf. 6.4).
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It is this interpretation of product (though it is rarely made
explicit) which seems to underlie most of the earliest work on
componential analysis, both European and American. (Lyons, 319)
3.12 ... whenever there is a contradiction between semantic
information conveyed by the associated prosodic or para-
linguistic features, it is the latter which determine the
utterance as a question rather than a statement, as a tenta¬
tive suggestion rather than a question, and so on. (Lyons, 63)

5.7.3.1 Non-contextualized examples of it-clefts with GIVEN
~~

NPs in it-clause and NEW information in th-/wh-cla"use:

3.1 And perhaps it was the artists rather than the writer of
books who at the Renaissance, was the precursor of the modern
scientist. (Butterfield, "The Scientific Revolution", 71)
3.2 After all, it was they who gave us the Boozer, and as we
also ... (Listener, 513)
3.3 In fact, it is they who were clever enough to identify
it and they have now developed two new strains of elms that
will be resistant to it. (Listener, 513)
3.4 It is Popper's contention that most such things were
never planned or intended. (Magee, 59)
3.5 All the older baboons do a certain amount of grooming,
but it is the adult females who do most. (Washburn and
DeVore,, "The Social life of baboons", 140)
3.6 It is the guerillas, and not those men who have bought
Smith to make compromises with them, that are reaping what
they have not sewn. (Listener, 487)
3.7 But more than the achievement, it is the thought within
which deserves our study. (Bronowski, 35)
3.8 ... it was the work of Darwin, including his own
speculations on the origin of language, that gave particular
impetus to the attempt to construct an evolutionary theory.
(Lyons, 85)
3.9 It was the unanimous judgement of the confrees, however,
that a reaction in favour of disarmament is extremely likely.
(Waskow, "The Shelter-Centered Society", 355)
3.10 It is the low level of organization that gives the
culture of poverty its marginal and anomalous quality in our
highly organized society. (Lewis, "The Culture of Poverty",
310)

3.11 It was the labour of computation that prompted the first
systematic studies of the structural characteristics of an
economy as they are displayed in our output table. (Leontief,
"The Structure of Development", 171)
3.12 The first two have not been ruled out as possibly
contributing somewhat to the occurrence of lung cancer. It
is the third that concerns us here. (Hammond, "The Effects
of Smoking", 209)
3.13 ... it is the device itself that provides the motivation
for the prominent syntactic options noted by Halliday.
(0. Hendricks, 14)
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3.14 Matter was the raw stuff of which something was made:
it was the individuating principle; that which made an
individual unique and different from all other individuals.
(Lyons, 111)
3.15 ... it is the proportion in which Goethe mixed them
that we now reject. (Wald, innovation in Biology11, '5)
3.16 It was the four countries with sparsest settlement
(Canada, Australia, New Zealand and South Africa),
however, that accounted for this high rate; in the U.S.
and the U.S.S.R the growth rate was lower - 1,67% per
year. (Davis , "Population", 107)
3.17 Since all of the product of the system is ultimately
delivered to final demand, it is the gross national
product that is taken as the conventional index or total
economic activity. (Carter,"The Economics of Technological
Change", 29 3)
3.18 It is, however, the Cours as published, that has been
of historic importance. (Lyons, 231)
3.19 It is the expression itself which, when named, is
said to be enclosed in quotation marks (Lyons, 8/9)
3.20 ... and in this case it is the string of letters that
constitutes the conventional written form of the
expression that names Boston. (Lyons, 9)
3.21 It is the formally marked member that is excluded
from the neutralizing contexts ... (Lyons, 306)
3.22 It was the fashionableness of devotion to classical
art which for centuries caused men to classify art of the
medieval period as Gothic or barbaric. (Ocurick et al,
4 (1968) - Jones' data)
3.23 It was a Western world already steeped in humanism
that entered upon a great scientific and technological
development. (Butterfield,"The Scientific Revolution", 72)
3.24 It is a demand of group survival that the successful
hunter be prepared to share his spoils with the unsuccess¬
ful. (Sahlins , "The Origin of Society", 28)
3.25 It is an extraordinary fact that primate urges often
become not the secure foundation of human social life
but a source of weakness in it. (Sahlins,"The Origin of
Society", 19)
3.26 It is a view that is very strongly held, and of all
criticisms of Rawls, the one most fiercely contested is
this seeming cut off your nose to spite your face view.
( Listener , 492)
3.27 ... it is an overload of information, rather than a
shortage of matter or energy, that is involved in limiting
Calhoun's population. (Population and Heterogenity,
Introduction, 86)
3.28 It was a description of him which, of course, is
like a warming pan between two deserts, and which in
summer is really an inferno, with the sky burnished like
a copper cauldron. ( Listener ,499)
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3.29 It was a man-made hypothesis which filled all the
facts known at the time and from which physicists might
have gone on deducing consequences to use and rely on
until this got them into intolerable difficulties ...

(Magee, 30)
3.30 It is a corollary this thesis that a large part of
contemporary epistemology is irrelevant also. (Magee, 73)
3.31 It is a phenomenon whose utter extraordinariness is
still^ I think, insufficiently pondered. (Magee, 94)
3; 32) It is a variant of this law that Hull later adopted
as his S-R theory of learning. (Miller, 227)
3.33 It is rational, not sensory hedonism that has been
defended. (Miller, 278)
3.34 It is the colour sensations that are primary, and
every visual object is reducible to them. (Miller, 121)
3.35 It was an abstract, mathematic kind of psychology
that they adopted, based on the faith that men are rational
and that rational men always try to maximize their
happiness. (Miller, 280)
3.36 Of all the living creatures, it is man who takes the
longest strides towards autonomy ... (Miller, 302)
3.37 It is a condition of successful reference that the
speaker should select a referring expression - typically
a proper name ... which when it is employed in accordance
with the rules of language system. (Lyons, 180)
3.38 It is a highly specialized branch of modern logic,
which we shall be concerned with only insoiar as it
furnished us with concepts ... (Lyons, 138)
3.39 ... it is expressions, not forms, that are said to
have reference. (Lyons , 131)
3.40 It was objective concepts, not mental concepts, that
the medieval nominalists rejected as unecessary. (Lyons,
112)
3.41 Now, it is a well established fact that word for
word translation of colour terms across languages is
frequently impossible ... (Lyons, 246)
It clefts with diectic anaphoric elements (this, these,
such) in the it-clause:

3.42 Since the fall of the death rate is temporary, it is
those two or more extra births per female that demand
attention. (Deevey, "The Human Population", 85)
3.43 ... and it is this assertion (oversimplified though
it may be) to which part of the article was addressed.
(Berkowitz, The Effects of Observing Violence, 82)
3.44 ... it is this split which separates the age just
passed from that in which we are living. (Weiner,"Cyber¬
netics", 120)
3.45 It is this awarness both of "the spirit of the age"
and of timelessness that sets Priestley's essays on Bully
Bolton alongside Hazlitt's appreciations of Shakespearean
characters - and his remarks on snooker alongside Hazlitt's
on boxing and rackets. ( Listener , 496)
3.46 It is of course, this that lies behind the quotation
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from Medawar, Eccles and Bondie on the first page of the
book. (Magee, 22)
3.47 Admittedly, he may say, there is always a jump
involved from the singular to the general; but the
process is not a purely random or irrational one, there
is a kind of logic, it is this that we call induction
(Magee, 32)
3.48 It was this attitude that made his psychology an
ideal vehicle for a growing science that sought to include
more and more phenomena within its scope. (Miller, 92)
3.49 It is this very complexity that seems to thwart our
efforts to find a pure example of an S-R connexion.
(Miller, 225)
3.50 It is this ability to postpone gratification that
distinguishes rational from sensory hedonism, that justi¬
fies Freud's reality principle as a supplement to his
pleasure principle. (Miller, 300)
3.51 It was these large reckless theories which made a caricature
of medicine and turned the doctor into a quack: ...
(Bronowski, 56)
3.52 It is this accord which makes us believe in Newton's
picture and underneath it in his laws. (Bronowski, 42)
3.53 It was these empirical generalizations of Kepler
which Newton and his contemporaries invoked from when they
began to look for a deeper order below the movements for
the planets. (Bronowski, 33)
3.54 It is this last charge which is commonly brought
against science. (Bronowski, 127)
3.55 It is such a transformational reduction that
Fillmore had in mind when he suggested that anaphoric
processes can be seen from the point of view of an extended
theory of sentence conjunction. (0. Hendricks, 51)
3.56 It is such terms that critics and sylisticians are
most prone to introduce in a free, and ad hoc manner,
so that Hallidays' injunction against ad hoc grammatical
terms is misplaced. (0. Hendricks, 124)
3.57 It is this semantic organization that lies behind
Christensen's notion of generative rhetoric, which he
dissociates from the Chomskyan notion ... (0. Hendricks,
170)
3.58 It is this complex preopositional phrase that is the
post-nominal modifier of development. (0. Hendricks, 160)
3.59 It is this dichotomy between string and hierarchical
properties and its stylistic correlates that is our sole
concern here. (0. Hendricks, 159)
3.60 It is this property of string analysis that makes
it well suited for a comparison of the Cooper and Twain
passage since ... (0, Hendricks, 187)
3.61 It is this liability of the contextual determination
of anaphoric elements that sets them apart from lexical
items that may also be said to be contextually modified...
(0. Hendricks, 66)
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3.62 It is this same diversity of constructions which
makes it possible for each stylist to be unique. (0.
Hendricks, 126)
3.63 It is this type of group style that will be the focus
of our discussion, which will include an eventual
refinement of its traditional conception as taxonomic.
(0. Hendricks, 105)
3.64 To use Chomsky's (1965) terms: he has acquired a
certain competence, and it is this which makes possible,
and is manifest in, his performance. (Lyons, 29)

3.65 ... and it is this underlying entity, not one or
other of its forms, that functions as a referring expre¬
ssion. (Lyons, 24)
3.66 ... and it is this aspect of the theory, if any, which
links the two senses of information, which we are
distinguishing by means of the terms signal information
and semantic informationT(Lyons, 45)
3.67 It is this interpretation of product (though it is
rarely made explicit) which seems to underlie most of the
earliest work on componential analysis, both European
and American. (Lyons, 319)
3.68 ... it is the latter which determine the utterance
as a question rather than a statement, as a tentative
suggestion rather than question, and so on. (Lyons, 63)
3.69 It is the former of these interpretations that was
generally adopted in traditional logic; it is the
latter that is perhaps more naturally reflected in
the predicate calculus notation. (Lyons, 178)
3.70 And it is precisely such statements that scientists
are interested in. (Magee, 36)
3.71 Now it is precisely such reality that science
reveals - a world of unobservable entities and
invisible forces, waves, cells, particles all ... (Magee,
37)
3.72 It was probably the recurrence of crises over Los
Angeles that awakened more of the nation to the possi¬
bility that the same thing could happen elsewhere to
the realization that air, like water, should be considered.
(Haagen-Smit , "The Control of Air Pollution", 183)
3.73 ... and it is the highly sophisticated, short, wide
bone in man that makes possible the human kind of bipedal
locomotion. (Washburn,"Tools and Human Evolution", 7)
3.74 It is the language we speak, more than anything else
we do that represents the particular sculpture we have
carved out of the primoderial chaos of sensations. (Miller,
65)
3.75 It was the economist's assumption of rationality
that most sharply distinguished this approach from that
of a psychologist who wanted to understand all choices;
not only the rational ones. (Miller, 283)
3.76 ... it is the business of each of us to try to make
that one universal language which alone can unite art and
science, and layman and scientist in a common understand¬
ing. (Bronowski, 17)
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3.77 ... it is the label for a specific conceptual'model
that describes in positive terms a subculture of western
society with its own structure and rationale, a way of
life handed on from generation to generation along family
lines. (Lewis,"The Culture of Poverty", 134)
3.78 So at any given time, among competing theorists, it
is the best corroborated theory with the highest
informative content that gives the best results and is
therefore, or should<ibe the prevailing one. (Magee, 40)
3.79 It is the increasing attention to semantics that
might seem to redeem transformational analysis as the
grammatical model for stylistics analysis. (0. Hendricks,
139)
3.80 It is the very impreciseness of Bridgeman's notion
of colloquial 'style' as well as his misconceptions about
the necessary interrelation of style types and historical
process, that leads him to include 'compressed and
expansive language together'. (0. Hendricks, 205)
3.81 It was however, the alternative, more moderate
version of realism, stemming from Aristotle, which pre¬
vailed in the construction of the scholastic synthesis
of logic, epistemology and metaphysics... (Lyons,
in) ~
3.82 It is, in fact, the notion of truth under a given
interpretation which enables us to define ambiguity.
(Lyons, 169)
3.83 It is the notion of a state-description as a set of
propositions describing some actual or possible state-of-
affairs that will be taken up later. (Lyons,
50)
3.84 It is the notion of signal-information that has been
quantified within the mathematical theory of communica¬
tion: or information theory as it is often called.
(Lyons, 41)
3.85 It is the internal unity and coherence of science
which gives it truth, and which makes it a better system
of prediction than any less orderly language. (Bronowski,
136)
3.86 What is wrong with the thought is this: it is the
wrong way of answering the first question that all broad¬
casters should put to themselves. ( Listener , 488)

5.8 It-cleft constructions with PP and Adv. of place,
time and reason in the it-clause of the focus position

This is the second major syntactic class of it-
clefts in the corpus. Altogether this class makes up

37% of the total of it-clefts in the corpus. This class
has been subdivided on the basis of the semantic features

of the PPs and the Advs in the it-clause. This class has

been divided into the following subclassifications:
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1. It-clefts with PPs and Advs in it-clause, setting
location in time.

2. It-clefts with PPs and Advs in it-clause, setting
location in place.
3. It-clefts with PPs and Advs in it-clause, setting
location in reason.

These subdivisions are not substantial enough to
warrant dealing with each subclass on its own. They were

made for convenience sake in the presentation of general¬
isations about the corpus. These subdivisions should not
obscure the fact that the items in these sets function in

very similar ways in discourse.

This type of it-cleft class is similar in many ways

to Prince's "informative presupposition" class, except
that in the present study it is limited to PPs and Advs of
time, place and reason (what Kuno, 1975; calls "thematic
scene setting adverbials"). This class, like the third
subclassification of NP>s, may be defined formally as

follows: first, they have short anaphoric focus which in
the present study is Adv or PP of time, reason or place.

Secondly, the wh-/th-clause is not deletable as it provides
what Prince calls 'known' rather than 'old' information.

Third, a large proportion of these PPs or Advs are

contrastive in the sense that they tend to select one of
a number of options presented in the preceding context for
focus.

The general function of this class of it-clefts
seems to be the marking of a piece of information as fact
known to some people although not yet known to the
intended hearer. Other than identifying the temporal,
spatial and rational locale of the propositions in the
th-/wh-clause, this class of it-clefts seems to have
the subfunction indicated by Prince, i.e. a cause and
effect relationship implied.
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5.8.1 Contextualized examples if it-clefts with PP.s and
Advs in it-clause setting location in time

1. However, he [Popper] spent the last 23 years of his
university career at the London School of Economics,
where he became Professor of Logic and Scientific Method.

It was during these years that he released his next
two books, both of them collections of articles, most
of which had already been published. (Magee, 13)
2. ... The young couple managed to exist through their
first months together by borrowing, by pawning their
watches, until finally the tide began to turn. But the
terrible poverty of these early years left a lasting
impression on him.

It was during that difficult time that he became
friendly with Joseph Breuer, who loaned him money and
discussed interesting cases with him. (Miller, 254)
3. In spite of his eccentric experimentalism, however,
Wundt was a professor of philosophy ...

It was during this - his philosophical decade - that
the first of a long string of students began to appear in
Leipzig"! (Miller, 38)
4. The Federal government is charged by the constitu¬
tion itself with the task of taking a decennial census.
Ever since the first census of 1790 Federal statisticla
agencies have maintained the tradition of keeping a
comprehensive quantative record of the country's social and
economic progress. As the economy has grown in complexity
and size, so have the variety and volume of data collected.
It was not until the end of world war I, however, that the
collecting agencies undertook to organize the data in
accordance with some distinct picture of the economy
system. (Leontief, "The Structure of the U.S. Economy'!, 2 40)
5. Ordinarily, a physician treats just one person: his
patient. In psychiatry the intimacy of the therapist-
patient relation has reinforced tradition.
Psychiatrists have been slow to think of the disturbed
family that may have . . .

It was not until the 1950s that therapists began to
see the patient's family as a group and to undertake
conjoint family therapy. (Jackson,"Schizophrenia", 461)
6. A creature combining these various presapient
attributes took form in the pooled imagination of Haeckel
and his compatriots August Schliecher and Gabriel Max.
Max produced a family portrait, and the still to be
discovered ancestor was given the respectable linean name
Pithecanthropus alalus.

Were he living today Haeckel would never do such a
thing. It is now the requirement of the International
Code of Zoological Nomenclature that the naming of any
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new genus or species be supported by publication of the
specimen's particulars together with a description showing
it to be recognizably different. (Howells, Homo Erectus,
297)

5.8.2 Contextualized examples of it-clefts with PPs and
Advs in it-clause setting location in place

1. ...But on the grassy and forested uplands bordering
the fertile crescent a real change was underway. Here in
a climate that provided generous winter and spring
rainfall the intensified food collectors had been

accumulating a rich lore of experience with wild wheat,
barley and other food plants, as well as with wild dogs,
foats, sheep, pigs, cattle and horses. It was here that
man first began to control the production of his food.
(Braidwood, "The Agricultural Revolution':', 55)
2. In order to understand why the revolutionary rise of
world population has occurred, we cannot confine ourselves
to the global trend, because this trend is a summation of
what is happening in the regions... For instance the first
step in the demographic evolution of modern nations - a
decline in the death rate - began in northwestern Europe
long before it started elsewhere. As a reusIt, although
population growth is now slower in this area than in the
rest of the world, it was here that the unprecedented
upsurge in human numbers began. (Davis, "Population",
101)

3. In Western Europe civilization had a comparatively
late start. For thousands of years the lands at the
eastern end of the Mediteranean had held the leaderhsip,
in that whole section of the globe. It was in the west,
furthermore, that the Roman Empire really collapsed and
was overrun by 'barbarian invaders'. (Butterfield,"The
Scientific Revolution", 71) ~~
4. In order of increasing effort the treatments were
designated 'Nothing", "Mail", "Everything" (wives only)
and "Everything" (wives and husbands). In the "Nothing"
Liu's there was no activity behind the distribution ...

It was in the "Everything" neighbourhoods, that the
major effort was made to increase family planning.
(Berelson and Freedman, A Study in Fertility Control", 211)
5. The Swalik hills of Northwestern India and adjacent
Pakistan have been known to Paleontologists since the
first half of the 19th century for their fossil rich
deposits of Miocene and Pitocesence age. It was from
these strata that Pilgrim,who described the Burmese
borderline primate Pondaungia, uncovered and named
Sirapithacus in 1910. (Simons,"The Early Relatives of
Man", 2 30)
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6. As the infant matures it learns to ride on its
mother's back first clinging and then sitting upright. It
begins to eat solid food and to leave the mother for
longer and longer periods to play with other infants.
Eventually it plays with the other juveniles many hours
a day, and its orientation shifts from the mother to its
playgroup. It is in these playgroups that the skills and
behaviour patterns of adult life are learned and practiced.
(Washburn and DeVore,"The Social Life of the Baboons", 141)

5.9 It-clefts with prepositional phrases in the it-clause
(focus position)1

1. It was in the west, furthermore, that the Roman
Empire really collapsed, and was overrun by Barbarian
invaders. (Butterfield,"The Scientific Revolution", 71)
2. It was under the ancient order that the peasantry
were sometimes felt to be like cows ... (Butterfield, "The
Scientific Revolution", 76)
3. ... it is with judgements of the first type that the
concept chance is most closely related. (Ayer, "Chance",
4)
4. It is in this way that the law of large numbers is
thought to justify this familiar type of inference. (Ayer,
"Chance", 8)
5. It is in the record of culture, therefore, that the
origin of agriculture must be sought. (Bradiwood,"The
Agricultural Revolution", 51)
6. It is for future administrations of the Congo that
the problem will be a real one, both moral and practical.
(Turnbull,"The Lesson of the Pygmies", 154)
7. It is on these occasions that travellers have seen

the Pygmies and decided that they are vassals to the
villagers, with no cultural identity of their own.
(Turnbull,"The Lesson of the Pygmies", 150)
8. It is not only in science that great ideas come to
encompass their own negation. (G. Wald,"Innovation in
Biology", 5
9. It was in the phase following the Cox Catalan that
the people of Techunia made the fundamental shift.
(MacNeish,"The Origins of the New World Civilization", 260)
10. ... it was in these pens that individuals were most
likely to find other individuals eating. (Calhoun,
"Population Density and Social Pathology", 115)
11. It is by the interaction of the chemical products of
these genes that the composition and structure of every

living thing is determined. (Muller,"Radiation and Human
Mutation 19 7 )
12. It is to the hunter and gatherer what the manor was
to Feudal Europe, or the corporate factory system is to
capitalism: it is the productive organization. (Sahlins,
"The Origin of Society", 23 ) '
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13. It is at this time that fighting may take place, if
the dominance order is not clearly established among the
males. (Washburn and DeVore, "The Social Life of
Baboons", 141)
14. It is in this playgroup that the skills and behaviour
patterns of adult life are learned and practiced.
(Washburn and DeVore, "The Social Life of Baboons", 140)
15. ... it was at that end of the continuum that they
began to get results. (Miller, 311)
16. It was in 1894 also that he founded his own journal,
L'Anee Psychologique. (Miller, 309)
17. It was in this environment that Alfred Binet learned
his psychology and adopted the catholic attitude that he
carried into all his later research. (Miller, 306)
18. It was for them alone to point out what we ought to
do as well as determine what we shall do. (Miller, 250)
19. It was into this intellectual atmosphere that
scientific psychology was born. (Miller, 256)
20. And it was in this intellectual atmosphere that the
pioneer psychologists were educated. (Lyons, 255)
21. But there are certain regular phonetic correspondences
and it is on the basis of these that we can identify
forms ... (Lyons, 225)
22. ... And it is by virtue of regular correspondences of
the same kind that we can say ... (Lyons, 255)
23. It is in this way for example that we come to learn
the meaning of words like red. (Lyons, 132)
24. It is in this rather restricted context dependent
sense that the condition of uniqueness is to be
interpreted in linguistic semantics. (Lyons, 184)
25. ... It is only within the word-token that the letters
can be described as tokens (i.e. as unique physical
entities) which instantiate one type or another. (Lyons,
14)
26. ... and it is by virtue of the recognition of this
correspondence that speakers of different dialects can
understand one another ... (Lyons, 254)
27. ... It is to Prozig, however, that the credit must go
for emphasizing the fact that abstraction and general¬
ization depend upon the relaxation of syntagmatic relations
between lexemes and for insisting ... (Lyons, 264)
28. It is on the basis of considerations such as these
that Carnap and Bar Hillel have developed their theory of
semantic information. (Lyons, 47)
29. It is within this general framework that Carnap and
Bar Hillel define their notion of semantic information.

(Lyons, 49)
30. It is in this sense that semantic information content
is analogous to signal information content. (Lyons, 50)
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31. ... and it is for this kind of novelty or originality
that the term creativity is most appropriate ... (Lyons,
77)
32. For it is only by virtue of our membership of social
groups that we are able to interact with others, and in
doing so to establish our individual identity and person¬
ality .

33. ... and it is at this stage that the child begins to
acquire the prosodic patterns of his native language.
(Lyons, 88)
34. It is in this way, for example, that the grammar of
a language is assured to be learned. (Lyons, 124)

35. It is upon these basic principles that the
behaviourist theory of learning is founded. (Lyons,
123)
36. ...it is only by virtue of the interpersonal relations
established within social groups that we can assert our
own distinctive personality as individuals. (Lyons, 109)

37. It was in the Everything neighbourhoods that the major
effort was made to increase family planning. (Berelson &
Freedman,"A Study in Fertility Control", 211)
38. It was from these strata that Piligrim, who described
the Burmese borderline primate Pondaungia, uncovered and
named Sivapitheous in 1910. (Simons,"The Early Relatives
of Man", 2 30)
39. It is in terms of such a distinction that we can

resolve the problem of Ohmann's emphasising the separa¬
bility of form and content while at the same ... (0.
Hendricks, 2)
40. ...it is by means of this usage that Joyce creates
his epiphany which can be immediately apprehended in the
surface structure of the sentence. (0. Hendricks, 20).
41. It is in this respect that Chomsky's proposal is
comparable to that of Lyons for generating derived
sentences... (0. Hendricks, 44)
42. It is on this basis that R. Lackoff argues that a
sentence such as ... is ungrammatical and that a grammar
should be constrained .... (0. Hendricks, 52)
43. It is in these terms that some stylisticians have
advanced the cause of a Chomskyan transformational approach
to stylistic analysis. (0. Hendricks, 138)
44. It is with modifiers added to the clause that is,
with sentence modifiers - that the principle comes into
full play. (0. Hendricks, 146)
45. It is precisely in this matter of intuition concerning
alternative formulations of the same content that
Ohman (1964) felt transformational analysis could con¬
tribute the most to the advancement of stylistics. (0.
Hendricks, 175)
46. It is not as rationalists that we have advantages of
them; our material success stems from joining to their
logic a ruthless appeal, at each bold deductive step, back
to the hard empirical facts. (Bronowski, 36)
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47. It was not by accident that the first table of
logarithms was published within a few years of the first
folio. (Bronowski, 14)
48. ...it was in this way that Ptolemy and other Greeks
in Alexandria patterned them on the night sky eighteen
hundred years ago. (Bronowski, 33)
49. Furthermore, it is often only by critical examination
of the practical reuslts, as distinct from policies
themselves, that some of the mistakes are to be identified.
(Magee, 75)
50. It is within this mass of humanity, this people of
the shanty towns, at the core of the lumpenproletariat,
that the rebellion will find its urban spearhead. (Lewis,
"The Culture of Poverty", 139)
51. It is only in the case of anaphora proper that a
sentence boundary is crossed, and the antecedent ...
(0. Hendricks, 67)
52. It is only in the shrines that we have found reliefs
and symbolism connected with life and death. (Mellaart,
"A Neolithic City in Turkey,", 206)
53. ... it is only at the abstract level of language that
we can establish identities ... (0. Hendricks, 121)
54. It is in this sense that so many famous discoveries
in science have been accidental. (Magee , 26)
55. It is by the standard whether individuals are harmed,
rather than whether the human will be wiped out that we
should judge the propriety of every day practices that may
effect the human genetic constitution. (Muller,"Radiation
and Human Mutation", 202)
56. ...it is often only by critical examination of the
practical result, as distinct from the policies themselves
that some of the mistakes are to be identified. (Magee, 75)
57. It was on these themes that Prof R.V. Jones made his
most twinklingly engaging appearance on the box.
( Listener , 507)
58. It was in Egypt that Durrel first encountered the
copts, whose monks live in remote monastries deep in the
desert. ( Listener ,499)
59. ...it was in connection with his early studies in the
history of music that his seminal idea about problem
solving came to him. (Magee, 66).
60. It is by the interaction of the chemical products of
these genes that the composition and structure of every
living thing is determined. (Muller, "Radiation and Human
Mutation19 7)
61. It is in this respect that Chomsky's proposal is com¬
parable to that of Lyons for generating derived ... (0.
Hendricks, 44)
62. ... yet historically it is out of metaphysics that -
out of supersitions, mythical and religious conceptions of
the world - that science has emerged. (Magee, 47)
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5.10 It-clefts with adverbials in the it-cleft clause

1. It is thus the release of restraint that the curve

portrays at three epochal points in cultural history.
(Deevey, "The Human Population", 79)
2. It was here that man first began to control the produc¬
tion of his food (Braidwood,"The Agricultural Revolution",
55)
3. ...it was here that the unprecedented upsurge in
human numbers began. (Davis, "Population", 101)
4. It was not until the 1950s that therapists began to
see the patient's family as a group to undertake conjoint
family therapy. (Jackson,"Schizophrenia", 461)
5. It is through these errors that illusions provide
insight into the mechanism of perception. (Koler,"The
Illusion of Movement", 604)
6. It was not until the end of World War I, however, that
the collecting agencies undertook to organize the data in
accordance with some distinct picture of the economic
system. (Leontief,"The Structure of the U.S. Economy"/ 240)
7. It is now the requirement of the International Code of
Zoological Nomenclature that the naming of any new genus
or species be supported by the publication of the specimen's
particulars together with a description showing it to be
recognizably different from any genus or species previously
known. (Howelis , "Homo Erectus", 297)
8. It is the reverse with the Mongoloids, whose counten¬
ances form a coherent pattern that seems consistent with
their racial history. (Howells,"The Distribution of Man",
45)
9. Perhaps because these controversies were at their
hottest in the United States, it was there that the chief
figures to be thrown up by this new wave of political thought
emerged. (Listener, 491)
10. ...and I have a feeling that it is here in this
terribly hot sunlight, that the whole business... (Listener,
499)
11. It was during these years that he released his next
two books, both of them collections of articles most of
which had already been published ... that it was the only
book published which will outlive this century. (Magee,
13)
12. It was during that difficult time that he became
friendly with Joseph Bremer, who loaned him money and
discussed interesting cases with him. (Miller, 254)

13. It was during this time - his philosophical decade -
that the first of a long string of students from America
began to appear in Leipzig. (Miller, 38)
14. It is because we know the sense of unicorn, that we
know what kind of object it would apply to ... (Lyons, 211)
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15. It is because all languages have such constraints or
limitations that we say they have a level of phonological
structure. (Lyons, 75)
16. It is for these reasons that a brief account of the
two systems (with their standard interpretations) is,
included here. (Lyons, 141)
17. ...it is here that, out of the progression of events
that constitute a language, we abstract units ... (0.
Hendricks, 121)
18. It is here, perhaps, that poetry may best act nowadays
as a corrective and complementary to science. (Brownstein
& Weiner, 173, Jones' data)

5.11 The contrastive function of it-clefts in the corpus

For a full discussion of what is meant by the contrast¬
ive function of cleft constructions,(see chapter 4).
In the present section I will try to present a brief account
of Jones' and Prince's conclusions concerning the contrast-
iveness of it-clefts in discourse.

Prince does not seem to consider contrastiveness in

relation to it-clefts in her corpus, despite the fact that
she treats 'contrastive' as one of the main relations that

holds between the wh-cleft antecedents in her corpus and
the preceding immediate contexts. Prince does not see

the wh-cleft contrastive distinction as a function, but

more as a relation holding between wh-cleft antecedents and
the preceding contexts. (See section 4.9 for a full
discussion of this point).

Jones, on the other hand, maintains that the secondary
main function of it-clefts is that of contrastiveness.

She even claims that it-clefts are more contrastive than

wh-clefts. She puts this in the following terms: "Because
the answer part of clefts imparts the idea of exclusiveness
to what is being stated, clefts are frequently employed
to emphasize contrast especially at a turning point in
the thematic development. Pseudo-clefts also are used

contrastively,but the special exclusiveness of clefts make
them even more ideal for such situations "(Jones, 1977:207).
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Despite Jones' final statement concerning the con-

trastiveness of it-clefts in discourse she does not present

any evidence in her discussion as to her reasons for

making such a sweeping statement. Neither does she attempt
to define what she means by contrastiveness or which
criteria she employed in its identification in written

expository discourse.

In the present section I will try to show that most
it-clefts in my corpus have a contrastive function, or at
least hold a relation of contrast between the it-clause and

the preceding discourse. The problem with the it-clefts
is that they seem more difficult to characterize in terms
of their contrastive function than the wh-clefts in the

corpus. There are several types of it-clefts performing
different functions in discourse therefore it is difficult

to specify which clause in the it-cleft holds the contrast
relation with the preceding discourse. Sometimes there is
a contrastive relation holding between the it-clause the

preceding discourse, and at other times the contrasting
relation holds between the wh-/th-clause and the preceding
discourse. The following examples illustrate this problem
of characterizing the contrastive function in it-clefts.
In (1) below there is no explicit relation of contrast

holding between the it-clause and the preceding discourse,
i.e. it is in 'the focused' designated label rather than
the other labels mentioned in the preceding discourse that
holds a contrast relation. In (2) below there is an

explicit contrast (affirmation/negation) holding between
the wh-clause and the following discourse.

(1) In order of increasing effort the treatments were
designated "Nothing", "Mail", "Everything" (wives only)
and "Everything" (wives and husbands). In the "Nothing"
Liu's there was no activity behind the distribution ...

It was in the "Everything" neighbourhoods that the major
effort was made to increase family planning. (Berelson and
Freedman,"A Study in Fertility Control", 211)
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(2) ...We know, that is we find laws; and every human
action uses these laws, and at the same time tests them
and feels towards new laws. It is not the form of these
laws which matters. The laws of science like those
which we use in our private behaviour, remain ... What
matters is the recognition to the law in the facts. It
is the ... (Bronowski, 134)

5.11..1 Implicit contrast:

Let us first examine the category of contrastive it-
clefts with an implicit contrast relation holding between

what is 'assumable' from the preceding discourse and the
it-clause.

Most, if not all, it-clefts in the present corpus

belong to this category of implicit contrast. The contrast
occurs between the information asserted in the it-clause

and the presuppositions the addressee had formed on the
basis of the precedent discourse. This type of contrast¬
ive relation is used for the description of the tendency
of it-clefts to focus an 'item' among a set of paradigmatic
items unstated explicitly in the preceding discourse, but
'assumed' or 'assumable' to be in the consciousness of the

addressee.

Frequently deictic anaphoric elements or 'specificity'
explicit markers (like only, this, this very, precisely

this, just this etc.) mark the form of implicit contrast.
Such items imply that it is only the focused entity, and
not any other entity which the reader or hearer may assume,

that is responsible for the event or action reported in
the wh-/th-clause.

Most of the it-clefts with PPs or Advs in the it-

clause (whether reason, or location in space or time)

display this kind of contrastive relation with the

preceding context.

The following examples illustrate what is meant by

'implicit contrast'. The it-clause specifies a specific
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course as the only possible means, place, time etc., in
contrast with potential means, places, times, etc, that
the reader may have presupposed on the basis of the

previous discourse.

(1) It was here that man first began to control the pro¬
duction of his food. (Braidwood,"The Agricultural
Revolution", 55)
(2) ... it is precisely in this matter of intuition con¬
cerning the alternative formulations of the same content
that Ohmann felt transformational analysis could contribute
most to the advancement of stylistics. (0. Hendricks, 125)

5.11.2 It-clefts with an explicit contrast relation
holding between the it-clause and the immediate
preceding discourse:

The contrast relation holding between the following it-
clefts and the immediate preceding context is an explicit
one which may be defined similarly to that already dealt
with in the wh-cleft section (cf. chapter 4, section 9).
The three-way definition of contrastive structural
relations holding between the it-clause and the immediate

preceding discourse is applicable here. Example (1) is a

good example of contrast. The following examples (3), (4)
and (5) are examples of what has been labelled an explicit

Negation/Affirmation relation holding between the it-clause
and the preceding context. In (3) the contrast holds
between what some authorities maintain and the opposite
maintained by the addresser. In (4), (5), (6) and (7)
there is an explicit negation/affirmation relation between
what is maintained in the immediate preceding discourse and
what is asserted in the it-clause. In all these examples,

however, it is mostly the affirmative assertion or re-

assertion that is cited as the source of the explicit

opposition relation.

(3) Some authorities maintain that the Pygmies rely on
the villagers for food and metal. As for food my own
experience has shown that Bambuti hunting bands are
perfectly capable of supporting themselves in the forest
without any help from the outside. The further away from
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villagers they are, in fact, the better they find t,he
hunting and gathering. If anything, it is the villagers
who depend on the Pygmies, particularly for meat to
supplement their meat diet. (Turnbull,"The Lesson of the
Pygmies ", 15 2)

(4) In every person's stream of consciousness there is a
dichotomy between the me and the not me; at the same time,
it is the I_ who am aware of this dichotomy. With char¬
acteristic sensitivity to his inner life, James divided
the self into I_ the knower and me the known. The me is
simply an object like any object we might be conscious of
although it is obviously of supreme interest. It is the
I, the active sense of personal identity, that poses the
real puzzle. (Miller, 90/1)

(5) The youngest Southerners are more likely than the
next older group to express themselves as believing the
Negro protest movement is "violent" rather than "peaceful"
and to voice the opinion that demonstrations and protests
have "hurt" the cause of Negroes ...

... it is this youngest group that is more likely than
others to report both a change in attitude and a shift
away from a favorable opinion. (Hyman & Sheatsley,"Attitudes
toward Desegregation", 239)
(6) It is, incidentally, unfortunate that Ferge selected
'Bedeutung' as his technical term for what is now generally
called reference in English. That he did choose the German
word which in non-technical usage covers much of what is
covered by the English word 'meaning' was no doubt due to
the fact that he, like many philosophers thought of refer¬
ence as the basic semantic relationship. There is,
however, an alternative technical distinction drawn in
German between 'Bedeutung' ("meaning") and 'Begeichung'
(often translated into English as 'designation'). The
distinction is at least roughly comparable with Ferge's
distinction between 'Sinn' and 'Bedeutung': it is, however,
Ferge's 'Bedeutung' which, if anything, is identifiable
with what many German writers call 'Bezeichung', and it
is his 'Sinn' that is identifiable with their 'Bedutung'.
(Lyons, 19 9)
(7) ... But there is no reason to say that 'boy' is
semantically unmarked in relation to 'girl', 'ram' in
relation to 'ewe' or 'stallion' in relation to 'mare'.
It is equally appropriate to say that 'boy' and 'ram'
contain MALE, which is lacking in 'girl' and 'ewe', as
it is to say that 'girl' and 'ewe' contain FEMALE, which
is lacking in 'boy' and 'ram'. This would not be a
problem, perhaps, if it were not for the fact that in
other pairs of complementaries, like 'cow':'bull' and
'duck':'drake', it is the one denoting the male that is
semantically marked. (Lyons, 322)
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In the following two examples (8) and (9), the

opposition relation holding between the it-clause and the
immediate preceding discourse is marked by an explicit
negation marker. In the second examples (10) and (11) the

negation relation or opposition occurs in the it-clause
itself rather than in the relation holding between the it-
clause and the immediate preceding discourse.

(8) ...Margruite, convinced that she was not getting a
'square deal', communicated a feeling that she and Lee
were both special - that the world owed them a living.
This according to Lee 's brother John - gave Oswald that
'little extra push' toward the climatic act of his life.

So it was not the KGB or the CIA or Castro or the Mafia
who were responsible for Kennedy's murder. It was Lee
Oswald's mom. (Listener, 504)

(9) Bechterve's view of conscious phenomena was just as
materialistic as was Pavlov's. It was not on that score

that their quarrel arose. The spark that set off the
explosion was Pavlov's discovery that he could not
duplicate an experimental result reported by one of Bech-
teev's students. (Miller, 204)

(10) We also employed the term 'expression', rather than
'form': this is because, within the terminological frame¬
work that we have adopted in the book, it is expressions,
not forms, that are said to have reference, (cf. 1.5.,
7.1) .

(11) The nominalists rejected this view of the relationship
between words and things. They held that universals were
names (hence the label 'nominalist') which signified
individuals and which referred to them in propositions in
one mode or another. Only individuals existed; and there
were no objective, extramental universals. It is important
to emphasise, at this point, that the medieval nominalists
did not deny the objectivity of our knowledge of the ex¬
ternal world, nor that individuals had properties ... It
was objective concepts, not mental concepts, that the
medieval nominalist rejected as unnecessary. (Lyons, 112)

In comparison with the wh-clefts, there is a substan¬
tial number of it-clefts with explicit negative markers in
the it-clause. These explicit negative markers indicate
a contrastive relation with the preceding context. They

usually mark an implicit contrast relation with what the

reader/hearer may have assumed from the preceding dis-
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course. Only one part of the contrastive relationship is

explicitly marked in these cases. These it-clefts have
been classified in one category. (See Dahl, 1969, for a

treatise of clefts and negation within a transformational
framework).

Summary of the contrastive function of it-clefts in the corpus:

In this section, I have tried to investigate some

aspects of the relation of contrast holding between the it-
clefts in the corpus and the preceding discourse. I have
also tried to characterise the classify the type of con¬

trast relation holding between the it-clauses and the

preceding discourse.

It has been difficult to characterise the implicit and
explicit manifestation of this contrastive relation in the
same way as I have tried to do with the wh-clefts in the

corpus. The problems encountered may be related to the
fact that in the wh-clefts the contrastive relation holds

between the wh-clause (i.e. the presupposed clause) and
the preceding discourse, whereas in the it-clefts the
contrastive relation holds between the it-clause (i.e. the

focused clause) and the preceding discourse. This may

account for Jones' claim that it-clefts are more contrastive

than wh-clefts (1977: 2Q7) .

Another difficulty encountered with characterising the
it-clefts contrastiveness is that there are a number of

different types of it-clefts (see 5.7-5.8) performing
different functions in discourse. Since contrastiveness

is defined here as a relation holding between the it-clause
and the preceding context, it is inevitable that
contrastive relation will be affected by the type of it-
cleft being discussed.

On the basis of the data presented in this section,
however, one can conclude that it-clefts do manifest a

contrastive function. There are, however, a number of
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problems highlighted here in the discussion of this
contrastive function.

5.12 Conclusions:

As can be seen from the previous tentative discoursal
and functional classification of wh- and it-clefts in

discourse, the it-clefts are, generally speaking, more

difficult to categorize in more discoursal terms. That
is to say they are more opaque than the wh-clefts. The
tentative classification that we have finally arrived at
indicate some of the potential uses and functions of it-
cleft constructions in discourse. There are a number of

points that have been raised concerning the it-cleft
construction in the present study but these have not been

fully investigated due to limitations on space and time.
\

The question of investigating and describing their functional
distribution in discourse like the wh-clefts in the previous

chapter has not been fully investigated.

Following is a tabulation of the similarities and the
differences between Prince's functional and discoursal

classification of the it-clefts in her study and the
categorization suggested in the present study. My main
criticism of Prince's conclusions concerning the it-clefts
in discourse is that she has disregarded in her classifi¬
cation some of the different types of it-clefts that have

emerged in the present corpus.

Table 5.7

PRINCE'S CLASSIFICATIONS
CLASSIFICATION OF IT-CLEFTS

IN PRESENT STUDY

It-stressed focus clefts 1. It-clefts with New identi¬
fication of NP in the

it-clause/deleted wh-clause,
0 clause.

2. It-clefts with New identi¬
fication of NP in the
it-clause with non-deletable
wh-/th- clauses.

Informative- 3. It-clefts with Given NP

presupposition (anaphoric) and New inform-
it-clefts ation in the wh-/th-clause.

4. It-clefts with PPs & Adv. in
it-clause (time, place and
reason)
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Prince's it-stressed focus clefts are equivalent or
similar in many ways to the first two types of it-clefts
identified in the present study. The distinction I make
is useful in pointing out some potential functional.and
discoursal differences between the two types of clefts.
The final two classifications are similar to Prince's

informative presupposition it-clefts. I have subdivided
Prince's category into two in order to take account of
the different status of the information in the wh/th-
clauses in these last two types.

It seems to me that the present classification has
made finer distinctions on an ad hoc syntactic, functional
and discoursal bases and is thus a more accurate description
of the data in the corpus. The major functional claim
that can be made on the basis of the present classification
is that it-clefts in the corpus seem to have a more potent
'identificational' function than the wh-clefts in the

corpus.

The function of the first two categories of it-clefts
containing a New NP in the it-clause seems to be an

identificational one (Halliday, 1967b; Jones, 1977:207).
A new NP is being identified and thematized in a chunk of
discourse. That is to say an NP is given prominence or

'staged' in this specific chunk of discourse.

The function of the it-clefts in the third and fourth

categories of it-clefts has been discussed in detail in
Prince's work. We already know that the main function
attributed to this type of it-cleft in discourse is to
mark a piece of information as fact, that is it-clefts
are used to strengthen statements and present them as

already known facts.

"Such it-clefts function like traditional
footnotes in that they seem to say.
Don't argue with me - I didn't invent
this - and I am aware I didn't invent this."
(Prince, 1978:902)
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I have also found evidence in the corpus supporting
Prince's claim for two of the main sub-functions of

it-clefts. The first has to do with

"... the (sub-)function of bringing
the reader up to date so that she/
he can appreciate the actual
'news' ..." (Prince, 1978:902)

A second sub-function of it-clefts in discourse is a

subordinating one

"... in that the it-cleft may suggest
that one state of affairs is closely
tied to another often implicating a
cause and effect relationship." (902)

No examples were found to confirm the third sub-function
of it-clefts that Prince suggests, that of "indicating

deference/politeness." (Prince, 1978:902)

Finally, I would like to point out two main
conclusions based on the description of the present corpus

study. Firstly, on the basis of a formal, functional and
discoursal evidence, I have managed to present a description
of different types of wh-/it-clefts in discourse; and,

secondly, I have found enough evidence to justify the
suggestion that there are major differences between

it-/wh-clefts in functional, formal and textual terms.

These two constructions have been investigated in the

present study as an aspect of staging or thematic devices
on the sentence level. It has been shown that there is

an indication that there are major differences in their
thematic and identificational functions. However, a more

in-depth study of the present corpus is needed before
confirming the tentative textual and discoursal functions
attributed to each construction.

It would also be quite interesting to compare the
functional claims made for both types of clefts investigated
in the present thesis. Functionally, wh-clefts seem to
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be used more frequently in discourse to present evaluative
and attitudinal information or commentaries by the
addresser, whilst the it-clefts seem to be used to mark

information as fact. This seems to suggest that these
two structures have different textual as well as

communicative functions in discourse.
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CHAPTER 6

'STAGING" MECHANISMS AT THE TEXT LEVEL: A BRIEF ACCOUNT
AND DISCUSSION OF SOME VIEWS IN THE LITERATURE

6.1 Aims

The present chapter aims at providing a brief critical
account of the work done on describing staging mechanisms
at the text level rather than merely at the sentence level.
In previous sections of the present study I have been more

interested in the description of some aspects of thematiz-
ation (topicalization) at the sentence level in terms of

passives and clefts. I have gradually become more fully
aware that thematization at the sentence level is not so

important in affecting the reader as what may be described
as 'staging' at the text level.

In the present chapter I will try to redress the
balance by providing a brief description of some of the

linguistic mechanism that realise 'staging' at the text
level.

The aim is to provide as well as demonstrate the
different mechanisms of 'staging' at the text level; as

well as try to show the similarities between sentence
level 'thematization' and text level 'staging'.

This chapter also aims at providing a brief
introduction to the concept of 'staging' before the psycho-
linguistic study of some aspects of staging at the text
level and its effect on the reader.

6.2 Overview

It has already been pointed out in Chapter 2 that
Grimes lays out a general view of staging in discourse as
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a generic concept for a set of linguistic mechanisms at
the sentence level and text level which are used to

highlight or spotlight information in discourse.

Grimes' views (1975, 1978a, 1979b) are theoretical
and introductory and his definition of this subcomponent
of discourse does not specify the levels of description
on which these mechanisms operate. He merely points out
that these mechanisms occur at different levels of text

structure simultaneously. Grimes suggests that these
mechanisms are generally speaking, (1) topicalization,
(2) theme and thematization, and (3) subordination and

co-ordination.

According to Grimes the speaker, besides deciding
what he is going to say and how he will relate it to what
has gone before, also decides the perspective from which
he wishes to stage what he wants to say.

"The different levels of stage or perspective
formation that I have already referred to show
a kind of stage management in selecting
linguistic forms. The speaker puts certain
things up front where the hearer cannot help
but take them as the most important. He
relates other things to the central ones and
puts them upstage, and attaches additional
details and embellishments around the edges.
This stage management seems to be the real
reason why languages have devices like embed¬
ding and subordination, and so may be behind
the common observation that the form of

language is organized hierarchically. We
set up our speech around focal points or
themes at many levels at once." (Grimes,
1978a:128)

According to Grimes 'staging' is both, (i) a set of
decisions taken by the text writer or speaker which
determine the topic and subtopic of text through different
mechanisms as well as, (ii) a set of linguistic mechanisms
that function to spotlight information and convey the
writer's perspective on the message he is conveying.
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These mechanisms function simultaneously on the sentence
and the text level. At the sentence level, there are

thematization decisions and the text level topic decisions.
The problem with Grimes' description of his staging compon¬

ent is that it is too general as well as non-formal as to
describe means of defining the linguistic mechanism
involved in this process.

Both Meyer (1975) and Clements (1976) have tested

psycholinguistic reactions to discourse structure by compar¬

ing recall protocols with hierarchical structure

representation of texts to determine which ones will be
recalled more readily and hence are more important. This
psycholinguistic work on 'staging' based on Grimes' notion
has produced two different descriptions of the different
mechanism of staging operating at the text level. These

descriptions are, however, more exact than Grimes' because

they are based on empirical observations of the different
mechanism at different levels of text organization.

Meyer (1975) describes the linguistic mechanism
involved in staging a message in terms of two main compon¬

ents. The first she considers as belonging to the content
structure description of a text and that is, (i) hier¬
archical structure of ideas in a text which is more or less

a traditional outline of the main topics and subtopics in a

text, and (ii) signaling, which she calls 'the non-content'
aspects of the structure of the text that signal or cue the
reader to the main topics and rhetorical relations existing
between the parts of a text. In her interpretation of the
notion of staging she takes hierarchical structure of ideas
out of the staging system in language. Thus, she succeeds
in producing a set of non-content signals but does not deal
with thematic organization on the sentence level as an

aspect of 'signaling' or 'staging'. Her description of

'signaling' was not used in the present study, (i) simply
because of the implicit assumption that there are such
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entities as non-signaled texts, and (ii) because of the
difficult decision of distinguishing context structure
elements from 'staging'.

Clements (1976) has a different interpretation of
the realization of 'staging' in prose. He takes the
different components, that Grimes suggests, and tries to
construct procedures for demonstrating 'staging' patterns
in texts. The main three components representing

'staging' in his descriptive procedures are the following
linguistic mechanisms: (i) topicalization, (ii) old/new
structure in the sense of previously mentioned before and
not previously mentioned before, in the text, and, (iii)
hierarchical structure of topics in a text based on a

combination of these two ideas. On the basis of these

three major components Clements devises a set of what he
calls "rules for mapping staging patterns" in texts.
These rules have no great descriptive value but they

represent an interesting heuristic procedure for represent

ing staging with special reference to texts.

The purpose of the present discussion of the main

exponents of the notion of 'staging' at the text level is
to show the mechanism they all consider as manifestations

'staging' at the text and sentence levels. Grimes,

Meyer, Clements and Jones all agree that topicalization or

topic structure in texts is the single most important
realization of staging. Grimes (1975, 1978a, 1978b) and
Clements (1976) claim that the following linguistic
mechanism are the major manifestations of staging at the
text level.

Staging mechanism

(1) Topicalization, i.e. topic and subtopic structure
in texts.
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(2) New/old structure (in the sense of not previously
mentioned before rather than in the Hallidayan
sense).

(3) Subordination, embedding and co-ordination.
(4) Signaling and explicit markers of rhetorical

relations including orthographic signaling like
paragraphing, underlining, etc.

(5) Thematic structures and thematization or what
Jones calls "grammatical highlighting" devices
like clefts, fronting, etc.

I have considered all these as components or

linguistic realizations of the notion of staging. How¬

ever, I have only dealt with some aspects of some of these
mechanisms.

6.3 Clements'procedures for charting 'staging' in texts

In the present study I have elected to follow
Clements' procedures in the mapping of staging patterns in
texts. The decision was based on the realization that

while Meyer (1975) takes only the semantic aspects of
staging into account Clements manages to take both the
semantic and the syntactic aspects of staging into his

procedures. Moreover, the procedures suggested by
Clements are shown to be better than Meyer's simply because
he does not attempt to make an impossible distinction
between 'content structure' and 'staging'. The following
is a critical account and discussion of Clements' staging

procedures and the major problems I have found in trying
to apply these procedures to the texts used in the present

experiments.

Clements' procedures may be listed as follows:
\

(1) Topic rule: Identify topic of each clause and
simple sentence.

(2) Old/New rule: Decide whether the topic is new
(never previously mentioned) or old (mentioned
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in an earlier comment). If new assign it one
level below the previous topic. If old assign
it the same level as the first mention.

(3) Co-ordination rule: If a topic is co-ordinated'
with an earlier topic or comment, assign it the
same level as the earlier topic or comment.

(4) Subordination rule 1; Topics of embedded sentences
or subordinate clauses are assigned one level below
the topic of the sentence in which they are
embedded or subordinated.

(5) Subordination rule 2: New topics which follow an
embedded sentence or clause are assigned one level
below the last unembedded or unsubordinated topic
(unless otherwise co-ordinated).

(6) Explicit precedence rule: Explicit signals always
take precedence over implied signals. Signals
may be explicit or implicit.

(7) Minimum depth rule: An old topic is never placed
lower in the hierarchy than it would be placed if
it were a new topic.

(8) Conflict rules: In cases of conflict, the higher
number rules always take precedence over the lower
number rules.

(Clements, 1976:26)

6.4 Discussion of Clements' procedures for charting
'staging' at the text level

In the present section I will try and give an account
of Clements' procedures for charting staging at the text
level. (I have to point out that Clements makes no

distinction between text-level 'staging' and 'thematiz-
ation' at the sentence level.) The purpose of giving an

account of his staging charts is to show the similarities
and the differences between the two approaches.

Clements' staging procedures are in fact an attempt
to devise a formal system for charting staging in texts.
This is subdivided into, (i) the height of topics in the
structure of texts, and (ii) given (mentioned earlier in
the text) and new (not mentioned in an earlier topic)
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status of topics in a text. These two principles are

combined to yield a hierarchical structure of topics as

staged in a given text. (This hierarchical structure
determines the height of topics in texts and staging
charts.)

Clements' procedures are in fact very simple.

First, as he points out, identify the topic of each clause
and simple sentence. According to him, in current lin¬
guistic literature each simple sentence may be divided
into topic and comment (theme and rheme). In a simple
sentence the topic would consist of all words preceding
the main verb, and comment counts for the remainder. The

topic announces what the speaker is talking about and the
comment records what he is saying about it (see J. Gundel,
1974; C.N. Li, 1976). The topic according to Clements
indicates the speaker's perspective (see Kuno, 1972, 1975,
1976, 1977, 1978).

The second step is to decide whether the topic is new

(never previously mentioned before) or old (if it has been

previously mentioned before in a topic or comment). If
new assign it one level below the previous topic. If old
assign it the same level as the previous mention.

"The basic principle by which Grimes orders topics
hierarchically for English is that an old topic
retains the level of its previous mention; whilst
a new topic is placed one level below the preced¬
ing topic unless it is co-ordinated with an
earlier topic. In general each comment is con¬
sidered to have the same level in the hierarchy as
the topic to which it is attached. Thus all the
information in a text is ordered hierarchically on
the basis of the topic pattern. " (Clements,
1976:22-3)

The next set of rules orders the topics in the text

hierarchically in terms of subordination and co-ordination
relations. If a topic is co-ordinated with a previous
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topic or comment assign it the same level as the earlier
topic or comment. Topics of embedded sentences or

subordinate clauses are assigned one level below the

topic of the sentence in which they are embedded or

subordinated. New topics which follow an embedded sen¬

tence or clause are assigned one level below the last
unembedded or unsubordinated topic. Explicit signals
of subordination or co-ordination always take precedence
in terms of hierarchy over implicit signals. The follow¬
ing is an exemplification of these rules in actual

application in a short text. (Passage taken from Focus

series.)

Example:

Engineering materials

Engineers have to know the best and most
economical materials to use. Engineers must
understand the properties of these materials
and how they can be worked. Materials used in
engineering may be divided into two kinds,
metals and non-metals. Metals may be also
divided into ferrous and non-ferrous metals.
The former contain iron and the latter do not
contain iron. Cast iron and steel, which are
both alloys, or mixtures of iron and carbon,
are the two most important ferrous metals.
Aluminium, copper, and the alloys, bronze and
brass, are common non-ferrous metals.

Plastics and ceramics are non-metals;
however, plastics may be machined like metals.
Plastics are classified into two types
thermoplastics and thermosets. Thermoplastics
can be shaped and reshaped by heat and pressure
but thermosets cannot be reshaped because they
undergo chemical changes as they harden.
Ceramics are often employed by engineers when
materials which can withstand high temperatures
are needed.
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(Staging chart for Engineering materials according to
Clements' procedures):

Signal Marker Topic Comment

START

New

Old

Co-ord.

Old

(and)

Old

Subord.

Co-ord.

New

(also)

(Former)

(and)

Co-ord.

New

New

Co-ord. (however)

Old

Engineering
Materials

^Engineers

*Engineers

They

Materials
used in

engineering

Metals

The former

The latter

Cast iron
and steel

Aluminium,
Copper and
the alloys,
bronze and
brass

Plastics
and
ceramics

Plastics

Plastics

have to know the best
and most economical
materials to use.

must understand the

properties of those
materials and

can be worked.

may be divided into
two kinds of metals
and non-metals.

may be divided into
Ferrous and non-

Ferrous metals.

contain iron

do not contain iron.

which are both alloys,
or mixtures of iron
and carbon,

are the two most

important ferrous
metals.

are common non-ferrous
metals.

are non-metals.

may be machined like
metals.

are classified into two

types - thermoplastics
and thermosets.

(cont.)
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(cont.)

Signal Marker Topic Comment

Old Thermo¬

plastics can be shaped and
reshaped by heat and
pressure

Co-ord. (but) thermosets cannot be reshaped

Subord. (because) they undergo chemical
changes as they
harden

Old Ceramics are often employed by
engineers

Subord. (when) materials
which can

withstand

high temp. are needed.

★

1. The first topic is at the highest level by definition.
If the passage has a title that would be considered
the highest topic.

2. The signal column shows the basis on which the
hierarchical levels are assigned the levels are
shown by the number of stars preceding the topic.
No stars means that the topic and its comment are at
the highest levels, one star means one level down soon.

3. The marker sign shows when explicit linguistic
signaling are used. Typically these occur in
co-ordination and subordination.

Clements has already pointed out some of the main

practical problems that are associated with his system of
representing staging in texts. These problems associated
with his set of procedures may be briefly discussed here
under four main headings.

1. Problems with the identification of the topic;
Clements claims that it is always easy to identify

topics in simple SVO constructions. This in my opinion
is a simplistic judgement. Clements uses the term 'topic'
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instead of 'theme' for the leftmost mention NP in the

sentences in the text. Topic, however, is a functional

category (see van Dijk, 1977:117), but Clements seems to

be defining it as a formal element. It is not even a

formal definition as it disregards anything but explicit
NP's (see Grimes, 1978b).

He also points out that there are a number of problems
with constructions like clefts, pseudo-clefts. He, how¬

ever, waves these problems aside as there are not enough
of these constructions to cause any real problems with his

analysis.

Other constructions that may cause problems with his
definition are listed as, (a) topics not directly associ¬
ated with verbs. These are usually of the type that
provide temporal and locative information. They are

treated as no verb constructions and given the mark N.V.

Other problems that he tries to handle pragmatically

may be listed as, (b) extraposed questions, (c) extraposed
sentences, and (d) sentences without comment. He however

dismisses these problems as problems that do not in the
least affect the staging hierarchy he is constructing.

2. Problems with the old/new distinctions

The major problem with this set of decisions is that

they are very subjective and complicated. I have faced
a lot of problems with the old/new distinction when there
is a relation of inclusion or general/specific, part/whole,
etc. conceptual relations between different topics and

subtopics in the text. The second problem with this set
of decisions in the staging hierarchy is the problem of
defining the range and influence of old topics. Whether
the writer intends to subordinate or co-ordinate topics

already or previously mentioned in the text. This however
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is a major problem with the staging hierarchy as set up

in the present thesis.

3. Problems with subordination and co-ordination decisions

The major problems with co-ordination and subordination
is in distinguishing between the two relations when there
are no explicit markers. Moreover, Clements defines sub¬
ordination as a syntactic phenomenon which makes things
more difficult since subordination decisions on the text

level are essential in determining the staging of topics in a text.

All these problems have been encountered in the

application of his staging procedures for the production of

staging charts for the texts used in the experiments.
(See appendix no.3A for staging charts for texts used in
the experiment.) However, there are more serious theoretical

problems in Clements' staging procedures. These are the
ones I intend to discuss here because they have important
theoretical bearing on the whole concept of staging.

First of all, according to Clements, sentential themes

(topics) are conflated with discourse topics or with topics
of larger chunks of prose than the sentence. 'Discourse

topics' may be the same as sentential topics but on the
other hand they may be more general or superordinate than
the sum of sentence topics.

Secondly, an even more serious fault is that staging
charts produced on the basis of his system only partially

explain the staging of discourse or paragraph topics. I
will hope to make this point clear in the replication of
one of his experiments.

Thirdly, no distinction is made between narrative and

expository texts in the staging charts. On the basis of

my experience with narrative texts it seems that they need
different types of procedures than the ones suggested by
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Clements in his rules. (See Experiment 2 for problems
involved in producing Staging Charts of the Clements' type
for narrative texts.) It is worthwhile noting that he
does not produce a staging chart for the narrative texts
he used for an experiment on topicalization and retrieval
times..)

Despite the initial acceptance of Clements' staging

procedures and staging charts there are a number of prob¬
lems involved in the setting up of these charts and in the

rendering of the hierarchical structure of topics in
texts. The first major problem, it seems to me, is
related to his definition of the term topic in texts.

'Topics'are functional categories as opposed to formal
categories like 'theme' (Halliday, 1967). Although
Clements defines these functionally he proceeds to talk
about them as if they were syntactic formal elements.
This is an extremely serious matter as topicalization is
the most important element in any attempt to model 'staging'
in texts. This is why I decided to survey the literature
on the term topic and why I have come up with a set of

operational definitions for the term topic. This is also
why I have maintained the distinction between 'staging' at
the textual level and 'topicalization' or 'thematization'
at the sentence level.

Secondly, the Given-New rule for classifying topics
in Clements' procedures does not seem to be adequate in
terms of a description of the hierarchical levels of topics
in a text. This binary distinction by no means makes it

possible to define the levels of topic hierarchy in a text
with any but the crudest degree of accuracy. The distinct¬
ion most suitable for such an attempt seems to be a three

way one between 'Given-known-New' (Brown, forthcoming) which
seems to be better adapted to cases where an object, entity,

activity, state, process, etc. is 'known' not by virtue of
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its explicit previous mention in the text as given does
but by virtue of its inevitable inclusion within the

pragmatic frame which the discourse may be referring to.
That is to say given the "frame" (Minsky, 1975) 'nursery'
one would expect items like "the babies", "the cots", "the

toys", etc. to be expected ("known") by the hearer and so

not treated as either "new" or "given" by the speaker.

Thirdly, Clements' procedures make no distinction
between constructing 'staging charts' for expository or

narrative texts. On the basis of my experience in nar¬

rative texts it seems that they need different procedures
than the ones suggested by Clements.

All these factors have led me to a reserved and

guarded acceptance of Clements' staging procedures.
This is also why I continue to maintain a distinction
between sentence level thematization and text level

'staging'.

This has also led me to devise a set of terms for

'topic' that try to keep the levels of description apart.
These terms make it possible to curtail some of the
theoretical confusion at least in operational terms in
relation to the experiments in the present study. The
terms are:

(1) 'Discourse topic': What the discourse is about.
This is rarely expressible in a noun phrase, much
more generally expressed as a proposition. The
'discourse topic' is not necessarily realized as an

expression in the text, though one possible expression

may be in the title.

(2) 'Sentential topic' or 'theme': Leftmost mentioned NP
in SVO sentences. For experimental purposes this
notion of theme was operationally conflated with
leftmost reference in narrative texts. This would
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be equivalent to Halliday's notion of 'cognitive
theme' (Halliday, 1967b:222) or 'psychological
subject' in traditional grammar.

(3) 'Thematized topic of a text': (Conflated in the

experiments with prominent referent or 'staged'

participant in a text.) It is defined here as

'cumulative leftmost mentioned NP in the sentences

in a text, i.e. that which most frequently occurs

in the leftmost mentioned NP in clauses and

sentences in a text.

(4) 'Theme': is a formal category referring to the
leftmost mentioned constituent of the clause and

sentence. It is only Halliday who uses this term
in this way (see chapter 2). I have used it to
mean sentential topic. This notion of theme is

potentially useful but it is not used in this sense

in the present study.

These terms are applied to both experiment 1 and
experiments 3,4,5 and 6 in the second experimental paradigm.

They do not particularly apply to experiment 2 where topic
is used indiscriminately in the Clements sense. The
reason for this is that experiment 2 is a replication of
one of Clements' experiments with the purpose of showing
the problems involved in his 'staging' procedures and
their application.

6.5 A brief account of the notions of 'theme' (sentential
topic) and discourse topic

In the present section I will try to show the
differences and similarities between the two notions of

'sentential' and 'discourse' topic. Clements, as we have
seen earlier, conflates the two notions, but because I
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maintain the distinction between the sentence and text

level staging, I have maintained a distinction between
the two notions.

At the sentence level, the notion of topic has been
used often in combination with the notion of focus and

comment. (See Dahl 1976; Sgall et ad., 1973; Charles

Li/ 1976; Gundel, 1974.) According to most of this
linguistic research a given sentence may be divided into
a binary topic and comment structure over and above its
semantic and syntactic organization. The basic criteria

beyond this distinction is that one may distinguish
between what is being said and what is being said about
it. There are, however, many problems with such a dis¬
tinction in terms of level of description and appropriate
definition. (See van Dijk, 1977:115,for an account of
these problems.)

In most SVO type sentences it seems that topic
coincides with or is expressed by the subject of a sentence,
which in turn is associated with leftmost mentioned NP in

the sentence. However, this is not the case with other

types of sentence involving fronting, left dislocation,
and temporal or locative constructions.

There are several views of 'sentential topic' which
are both formal (the leftmost constituent) and functional,

a view adopted by Chafe (1976) and van Dijk (1977). In
the latter view, it is a semantic entity.

"... a topic is some function determining about
which item something is being said. Similarly
a topic is often associated with what is already
known (to the hearer) in some context of convers¬
ation or what is 'presupposed' (to be identified)
by some sentence. The comment then, associates
with what is unknown (to the hearer) and
asserted." (van Dijk, 1977:116)
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The topic of a sentence has the particular cognitive

function of selecting a unit of information or concept

from knowledge.

"Cognitively, this topicalisation' of certain
phrases is probably a process whereby know¬
ledge of certain individuals is 'foregrounded'
i.e. taken from long term memory stores, to
some working memory, in which the established
information may be combined with incoming new
information." (van Dijk, 1977:118).

This function of sentential topics has been empirically
tested in Clark & Haviland (1974 , 1977) and Perfetti and
Goldman (1975).

The notion of sentential topic is not very precise
in terms of its "ABOUTNESS".

"The notion of Aboutness is not very precise
and at least for some sentences not always
describable. More in general, 'aboutness'
should be established in (con-)textual terms,
perhaps in such a way that a discourse or a
passage of discourse is about something if
this something is referred to by most phrases
with topic function. In this case, however,
we no longer deal with the topic of a sentence
but with a topic of discourse or a topic of
conversation." (van Dijk, 1977:119).

This view is very similar to 'thematized topic of a text'
used in the present study and which is formally realized

by leftmost mentioned NP.

The notion of discourse topic is even more vague than
the notion of sentential topics. At least for the latter,
there usually is some syntactic (or phonological) evidence

indicating an assumed topic-comment structure in sentences.

It seems to me that it is easier to define the notion

of discourse topic within the framework of written expos¬

itory or narrative texts than in free conversation. There
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are several studies that have used the notion of 'discourse

topic' implicitly in mapping the structure of expository
texts. These studies have attempted to present some

empirical evidence as well as some objective procedures
for the identification of 'discourse topics' and topics
for longer stretches of texts.

These studies have been mainly concerned with mapping
the content structure of narrative and expository texts in
an attempt to find correlation between structural textual
variables and the recall protocols of readers. That is
between controlled textual variables and the cognitive

processes involved in the acquisition and retention of
information from this type of prose. Prominent among

these are Fredrekisen (1975), Crothers (1972), Meyer (1975),
Grimes (1975) and Spencer (1973). However, most of these
studies despite their elaborate procedures for mapping the
content structure of texts retain the basically subjective
decision of marking discourse topics in a hierarchical
structure. Their contribution lies in their attempt to
find linguistic evidence for the rhetorical relations
holding between the different higher rhetorical propos¬

itions in these texts. On the basis of these studies

there is evidence that there is a high structural correl¬
ation between what the readers acquire and retain from
these texts and the hierarchical structuring analysis of
discourse topics in these texts.

Several linguists have also attempted to describe
discourse topic structure in other types of text. Among
these are Keenan and Schieffelin (1976), Chafe (1974, 1976),
Jones (1977). These studies are however more concerned

with the theoretical status of discourse topics and sub¬

topics than the previous studies. Chafe (1974, 1976)
has attempted despite his insistence on discussing topic
as a sentential notion to relate it to the concept of the
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hearer's 'consciousness', which is an attempt to get other
contextual features into the description of sentential

topics. Keenan and Schieffelin (1976) have also attempted
to characterize the notion of 'discourse topic' in a study
of the conversation of children and adults. Discourse

topic is used as a term referring to "... the proposition
or set of propositions about which a speaker is either

producing or requesting new information" (1976:380).

They note that "discourse topic is not a simple NP, but
a proposition (about which some claim is made or elicited)"
(Keenan and Schieffelin, 1976:380). According to them
the notion of discourse topic is usually discourse gener¬

ated and often discourse generating. On the other hand,
Jones (1977) uses the notion of discourse topic to define
what she calls 'referential theme'. She makes the same

point made by Keenan and Schieffelin:

"... the fact that one cannot obtain the theme
of a paragraph or text by simply adding up
the theme of its constituent sentences. Some
of the sentence themes are relatively
unimportant - in the overall picture of the
text theme - they are merely supportive
details ..." (Jones, 1977:94)

van Dijk presents an interesting theoretical

description of the notion of discourse topic.

"Sentential topics, as we have seen, determine
the distribution of information along
sequences of sentences whereas discourse
topics, seem to reduce, organize and categorize
semantic information of sequences as wholes."
(van Dijk, 1977:132)

He tries to explain the notion of discourse topic in terms
of the theory of Frames (Minsky, 1975) which seems to

explain the pragmatic part of the definition. His

position is very much like that of Jones (1977). How¬

ever, he tries to present empirical evidence for the
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existence of the notions of discourse topic and topic and

subtopic structure in texts. His evidence is mostly
inferential but it is still useful to consider.

(1) If native speakers are asked for the topic or theme
of a passage they will generally have a range of

topics. Jones (1977) conducted an interesting

experiment on several word coder operations and
their effect on the choice of discourse topics in
four expository texts, which showed the agreement

among native speakers in a multiple choice task in

choosing discourse topics. Perfetti and Goldman
(1975) have shown that in a titling experiment dis¬
course topic choice is affected by the frequency of
sentential topics which have a primarily referential
function.

(2) The topic chosen may also function as topic in many

sequences in the context. Empirical evidence for
the relationship between the choice of sentential

topic and discourse topic is found in Perfetti and
Goldman (1975), Clements (1976) and experiment 1 in
the present thesis.

(3) Reconstruction of the notion of topic of (a part of)
a discourse as a proposition entailed by the joint set
of propositions expressed by the sequence. There

may be alternative topics and these are called
topic/set/subtopics/Atomic topics. Linguistic
evidence for the existence of these subtopics may be
found in the often cited 'topic sentences' and

chunking decisions in paragraphing experiments.
Both Grimes (1975) and Meyer (1975) suggest that
indentations for orthographic paragraphs occurs at
the point where a lower node in the content structure

map is reached; to put it simply that is when a
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subtopic or a change of topic in the sequence occurs.

There is also evidence from spoken discourse (which
is both read and free) that readers mark the change
of topic by phonological paragraph markers, (see
Rees and Urquhart-, 1976; Yule, 1979).

Language users not only have the ability to produce
or interpret discourses with respect to a given topic,
they are also able to change topic (van Dijk, 1977:138).
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CHAPTER 7

SOME ASPECTS OF STAGING AND ITS EFFECT ON RECALL AND
TOPIC SELECTION IN TEXTS

7.1 Introduction to Experiments 1 and 2

The second part of the present thesis is psycho-

linguistic study of staging and its effects on recall,
as well as a study of some aspects of thematization in
context. There are two major experimental paradigms.
The first major experimental paradigm is based on Clements'
investigation of staging and its effect on recall. This

paradigm is the clearest test of the notion of staging

processes in the literature. The experimental paradigm
for this set of experiments is, (a) staging affects the

perspective from which information in discourse is recalled
as well as influencing the perspective from which questions
based on the passage are answered, and (b) a given chunk of
information is better recalled if it is staged higher in
the hierarchical structure of the text than if it is

staged lower. (Staging is hierarchically defined in

experiment 2 in terms of Clements' staging charts.)

Experiment 1 attempts to show the effect of staging

processes on the perspective from which the information is
recalled. Within the framework of experiment 1 the
mechanism of staging processes are limited to, (i) leftmost
mention of 'sentential topic', and (ii) frequency of number
of mention of the participants in any given discourse.

Staging mechanisms are limited to those that highlight or
give prominence to a specific referent in each pair of
texts.

Experiment 2 is a modified refinement as well as

replication of Clements' first experiment. It tests
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recall differences on identical chunks of information.

It predicts that a given chunk of information is better
recalled if it is staged 'higher' in the hierarchical
structure of the passage than if it is staged 'lower'.

However, the present explanation of the results of the

experiment differs from Clements' in terms of the mechanism
of staging and their level of description.

These two experiments have two main objectives. The
first is to show the psycholinguistic validity of the
notion of staging in discourse and simultaneously its
effect on the processing, acquisition and recall of inform¬
ation from texts. The second main objective is to show
the similarities between the linguistic mechanism of

staging at the 'sentence' level and the 'text level'. In
the first experiment, passivization and lexical means are

shown as effective means of achieving leftmost mention of
the 'staged' or prominent referents in the texts.

»

In the second experiment, it is shown that staging
chunks of information at the text level is not different

in principle from transposition movements involved in

passivization and clefting. Staging chunks of information

higher in the hierarchical structure of a text is basically
similar to fronting a lexical predicate to make it the
theme of the sentence, in the sense that the decision to

front, either at the textual or sentential level, forces

the reader to interpret what follows in the sense of what
has preceded it.
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7.2 Experiment 1

Staging and its effect on topic selection and free recall
in texts

7.2.1 Aims

Experiment 1 is an attempt to demonstrate the effect
of staging on the acquisition and recall of information
from prose. The main purpose of the free recall task is
to show the effect of 'staging' on the acquisition and
reproduction of information from texts in a task that does
not involve the use of direct probe questions etc. which

may be said to influence the perspective from which the
information is recalled.

'Staging' processes are usually defined as the
linguistic mechanism for highlighting or giving prominence
to specific chunks of discourse or to a specific referent
in a text. They also express the speaker's perspective of
the information being related. (see Grimes, 1975, 1978a.)

Staging is operationally defined in Clements (1976) as "a
dimension of prose structure which identifies the relative
prominence given to various segments of prose discourse"
(Clements, 1976:1).

In the limited context of the present experiment the

linguistic mechanism of staging or highlighting or giving

prominence to a specific referent in a text are limited to

(i) constant leftmost mention NP conflated with the dis¬

course referent or 'sentential topic' through the use of
lexical or syntactic means (i.e. converses, passivization,

equative verbs, etc.) or textual organization. (ii)

frequency of number of mention of 'x' as compared with 'y'.
(see Perfetti and Goldman, 1975.)
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7.2.2 Method:

(a) Design:

The subjects in both the control and experimental

groups were presented with three texts each. The control
texts were 1,3, and 5 while the experimental condition;
texts were 2,4 & 6. The control texts 1,3 & 5 were exact

matches of passages 2,4 & 6 except for the experimental
condition of 'staging'. In passages 2,4 & 6 the alter¬
native referents were made prominent. The subjects were

assigned to the two groups on a random basis. It was thus

possible to pair the subjects assigned to each condition.
It was not thought necessary to match the subjects on any

extraneous basis that might be relevant to the experiment-
tal questions. Following is a graphic tabulation of the
control group and the experimental group.

Control Texts

Passage 1 (topic: Sellick)

Passage 3 (topic: Tarantula)

Passage 5 (topic:
Count Lusting)

Experimental Texts

Passage 2 (topic: Miss Redfern)

Passage 4 (topic: Wasp)

Passage 6 (topic: Mr Poisson)

The experimental effect or the SV is the score of the

subjects in both groups on the free recall task and the

topic selection and topic rating task.

(b) Procedure:

The subjects in each sample were randomly assigned to
the experimental and the control conditions, in pairs. Each

subject was given three texts consecutively with the

following instructions:

1. Read the passage twice at your normal reading speed.
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2. Record the time spent reading it on the recall sheet

provided.

3. If you have some background knowledge of the subject
of a passage, indicate what (e.g. personal interest,
course taken, etc.) on the appropriate "previous

knowledge" line.

4. Hand back the passage to the instructor.

5. Write all you can remember of the passage on the
recall sheet provided.

6. Hand your recall sheet back to the instructor.

7. Now answer the questions on the second sheet provided.

8. When you finish hand in the answers to the instructor.

The free recall task was set up to measure the effect
of the staging processes used in the passages in the

experiment on the acquisition and reproduction of informa¬
tion in discourse. Due to the difficulty of free recall

scoring, this task is supplemented by the topic selection
and rating task. Both tasks measure the same thing using
different procedures - the first task implicitly reveals
the effect of staging 'thematized topic' on the perspective
from which the information is acquired and reproduced,
the second requires the subject to explicitly select and
rate the referents.

The scoring of free recall protocols in the present

experiment is done on the basis of a simplistic scheme.
The scheme includes two scores:

(i) Score for Initial+Final propositions in the matched
pair of texts. (A point was awarded to each subject in
the control condition if he recalled the propositions in
the predicted direction; nothing was awarded if the

proposition was not recalled or if it was recalled in the
non-predicted direction).
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(ii) Score for leftmost mention and direction of verb

(a point was awarded to each subject for each proposition
recalled in the predicted direction; nothing was awarded
if the proposition was not recalled or if it was recalled
in the non-predicted direction).

(See Appendix 2B for tally sheets of scores in both condi¬
tions as well as problems related to the free recall

protocols marking scheme). Both of these scores were added

up to make the cumulative free recall score used in the
statistical test applied to the scores.

The topic selection and rating task was measured

through a simple open question task. The scoring and the
questions used in this task are explicitly represented in
the following tables:

PASSAGE 1 PASSAGE 2

PASSAGE 3 PASSAGE 4

PASSAGE 5 PASSAGE 6

1. Who in your own opinion is the main participant in the
passage you have just read? Choose only one of the
participants.
2. Rate the participants in the passage in terms of
importance from the point of view of the writer as is
revealed in the organization of the passage you have just
read.

The scoring system was ordinal and partly continuous
distribution. Subjects were given the following points if

they answered in the following manner:
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PASSAGE 1 PASSAGE 2

1.Sellick = 1 l.Miss Redfern = 0

2.a Sellick = 1
b Miss Redfern

2.a Miss Redfern = 0
b Sellick

PASSAGE 3 PASSAGE 4

1.Tarantula = 1 l.Wasp = 0
2.a Tarantula = 1
b Wasp

2.a Wasp - 0
b Tarantula

PASSAGE 5 PASSAGE 6

1.Count Lusting — 1 l.Mr Poisson = 0

2.a Count Lusting = 1
b Mr Poisson

2.a Mr Poisson = 0
b Count Lusting

c. Materials:

Texts

Three pairs of passages were adapted for use in this

experiment. The first pair of passages 1/2 were written

by Clements (1975) and used for an experiment involving
the effect of the staging variable on retrieval times in
a probe recall task. Passages 1/2 are short narratives

reporting the story of a couple who quarrel over the owner¬

ship of a ring when the marriage breaks up.

This matched pair of passages report the same story

except for the 'staging' variable. I predicted that the
difference in 'staging' would affect the subjects' choice
of the prominent referent or thematized topic as "Sellick"
in passage 1 and as "Lana" in passage 2. Great care was

taken to ensure that the passages were identical in terms
of content structure. The only variables that were

manipulated were (i) leftmost mention of the 'staged' or

'prominent' referent, (ii) frequency of mention of the
participants in both passages (see table 1.0 for number of
mention of referents in the three pairs of texts). Following
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is a comparison of the propositional structure of passages

1 and 2.

Propositional structure of passages 1 and 2

(Content structure analysis)

PASSAGE 1 PASSAGE 2

1. (Ten years ago) 1. (Ten years ago)

2. (became engaged, John
Sellick, photographer,
actress Lana Redfern)

2. (became engaged, actress Lana
Redfern, photographer John
Sellick)

3. (gave, an expensive
diamond ring, he, her)

3. (received, an expensive
diamond ring, she, him)

3. (a few months later) 5. (a few months later)

6. (quarrelled, they) 6. (quarrelled they)

7. (received the ring back
he)

7. (gave the ring back, she)

8. (After a brief period of 8. (After a brief period of
separation) separation)

9. (were reconciled, they) 9. (were reconciled, they)

10.(married, Sellick, Miss
Redfern)

10.(married, Miss Redfern,
Sellick)

11.(give back, he, did not
the engagement ring)

,11.(receive back, she, did not,
(the engagement ring)

12. (Five years later) 12. (Five years later)

13.(separated, the couple
again)

13.(separated, the couple
again)

14.(and within further
months)

14. (and within further
months)

15.(was divorced, Sellick,
Miss Redfern)

15.(was divorced, Miss Redfern
Sellick)

16.(there followed a court
battle over the ownership
of the ring.)

16.(there followed a court
battle over the ownership of
the ring.)

17.(When it seemed likely
that the court would rule
in favour of Sellick)

17.(When it seemed likely that
the court would rule against
Miss Redfern)
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18.(Miss Redfern decided 18.(She decided she must have
she must have the ring at the ring at all costs)
all costs)

19.(even if she had to pay 19 .(even if she had to pay
cash for it) cash for it)

20.(Sellick had no objec¬ 20.(Sellick had no objection
tion to this) to this)

21.(he would have sold the 21.(Miss Redfern would have
ring to Miss Redfern then.)1 bought it from him then ...)

22.(had not the judge
ruled that no such trans¬
action could take place
pending the outcome of
the hearing)

22.(had not the judge ruled
that no such trnasaction
could take place pending the
outcome of the hearing)

23.(The court finally 23.(The court finally
decided for Sellick) decided against Miss Redfern)

24.(and he promptly sold 24.(and she promptly bought
the ring to Miss Redfern) the ring from Sellick)

25. (In the final twist) 25. (In the final twist)

26.(it was discovered that 26.(it was discovered that
the diamonds in the ring the diamonds in the ring
were artificial) were artificial)

27.(Since Sellick sold the 27.(Since Miss Redfern bought
ring before the discovery) the ring before the discovery)

28.(he now appears to be a 28.(she now appears to be a
double winner) double loser)

Passages 3 and 4 constitute the second pair of pass¬

ages. They are expository scientific texts which I

adapted and shortened for use in the present experiment.
(Text 4 was taken from a text in the Scientific American

entitled 'The Spider and the Wasp'). I then rewrote text
3 with the identical content structure of the original
text 4. The only thing that was manipulated for

experimental effect was the 'staging processes' as

operationally defined here. Leftmost mention of the staged
or prominent referent was used on a textual level and
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information concerning the alternative pair of referents
was moved to the initial position in the two alternative
members of the same pair. (See comparative propositional
chart of passages 3 and 4 for the reorganization of the
first paragraphs in both passages).

Great care was taken to ensure that the content

structure of both the control and the experimental pass¬

ages was as similar as possible. However, due to the
meticulous care taken in ensuring the similarity of pass¬

ages 3 and 4 a number of problems emerged. These problems
were not solved satisfactorily but they were thought not
to have any effect on the outcome of the experiments.

They are as follows:

(1) Both passages at times sounded artificial or
unnatural due to the excessive use of nominalisation.

This was a fault that I tried to avoid but because

there had to be an approximate equivalence of
reference of the number of mentions of the two

participants in this pair of passages some of the

repetitive references were left.

(2) Passage 4 sounds slightly unnatural due to the
excessive use of passivization as a means of achieving
leftmost mention of the prominent referent.

Despite these problems most of the native speakers who
evaluated the two passages found them acceptable.

PASSAGE 3

1. (Tarantulas are large
spiders with powerful fangs
which live in the tropics
and the southern parts of
the U.S.)

2. (The tarantula's bite is
dangerous to insects and
small mammals such as mice;
however for us it is no

worse than a hornet's

sting)

PASSAGE 4

1. (Digger wasps of the genus
Pepsis are solitary, beauti¬
ful and formidable creatures)
(4) and (5)

2. (Most species are either
deep shiny blue all ever, or
deep blue with rusty wings)
(6)
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3. (Tarantulas are carnivorous 3. (The largest usually
and they prey on insects) have a wing span of four

inches). (7)

4. (Nevertheless the tarantu¬
la's arch enemy is the Digger
wasp from the genus Pepsis)

5. (These are solitary,
beautiful and formidable
creatures)

4. (Their sting is worse than
that of a bee or a common wasp
and the pain and swelling last
longer.) (8)

5. Mother wasps, which in the
adult stage live only for a
few months, are wholly
vegetarian ...) (9)

6. (... and most species are
rather deep shiny blue all
over or deep blue with rusty
wings) (2)

6. (but for each of its eggs
the mother wasp must provide
one adult tarantula alive but

paralyzed to nourish the
larva until it starts in the
world) (10)

7. (the largest usually have a 7. (The mother wasp is thus
wing span of four inches) the arch enemy of the
(3) tarantula) (4)

8. (Their sting is much worse
than that of a bee or a

common wasp and the pain and
swelling last longer) (4)

9. (Most wasps - which in the
adult stage live only for a
few months - are wholly
vegetarian) (5)

8. (Tarantulas are large
spiders with powerful fangs
which live in the tropics and
the southern parts of the US)
(1)

9. (Their bite is dangerous to
insects and small mammals
such as mice however for man

it is no worse than a hornet's
sting) (2)

10.(...but for each of its 10.(Tarantulas are carnivorous
eggs the mother wasp must pro- and they prey on insects)
vide one adult tarantula (3)
paralyzed but alive to
nourish the larva until it
starts in the world) (6)

11.(Tarantulas are hunted by
wasps when the eggs in the
wasp's ovary are almost ready
to be laid)

11.(The mother wasp goes
tarantula hunting when the
eggs in her ovary are almost
ready to be laid)
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12.(The tarantula is usually
carefully explored by the
wasp to make sure that it is
the right species; only the
right species of tarantulas
are required)

13.(The tarantula amazingly,
tolerates the mother wasp as
it is crawled under and
walked over without becoming
hostile)

14.(Strangely enough the
tarantula waits patiently
while her grave is being dug
by the wasp who eventually
returns to complete the
ghastly enterprise)

15.(First, the tarantula is
felt all over with wasp's
antenna. Then the tarantula's

only soft spot, the soft
membrane where the spider's
leg joins its body is
located by the wasp)

16.(Eventually the tarantula
is cornered and its leg is
grasped in the powerful jaws
of the wasp)

17.(Only then does the taran¬
tula attempt a desperate
defence but it is finally
stung and pumped full of
poison thereby being
paralyzed)

12.(The wasp carefully
explores the tarantula to
make sure it is the right
species; only the right
species of tarantula is
required)

13.(The mother wasp is,
amazingly, tolerated by the
tarantula as it crawls under
the spider without evoking
hostile responses)

14. (The wasp then digs the
tarantula's grave while the
victim waits patiently until
the aggressor returns to
complete its ghastly
enterprise)

15. (First, the wasp feels
the tarantula all over with
its antenna and then it
locates the spider's only
soft spot, i.e. the soft
membrane where the leg joins
the body)

16.(Eventually the wasp
corners the tarantula and
grasps its leg in its
powerful jaws)

17.(Only then does the taran-
attempt a late but desperate
defence; the wasp finally
stings the spider and pumps
it full of poison thereby
paralyzing it)

18.(The tarantula's paralyzed 18.(The mother wasp then
body is cleaned and dragged to cleans and drags the para-
the already dug grave where lyzed body to the ready-made
it becomes nourishment for grave where it becomes
the wasp's larva that feeds on nourishment for the wasp's
it until it starts in the larva that feeds on it
world) until it starts in life on

its own)

19.(In all this the behaviour 19.(In all this the behaviour
of the tarantula is qualita- of the mother wasp is
tively different from that of qualitatively different
the wasp) from that of the spider)
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20.(While the wasp acts like an 20.(While the behaviour of
intelligent animal the the tarantula shows only-
tarantula's behaviour shows confusion the wasp acts like
only confusion) an intelligent animal)

Passages 5 and 6 constitute the third pair of

passages in the present experiment. I adapted the original
passage 5 from The Reader's Digest Book of Strange Stories
and Amazing Facts (1975). Passage 6 was written specific¬

ally for use in the present experiment. Both passages

report an event in which a swindler, Count Victor Lusting,
sells the Eiffel Tower as scrap to a Mr Poisson. The
same procedures of making one referent more prominent than
the other without changing the content structure of the

passages was used. The third pair of passages are

structured in a very similar way to the first pair.

It was important to ensure the 'equality' of both
members of each pair of passages to uphold the basic

assumptions that one is only manipulating the experimental
variable.

The following list states the different aspects of
the alternative members of each pair that were investi¬

gated for equality to ensure the identicalness of both
members of each pair:

(1) Equality in the prepositional structure of both
texts in each pair.

(2) Equality in the naturalness of each of the members
of every single pair (difficult to achieve).
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PROPOSITIONAL STRUCTURE OF PASSAGES 5 and 6

(Content Structure Analysis)

PASSAGE 5 PASSAGE 6

1. (Count Victor Lusting, a
high official in the Min¬
istry responsible for
public buildings explained
to five Paris business men

among whom was a Mr Andre
Poisson, a self-made man
of substance, that the
Eiffel Tower was to be
scrapped, as its costs of
maintenance were enormous

and its preservation no
longer considered practical)

1. (Mr Andre Poisoon, a self-
made man of substance, and
four other Paris business men

were informed by Count Victor
Lusting, a high official in
the Ministry of Public Build¬
ings that the Eiffel Tower
was to be scrapped, as its
costs of maintenace were

enormous and its preservation
no longer considered practical)

2. (Count Lusting also told 2. (Mr Poisson and his coil-
Mr Poisson and the others eagues, scrap metal merchants,
that the Tower would amount were told by the Count that the
to 2000 tons of high grade Tower would amount to at least
iron) 2000 tons of high grade iron)

3. (The Count then invited
Mr Poisson and his coll¬
eagues, scrap metal
merchants, to submit
sealed bids for the sale)

3. (The businessmen were then
invited to submit sealed bids
for the sale)

4. (Victor Lusting received 4. (Mr Poisson and the others
bids promptly ..) sent in their bids to the

Count)

5. (and the following day 5. (The following day Mr
he informed Mr Poisson Poisson was informed that his
that his bid had been bid had been successful)
successful)

6. (The buyer was given a 6. (The buyer took a week to
week to raise the raise the necessary money)
necessary money)

7. (In a week's time, Count 7. (Within a week's time, Mr
Victor and his secretary Poisson was received by the
received Mr Poisson in a Count and his secretary in a
hotel room not far from the hotel room not far from the

Ministry) Ministry)
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8. (There the Count took M
Poisson's certified cheque
together with a modest
bribe in the form of
Poisson's wallet bulging
with banknotes)

8. (Mr Poisson gave Count
Lusting h-Lf certified cheque
together with his wallet
bulging with banknotes as
as a modest bribe)

9. (After an hour's meeting 9. (After an hour's meeting,
Lusting had finally sold c Poisson had finally bought
the Eiffel Tower and the Eiffel Tower from Lusting
Poisson left clutching his and he left clutching his
deed of sale triumphantly) deed of sale triumphantly)

10.(Within an hour of this 10.(Mr Poisson's cheque was
meeting Lusting cashed in cashed in by the Count an
Mr Poisson's cheque) hour later)

11.(In a few weeks time, 11.(In a few weeks time,
Lusting's hoax was dis- Poisson discovered the hoax
covered by Poisson who was and was too embarrassed to
too embarrassed to report it report Lusting's hoax to the
to the police for fear of police for fear of publicity)
publicity)

12.(Meanwhile Count Lusting 12.(Meanwhile, Lusting and his
and his associate were in associate were vacationing in
Vienna and waiting for Vienna and waiting for reports
reports of the hoax in of the hoax in the Paris
the Paris papers) papers)

13.(In the final count and 13.(In the final count and
though it has never come to though it never came to light
light how much Lusting how much Poisson lost in the
made in the deal ...) deal ...)

14.(He now appears to have
been a double winner as

he gained the money and
kept his reputation)

14.(He now appears to have
been a double loser as he
lost both his money and his
reputation)

Experiment 1: Table 1.0
Table for number of mentions of referents in the three

pairs of texts used as stimulus passages in experiment

PASSAGE 1 PASSAGE 2

Sellick:11/Lana Redfern:9 Sellick:8/Lana Redfern:15

PASSAGE 3 PASSAGE 4

Tarantula:18/Digger Wasp:17 Tarantula:18/Digger Wasp:17
PASSAGE 5 PASSAGE 6

Count Lusting:14/Poisson:11 Count Lusting:13/Poisson:14
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d. Subjects

The subjects were all native speakers of English.
The present experiment was run twice. In the first run

30 undergraduates and MSc students from the University of

Edinburgh took part in the experiment. The second run

took place in Portobello High School in Edinburgh, where
it was presented to two classes of 15 year old pupils.
The second sample consisted of 54 subjects. All in all,
84 subjects took part in the present experiment. In both
runs the subjects were assigned to the different
conditions of the experiment on a random basis.

7.2.3 Hypotheses

Null hypotheses for both tasks:

'Staging processes' as operationally defined here
have no systematic effect on the subjects (i) free recall
scores in terms of the perspective from which the inform¬
ation in the text is recalled, (ii) the selection and

rating of 'thematized topic' as measured by the open

question task. That is to say (i) the free recall scores,
(ii) the topic selection and rating task will not differ
between the control condition passages 1, 3 and 5 and
their matched experimental condition passages 2, 4 and 6.
In both tasks both groups will systematically choose the

following ' thematized topics ' for the three pairs of

passages (1 and 2; 3 and 4; 5 and 6) as:

1 & 2 = Sellick

3 & 4 = The tarantula

5 & 6 = Count Lusting

Hypothesis 1:

'Staging processes' as defined here have a systematic
effect on the subjects' free recall scores in terms

(i) of the perspective from which the information is
recalled, (ii) selection and rating of topics in the
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control and experimental conditions. Thus (i) the free
recall scores and (ii) the topic selection and rating
score in the control condition of 1, 3 and 5 will differ

significantly from their matched pairs 2, 4 and 6.

That is to say the subjects who receive the control

passages 1, 3 and 5 will recall the information from the
perspective of Sellick, the tarantula and Count Lusting

respectively. They will also select and rate topics for
passages 1, 3 and 5 as Sellick, the tarantula and Count

Lusing respectively. The experimental group which receives

passages 2, 4 and 6 will recall the information from the
perspective of Miss Redfern, the digger wasp and Mr
Poisson and select and rate the ' thematized topics ' in the
same order.

Statistical tests:

The test chosen for rejecting the null hypotheses
was the non-parametric 'sign test'. The subjects do not

strictly speaking fulfil the requirements of the 'sign
test' that they be matched pairs. The subjects were, as

pointed out before, assigned to the matched control and

experimental condition on a random basis in a classroom
situation. However, as the disregard of this condition
does not seem to decrease the power of the statistical
test to reject the null hypothesis it was decided to use

the sign test. The subjects' scores were thus randomly

paired and the sign test was applied.

The Sign test:

The sign test was used to test the null hypothesis
because it is applicable when the experimenter wishes to
establish that two conditions are different when the data

is ordinal. The samples were arbitrarily paired on the
basis of the two conditions. The rating score given to
each pair has already been discussed in the procedure
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section. The sigh test is appropriate for the scoring

system indicated and for establishing that the two con¬

ditions are different.

Significance level: Let a = .001, N = 30 + 54, the number
of the first sample + the second sample. (N may be
reduced if ties occur). In the free recall score, only
15 pairs of subjects were used, in the second tests all
the 84 subjects were included.

Rejection region: Since predicts the direction of the

differences, the region of rejection is one-tailed. It
consists of all values of x (where x = the number of

minuses, since the prediction is that pluses will pre¬
dominate and x = the number of fewer ;signs) whose one-

tailed associated probability of occurrence under HO is

equal to or less than = .001.

7.2.4 Results

In the free recall task, the null hypothesis is

rejected at the significant level of .001. The decision
is thus to reject the null hypothesis in the free recall
task. In the topic selection and rating task the null

hypothesis is rejected at the significant level of .001,
in texts 1 and 2; 3 and 4; 5 and 6. However, it must be

pointed out that if the first group of subjects (the M.Sc.

group) had been considered alone null hypotheses (in
passages 3 and 4) would have been accepted (this point is
dealt with later in the discussion). Because the

hypothesis predicts the direction of difference between
both groups the results are one-tailed. (See Seigel,
Table D, 1956 ). The decision in both tasks is to reject
the null hypothesis and to accept hypothesis 1. (See
Appendix 2B for tabulation of results of Experiment 1) .
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I thus conclude that staging processes as operation¬

ally defined here have a systematic effect on (1) per¬

spective from which the subjects acquire and recall inform¬
ation in texts (2) selection and rating of thematized

topics. Thus the subjects who received the control
condition passages 1, 3 and 5 recalled the information in
the free recall task from the perspective of Sellick, the
tarantula, and Count Lusting, and selected and rated topics
for passages 1, 3 and 5 as Sellick, the tarantula and
Count Lusting. The experimental condition group who
received passages 2, 4 and 6 recalled the information
from the perspective of Miss Redfern, the wasp and Mr

Poisson, and also selected and rated thematized topics as

Miss Redfern, the wasp and Mr Poisson.

Since both tasks implicitly (in the free recall tasks)
and explicitly (in the topic selection and rating task)

perform the same function through the use of different

procedures, i.e. showing the effect of 'staging' on the

acquisition and recall of information from discourse, I
conclude that 'staging' is not just a 'stylistic variant'
but a substantive component in the comprehension of
texts as well as the acquisition and recall of information
from discourse.

7.2.5 Discussion

This experiment has sought to demonstrate on a very

limited scale the effect of staging processes on the

acquisition of information from prose by native speakers.
Such an experiment was conducted in order to find out,(a)
whether readers are affected by the pattern of 'staging'
that the writer imposes on prose texts, (b) whether this
pattern affects their response to comprehension questions

etc, or (c) whether it affects how they view information
presented to them.
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A significant point came up in the interpretation of
the results of the present experiment which may have some

bearing on how far a pattern of staging imposed by a

writer may not be accepted by mature and critical readers
who tend to impose their own pattern, especially if the

pattern imposed by the writer is not the expected one. In

passage 3, the first sample of the population, which on

the whole was more mature and had more reading experience

being M.Sc. students and university undergraduates (com¬
pared with the second sample consisting of school
children) did not respond on the topic selection and rating
task in the expected direction of the 'tarantula'. In
fact 8 pairs out of the total 15 responded in the opposite
direction. The null hypothesis would have been accepted
here had it not been for the inclusion of the aggregate
of the two samples in the statistical test. This may

suggest that mature readers tend to examine the staging

pattern imposed or incorporated by the writer of the prose

they read especially if it is contrary to their expecta¬
tions. This is one possible interpretation of the first

group on the topic selection and rating task in passage 3.
This however was not found to be the case in the other

passages where the two samples' results did correlate.
Another possible interpretation is that passages 3 and 4
are the only pair used in the present experiment which have
exact equivalence of the two participants. (See table for
number of mentions of referents in the pair of passages

used in the experiment). That is to say one of the

components of the 'staging processes' used to attain the

experimental effect was neutralized in this pair of

passages.

The present experiment is quite different from all
the other experiments reported in the present thesis, in
that it seeks to test the effect of staging on the reader.
However, the purpose for its inclusion in the present
thesis is to demonstrate that staging has an effect on the
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native speaker readers' comprehension of written discourse
and that some of its manifestations may be operationally
defined as reported here. It may also show the importance
of an attempt to study aspects of staging in the teaching
of reading and writing to advanced native speakers of

English. Those aspects seem to me to be relevant to the

applied linguistic rationale for the study of staging and
its different manifestations in English discourse.
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7.3 Experiment 2

Staging at the text level and its effect on recall

7.3.1 Aims

Experiment 2 is a refinement as well as a replication
of one of Clements' experiments. Within the framework of
the present study 'staging' is defined as the linguistic
mechanism for highlighting or giving prominence to a

specific referent in a text or to a specific chunk of
discourse. While Experiment 1 sought to investigate the

linguistic mechanism for highlighting or giving prominence
to a specific referent through the control of leftmost
mention the present experiment seeks to test the notion of

staging mechanism in terms of giving prominence to a

specific chunk of discourse through staging it higher in
the hierarchical structure of a text. (See chapter 6 for

height in textual structure.)

The present experiment also seeks to test the notion

put forward by Grimes that staging on the textual level is
not different in principle from that on the sentence level.
Grimes puts this notion in the following terms:

"Manipulating large blocks of content like this for
staging purposes may be no different in its
theoretical implication than moving smaller blocks
around inside the sentence. Just as a lexical
predicate within the grammatical framework of a
clause can have one of its arguments fronted as
theme, so a high level predicate can have one of
its arguments fronted." (Grimes, 1978a:l28)

It is contended in the present experiment that chunks
of information will be better recalled if they are staged
higher in the hierarchical structure of the text than they
are if they are staged low. The hypothesis is basically
that of Clements yet there are some differences in the

descriptive level adopted in the present experiment.
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Clements maintains that such a manipulation of chunks of
texts can be adequately explained in terms of staging
rules and charts that are based on linear sentence

organization in these texts. It is my contention that
these charts are sometimes ambiguous and that linear
structure on its own does not explain the predicted

experimental effect. A more intuitive explanation yet
a more adequate one than that offered by Clements is that
the chunks staged higher in discourse involve a manipulation
of discourse units that influence macro-structure (van Dijk,
1977:31-195) of these texts at higher levels than the

syntactic. That the transposition of chunks to higher
levels in the discourse structure is not simply a movement
that is neutral to the semantics of the deep structure of
discourse. That it involves a manipulation of the deep
semantic structure of the texts rather than just the
thematic structure.

7.3.2 Method

(a) Design

The subjects in both the control and experimental

group were presented with two texts each. The control
texts 7A and 8A and the experimental condition texts were

7B and 8B. The experimental paradigm used in the present

study is identical with Clements' experimental paradigm
which provides a clear test for the staging hypothesis.
The test is always for recall differences on identical
information chunks.

"It is important to notice that the basic hypothesis
is that a given chunk of information is better
recalled if it is staged higher than if it is
staged lower." (Clements, 1976:54)

The control and experimental passages were exact matches

except for the staging variable. In passages 7A and 8A
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the target paragraphs were higher in the hierarchical
structure than in the control passages. The subjects
were assigned to the two groups on the basis of an

informal matching of classroom subject by the class •

English teacher.

(b) Procedure:

The subjects in each sample were assigned to the

experimental and control condition on a matched pair basis.
Each subject was given two texts consecutively with the
same instructions as in the previous experiment. The
free recall task was set up to measure the effect of

staging certain chunks of information on the acquisition
and reproduction of information in discourse.

The scoring of the free recall protocols is done on

the basis of a simple scheme. The scheme includes the

following scores:

(1) Score for target paragraph: A point was awarded to
each subject in the control condition if propositions
from the target paragraph were recalled. Nothing
was awarded if propositions from the target paragraph
were not recalled.

(c) Materials:

Texts

Two pairs of expository texts were used in experiment 2.
The first pair was written by me and the second pair was

taken from Clements (1976). The two pairs of passages

have a similar expository discourse structure and target

paragraphs in the high and low passages were embedded in
the same place in the structure. Both members of each

pair have identical 'propositional structure' and the only
difference between the A and B passages in each pair is
the height given to the target paragraphs in the structure.

(See Appendix 3A for staging charts of passages used in

Experiment 2.)



PASSAGE7A AU.S.congressionalcommitteehasrecentlyexpressed
concernabouttheabuseofinvestigativepolygraphyinlaw enforcement.Thisconcernistriggeredbyaresurgence intheuseofthepolygraphinpoliceandprivateinvest¬ igations.Inthepastfewyearsthemethodsof'lie detection'havebeensubjectedbycongressionalcommittees toincreasinglycriticalscutiny. Investigativepolygraphyhastodowiththedetection

ofphysiologicalchangesinapersonwhoisnottelling thetruth.Thesechangesaremeasuredbyadevicecalled thepolygraph,sometimesquiteIncorrectlythe'lie detector'.Inreality,theuseofthepolygraphtodetect deceptionisonlyoneratherspecialapplicationofabroad classofinstruments.Thetermitselfreferstoan instrumentthatrecordsseveraleventsorprocessesat once.Polygraphsusedininvestigationsusuallyrecord pulserate,relativebloodpressure,therateanddepthof electricity. Lyingisacomplexphenomenonwithphilosophicaland psychologicalaspectsthataresocomplexnottobefully dealtwithhere.Nonetheless,theordinaryconceptof lying,onwhichinvestigativepolygraphyisbasedisthat theliarknowsthathisassertionisalie,thathelies deliberatelyandpurposefullyandthathiseffortat deceptionisaccompaniedbyoneormoreemotionalresponses suchasguilt,anxietyandfear.Theseemotionalresponses areaccompaniedbyphysiologicalresponses-mostobvious ofwhicharechangesinsalivation,heartrate,breathing rateandskintemperature. Investigativepolygraphyneedsmoreresearch,the
reasonbeingthatscientistshavedonelittleresearchon thedetectionofdeception.Tobeeffectiveatechnique mustbebothvalidandreliable.Validityistheextent towhichsomethingmeasureswhatitissupposedtomeasure. Reliabilityisthatitmustbecapableofbeingrepeated bydifferentpeopleunderdifferentcircumstancesandyield aboutthesameresults.Itisdifficulttoassessthe reliabilityandthevalidityoftheuseofpolygraphsin investigationsandenquiries,firstbecausetheinstrument itselfrecordsphysiologicalchangesandnotliesand secondlybecausetherearenoabsolutemeasuresoranyhard numbers.

Thecongressionalcommitteeisconcernedaboutthe
possibleabuseofinvestigativepolygraphyinlawenforce¬ mentandinprivateinvestigations.Theirconcernisdue toscientificandethicalconsiderations.Scientifically *

Targetparagraph

thetechniqueisneithervalidorreliable.Secondly, thereareanumberofpotentialsourcesofinaccuracyin theuseofthetechnique.Thentherearetheethical considerations.First,tosayortoimplythatthe machineisinfallibleistousealietodetectalie. Toelicitadmissionsthroughfearofthemachineor misrepresentationofitsrecordsistoforceaconfession. Secondly,aroutinepolygraphtestisaninvasionof privacy.Thepolygraphoperatormaypassinformation revealedinadvertentlyduringthecourseofanexamination tohissuperiors;suchaninvasionofprivacycannotbe justified.
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PASSAGE7B Investigativepolygraphyhastodowiththedetection
ofphysiologicalchangesinapersonwhoisnottelling thetruth.Thesechangesaremeasuredbyadevicecalled thePolygraph,sometimesquiteincorrectlythe'lie detector'.Inreality,theuseofthepolygraphto detectdeceptionisonlyoneratherspecialapplicationof abroadclassofinstruments.Thetermitselfrefersto aninstrumentthatrecordsseveraleventsorprocessesat once.Polygraphsusedininvestigationsusuallyrecord pulserate,relativebloodpressure,therateanddepthof breathingandoftentheresistanceoftheskintothe conductionofelectricity. Lyingisacomplexphenomenonwithphilosophicaland psychologicalaspectsthataresocomplexnottobefully dealtwithhere.Nonetheless,theordinaryconceptof lying,onwhichinvestigativepolygraphyisbasedisthat theliarknowsthathisassertionisalie,thathelies deliberatelyandpurposefullyandthathiseffortat deceptionisaccompaniedbyoneormoreemotionalresponses suchasguilt,anxietyandfear.Theseemotionalresponses areaccompaniedbyphysiologicalresponses-mostobvious ofwhicharechangesinsalivation,heartrate,breathing rateandskintemperature.*|AU.S.congressionalcommittee hasrecentlyexpressedconcernabouttheabuseofinvesti¬ gativepolygraphyinlawenforcement.Thisconcernis triggeredbyaresurgenceintheuseofpolygraphinpolice andprivateinvestigations.Inthepastfewyearsthe methodsofliedetectionhavebeensubjectedbythe congressionalcommitteestoincreasinglycriticalscrutiny. Investigativepolygraphyneedsmoreresearch,the

reasonbeingthatscientistshavedonelittleresearchon thedetectionofdeception.Tobeeffectiveatechnique mustbebothvalidandreliable.Validityistheextent towhichsomethingmeasureswhatitissupposedtomeasure. Reliabilityisthatitmustbecapableofbeingrepeated bydifferentpeopleunderdifferentcircumstancesandyield aboutthesameresults.Itisdifficulttoassessthe reliabilityandthevalidityoftheuseofpolygraphsin investigationsandenquiries,firstbecausetheinstrument itselfrecordsphysiologicalchangesandnotliesand secondlybecausetherearenoabsolutemeasuresoranyhard numbers.
Thecongressionalcommitteeisconcernedaboutthe

possibleabuseofinvestigativepolygraphyinlawenforcement andinprivateinvestigations.Theirconcernisdueto scientificandethicalconsiderations.Scientifically, k
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thetechniqueisneithervalidorreliable.Secondly, thereareanumberofpotentialsourcesofinaccuracyin theuseofthetechnique.Thentherearetheethical considerations.First,tosayortoimplythatthe machineisinfallibleistousealietodetectalie. Toelicitadmissionsthroughfearofthemachineor misrepresentationofitsrecordsistoforceaconfession. Secondly,aroutinepolygraphtestisaninvasionof privacy.Thepolygraphoperatormaypassinformation revealedinadvertentlyduringthecourseofanexamination tohissuperiors}suchaninvasionofprivacycannotbe justified.
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PASSAGE8A CongressmanEarlStanfordhasrecentlyexpressed
concernaboutthepossiblemisuseofpsychosurgical techniques.Thisconcernhasbeentriggeredbya resurgenceintheuseofsuchmethodsandbythe increasingrangeofconditionstreatedbypsychosurgery. Psychosurgeryistheselectivemanipulationofbrain

activitythroughsurgicalmethods.Thebraininthe centerofhumanthoughtandaction.Inourdesireto helppeoplechangeitisnotsurprisingthatattentionhas turnedtothedevelopmentofwaystomanipulatebrain processes.Atfirst,psychosurgerywasconfinedtousein traditionalmentalillness.Itwasusedextensivelyin the1940'sandthe1950's,withalargenumberoffrontal lobotomiesbeingcarriedoutintheU.S.andBritain. Frontallobotomiesinvolvethesurgicaldisconnectionof certainneuralpathwaysinthe,forwardpartofthebrain. Theintroductionof"tranquilizingdrugs"ledtoasharp declineinthenumberoflobotomiesperformedfromthemid- 1950'sonwards.Newdevelopmentshaveoccurredin psychosurgery,however,andtechniquesnowavailableinclude limitedfrontallobotomy,discretedisconnectionofother brainareas,andelecticalstimulationofthebrainthrough implantedelectrodes. Researchonanimalshasprovidedthebasisforthe developmentofpsychosurgicaltechniques.DrMorganF. Smithhaspointedouttheneedformoreresearchinpsycho¬ surgeryandliasidentifiedanumberofspecificresearch needs.Oneoftheseistheneedtospecifyexactlythe conditionsunderwhichagivenprocedurewillyieldagiven result.Studiesonratsshowthattheeffectsofelectrical stimulationofthebraindependontherat'spreviousexperi¬ encesandontheenvironmentalcontextinwhichthe stimulationoccurs.Anotherareaofneededresearchisthe studyofsideeffectsrangingoverperceptual,social, dietaryandsexualchanges.Themajoreffectdesiredin humansislossofangeranddepression,butsideeffectsare littlestudied.Yetanotherresearchneedisinvestigation oftheextenttowhichfindingsinanimalstudiescanbe validlyextrapolatedtohumans.Clinicalstudiesshould involveextensivepre-operativeexaminationsofpatientsby investigatorswhoarenotbeholdentothepsychosurgeon. Reportsof"successes"oftenfailtomakeclearwhatside effectswereproduced.CongressmanStanford'sconcernhas todopartlywiththelackofreliableinformationabouthow patientsareselectedforpsychosurgeryandhowmanysuch operationsareperformed.Heisalsoconcernedbecause
*

Targetparagraph

traditionalmentaldiseaseisnolongerthesoleareaof applicationsofpsychosurgery.Psychosurgeryhasrecently beenusedtotreatviolenceandaggression,hyperactivity inchildrenandhomosexuality.Ithasevenbeenrecommended asasubstituteforprisonforanti-socialoffenders. CongressmanStanfordfearsthatunderthesecircumstances mentalhealthpersonnelcouldcometousepsychosurgeryas acureforsocialillswithoutdueregardtothewelfare oftheindividualpatient.
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PASSAGE8B Psychosurgeryistheselectivemanipulationofbrain
activitythroughsurgicalmethods.Thebrainisthe centerofhumanthoughtandaction.Inourdesireto helppeoplechangeitisnotsurprisingthatattentionhas turnedtothedevelopmentofwaystomanipulatebrain processes. Atfirst,psychosurgerywasconfinedtousein traditionalmentalillness.Itwasusedextensivelyin the1940'sand1950'swithalargenumberoffrontal lobotomiesbeingcarriedoutintheU.S.andBritain. Frontallobotomiesinvolvethesurgicaldisconnectionof certainneuralpathwaysintheforwardpartofthebrain. Theintroductionof"tranquilizingdrugs"ledtoasharp declineinthenumberoflobotomiesperformedfromthemid- 1950'sonwards.Newdevelopmentshaveoccurredin psychosurgery,however,andtechniquesnowavailableinclude limitedfrontallobotomy,discretedisconnectionofother brainareas,andelectricalstimulationofthebrainthrough implantedelectrodes.Researchonanimalshasprovidedthe basisforthedevelopmentofpsychosurglcaltechniques. CongressmanEarlStanfordhasrecentlyexpressedconcern aboutthepossiblemisuseofpsychosurgicaltechniques. Thisconcernhasbeentriggeredbyaresurgenceintheuse ofsuchmethodsandbytheincreasingrangeofconditions treatedbypsychosurgery. Psychosurgeryneedsmoreresearchaccordingto

DrMorganF.Smith.Hehasidentifiedanumberofspecific researchneeds.Oneoftheseistospecifyexactlythe conditionsunderwhichagivenprocedurewillyieldagiven result.Studiesonratsshowthattheeffectsofelectrical stimulationofthebraindependontherat'spreviousexperi¬ enceandontheenvironmentaicontextinwhichthe stimulationoccurs.Anotherareaofneededresearchisthe studyofsideeffectsofpsychosurgery.Animalstudieshave foundsideeffectsrangingoverperceptual,social,dietary andsexualchanges.Themajoreffectdesiredinhumansis lossofangeranddepression,butsideeffectsaretoo littlestudied.Yetanotherresearchneedisinvestigation oftheextenttowhichfindingsinanimalstudiescanbe validlyextrapolatedtohumans.Clinicalstudiesshould involveextensivepre-andpost-operativeexaminationsby investigatorswhoarenotbeholdentothepsychosurgeon. Reportsof"successes"oftenfailtomakeclearwhatside effectswereproduced.CongressmanStanford'sconcernhas partlytodowiththelackofreliableinformationabouthow patientsareselectedforpsychosurgeryandhowmanysuch operationsareperformed.Heisalsoconcernedbecause
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traditionalmentaldiseaseisnolongerthesole applicationofpsychosurgery.Violenceandaggression, hyperactivityinchildrenandhomosexualityhaverecently beentreatedbymeansofpsychosurgery.Recommendations haveevenbeenmadeforpsychosurgeryasasubstitutefor prisonforanti-socialoffenders.CongressmanStanford fearsthatunderthesecircumstancesmentalhealthpersonnel couldcometousepsychosurgeryasacureforsocialills withoutregardtothewelfareoftheindividualpatients.
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(d) Subjects:

The subjects were all native speakers of English.

Experiment 2 was only run once. The run took place in
Leith Academy School in Edinburgh where it was presented
to one class of 15 year old pupils. Thirty subjects took

part in the experiment.

7.3.3 Hypotheses

Null hypothesis 1:

Staging chunks of information in texts has no effect
on the probability of their recall in a free recall task.
Hence staging has no effect on the acquisition and recall
of information from texts.

(a) The probability of recalling certain information chunks
(target paragraphs) is not higher in texts where these

target paragraphs are staged higher.

Hypothesis 1:

The main hypothesis was that information is better
recalled after reading a text in which the target paragraph
is staged higher than after reading a text in which it is
staged at a lower level.

(a) The probability of recalling certain information chunks
(target paragraphs) is higher in texts where these
paragraphs are staged higher.
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7.3.4 Statistical test

In the original Clements experiment, the Mann-Whitney
U test was used to test the differences between conditions

A and B. The requirements of the Mann-Whitney U test are

in my opinion not met by the crude ordinal scoring of the
recall protocols used in the present experiment, the

design opted for was a matched-pair design and the Sign
test is more given to crude ordinal measurement than the

Mann-Whitney U test. The samples in the present experi¬
ment were matched on the basis of the classroom's teacher's

evaluation on an informal basis. The Sign test seems to
be quite appropriate when the two conditions are different
and when the sample can be matched on some extraneous
variable.

Significance level: let a - .001 N = 30

Region of rejection: Since predicts the direction of
the difference between the recall protocols of condition
A and condition B, the region of rejection is one-tailed.
It consists of all values of x (where x = the number of

minuses, thefewer signs; since the prediction is that

plusses will predominate).

Results: In the free recall protocols, the null hypothesis
may be rejected at the significant level of .001. The
decision is to accept hypothesis 1 that information is
better recalled when it is staged higher in the content
structure than when it is staged lower. (See Appendix 3B
for tables and results of Experiment 2.)
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7.3.5 Discussion

Experiment 2 shows that there is a significant
difference between the recall of the target paragraphs
in each of the two pairs of passages used in this

experiment. The target paragraphs were better recalled
when they were staged higher in the hierarchical
structure (as represented crudely in Clements' staging
charts) than when they were staged lower. However, to

supplement these results more work should have been done
on probe questions, probe recalls and ratings of import¬
ance of different procedures. Some of these procedures
were tried out in Clements' study and were not seen to
be useful means of demonstrating the effect of staging
on the reader.

On the basis of the present experiment 1 and 2 there
seems to be some empirical validity for the psycho-
linguistic effect of staging on the reader. However,
there are major problems with the descriptive, theoretical
and applied aspects of the notion of staging as I have
tried to show in the discussion of the procedures in

chapter 6. There seem to be reasonable grounds to
assume that the topic shifts responsible for the staging
'effect' in experiment 2 are accompanied by shifts in the
'macro-structure' (van Dijk, 1977:132) and the deep
semantics of the passage. Unfortunately, it is very

difficult to test this claim in an empirical framework.

The purpose of experiment 2 was to show that staging
chunks of information on the text level is not different

in principle from transposition or movement rules
involved in sentence level 'topicalization'. The differ¬
ence does not seem to be in the nature of the movement

rules themselves but rather in the level of the unit that

is being moved.
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CHAPTER 8

SOME ASPECTS OF 'THEMATIZATION' AT THE SENTENCE LEVEL
AND THE USE OF THEMATIC DEVICES IN CONTEXT BY NATIVE
AND NON-NATIVE SPEAKERS

8.1 Introduction and review of the literature to

psycholinguistic studies of thematization and
thematic choices in context

8.1.1 Introduction

The second set of experiments in the present thesis
is an attempt to investigate some aspects of 'thematic'
choices at the sentence level in context. The first,

experimental paradigm deals with some aspects of the
notion of 'staging' at the text level. The second experi¬
mental paradigm investigates the concept of staging or

'thematization' at the sentence level. The notion of

sentence level 'thematization' and text level 'staging'
have been conflated in most of the linguistic descriptions
offered in the previous studies reviewed in the present
thesis. Grimes (1975, 1978a, 1978b), Meyer (1975) and
Clements (1976) have conflated both notions to produce the
multi-leveled notion of 'staging'. I have, however,
maintained the distinction between the two notions in an

attempt to investigate the similarities between the two
notions attributing the distinction to the level and purp¬

ose of the description. It might be argued that
maintaining this distinction, despite discussing the
notion of staging as a generic term might be considered
an inconsistent approach. There are, however, several
points in favour of maintaining this distinction. Despite
the fact that I have attempted to study the different

linguistic mechanism^that make up the notion of staging I
have actually tried to investigate its psycholinguistic
validity and evaluate its descriptive adequacy as a
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linguistic concept rather than just accept it as given.
The notion is still, at best, a speculative hypothesis
about 'a state of affairs' rather than a given and

accepted concept. The notion of thematization is not
as speculative in its formal manifestations as the notion
of staging at the text level. It is possible to find
formal linguistic correlates as manifestations of the
notion of staging at the sentence level.

In the second set of experiments, it was decided to

investigate some aspects of the notion of theme and
thematization or 'thematic choices' at the sentence level

and in context. Experiments 3 to 6 investigate the
effect of a linguistic context, generally speaking, and
particularly 'thematized topics' in texts (formally mani¬
fested as cumulative leftmost mentioned NP in the

experimental passages) on the subjects thematic choices
of continuation sentences. The main aim of the experi¬
ments is to investigate how 'thematized topic' as

established or reconstructed from leftmost mentioned NP

affects the thematic choices of the native speaker subjects.

8.1.2 Aims and general problems of experiments 3 to 6

(1) Does leftmost mentioned NP in a pair of matched texts
establish the thematized topic in each text? (See

experiments 1,3,4,5 and 6.) In other words does
theme (sentential topic) in texts establish what the
readers take as the thematized topic in a given text?
Are readers affected by the leftmost mentioned NP
established in these texts when they choose continu¬
ation sentences? (For experimental purposes theme
or 'leftmost mentioned NP in the sentences' in the

text was conflated with the prominent referents in
the text.)
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(2) Is it possible to determine the subjects' thematic
choices through the control of the leftmost mentioned
NP in a text? Very few experiments in the liter¬
ature on thematization and thematic choices have

dealt with the determination of thematic choice

through the control of linguistic or textual factors
as opposed to relational or perceptual factors.

(3) Is it possible to test the 'thematic function' of
passives and clefts (i.e. the function of switching
information focus in texts) in a forced selection

task in terms of 'focusing' the object or subject in
relation to the 'staged' referent established in
the leftmost mentioned NP in the texts?

(4) Will native speaker subjects prefer a continuation
sentence which is unmarked and presuppositionally
neutral to one that is marked? The following

hypotheses are enunciated:

(4.1) Native speakers will prefer active declarative

types given that they are thematically viable or

appropriate in context.

(4.2) Native speaker subjects will not prefer passives
or clefts even if they were thought to be thematic-

ally viable, when there is an active available.

(5) The present set of experiments assume an implicit
case hierarchy in the organization of the elements
inside the sentence or the clause, which is similar
to the hierarchy postulated by Fillmore (1968)
and later elaborated and discussed by Jackendoff
(1972) .

(6) Applied linguistic rationale for thematization
experiments:

It was hoped through experiments 3 to 6 to arrive at
a set of quantificational norms of thematic choices
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of the native speaker subjects and to compare these
choices with a group of homogeneous Egyptian
learners of English at tertiary level. These

experiments are exploratory rather than predictive
and diagnostic and they are aimed at finding out
whether the learners' thematic choices are motivated

by the same set of variables that determine the
native speakers' judgements.

Almost all the work done on aspects of thematization
in applied linguistic studies of second language learning
is (a) Contrastive, i.e. based on a contrastive study of
two languages (Zydatiss, 1972; Kirkwood, 1970). Most
of the elicitation procedures suggested in the Zydatiss

study of thematization investigate word order aspects of

English and German sentences for sentences which are in
isolation. Some of the elicitation procedures (1972;
1974) suggested by Zydatiss are brilliant yet they are

devised for sentences in isolation and depend mostly on

translation. This makes them more prone to elicit first
language errors and may also cause ambiguity. In fact,
a trial of the Zydatiss procedures did produce some

interesting grammatical problems but it did not elicit
thematic judgements of the type discussed in the present

study.

In the present study it was decided to use the

existing psycholinguistic framework for eliciting judge¬
ments of appropriate thematic choices in context from the
non-native speaker subjects. The use of the present

experiments as an elicitation procedure for learners'
problems (with the use of thematic devices in context) is

not, however, without its own problems.

First, the use of an experimental framework as an

elicitation procedure is to some extent lacking in validity
because there are implicit assumptions about the
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equivalence of the two groups of subjects, the native
and the non-native speaker group. However, all possible
efforts were taken to ensure that the non-native speaker

group had no difficulty with the linguistic content of
the experimental texts. Secondly, such a procedure is
not suitable for eliciting problems that may be due to
interference from the mother tongue. Thirdly, such a

procedure is not suitable for the elicitation of production
thematic choices. However, such a procedure has the

advantage of not predetermining the subjects choices which
in the case of investigating thematization is an important
matter.

There are, however, some general problems with the
second set of experiments. This second set is more

speculative and exploratory than is the case with the
first experimental paradigm. Experiments 3 and 4 are

better described as investigative judgement questionnaires
than as formal predictive experiments.

Most of the empirical work done in the present thesis
was carried out before the corpus based study was

completed. The corpus-based study was done mostly by
hand and therefore it took longer to finish than the

empirical work. Therefore, the results of the corpus

study concerning the functions of the passives and clefts
in expository discourse were not properly incorporated in
the experiments. The empirical work on thematization
was therefore based on previous experimental work by other
scholars as well as theoretical studies of some aspects of
thematization. This may explain the diversity of purpose

and context between the experiments and the corpus. The

corpus was based on texts from expository discourse and
the experiments used short narratives as context.

This may also explain the fact that the thematic
choices used in the thematization experiments are,
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(i) constructions that are derived automatically by
transformational rules, and (ii) constructions that are

not authentic and may sometimes sound curious or odd.

The reasons that narrative texts (as opposed to

expository texts) were chosen for the psycholinguistic

experiments are, (i) it was possible to make prominent,
or to stage, alternative 'referents' in short texts on

the basis of previous experiments in this area, and
(ii) the structure of narrative discourse makes it possible
to conflate, (a) agent, (b) leftmost mention NP, and
(c) thematized topic in text, in a short space. The

following grid shows why it is more difficult to predict
'theme' in expository texts than in short narratives.

Longacre's table of contrastive features of narrative vs.
expository discourse:

Narrative Expository

Chronological succession Chronological succession
1. 1/3 person 1. No necessary personal

reference

2. Agent oriented 2. Subject matter oriented
3. Accomplished time 3. Time not real

4. Chronological linking 4. Logical linking

(Table taken from Longacre, 1976)

8.1.3 Review of the psycholinguistic literature on theme
and thematic choices at the sentence level

The present review of the literature seeks in the
first instance to place the second set of experiments in
the present thesis in the context of psycholinguistic
literature on theme and thematization and their effect on

sentence choice and production. This area is a large
one and there are extensive studies which have dealt with
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different aspects of thematization. It is not possible
to review all the psycholinguistic studies in this area

but those which have particular relevance will be briefly-
reviewed here.

Themajor areas in the psycholinguistic literature are:

(1) Theme and thematization,

(2) Surface structures and presupposition, and
(3) The perspective hypotheses.
In fact these areas are interrelated and to some extent

they show the terminological diversity in the literature.
The purpose of the present review is to place my own work
within the general literature on theme and thematization,

specifically with reference to the more recent experiments.

(1) 'Theme' and 'thematization':

Within this general area a number of psycholinguistic

experiments have been performed in relation to the Prague
school and Halliday's theory of thematization. These
studies can be classified on the basis of the aspects of
thematization they wish to focus. By far the most extens¬

ively studied aspect are those experiments dealing with
choice of the active/passive in context, and the factors

determining the choice of these two structures in production
and judgement tasks.

Most of the work on these structures has been devoted

to investigating the difference between active/passive and
their relation to the concepts of 'emphasis' (Johnson-
Laird, 1968a, 1968b) or 'focus of attention' (Turner and

Rommetveit, 1968 , 1972) or 'conceptual focus'
(Tannebaum and Williams, 1968a, 1968b).

Johnson-Laird studied some aspects of the active/passive
constructions as determined perceptually. In both studies
Johnson-Laird concluded that when in the real world the

object predominates the passive voice is likely to be used;
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when the importance of the logical object and subject is
more balanced, the active voice is more likely to be used.

Turner and Rommetveit,(1968 t 1972), were
concerned with the focus of attention and the interpret¬
ation of the passive voice. In a set of experiments

they have attempted to show that if the actor in a given
situation is the most salient element, a sentence will
tend to be in the active voice and conversely if the
acted-upon element, is salient, the sentence will tend to
be in the passive voice (Turner and Rommetveit, 1968,:543).
The storage and retrieval of sentences may be influenced

by the focus of attention of the subject. Turner and
Rommetveit used perceptual determination of voice through
a sentence picture matching task.

Tannebaum and Williams (1968) tested the same

hypothesis by the placement of what they call 'conceptual
focus' on either the actor subject or the acted-upon object
of a simple situation, would differentially affect the
readiness of the subject to describe the situation in
active or passive sentence forms. 'Conceptual focus'
was determined by the use of a short preamble which centered
upon the subject or the object with a control condition
that focused upon neither.

A large number of studies have dealt with other

aspects of the active/passive construction and there are

extensive reviews in Anisfeld and Klenbort (1973) , Clark

and Clark (1977), Beilin (1975), and Fillenbaum (1974).

The most recent experiments in this area will also
be dealt with here. Goodenough (1973) deals with

Halliday's theory of theme and thematization. He has
performed experiments that deal with the production and

reception aspects of 'thematization'. The production
experiments are concerned with the determination of theme
in a question/answer task. In the reception or judgement
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task the experiments dealt with the active/passive choices
in context. His conclusions are interpreted in terms of

Halliday's theory of thematization. Goodenough and
Smith (1977) investigate active/passive choices in context,
the subjects were expected to edit texts by choosing

active/passive choices that are determined by the notion
of 'theme maintaining order'. Their conclusions show
that choices of active/passive were significantly affected
by what they have termed 'theme maintaining order'.

Sixteen subjects were presented with pairs of
sentences embedded in texts. One member of each pair
maintained the topic of the discourse while the other
failed to do so. Subjects preferred the topic maintaining
sentence.

Perfetti and Goldman investigated some aspects of
thematization in a series of experiments (1974, 1975).
In Perfetti and Goldman (1974) the effectiveness of words

from sentences as retrieval prompts for sentence meaning
is shown to depend upon thematization. When a sentence
was presented in isolation, without a context, and when
the imagery and concreteness of the subject nouns and

object were high and equal (see Paivio, Yule and Magidagan,. 19 68)
for a list of the concreteness, imagery and meaningfulness
value of 925 nouns) there was no difference between the

two nouns in prompt effectiveness. When these same

sentences appeared at the end of paragraphs, the subject
was a much better prompt than the object. When the
object was made the 'theme' of the paragraph, subject and
object were explained in terms of the discourse functions
of thematization.

In Perfetti and Goldman (1975) thematization, the
relative frequency of a discourse referent, and topical-
ization are seen as related discourse functions. In a

probe recall experiment, a word with a thematized referent
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was a better recall probe than a word with a non-thematized
referent. Also, an agent noun was a better prompt than
a recipient, and this semantic variable interacted with

topicalization to the extent that a semantic recipient
or patient was a better prompt when it was topic than
when it was comment. In a second experiment, subjects'
choices between semantically equivalent active and passive
sentences was influenced by thematization. Thematized
nouns were chosen as 'topic' more often than non-thematized
nouns and nouns used as paragraph titles were chosen as

topics slightly more than non-title nouns. It is suggested
that the twin discourse functions served by thematization
and topicalization, are that the former provides stable
referential focus and the latter provides momentary
referential focus.

(2) Surface structure and presupposition:

Looking at a different aspect of theme and
thematization, Hornby (1972) investigated the notion of

topic-comment structure or what he calls psychological
subject-predicate structure as independent from the

grammatical and logical subject. This he sets up within
surface structure manifestations of syntactic presuppos¬

itions. In a picture matching task, subjects were required
to match one type of sentence with one of two pictures.
The two pictures presented with each sentence did not

actually depict either of the sentences. The agent (the one

in the picture) or the object (the other picture) differed
from the one in the sentence. Hornby used seven types of
surface structures in this experiment, namely (active,
passive, cleft agent, cleft object, generic head cleft,
wh-cleft object, stressed agent).

The results indicate a significant variation in the
choice of the earlier element in the active, passive and

psuedo-clefts, whereas it was the picture containing the
latter element that was more frequently selected in the
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cleft and stress sentences. His findings indicate that
surface structure does effect the thematic choice of the

elements occurring earlier or later in sentential types.

Hornby (1974) investigated what he calls surface
structure presupposition. That is, he investigated
several types of sentences in terms of their presuppos-

itional strength. In the first experiment he uses a

picture-sentence matching task that depended on the
verification of clefts and pseudo-clefts types in relation
to an ambiguous picture. It was the mean number of times
that a discrepancy was overlooked that was taken into
account. His results suggest that both these structures
are equally strong in marking the distinctions between the

presupposed and the focal aspect of the utterance.

His first experiment is substantiated in a second
one of a similar design where a large number of different
surface structures, namely, active, passive , pseudo-
cleft active, cleft active and cleft passive were used.
In the second experiment he tested the hypothesis of
whether or not different surface configurations more

clearly mark the presuppositional and focal aspects of
the utterance more strongly than a standard active.
Similar experiments have also tested related aspects of
the focal and presupposed parts of different structures
in slightly different terms (see John Fletcher, 1973;
C.S. Smith, 1975).

Whereas the present set of experiments as well as

the ones in the previous section have attempted to explain
some aspects of theme and thematization in linguistic
terms, the 'perspective hypothesis' attempts to explain
the same linguistic phenomena in psycholinguistic terms.

(3) The perspective hypothesis:
"The perspective hypothesis holds that both the
choice of a starting point in production and
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the use of a starting point in comprehension,
are determined by processes involved in the
active construction of a perspective. It
is hypothesised that the speaker-listener
actively involves himself with a sentence by
getting inside it." (MacWhinney, 1977:152)

The PH holds that speakers and hearers identify with the

starting point of a sentence and construct the sentence
from this perspective (MacWhinney, 1977:153).

The PH is a psycholinguistic articulation of the
Prague school work on the functional sentence perspective
and Halliday's work on theme and rheme. The PH, however,
differs from the functionalist analysis in two fundamental
ways. First, the PH attempts to be more specific in

separating out the four functions of serial initialization
(attentional focus, perspective, agent, given) from the
function of intonational stress (contrastive focus ...)

and of lexical markings (deixis, anaphora, etc.).
Second, none of the other functionalist analyses view
sentence processing as involving an active processing in
terms of a perspective. The PH holds that one of the
functions of starting points is the communication of a

perspective.

Identification is the fundamental determinant of

starting point choice. The assignment of a given element
as starting point can be determined by perceptual,
relational and linguistic factors.

Starting points are postulated to serve four functions:
(a) the attentional focus (more usually referred to as

conceptual focus), (b) the perspective, (c) the agent,
and (d) given. If the functions are disassociated the
perspective hypothesis maintains that a 'complex
perspective' results.

The following is a review of the empirical

psycholinguistic literature from a PH point of view.
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Ratings of theme:

The PH predicts that a complex perspective should be
rated somewhat less active than a simple perspective.
Work on the rating of 'theme' is viewed as empirical evid¬
ence supporting the PH hypothesis. Johnson (1967) found
that when an element is perspective and agent it is maxim¬

ally potent and active. When an element is a complex

perspective it is less potent. If a noun is not perspect¬
ive or agent it is less potent still. Johnson-Laird
(1968b) showed that perspective nouns are more 'potent' in
a less direct-rating task.

Perspective choice in elicited production:

Clark (1974) showed that the element that is most

potent and active along the scale is the one with the most

quantity measured and is the element chosen as the starting

point. Starting points are determined by two factors,

'potency' and 'goodness'.

Four other studies have attempted by manipulating

aspects of the linguistic and perceptual context to influ¬
ence subjects choices of a starting point. Turner and
Rommetveit (1968), Osgood (1971), Carroll (1958) and
Tannebaum and Williams (1968a,b). These four studies suggest
that passivization cannot be triggered by the fact that the

non-agent is perceptually given. These four studies sug¬

gest that passivization seems to require linguistic context¬
ual effects. The studies of the passive elicitation

provide evidence that support the third and fourth

components of the PH, they show that the passive perspect¬
ive is complex, and can best be elicited by linguistic
determination.

Perspective use in problem solving:

Some of the most interesting work done on the PH is
in the area of problem solving. Huttenlocher, Eisenberg
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and Strauss (1968) found that in a problem solving task

involving sentence processing that perspective affected
the subjects' solutions. Placement was quickest when
the starting point was both agent and perspective.

In a second study, Huttenlocher and Weiner (1971)

investigated some aspects of a complex perspective in a

placement task. Their findings were more difficult to
interpret.

Perspective used in verification:

Wright (1969), Olson and Filby (1972) found that
after hearing a passive sentence, subjects found it easier
to answer a passive rather than an active question. The
PH views this as linguistic determination of perspective.
As noted by Clark, congruence of perspective facilitates

processing. Olson and Filby provided general confirmation
of the PH.

Perspective use in comprehension:

Generally, there are a few studies which investigate

perspective in relation to comprehension. Haviland and
Clark (1974) found that subjects were quicker to understand

sequences of sentences if the given-new contract was held.
This supports the fourth subcomponent of the perspective

hypothesis.

Perspective use in recall:

Most studies suggest quite uniformly that starting
points serve a special function in recall. Moreover, this
function seems to be relevant to the perspective hypothesis,
since the more active the starting point is, the better the

subsequent recall. Anderson (1963), Coleman (1965), Clark
(1965) and Kintsh (1974) all observe that the starting

point of both active and passive sentences is the element
best remembered in free recall.
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8.2 Experiment 3 (Pilot Study)
'Thematized topic in texts and its effect on thematic
choices in context' (agency included as a variable in the
continuation sentences)

8.2.1 Aims

The aim of the pilot study is to investigate the
notion of thematic choices in context. In a forced

selection task the subjects were required to choose between
continuation sentences which vary on two parameters,

(i) agency, and (ii) thematization of the sentential topic
in the passage. The superordinate hypothesis in the
pilot study is that native speaker subjects in a forced
selection task will prefer a sentence which continues the
'thematized topic' in context or the 'staged' or 'prominent'
referent in the text rather than one that does not. It

is hoped to show that native speakers will prefer an S
which continues the thematized topic in context, unless
the sentential form is inappropriate for the function it
is required to perform. Recall that whereas one function
of a sentential type may be to focus a particular constitu¬
ent, sentential structure also performs other functions
(cf. discussion in Part I).

In the non-native speaker part of the experiment it
was hoped to show that non-native speaker judgements may

differ from those of the native speakers. That is to say

they may be biased differently and may show less

consistency.

The general aims of the pilot study are concerned
with, (i) confirming the preliminary hypothesis concerning
the tendencies of native speaker choices in a forced
selection task, and (ii) comparison of the native speakers'
results with those of the non-native speaker group on the
same task.
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8.2.2 Method

(a) Design:

Experiment 2 is a repeated measures experiment with
an identical Ssdesign. This type of design uses the same

subjects in both parts of the experiment as their own

control and it is by definition more sensitive to pairs
of almost 'identical passages' where the experimental
variable 'thematized topic of text' or prominent referent
in each text is expected to affect the choices of continu¬
ation sentences made by the native speaker subjects. One
of the major drawbacks of this type of design is that it

frequently requires counterbalancing. Unfortunately the

counterbalancing measures taken in the present pilot study
were not adequate.

The present experiment is concerned with the effect
of context on thematic choice in discourse. Three pairs
of texts were written for the experiment. These pairs
of matched passages report the same narrative while the
'A' members of the three pairs stage or make prominent the
'detective', the 'B' passages stage or make prominent the

'burglar'. The subjects were required to choose continu¬
ation sentences that seemed to be the most natural as

continuation for alternative texts. The subjects were

expected to be affected by, (i) the thematized topic of
the text in the pair of matched passes, (ii) agency of the
referents in the continuation sentences, and (iii) thematic
choices when the agency variable was neutralized.

(b) Procedure:

The subjects in both groups were offered a single
text each time. Each subject was required to do two
booklets each consisting of an 'A' passage and a 'B' passage,

on two different occasions separated by a week. On each
occasion each subject was required to choose between 37
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options presented separately. The ideal situation would
have been to present each option separately with a differ¬
ence of time between the options, but with the number of

options available this was administratively impossible.
In both groups,the native and the non-native speakers,
the same procedures were maintained.

(c) Materials:

1. Instructions

The instructions for all passages used in the

experiment read as follows:

Read the following passage and then choose one
of the two sentences at the end of the passage,
as the most appropriate continuation sentence
for this text. (If you want to comment on why
you have chosen one rather than the other then
please do so on the rest of this page.)
You are allowed to substitute the appropriate
pronouns for both or either of the noun phrases
in the continuation sentences, if this will make
the options more acceptable to you. Indicate
the changes required. Please tick the most
appropriate continuation sentence for the
passage you have read. (Tick only one sentence.)

Texts:

Originally three pairs of matched passages were

written for this experiment. The passages did not exceed
400 words each. The three pairs had 'A' members that

stage or make prominent 'the detective' as thematized

topic of text, while the 'B' passages make prominent 'the
burglar'.

All the texts are controlled for animacy - there
are only two participants and both are animate and human.
The texts are also paired for number of mention of the
'prominent referent'. Changes in the pairs of texts are

minimal except for leftmost mention of the 'staged' or

prominent referent.
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A1. The detective was convinced that the burglar-had come
back into the house. He heard noises coming from
the lower floor. He put on his slippers and dressing
gown and tip-toed downstairs. At a turning on the
stairs, he suddenly confronted a tall burly figure.

Leftmost mention in Ss in text: (si) Detective + burglar.
(s2) Detective. (s3) Detective. (s4) Detective/
Burglar (?) .

B4. The burglar was convinced that the detective must be
in the house. He heard noises coming from the upper
floor. He took off his shoes and overcoat and tip¬
toed upstairs. At a turning on the stairs, he
suddenly confronted a tall burly figure.

Leftmost mention in Ss in text: (si) Burglar + detective.
(s2) Burglar. (s3) Burglar. (s4) Burglar/Detective (?) .

A3. The detective was convinced that the burglar had come
back into the house. He heard noises coming from the
lower floor. He put on his slippers and dressing
gown and tip-toed downstairs. At a turning on the
stairs, a tall burly figure suddenly confronted him.

Leftmost mention in Ss in text: (si) Detective + burglar.
(s2) Detective. (s3) Detective. (s4) Burglar(?)/
detective.

B6. The burglar was convinced that the detective was in
the house. He heard noises coming from the upper
floor. He took off his shoes and overcoat and

tip-toed upstairs. At a turning on the stairs, a
tall burly figure suddenly confronted him.

Leftmost mention in Ss in text: (si) Burglar + detective.
(s2) The burglar. (s3) the burglar. (s4) Burglar/
detective(?).

A2. The burglar had come back into the house, the detective
was convinced of it. He heard noises coming from the
lower floor. He put on his slippers and dressing gown
and tip-toed downstairs. At a turning on the stairs,
he suddenly confronted a tall burly figure.

Leftmost mention in Ss in text: (si) The burglar + the
detective. (s2) The detective. (s3) the detective.
(s4) The detective/the burglar (?)
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B5. The detective must be in the house, the burglar was
convinced of it. He heard noises coming from the
upper floor. He took off his shoes and overcoat
and tip-toed upstairs. At a turning on the stair,
a tall burly figure suddenly confronted him.

Leftmost mention in Ss in text: (si) The detective + the
burglar. (s2) The burglar. (s3) The burglar.
(s4) The burglar/the detective (?).

The Continuation sentences:

The continuation sentences vary on two parameters,
the first of which is an agency choice, i.e. which of the
two participants is chosen as agent of the continuation
sentence? The second is a thematic choice, i.e. which
of the two participants in 'synonymous sentences' is
chosen as topic of the continuation sentences? Following
is a list as well as a tabulation of the continuation

sentences.

TYPE OF S AGENT THEME TYPE OF S AGENT THEME

ACTIVE

PASSIVE

IT-CLEFT
ACTIVE

IT-CLEFT
PASSIVE

WH-CLEFT
ACTIVE

WH-CLEFT
PASSIVE

DETECT.

DETECT.

DETECT.

DETECT.

DETECT.

DETECT.

DETECT.

BURGLAR

DETECT.

BURGLAR

DETECT.

BURGLAR

ACTIVE

PASSIVE

IT-CLEFT
ACTIVE

IT-CLEFT
PASSIVE

WH-CLEFT
ACTIVE

WH-CLEFT
PASSIVE

BURGLAR

BURGLAR

BURGLAR

BURGLAR

BURGLAR

DETECT.

BURGLAR

DETECT.

BURGLAR

DETECT.

BURGLAR

BURGLAR

A. The detective punched the burglar on the nose.
(Active S, Agent:detective, theme:detective)

B. The burglar punched the detective on the nose.
(Active S, Agent:burglar, theme:burglar)
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C. The detective was punched on the nose by the burglar.
(Passive S, Agent:burglar, theme:detective) •'

D. The burglar was punched on the nose by the detective.
(Passive S, Agent detective, theme:burglar)

E. It was the detective who punched the burglar on the nose.
(It-cleft active S, Agent:detective, theme:detective)

F. It was the burglar who punched the detective on the nose.
(It-cleft active S, Agent:burglar, theme:burglar)

G. It was the detective who was punched on the nose by the
burglar.
(It-cleft passive S, Agent:burglar, theme:detective)

H. It was the burglar who was punched on the nose by the
detective.
(It-cleft passive S, Agent:detective, theme:burglar)

I. What the detective did was give the burglar a punch on
the nose.

(Wh-cleft active S, Agent:detective, theme:detective)

J. What the burglar did was punch the detective on the nose.
(Wh-cleft active S, Agent:burglar, theme:burglar)

K. What happened to the detective was that he was punched
on the nose by the burglar.
(Wh-cleft passive S, Agent:the burglar, theme:the
detective)

L. What happened to the burglar was that he was punched on
the nose by the detective.
(Wh-cleft passive S, Agent:the detective, theme:the
burglar)

(d) Subjects:

The subjects in experiment 3 fall into two groups.

The native speaker group and the non-native speaker group.

Native speaker group:

The subjects who took part in the experiment totalled
19 native speakers doing the M.Sc. course. They were all
asked to take part in the experiment and the materials
were administered on an individual basis.
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Non-native speaker group:

Fifteen non-native speakers from the first year

English department of Cairo university took part in the

pilot study. They took part in the experiment after
their tutors asked them to take part in a language

experiment. The experiment was administered in a class¬
room situation and subjects were allowed to ask various

questions concerning the meaning of the lexis and the

passages so long as they were not concerned with the
choices.

8.2.3 Hypotheses

8.2.3.1 Native speaker hypotheses

The native speaker hypotheses are concerned with
the effect of thematized topic in a matched pair of pass¬

ages on the appropriate choice of thematic alternatives
in a forced selection task. It is predicted that native

speakers will prefer a continuation sentence which con¬

tinues the thematized topic of text unless the subject
finds that the sentential form is inappropriate to the
function it is required to perform. The subjects'
choices have been classified under the following labels.
The first set of choices are exclusively 'agency choices',
i.e. these choices involve choosing between two identical
sentence forms with different agents. The second set of
choices are those concerned with thematic form and one

agent. The third set of choices are those that involve
thematic as well as agency choices - these are labelled
thematic choices only. This last set of choices was

disregarded in the final analysis of the results of

experiment 3. We will only be concerned with the first
and second set of choices.
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8.2.3.1.1 Native speaker hypotheses

'Agency hypothesis' 1:

The native speaker hypothesis is concerned with the
effect of context or namely the 'discourse topic' or staged
referent in a matched pair of passages on the choice of the

agent in the continuation sentences. I predicted that
native speakers will choose 'the detective' as agent in the
continuation sentences appended to the 'A' passages and the
burglar as agent in the 'B' passages. This hypothesis was

tested only in the choices that involved an exclusive
choice of agent. This hypothesis was tested in three

options only in the three pairs of passages.

Null hypothesis 1:

It is predicted on the basis of the null hypothesis
that the native speakers' choices of the agent in the
continuation sentences are not significantly different
between the 'A' and 'B' passages in the present experiment.
That is to say there will be no significant difference in
the implicit native speakers' choice of agent in the
continuation sentences in each of the paired matched

passages.

Hypothesis 1:

I predict that there is a significant difference
between the native speakers' choices of agent in the
continuation sentences in the 'A' and 'B' passages and
that the subjects will prefer detective as agent in the
'A' passages and burglar as agent in the 'B' passages.

Statistical test:

Since one is comparing data from condition A with
that from condition B both the exact Fisher probability

2
test and X for the one sample seem to be appropriate,
(A (Con2x2Y) computer program handled the statistics).
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Results:

The null hypothesis was rejected in almost all the

options. It was, however, accepted in option 3 in

passages A1 and B4, option 3 in passages A3 and B6,' and
in options 1,2 and 3 in passages A2 and B5.

The results suggest that, on the whole, the native

speakers have chosen the detective as agent in the 'A'
passages and the burglar as agent in the 'B' passages.

However, the results of the present pilot study must be
treated as purely suggestive of tendencies among the
native speaker subjects because of the probable serial
and interactional error effects in the design of

experiment 3. (See table 1, experiment 3, in Appendix 4,
for results and statistics.)

8.2.3.2 Native speakers hypothesis 2 (Thematic choices
only) :

The native speaker hypotheses in experiment 3
are concerned mainly with the effect of thematized topic
of text in a matched pair of passages on the choice of an

appropriate thematic alternative (i.e. the one that con¬

tinues the thematized topic in the text) in the options
that have been labelled thematic choices only.

Null hypothesis 2:
There is no significant difference between passage A1

(the detective) and passage B4 (the burglar) in affecting
the predicted direction of the appropriate thematic
choices. I predicted on the basis of the null hypothesis
that, given a choice, native speakers will not prefer to
continue the established thematized topic in the texts.
In other words, the native speakers will not choose the
continuation sentences that thematize the 'thematized

topic' in each passage. This would mean that thematized
topic as operationally defined here has no systematic
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effect on the choice of the appropriate continuation
choices in discourse. The options in which this specific

hypothesis was tested are exclusively those that have the
same agent in the continuation sentences (see table 2,

experiment 3). (See App. 4, tables 2, 3 & 4, for a list of
thematic options only, see also 5, 6 & 7 for results and

statistical analysis.)
Hypothesis 2:

There is a significant difference between passage A1
(the detective) and passage B4 (the burglar) in affecting
the predicted appropriate continuation sentences. It
was predicted that, given a choice, native speakers will

prefer to continue the established thematized topic in
the text. In other words, the native speakers will choose
the continuation sentences that thematizes the thematized

topic in each passage. This would mean that thematized

topic of text as operationally defined in this series of

experiments has a systematic effect on the choice of the

appropriate thematic choices.

Statistical test:

In the original design of experiment 3, it was
2

decided to use the X tests for related samples to test
the hypothesis. Because the nominal results in each
choice are not really independent and because some of the

2
figures are too low for X tests it was decied to use

Fisher exact probability which is more reliable when the
2

samples are small or the scores are too small for X .

Significance level: let a = -05 N = 19

Region of rejection:
Since predicts the direction of the difference

the region of rejection is one-tailed. H^ will be
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rejected if the observed frequencies differ in the

predicted direction and if they are of such magnitude
that the probability of their occurrence under HC^ is
equal to or less than a = .05.

Results:

For a detailed table of results with the appropriate
statistics see tables 2 & 4. However, the results

generally suggest the acceptance of the null hypothesis.
Only three options out of seventeen warranted the reject¬
ion of the null hypotheses and the acceptance of

hypothesis 2 at the .05 level. These options were A/D,
C/F and E/H. In all the other options the hypothesis
was rejected.

The results suggest that, (i) either the hypothesis
is null, or (ii) that there are other factors which

affected the choices of the subjects than those thought
to be under control.

8.2.3.3 Comparison of the native speaker and non-native
speaker groups results on thematic choices

The present part of experiment 3 was more

investigative or exploratory than predictive. It was

thought on the basis of my teaching experience and random
observations that the non-native speakers' thematic judge¬
ments may differ from those of the native speakers in
terms of their consistency or their direction. The
purpose of the exercise was to explore thematic judgements
in context by learners of English as a foreign language
at a tertiary level. It was hoped to show that the non-

native speakers may be biasing their judgements on a

different basis from that predicted to be the case with
the native speakers.
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Native and non-native speaker judgements (thematic choices
only)

Null hypothesis 3:
I predicted on the basis of the null hypothesis that

there are no significant differences between the norms

established by the native speakers' judgements and those
of the non-native speakers on the same forced selection
task. That is to say, the non-native speakers will
choose similar choices to those made by the native speakers.

Hypothesis 3:
I predicted that the non-native speakers' choices may

differ significantly from those of the non-native speakers
on the same forced selection task. That is to say, the
non-native speakers will choose different choices from
those made by the native speakers. The prediction was

tested initially in the thematic options only (see tables 5 -

8, App. 4, for a list of results and statistics).

Statistical test;

Fisher exact probability was used to test the null
hypothesis statistically.

Significance level: let a = .05 N = 19 + 15

Region of rejection:
Since Hg predicts the direction of the difference,

the region of rejection is two-tailed. will be

rejected if the observed frequencies differ in the
direction and if they are of such magnitude that the

probability of their occurrence under Hq^ is equal to
no less than a = .05.
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Results:

For a detailed table of results of the comparison
of the native speaker and the non-native speaker group on

thematic choices only (see tables 5 and 6 ).

In passage A1, the native speakers differed
significantly from the non-native speakers in ten options.
These are options A/D, A/E, A/H, A/I, B/J, C/G, C/J, D/I,
E/I, F/G, and F/J. In passage B4, the non-native

speaker group differed from the non-native speakers in
seven options only. These are options A/I, B/J, C/J,
D/I, E/H, E/I, and F/J. It is significant to note that
these options entail the use of passives and clefts in
text. It is also significant to note that the differ¬
ences are in two directions and that on the whole the

non-native speakers are less consistent in their thematic
choices in context than the native speakers.

The conclusion as to the differences between the

native and the non-native speakers in thematic choices are

merely suggestive of tendencies rather than conclusive
arguments. The argument based on this difference is

mostly an inferential one suggesting that the group of
learners may have problems with the principles of thematic
choice in context and hence that it may be important to
teach some aspects of thematization at tertiary levels.

8.2.4 Discussions

Experiment 3 has failed to establish that leftmost
mention NP in matched pairs of texts establishes the
'thematized topic of a text' or determines the subjects'
choices of thematic alternatives. However, work in the

psycholinguistic literature clearly indicates that this
is one of the major functions of leftmost mentioned NP

(see 'Perspective hypothesis' or 'starting points' or

'Conceptual and attentional focus'). The results of the
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experiment could be explained in a number of different ways.

The most obvious is an outright rejection of the hypothesis
and an acceptance of the null hypothesis. There are,

however, more plausible explanations of the failure to get
a significant acceptance of the hypothesis in the present

experimental design such as, (i) experimental error,
(ii) counterbalancing, and (iii) strong serial effect
which is due to the presentation order of a large number
of similar alternatives, a situation that may lead to
boredom and confusion.

It is difficult with respect to experiment 3 to decide
whether the rejection of the null hypothesis is due to

design problems or to problems with the main hypothesis.
It was decided not to reject the hypothesis but to continue
testing as well as trying to get rid of the sources of
experimental error that may well have caused the necessary

acceptance of the null hypothesis. Experiments 4,5 and 6

attempt to test the hypothesis as well as identify the
failures or the experimental errors that led to the
failure of the present procedures.

Native speaker results:

Although experiment 3 has failed to prove the main

hypothesis a number of significant results have emerged
that are worth following up as well as discussing here.
(1) Experiment 3 has shown that 'agency' is a factor that

interacts with thematic choices. It has also been

shown to be a powerful determining factor in the
choice of thematic alternatives especially in the
cases where variations are limited to the 'agency'
of the referent continuation sentences. The results

of these choices seem to support the case hierarchies
set up by Fillmore (1968).

(2) The results of experiment 3 have also shown that the
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effect of variation in leftmost mentioned NP in

the three pairs of passages is minimal. Hence
the decision to take account only of the results
of passages A1 and B4.

(3) The results of experiment 3 concerning thematic
choices only show that given that all other things
are equal the native speaker group will prefer
actives as the most neutral and unmarked choice in

context. The native speakers have, generally
speaking, avoided passives and clefts even when

they were thematically viable. This result seems

to support the 'Perspective hypothesis', that is to

say,when a simple perspective is 'attentional focus,

perspective, given, agent', it is the most potent and
hence the most frequently chosen alternatives.

(4) It is interesting to note that options of thematic
alternatives that occur in the earlier part of the

questionnaires seem to support the original hypo¬
thesis. That is to say these choices that occur

early in the presentation order show quite a clear
effect of 'thematized topic in the text' on the
choice of thematic alternatives that is in the

predicted direction. This would support the present

claim, i.e. the need to retest the hypothesis with
control of serial effect, length and order of

presentation of thematic alternatives. That is to

say, the native speakers' choices were affected by
the 'thematized topic of the alternative texts but
not significantly enough to permit me to reject the
null hypothesis.

(5) Complex choices that involve both agency and
thematization choices, that is an alternative that
involves choices on two axis, were the most difficult
to interpret. More work needs to be done in this
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area specifically in a different experimental design.
These choices involve a complex perspective and they
were not taken into account in the interpretation
of the results. (See App. 4, for all tables and

statistical analysis.)
(6) The inclusion of 'agency' as a variable has

unnecessarily lengthened the investigation as well
as increased the number of alternatives in the

experiment. It was thus decided to exclude 'agency'
as a variable in the further tests of the hypothesis
in experiments 4,5, and 6.

Non-native speaker group results:
Due to the failure of the main hypothesis all results

including those of the non-native speakers are to be
treated with great suspicion. They may be considered as

merely suggestive of tendencies rather than conclusive.

It can be shown that on the whole the non-native

speaker group have significantly chosen thematic alternat¬
ives which are different in more than one respect.

(i) They have chosen more varied and different thematic
choices that on the whole indicate less consistency on the

part of a sizable number of the non-native speaker group,

and (ii) they have also significantly chosen more wh-clefts
and it-clefts than the native speakers group who have
consistently avoided these types of marked constructions.

On the whole, however, it seems reasonable to continue

testing the same main hypothesis tested in experiment 3 in
an attempt to control the sources of experimental and
serial effect with specific reference to the length of the

judgement questionnaire or by attempting to limit the type
of sentences used or by varying the texts so that serial
effect may be controlled. It is my purpose to continue
testing the major hypothesis tested in experiment 3 in
less interactive judgement questionnaires. The hypothesis
is tested in experiments 4,5 and 6.
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8.3 Experiment 4
'Thematized topic in texts and its effect on thematic
choices in context' (Agency excluded as a variable in
the continuation sentences)

8.3.1 Aims

The aim of experiment 4 is to continue investigating
the notion tested in the pilot study that (1) thematic

pattern establishes the thematized topic as well as

determines the subjects' choices of thematic alternatives
in context. It is suggested that the pilot study failed
to establish this hypothesis because of a number of

experimental errors such as counterbalancing, length of
the experiment, and number of alternatives offered to
the subject in immediate succession. It is also suggested
that agency can be taken out of the previous design as a

variable as it contributes more than other variables to

the large number of alternatives offered to the subjects.
It was thus decided to re-investigate the same notion in
the present experiment excluding agency as one of the
variables in the continuation sentences offered to the

subj ects.

In this sense, experiment 4 is an extension as well
as a possible refinement of the pilot study in that it
attempts to exclude some of the complicating variables in
experiment 3. The main purpose of the changes is to
shorten the investigation involved and to limit the number
of choices presented to the subjects so that one may get
a clearer test of the hypothesis. Experiment 4 can also
make it possible to check on some of the results of

experiment 3 and suggest some measure of validity and
reliability.

It is hoped to show in the present experiment that
native speakers will prefer a thematic alternative which
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continues the thematized topic of text in context unless
the sentential form is inappropriate to the function it
is required to perform. It was also hoped to show that
the non-native speaker judgements are less consistent
than those of the native speaker group and explore the
direction of differences.

8.3.2 Method

(a) Design:

Experiment 4 like the pilot study (1) is a repeated
measures experiment with an identical Ss design. One of
the major drawbacks of the present design is that it

frequently requires counterbalancing.

Only one of a pair of texts was offered to each

subject on two different occasions separated by a week to
minimize interaction between passages and continuation
sentences. The same task was run once on a sample of
native speakers and also with a sample of non-native

speakers.

(b) Procedure:

A problem that required counterbalancing was the
order of presentation of the choices offered to the sub¬

jects in the two booklets. First, the options were

randomly ordered in the two booklets. Second, the order
of presentation of each sentence was varied within the
context of each option. However, a serious fault still
remains and that is similar choices following each other

successively which might still cause serial effect. The
ideal situation was to present each option separately to
the subjects with a difference in time but that was

administratively impossible.
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(c) Materials:

Texts:

The instructions of experiment 4 were identical
with experiment 3. Only one pair of texts was used in
the present experiment. These were passages A1 and B4
in the pilot study. These two passages will be referred
to from here onwards as passages A & B. The continuation
sentences excluded the agency variable and were limited to
the following types.

Continuation sentences:

ACTIVE PASSIVE

IT-CLEFT ACTIVE IT-CLEFT PASSIVE

WH-CLEFT ACTIVE WH-CLEFT PASSIVE

1. The detective punched the burglar on the nose.
(Active S, Theme:detective, agent:detective,
patient:burglar)

2. The burglar was punched on the nose by the detective.
(Passive S, Theme:burglar, agent:detective,
patient:burglar)

3. It was the detective who punched the burglar on the nose.
(It-cleft Active S, Theme:detective, agent:detective,
patient:burglar)

4. It was the burglar who was punched on the nose by the
detective.
(It-cleft passive S, Theme:burglar, agent:detective,
patient:burglar)

5. What the detective did was punch the burglar on the nose.
(Wh-cleft active S, Theme:detective, agent:detective,
patient:burglar)

6. What happened to the burglar was that he was punched
on the nose by the detective.
(Wh-cleft passive S, Theme:burglar, agent:detective,
patient:burglar)
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(d) Subjects:

The subjects for this pilot study fall into two

groups. The native speaker group and the non-native

speaker group.

Native speaker group:

The subjects who took part in the experiment were 30
native speakers. Fifteen M.Sc. students who were all
teachers of English and fifteen first year students in
the University of Edinburgh. They were all asked to
take part in the experiment and were not paid. The
materials were administered on an individual basis.

Non-native speaker group:

Thirty non-native speakers from the first year English

department of Cairo university and Al Azhar university took

part in experiment 4. They took part in the experiment
after their tutors asked them to take part in a language
experiment. The experiment was administered in a class¬
room situation and the subjects were allowed to ask various

questions concerning the meaning of the lexis and the

passage so long as they were not concerned with the choices.

8.3.3 Native speaker hypotheses

The native speaker hypotheses are concerned with the
effect of thematized topic in a matched pair of passages

on the appropriate thematic choice of continuation sentences
in discourse. In a forced selection task the native

speakers will prefer an S which continues the thematized
topic in text unless the subjects find that the sentential
form is inappropriate to the function it is required to

perform.
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Null hypothesis 1 (Native speaker group):

There is no significant difference between (the
detective) passage and (the burglar) passage in affecting
the predicted appropriate thematic choice of continuation
sentence in discourse. In other words, the native

speaker sample will divide randomly between the appropriate
and the inappropriate thematic choice in the pair of pass¬

ages in this experiment. This would mean that thematized

topic (as operationally defined in this series of experi¬
ments) has no systematic effect on the choice of appropriate
continuation sentences in discourse. The options in which
the null hypothesis were tested were options nos. 1A & IB,
3A & 3B, 5A & 5B, 6A & 6B, 8A & 8B, 10A & 10B, 12A & 12B,
13A & 13B, 15A & 15B. (See tables 1 & 2 , Appendix 5 , for a detailed

description of these options.)

Hypothesis 1 (native speaker group):

There is a significant difference between passage A

(the detective) and passage B (the burglar) in affecting
the predicted appropriate thematic choice of continuation
sentence in context. In other words, the native speaker

sample will choose the continuation sentences that thema-
tize the thematized topic in each passage. This would
mean that thematized topic as operationally defined in
this series of experiments has a systematic effect on the
choice of appropriate continuation sentences in discourse.
The options in which the null hypothesis may be rejected
were nos. 1A & IB, 3A & 3B, 5A & 5B, 6A & 6B, 8A & 8B,
10A & 10B, 12A & 12B, 13A & 13B, 15A & 15B.

Statistical test:

In the original design of experiment 4, it was
2

decided to use the X test for related samples to test
the hypothesis. But because of the problems and restrict-

2
ions on X , it was decided to use Fisher exact probability
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test which is more reliable when the samples are small
2

or the scores are too small for X . Both tests are

used but it is always the Fisher exact text that is
referred to in the acceptance or rejection of the null

hypothesis.

The significance level:
The significance level is set at the .05 level.

The total number of cases in each passage is 60.

Region of rejection:
Since H.^ predicts the direction of the difference,

the region of rejection is one-tailed. Null hypothesis 1
will be rejected if the observed frequencies in passages

A & B differ in the predicted direction and if the
difference is of such magnitude that the probability
associated with their occurrence under Hq^Is equal to or
less than a = .05.

The Results (the native speaker comparison of two conditions):

The null hypothesis is accepted in all the options

except in 1A & IB. We can conclude that there is no

significant difference between the detective passage and
the burglar passage in affecting the predicted appropriate
thematic choices of continuation sentences, except in the
Active/Passive options in both passages. The hypothesis
is well supported in this one option and the null hypothesis
can be rejected at the .05 level. (See App. 5 for tables and
statistical analysis.)

In discussing this result one can see that there are

several successful directions that can be followed up in
the native speaker group choices. Active/Passive turned
out to be the most preferred choices when compared with
the clefted choices. The native speakers have also avoided
the clefted forms whenever this was possible.
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There seems to be a need for testing the hypothesis
in relation to Active/Passive choices separately from
the clefted forms. This was followed up in experiment 5.
There also seems to be a need suggested by the present

experiment to test the clefts separately. This was

done in experiment 6.

The second hypothesis of the native speaker preference
of the active option as the most frequent choice in both
conditions was tested by conflating the sum total of all
the active vs. clefted choices, and all the passive vs. the
clefted choices.

Native speaker hypothesis concerning sentence type choice:

The native speakers will generally speaking (regardless
of appropriate thematic choice in discourse) choose the
unmarked (Active/Passive) forms in contrast with the
clefted forms. In terms of frequency of choice, the
native speakers have certainly chosen the unclefted Active/
Passive more frequently than the clefted sentence types.

Null hypothesis 2 (native speaker group):

There is no significant difference between the

frequency of the native speakers unclefted choices (Active/
Passive) in passages A & B and their choices of clefted
forms. It is predicted on the basis of Hq2 that
their choices between the two forms to be random or that

the native speakers will divide equally as if by random
between the two forms.

Hypothesis 2:

There is a significant difference between the

frequency of the choice of the unclefted forms (Active/
Passive) and the clefted forms in passages A & B. it is pre¬

dicted on the basis of H^2 that the native speakers will
significantly choose the Active/Passive.
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Statistical test:

2
The statistical test of X for one sample is

appropriate because we are comparing observed data with
data expected on the basis of the null hypothesis.

Significance level: let the signifance level = .0001
the number of cases = 120 in each table

Region of rejection:

The null hypothesis will be rejected if the observed
2

value of X is such that the probability of its occurrence

under HQ2for df = 1 is equal to or less than .001.

Results:

The null hypotheses in the two passages have been

rejected at the .0001 level. We conclude therefore that
the native speaker group has significantly preferred the
unclefted forms (Active/Passive) to the clefted forms even

in cases where thematization did not continue the discourse

topic. (See table 5 for conflation of different
2

categories for X statistical test reported here.)

8.3.4 Comparison of the native and non-native speaker
group choices of clefted vs. unclefted forms:

Null hypothesis 3:

There is no significant difference between the native

speakers' and the non-native speakers' choices of unclefted
and clefted forms. On the basis of H , Io3
would expect that the choices between the Active/Passive
(unclefted forms) and clefted forms in both groups would
be the same.
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Hypothesis 3:

On the basis of expectations based on the results
of the pilot study I would expect that there is a signifi¬
cant difference between the native and the non-native

speakers' choices of clefted and unclefted S types.
The native speakers will rank the markedness of the
sentence types differently from the non-native speakers.
I expect the non-native speakers to choose the clefted
forms more frequently than the unclefted sentences.

Statistical test:

2
The statistical test for X for related samples is

appropriate because we are comparing observed data from
two related samples.

Significance level: let the significance level = .001
the number of cases = 120 in each table

Region of rejection:

The null hypothesis will be rejected if the observed
2

value of X is such that the probability of its occurrence

under Hq for df = 1 is equal to or less than .0001.

Results:

The null hypotheses in the two passages have been
rejected at the .001 level. We conclude therefore that
the native speaker group choices are significantly differ¬
ent from those of the non-native speakers. The non-native

speakers have significantly chosen more clefts than the
native speakers thus implicitly ranking the markedness of
the sentence types used in the experiment differently from
the non-native speaker group. (See tables 5 & 6 for conflation

2
of different categories for X test reported here.) It
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must be pointed out that these results are suggestive
rather than conclusive due to the statistical pre-

2
requisites of the X test which tends to inflate the

2
value of X if it is cumulated as has been done in this

particular part of the experiment.

8.3. 5 Discussion

Experiment 4 has failed to establish that leftmost
mentioned NP in a matched pair of texts establishes the
'thematized topic of a text' as well as determines the

subjects' choices of thematic alternatives. Both

experiment 3 and 4 have failed to establish this hypothesis
in relation to the continuation sentences used in the

experiments. The obvious conclusion and interpretation
of results is to accept the null hypothesis in both cases.

Experiment 4 has attempted to exclude some of the confound¬

ing experimental sources of error in experiment 3. There
are still sources of experimental error in, (1) length of
the experiment and number of choices (although these have
been greatly reduced to 15 separate choices from 37 in

experiment 3), and (2) the strong serial effect that I
have attempted to reduce through counterbalancing - yet
the design of the experiment makes serial effect
unavoidable.

Native speaker results:

Although experiment 4 has failed to prove the main

hypothesis a number of significant results have emerged
that are worth following up in experiments 5 and 6.
(1) There are options in which it is possible to show

that thematic choices are affected by the 'thematized
topic of the text'. These options are restricted
however to Active/Passive choices only. If these
alone in experiment 3 & 4 are taken into account then
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it is possible to show that .the hypothesis is a valid
and reliable one. (This is why I decided to test
the same hypothesis in experiment 5 in relation to

Active/Passive standard choices only.) The native

speaker choices were affected by the thematized topic
of the alternative texts but not significantly enough
to permit me to reject the null hypothesis.

(2) Experiments 3 and 4 show that, given that all other

things are equal, the native speaker group will pre¬
fer active as the most natural and unmarked choice

in context. The native speaker groups in both

experiments 3 and 4 have consistently avoided the
choice of clefts even when they were thematically
viable. This result seems to support the perspective

hypothesis that when a simple perspective is
'attentional focus, perspective, given and agent, it
i3 most potent and hence most frequently chosen
as an appropriate alternative.

(3) The results of experiment 4 (thematic options only)
in experiment 3 seem to suggest that wh- and it-clefts
are consistently avoided in narrative contexts.
Their contrastive and identificational thematic

functions seem to be too potent for such contexts.
While Active and Passives may be taken as 'synonymous'
the clefts are generally speaking treated differently.
That is why it was decided to separate the clefts from
the standard active and passive sentences as thematic
choices in experiment 5 and to retest them in contrast
with Active and Passives in experiment 6.

Non-native speaker results:

Due to the failure of the main hypotheses all results
including those of the non-native speakers are to be
treated with care. They may be considered merely suggestive
of tendencies rather than conclusive.
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However, despite this reservation there seems to be

quite enough evidence in both experiments 3 and 4 to show
that the non-native speaker groups have significantly-
chosen (see tables 2,3, and 4,5,6 in experiment 4) thematic
alternatives which are different from those of the native

speaker group. Their choices are different in more than
one respect: (i) they have chosen more varied and differ¬
ent thematic choices that on the whole indicate less

consistency on the part of a sizable number of the non-

native speaker group, and (ii) they have also significantly
chosen more clefts than the native speakers who have

consistently avoided these types of marked constructions.
Statistics in experiment 4 were undertaken to show that
this is the case. This seems to suggest that the non-

native speaker group may need to be taught aspects of the
use of these thematic constructions in context rather than

just the formal properties of these structures.
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CHAPTER 9

EXPERIMENTS 5 and 6

9.1 Experiment 5: The effect of thematized topic in
texts on appropriate Active/Passive choices in context

9.1.1 Aims

In previous experiments we have attempted to show
how context or 'thematized topic' was predicted to have an

effect in determining which sentences subjects choose as

continuation sentences. The hypothesis was that native
speakers, in a forced selection task, would prefer a sen¬

tence that continues the 'thematized topic in text' unless
they find the sentential form inappropriate to the function
it is being required to perform. I have failed to show
that this is the case except in active/passive choices.

In the present experiment we continue the investigation
into the effect of thematized topic in texts on subjects'
choices but this time the choice is limited to only simple
active versus passive forms. This limitation permits the
introduction of a wider range of texts thus providing a

wider range of data to generalize about. This also has
the further advantage of decreasing experimental error
through serial effect, interaction between similar texts,

boredom, etc. This also has the advantage of limiting
the sentence types to the most similar thus barring the power¬

ful effect exerted by the sentence type.

The subjects in this experiment are groups of native
and non-native speakers. It is hoped to show that non-

native speakers make judgements which are biased differently
from those of native speakers and which show less consistency.
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9.1.2 Method:

(a) Design:

Experiment 5 is a repeated measures experiment with
identical Ss design. This design uses the same Ss in
both groups as their own control. It is therefore more

sensitive to matched pairs of passages where the experi¬
mental variable is expected to affect the choices of
Active/Passive offered to the subjects.

(b) Procedure;

For both the native and the non-native groups the

procedure was the same. Each subject was presented with
five texts, one from each of the five pairs, and asked to
select for each either an active or a passive sentence,

except in Pairs 3 and 5 where subjects were offered two

options at the middle and end of the* text. A week later
each subject was presented with five texts again, this
time the other member of each pair, and again asked to
select a continuation sentence which was either active

or passive.

The assignment of the subjects to the experimental
conditions :

The identical Ss design necessitated the use of the

procedure known as counterbalancing to minimize inter¬
action. The order or presentation of the stimulii

passages was kept constant within the two booklets pre¬

sented to the subject on the two occasions. However,
half the subjects received booklet 1 first, while the
second half received booklet 2 first. The order is

illustrated in the following table:
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FIRST HALF Ss SECOND HALF Ss

Booklet 1 Booklet 2

Passages: A1
B2

A3

B4

A5

B1

A2

B3

A4

B5

This was done primarily to prevent any subject

receiving the passages of the same pair at the same time

which would have caused interaction.

Another problem that required counterbalancing

was the presentation order of the continuation sentences.

In each option Ssl to SI5 received the appropriate

sentence first while the other half of the subjects

received the inappropriate sentence first, and vice versa

in the second booklet. (See Appendix 6B, table 2, for the

counterbalancing of the continuation sentences.)
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(c) Materials:

Instructions

The instructions for all the passages in the experiment
read the same as the two previous experiments in this set.

Texts ;

Five short narrative passages were chosen as the
material for this experiment. These were numbered 1, 2, 3,
4 and 5. A further five passages were constructed (by-
various means, reported as each passage is individually
discussed) which were mirror images of the first five in
the sense that the role of one of the participants was

reversed. The first of each of these pairs was classified
as an 'A' passage and the second as a 'B' passage. Each

passage is followed by a choice of an Active/Passive
continuation sentence in which the expected preferred
sentence for the 'A* member of the pair of passages is

paired with the expected preferred continuation sentence
of the 'B' member of the pair of passages. Thus each 'A'

passage is counterbalanced with a 'B' passage showing the
other 'discourse topic' and each member of each pair of

active/passive sentences counterbalances the other with

respect to leftmost mention. (See Table 1 for an explicit

graphic representation of the 5 pairs of passages as well
as their expected 'discourse topics' and continuation
sentences).

In three out of the five pairs of passages, the

subjects were offered only one pair of continuation
sentences at the end of each text. These three pairs are

passages Al and Bl, A2 and B2, and A4 and B4. In the other
two pairs of passages, namely passages A3 and B3, A5 and
B5 the subjects were offered two pairs of continuation
sentences in the middle and the end of the respective
texts .
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First pair of texts:

Passage Al and Bl:

This pair of passages was taken from a psycholinguistic

experiment on staging by Clements (1976). The passages

were also used in experiment 1 in the present study. Here

they are used in shortened form.

PASSAGE Al:

Ten years ago, photographer John Sellick became engaged
to actress Lana Redfern. He gave her an expensive diamond

ring on that occasion. A few months later they quarrelled
violently and he received the ring back. After a brief

period of separation they were reconciled and Sellick
married Miss Redfern. He did not, however, give the ring
back to Lana.

Five years later, they quarrelled and Sellick was

divorced from Miss Redfern. There followed a court battle

over the ownership of the ring. When the court seemed

likely to rule in favour of Sellick, Miss Redfern decided
she must have the ring at all costs. The court ruled in
favour of Sellick and he promptly sold the ring to Miss
Redfern.

It was later discovered that the diamonds in the ring
were artificial.

Sellick: Operationally defined as the topic of the text.

1. More content information in terms of number of references

to Sellick than to Miss Redfern. There are nine references

to Sellick and seven to Miss Redfern.

2. Sellick is almost always the leftmost mentioned NP in
the sentences in the text.

Appropriate predicted thematic choice: Sellick/ the theme of
the active sentence in the continuation sentences; as well

as the topic of the text.
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PASSAGE Bl:

Ten years ago, actress Lana Redfern became engaged to

photographer John Sellick. She received an expensive
diamond ring on that occasion. A few months later they

quarrelled violently and she gave the ring back. After a

period of separation they were reconciled and Miss Redfern
married Sellick. She did not, however, receive back the

engagement ring.

Five years later, they quarrelled and Miss Redfern
was divorced from Sellick. There followed a court battle

over the ownership of the ring. When the court seemed

likely to rule against Miss Redfern, she decided that she
must have the ring back at all costs, even if she had to

buy it. The court did rule against Miss Redfern and she

promptly bought the ring from Sellick.

It was later discovered that the diamonds in the ring
were artificial.

Miss Redfern: Operationally defined as the topic of the
text.

1. More content information in terms of number of references

to Miss Redfern than to Sellick. There are eleven references

to Miss Redfern and three references to Sellick.

2. Miss Redfern almost always the leftmost mentioned NP in
the sentences in the text.

Appropriate thematic (predicted) choice: Miss Redfern/
the theme of the passive sentence in the continuation

sentences; as well as the topic or thematized referrent
in the text.

Continuation sentences in the first pair:

(A) In the final count, Miss Redfern had been deceived

twice by Sellick.
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(B) In the final count, Sellick had deceived Miss» Redfern

twice.

These continuation sentences were presented twice
counterbalanced in the sense that the presentation order
in each text varied in half the subjects in the experiment.

✓

Second pair of texts:

Passages A2 and B2:

This pair of texts was written for use in the first
two experiments and pilot study. They were again used
in the present experiment.

PASSAGE A2:

The detective was convinced that the burglar had come

back into the house. He heard noises coming from the lower
floor. He put on his slippers and dressing gown and tip¬
toed downstairs. At a turning on the stair, he suddenly
confronted a tall burly figure.

The detective: Operationally defined as the topic of the
text.

1. More content information at least in terms of numbers

of mentions of the detective than the burglar. There are

four references to the burglar (one reference is ambiguous).
2. The detective almost always the leftmost mentioned NP
in the sentences in the text.

Appropriate predicted thematic choice : The detective/the
theme of the active sentence in the continuation sentences;

as well as the expected topic of the text.
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PASSAGE B2:

The burglar was convinced that, the detective must be
in the house. He heard noises coming from the upper floor.
He took off his shoes and overcoat and tip-toed upstairs.
At a turning on the stairs, he suddenly confronted a tall,

burly figure.

The burglar: Operationally defined as the topic of the text.

1. More content information at least in terms of numbers of

references to the burglar than to the detective. There are

four references to the burglar and two to the detective
(one reference is quite ambiguous). The references in the

present text were exactly balanced with the other member of
the pair.

The burglar: almost always leftmost mentioned NP in the
sentences in the text.

Appropriate predicted thematic choice: The burglar/ the
theme of the passive sentence in the continuation sentences;
as well as the expected topic of the text.

Continuation sentences in the second pair of texts:

(A) The burglar was punched on the nose by the detective ( )

(B) The detective punched the burglar on the nose. ( )

The presentation order of the continuation sentences
was counterbalanced.

Third pair of texts:

Passages A3 and B3:

This pair of passages was written and used in a similar

experiment by Goodenough. (1973)
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PASSAGE A3:

Goldwater believed in honesty, to an extent not

acceptable to the majority of the American people. He
insisted on telling people what he thought, rather than
what they wanted to hear. He had one set of principles
which he applied in all cases, rather than an adjustable
set which could be adapted to each new situation as it
arose. ... With Goldwater in the presidency, the credi¬
bility gap and the distrust with which Johnson's and
Nixon's statements have been received would be unimaginable.
Goldwater's policies seem much less extreme in view of
what more liberal presidents have actually done. If the
voters of 1964 had the hindsight we now possess, ...

Goldwater: Operationally defined as the expected topic of
the text.

1. More content information at least in terms of number

of references to Goldwater than to Johnson. There are six

references to Goldwater and one to Johnson. The content

information is definitely biased towards Goldwater in this
text.

2. Goldwater almost always the leftmost NP in the sentences
in this text.

Appropriate predicted thematic choice in first option:

Goldwater/ the theme of the passive sentence as well as

the expected topic in this text.

Appropriate predicted thematic choice in the second option:

Goldwater/ the theme of the active sentence as well as the

topic of the text.

PASSAGE B3:

Johnson may well be remembered as America's greatest

president, but that is for the future. His name is still
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connected in too many minds with the beginnings of the

widespread distrust and outright suspicion of the

president which are so clumsily euphemised as the

"credibility gap". Johnson was a consumate politician and
in the 1964 campaign he told the people what they wanted
to hear, and was all things to all men ...

The voters identified Goldwater with the possibility
of widening the war in Asia. Johnson it was believed would
not let American boys die needlessly in the Asian war.

Had the voters foreseen the next few years of America's
embroilment in Vietnam the outcome would have been

different ...

Johnson: Operationally defined as the expected topic of the
text.

1. More content information at least in terms of number

of references to Johnson than to Goldwater. There are

five references to Johnson and one to Goldwater. The

content information is definitely biased towards Johnson
in this text.

2. Johnson almost always leftmost mentioned NP in the
sentences in this text.

Appropriate predicted thematic choice in the first option:

Johnson/ the theme of the active sentence as well as the

expected topic in this text.

Appropriate predicted thematic choice in the second option:

Johnson/ the theme of the passive sentence as well as the

expected topic of the sentence.

Continuation sentences in the third pair of texts:

First option:

(A) Johnson defeated Goldwater in 1964. ( )

(B) Goldwater was defeated by Johnson in 1964. ( )

Second option:

(A) Johnson would have been defeated by GolcWater.
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(B) Goldwater would have defeated Johnson. ( ) '

The presentation order of the two sentences was counter¬
balanced.

The fourth pair of texts:

Passages A4 and B4:

The source of the passages is an experiment ojj the dis¬
course function of thematization and topidSLization.
(Perfetti and Goldman, 1975).

PASSAGE A4:

Within the State Department the Embassy of the Republic
of Costa Rica has long been considered the most uneventful

post in the foreign service. Rarely has anything occurred
there to disturb the diplomat's routine.

Until late last night, Admiral J. Forester, the U.S.

military attache would have agreed with the description of

diplomacy in Costa Rica. Admiral Forester, a veteran of
two wars and a former commander of the Pacific fleet was

assigned to the embassy there over two years ago. Working
late in his office last night, Forester heard a strange
noise down in the hall. Upon investigating, he discovered
the famous bandit El Cato, trying to open the embassy safe.

The Admiral: Operationally defined as the expected topic of
the text.

1. The first paragraph in the two passages in this pair is
the same while in the second there is more content informa¬

tion at least in terms of number of mention to the Admiral

(6 references) than to the bandit (one reference).

2. The admiral is almost always leftmost NP in the sentences
in the second paragraph.

Appropriate predicted thematic option: The Admiral/ the
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theme in the active sentence as well as the expected topic
in this text.

PASSAGE B4:

Within the State Department the Embassy of the

Republic of Costa Rica has long been considered the most
uneventful post in the foreign service. Rarely has anything
occurred there to disturb the diplomatic routine.

Last night, however, such a disturbance took place. A
bandit known as El Cato broke into the American Embassy.
For the last five years El Cato has been robbing banks and
the homes of the wealthy aristocracy, acquiring a Robin
Hood image among the populace. He escaped from jail
numerous times. Once inside the embassy last night El Cato
was surprised by the U.S. military attache Admiral Thomas
J. Forester, who was late in his office.

The Bandit: Operationally defined as the expected topic of
the text.

1. In the second paragraph there is more content information
at least in terms of number of mention of the bandit (5

references) than to the admiral (one reference).

2. The Bandit almost always leftmost mention in the
sentences in the second paragraph.

Appropriate predicted thematic option:the bandit/ the theme
in the passive sentence as well as the expected topic in
this text.

Continuation sentences in the fourth pair of texts:

(A) The Admiral captured the bandit. ( )

(B) The bandit was captured by the Admiral. ( )

The presentation order in the two sentences was counter¬
balanced .
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The fifth pair of texts:

Passages A5 and B5: The first passage was adapted from
Readers Digest Book of Strange Stories & Amazing Facts (1975) . I
wrote the second-passage. jThey were, also used in experiment L.

PASSAGE A5

Mr Andre Poisson, a self-made man of substance, and

four other Paris business colleagues were informed by Count
Victor Lusting, a high official in the Ministry of Public

Buildings that the Eiffel tower was to be scrapped as its
costs of maintenance were no longer considered practical.
Mr Poisson and his colleagues were invited to submit
sealed bids for the sale of 2000 tons of high grade iron.

Mr Poisson and the others promptly sent in their bids
to the Count. The following day, Mr Poisson was informed
that his bid had been successful. Within a week, Mr

Poisson was received by the Count and his secretary in a

hotel room not far from the Ministry where he gave the
Count his cheque together with a wallet bulging with
banknotes as a modest bribe ....

Mr Poisson's cheque was cashed in by the Count an hour
later. In a few weeks time, Poisson discovered the hoax

and was too embarrassed to report Lusting's fraud to the

police for fear of publicity

Mr Poisson: Operationally defined as the expected topic of
this text.

1. More content information at least in terms of number

of mention of Mr Poisson (9 references to Mr Poisson) than

to Count Lusting (5 references).

2. Mr Poisson is almost always the leftmost NP in the
sentences in this text.

Appropriate predicted thematic choice in the first option:
Mr Poisson/the more patient directed member of the converse

set that puts this referrent in the theme position as well
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as being the expected topic of this text.

Appropriate predicted thematic choice in the second option:

Poisson/the theme in the passive sentence as well as' the

expected topic in this text.

PASSAGE B5-;

Count Victor Lusting, a high official in the Ministry
of Public Buildings, explained to five Paris businessmen

among whom was a Mr Andre Poisson, a self-made man of

substance, that the Eiffel tower was to be scrapped, as

its costs of maintenance were enormous and its preserva¬

tion was no longer considered practical. Count Lusting
invited Mr Poisson and his colleagues to submit sealed bids
for 2000 tons of high grade iron.

Count Victor Lusting soon received the bids and the

following day he informed Mr Poisson that his bids had
been successful. The buyer was given a week to raise the

money. Within a week, Count Lusting and his secretary
received Mr Poisson in a hotel room not far from the

Ministry where the Count took Mr Poisson's wallet bulging
with banknotes

Count Lusting cashed in Poisson's cheque an hour later.
In a few weeks time, Lusting's hoax was discovered by
Poisson who was too embarrassed to report Lusting's fraud
to the police for fear of publicity. Meanwhile, Lusting
was vacationing in Vienna waiting for reports of the hoax
in the Paris papers

Count Lusting: Operationally defined as the expected topic
of this text.

1. More content information at least in terms of number

of mention of Count Lusting (10 references) than to Mr
Poisson (8 references).

2. Count Lusting is almost always the leftmost NP in the
sentences in this text.
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Appropriate predicted thematic choice in the first,option:
Count Lusting/the more agent directed member of the converse

set that puts Count Lusting in the theme position as well
as being the expected topic of this text.

Appropriate predicted thematic choice in the second option:
Count Lusting/the theme in the active sentence as well as

the expected topic in this text.

Continuation sentences in the fifth pair of texts:

First option:

(A) After an hour's meeting, Lusting had finally sold the
Eiffel tower to Poisson who left clutching his deed of sale

triumphantly. ( )

(B) After an hour's meeting, Poisson had finally bought the
Eiffel tower from Lusting and had left clutching his deed
of sale triumphantly.

Second option:

(A) In the final reckoning, Mr Poisson had been masterfully
deceived by the Count. ( )
(B) In the final reckoning, Count Lusting had masterfully
deceived Mr Poisson. ( )
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(d) Subjects:

The subjects for this experiment fall into two groups:

the native speaker group and the non-native speaker group.

Native speaker group:

The subjects were 27 native speakers - 18 M.Sc.
students who were all teachers of English as a Foreign

Language and 9 freshmen on the linguistics 1 course in
the University of Edinburgh. They were all asked to take

part in the experiment voluntarily and were not told any¬

thing about the aim of the experiment except that it was

part of my work. Originally 35 questionnaires were given
out but only 27 could be included as some subjects did not
follow the instructions in the questionnaire. The
materials were administered on an individual basis.

Non-native speaker group:

The non-native speaker group were 16 subjects from
the first year of the faculty of Arts, Department of English
Language and Literature, Cairo University. They took part
in the experiment voluntarily after their tutors asked them
to take part in a language experiment. The experiment was

I

administered in a classroom and the subjects were allowed
to ask all sorts of relevant questions concerning the mean¬

ing of the lexis and the passage so long as they did not
interfere with the continuation sentences.

A week later the same subjects did the second part of
the experiment in identical conditions.

9.1,3 Native speaker hypotheses:

The native speaker hypotheses are concerned with the
effect of thematized topic in matched pairs of passages on

the appropriate thematic choice of Active/Passive
continuation sentences.
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Null hypothesis (Native speaker group) 1:

There is no significant difference between the 'A'

passages and their matched •B' passages in affecting the
native speakers' choices of Active/Passive as appropriate
thematic continuation sentences in context. In other

words, the native speaker sample will divide randomly
between the appropriate and the inappropriate thematic
choices in each pair of texts. This would mean that
thematized topic in text as operationally defined in this
series of experiments has no systematic effect on the
choice of Active/Passive in context. (For a detailed

list of the results concerning each passage see Appendix 6A,

experiment 5, tables 3, 4, 5, and 6.)

Hypothesis 1 (Native speaker group):

There is a significant difference between the 'A'

passages and their matched 'B' passages in affecting the
native speakers' choices of Active/Passive as appropriate
thematic continuation sentences in context. In other

words the native speaker group will choose the appropriate
thematic choices in each pair of texts as determined by
the thematized topic' continuity principle. This would
mean that 'thematized topic in text' as operationally
defined in this series of experiments has a systematic
effect on the choice of Active/Passive in context.

Statistical test:

2
Both the X and the Fisher exact probability test are

used in the experiment . It is always the exact Fisher

probability test that is referred to in the acceptance and
rejection of the Null hypothesis.

The Significance Level:

The significance'level is set at .01. The total
number of cases is 27.
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Region of rejection:

Since H.^ predicts the direction of the difference,
the region of rejection is one-tailed. Null hypothesis 1
will be rejected if the observed frequencies in the A & B

passage differ in the predicted direction and if the differ¬
ence is of such magnitude that the probability associated
with its occurrence under Hq^is equal to or less than
a = .001.

The results (the native speaker comparison of two conditions):

The null hypotheses are rejected in Passages A1, B1>
A2 & B2; A3 & B3 (only the first set in passage B3) •, B4 > and
A5 & B5 (only the first option in the last passage). The
results indicate that there is a significant difference of
.001 between the 'A' passages and the 'B' passages in the
experiment. The null hypothesis is thus rejected in all
the above mentioned cases.

The null hypothesis is accepted in the second options
of B3, and B5 and in Passage A4.

On the whole, the results are significant in the

rejection of the null hypothesis. We conclude therefore
that there is a significant difference between the 'A'
passages and their matched 'B' passages in affecting the
native speakers' choices of Active/Passive as appropriate
thematic continuation sentences in discourse. That is to

say the native speakers have chosen the appropriate thematic
choices in each pair of matched texts and that I
have shown this choice to depend significantly on 'thematized
topic' as operationally defined in this series of experi¬
ments. The 'thematized topic' in each text has been shown
to have a systematic effect on the determination of the

appropriate thematic choice (Active/Passive) in context.
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9.1.4 Comparison of the results of the native and'
non-native speaker groups:

On the basis of the previous experiments we have
seen that there is a significant difference between the
native speaker and the non-native speaker group in relation
to thematic choices. In the present experiment we continue
the investigation into this difference by comparing the
results of the two groups on the same task.

Native and Non-native speaker null hypothesis 2:

Non-native speakers are expected to agree significantly
with the choices of the native speakers on the same task.
The native speakers' choices have been shown to depend on

the 'thematized topic in text' as operationally defined in
this experiment.

Native and non-native speaker hypothesis 2:

Non-native speakers may differ significantly with the
choices of the native speakers on the same task. That is
to say that the non-native speakers make judgements which
are biased differently or which show less consistency than
those of the native speakers.

Statistical test:

2
The X test for the two independent samples as well

as Fisher exact probability are chosen because the two

groups (native and non-native) are independent, and because
the scores under study are frequencies in discrete

categories.

Significance level: is set at .05
N = 53 subjects in the two groups

The sampling distribution is that of a

degree of difference = 1
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Region of rejection:
2

Consists of all values of X which are so large that
the probability of their occurrence is equal to or less
than .05.

Results:

The non-native speaker group have differed
significantly from the native speaker group in passages

A1 & B1; A2 & B2; A3 & B3 (the first set of options only)>
B4; and A5 & B5 (in the last passage, the first option

only). The decision is to reject the null hypothesis in
these cases and to accept the hypothesis. The null

hypothesis has been accepted in the following passages A3 &
B3 (only in the second option) A4; and B5 (the second

2
option only). In these options the values of X was so

large that the probability of their occurrence was less
than .05. We conclude, however, that the non-native

speakers on the whole seem to make judgements which show
less consistency or are biased differently from those of
the non-native speakers. That these judgements of the
non-native speakers suggest that there may be a need for
the teaching of thematic functions of various syntactic
structures will be taken up in the discussion of the results.

(See Appendix 6A, tables 3-10, for results and statistics.)

9.1.5 Discussion

Experiment 5 with its limited thematic choices offered
to the subjects does succeed in showing conclusively that
'thematized topic in text' as formally manifested by left¬
most mentioned NP in the sentences in a text strongly
determines the choice of thematic options if limited to
standard Active/Passive structures in context. It also
shows that subjects in the native speaker group will choose
to continue or edit the text with a thematic alternative
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that thematizes the prominent referent in the text. The
native speaker part of this experiment is certainly not

original. The design of the experiment and some of the
materials are taken from Goodenough-Taringer and Smith
(1973) and Perfetti and Goldman (1975). However, most

of the procedures, specifically forced selection, are my

own.

Support for the results of the present experiment

may also be seen in the perspective hypothesis (MacWhinny,
1977) and Kuno's 'speaker's empathy'.

Experiment 5 succeeds in rejecting the null hypothesis
where experiments 3 & 4 seemingly failed to reject the null

hypothesis because of the following reasons: (1) the
limitation of thematic choices to Active/Passive only;
(2) the consequent delimitation of a large number of
choices in succession appended to the same text; (3) the
minimization of serial effect and experimental error through
the use of a large number of passages; and (4) the removal
of the wh- and it-clefts from the thematic options offered
to the subjects.

It was also possible in experiment 5 to control
leftmost mentioned NPs and text through lexical means such
as converses (Buy/Sell) so as to minimize the effect of the
verb change in passivization. In two options at least it
was possible to show that 'thematized topic' may be deter¬
mined by other linguistic means of achieving leftmost mention
such as the use of lexican converses. The results of the

present experiment may not be generalized to types of
passive constructions other than the passive with a

by-agentive phrase.

Non-native speaker results:

Continuing the trend that we have already seen emerging
in experiments 3 & 4, experiment 5 also reveals a significant
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quantatitive difference between their thematic choices of
Active/Passive. The native speakers have chosen signific¬

antly different choices from those chosen by the non-native

speaker subjects. Their choices are different in two

respects, (i) they show less consistency on the part of a

sizeable number of the non-native speaker group, and (ii)
their choices are seen not to be determined by the same

principles or rules that have been shown in experiment 5
to govern or determine the Active/Passive choices of the
native speaker group. There is, however, no need to

suggest in experiment 5 the same reservations that have

already been discussed in the interpretation of the results
of the non-native speaker group in experiment 3 & 4.

The applied linguistic rationale of the use of the

present experimental framework as an elicitation procedure
of the thematic judgements of the non-native speaker group

has already been expounded in the introduction. However,

inferentially, experiment 5 suggests that the non-native
learners need to be taught the rules of use of structures
like the passives in context.

It is evident that in teaching English as a foreign

language, learners are taught the formal attributes of
different sentential types, i.e. how to perform transform¬
ations, etc. An established examination question in many

foreign language tests is that students should transform
active into passives. Whereas students are taught these
mechanical operations as well as the formal attributes of
structures such as passive, clefts, etc. they are not

taught the use of these structures. It appears that it is
assumed that learners will 'pick up' the ability to under¬
stand and produce these varying sentential types through
exposure to the language. There is evidence in the
present set of experiments that this is not the case, at
least in terms of thematic function of the constructions

used in the present set of experiments.
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9.2 Experiment 6

Comparison of Active/Passive and Cleft Choices in Context

9.2.1 Aims:

In experiments 3 & 4 we have failed to show that
'thematized topic in a text' does determine the subjects'
thematic choices in a forced selection task. I have

maintained, however, that the failure to accept the hypo¬
thesis is due to, (i) failure in design, and (ii)

experimental error rather than a total rejection of the
hypothesis. When some of the sources of experimental
error were removed in experiment 5 the hypothesis was

significantly accepted in terms of Active/Passive choices
only. The hypothesis is that native speakers would prefer
to continue the 'thematized topic' unless they find that
the sentential form is inappropriate to the function it is
being required to perform.

In experiment 6 we continue the investigation into
the effect of 'thematized topic in text' on the subjects'
thematic choices with special reference to the difference
between the standard (Active/Passive) choices and the
clefted forms. A quite clear trend established in the

previous experiments is, (i) native speaker subjects pre¬

ferred the standard Active/Passive choices to the clefted

forms, (ii) native speaker subjects consistently avoided
the use of the wh- and it-cleft constructions, and (iii)
the non-native speaker subjects showed no consistency in
their thematic choices and have significantly chosen more

it- and wh-clefts than the native speaker subjects.

In experiments 3,4, & 5 we have seen how the native

speaker subjects have preferred Active/Passive as natural
continuation sentences and appropriate thematic choices for
the two matched pairs of passages (Miss Redfern/Sellick:
Detective/Burglar). In experiment 6, the choices are
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limited to those between the predetermined appropriate

Active/Passive continuation sentences and the clefted
sentences. This experiment permits me to retest some

aspects of experiments 3 & 4 in a more limited version.
The purpose of this limitation may show, (i) how native
speaker subjects rank the markedness of the clefts in
relation to standard Active/Passive forms, and (ii) it

may also suggest that the it- and wh-clefts may not be
suitable for 'thematized topic' continuity choices in
narrative texts. The subjects in this experiment are

a group of native and non-native speakers. It is hoped
to show that the non-native speakers make judgements
which are biased differently from those of native
speakers and which show less consistency.

9.2.2 Method:

(a) Design:

Two pairs of short narrative texts were chosen as

materials for this experiment. These were numbered A &

B1, and A & B2. The first pair are the Sellick and Lana

pair used in experiments 1 & 5. The second pair are the

burglar/detective pair used in experiments 3,4,5. The
'A' members of pairs 1 & 2 make prominent the 'thematized
topic' of Sellick and the detective, while the 'B' passages

make prominent the discourse topic of 'Miss Redfern' and
'the burglar'. (Refer to previous experiments for a dis¬
cussion of the content of the pairs of passages as well as

the thematic choices preferred by the native speakers.)
Each passage was followed by four forced selection tasks

separately presented. The choices were between the a priori
predetermined appropriate thematic choice (Active in

passages) A1 & A1, and the following options: (i) it-cleft
active, (ii) it-cleft passive, (iii) wh-cleft active, and
(iv) wh-cleft passive. In passages B1 & B2 the choices
were between the a priori predetermined appropriate thematic
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choice of passive and the following options: (i). it-cleft
active, (ii) it-cleft passive, (iii) wh-cleft active, and
(iv) wh-cleft passive. (See Appendix 7B, table 1, for
a graphic representation of the options offered to the

subjects in both groups.)

Experiment 6 is a repeated measures experiment with
an identical Ss design. The presentation order was

counterbalanced so that subjects did not receive the same

pair at the same time.

(b) Procedure:

For both the native speaker group and the non-native

speaker group the procedures were identical. Each subject
was presented with two booklets, one on each occasion,
booklet 1 containing passages A1 & B2, and booklet 2 contain¬

ing passages A2 & B1. There was a difference of a week
between the presentation of booklet 1 and booklet 2.

(c) Subjects:

Subjects for this experiment fall into two groups,

the native and the non-native speaker group.

Native speaker group:

The native speaker group were 18 undergraduates in
the University of Edinburgh. The experiment was

administered on an individual basis.

Non-native speaker group:

The non-native speaker group consisted of 25 subjects
from the first year of the faculty of Arts, Department of
English Language and Literature, Cairo University. The
experiment was administered in a classroom situation.
General procedures concerning the administration of the
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experiment to the non-native speaker group were the same

as in the previous experiments.

9.2.3 Native speaker hypotheses:

Null hypothesis 1:

Hq^pI = p2 = •j There is no difference between
the probability of the frequency of the choices of uncleft
sentences (active/passive) vs. cleft sentences (it/wh-clefts)
in the two pairs of passages used in the present experiment;

any differences of frequencies which may be observed is of
such magnitude that it might be expected in a sample from
the population of possible results under .

Hypothesis 1: H.:pl > p2

There is a significant difference between the

proportion of the a priori predetermined choices (active/
passive) vs. the clefts (it/wh-clefts) in the two pairs of

passages in the experiment. The native speakers' group

will decidely show a significant preference for the

relatively unmarked and thematically appropriate unclefted
sentences (active/passive) rather than for the clefts
offered as alternative thematic options.

Statistical test:

The binominal test is chosen because the data is in

two discrete categories and the design in the native

speaker group is of the one sample type.

Significance level: Let a = .01
Number of cases in each option = 18

Table D in Seigel gives the probabilities associated with
the occurrence under Hq of observed values as small as X.
(See Seigel, 1956.)
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The region of rejection:

Consists of all values of # (where x = the number of
native speaker subjects who chose clefts) which are so

small the probability associated with their occurrence

under HQ is equal to or less than .01. Since the
direction of the difference was predicted in advance the

region of rejection is one-tailed.

Results:

The null hypothesis in the native speaker group is
rejected at the .01 level in all cases. There is a

significant difference between their choices of the
clefted/unclefted sentences. The native speakers

significantly prefer the unclefted sentences in all
cases as continuation sentences for the texts used in

experiment 6. (See Appendix 7B, tables 2 and 3.)

9.2.4 Comparison of the results of the native and the
non-native speaker group:

On the basis of the previous experiments we have
seen that there is a significant difference between the
native and the non-native speaker group in relation to
thematic choices. In the present experiment we continue
the investigation into this difference by comparing the
choices of the two groups on the same task.

Native and non-native speaker null hypothesis 2:

Non-native speaker group is expected to agree

significantly with the native speaker group on the same

task. That is to say the non-native speaker group will
rank the markedness of the active/passive and the clefts

through their preferences in a similar manner to that

already determined by the native speaker group.
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Native and non-native speaker hypothesis 2:

Non-native speakers may differ significantly with
the choices of the native speaker group on the same task.
That is to say the non-native speaker group will rank the
markedness of the active/passive and clefts differently
from the native speaker group. That is to say the non-

native speaker group will make thematic judgements which
are biased differently or which show less consistency
than those of the native speakers.

Statistical test:

2
The X for two independent samples may be used but

because the frequencies expected in some cells were below 5
the exact Fisher probability test was used. Since the
scores (frequencies) from two fall into two independent

mutually exclusive classes the exact Fisher probability
test was to determine whether the two groups differ in the

proportion with which they fall into two classifications
and it could determine whether the native and non-native

groups differ significantly in the proportion of classes

Significance level: is set at .05
N = 43 subjects in the two groups

Region of rejection:
2

Consists of all values for X where they are so large
that the probability of their occurrence is equal to or

less than .05. A (Con 2x2Y) computer program was used to
determine the exact probabilities. (See appendix.7B, tables
4 and 5 for results and exact probabilities.)
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Results:

The Null hypothesis is rejected at the significance
level of .001 in all cases. There is a significant
difference between the choices of the native and non-native

speakers. This difference is also manifested in, (1)
inappropriate thematic choices, and (2) choices of more

clefts than the native speakers. (See Appendix 7A,
tables 4 and 5, for results of comparison and statistical

analysis of experiment 6.)

Discussion:

Experiment 6 attempts to compare the thematic

preferences of a priori predetermined active/passive sent¬
ences with it- and wh-clefts. It succeeds in showing that
the native speaker group will choose to continue the text
with thematic alternatives that thematize the topic of the
text in each pair, and will also avoid the choice of cleft
forms as continuation sentences for these texts. This

supports the results of experiments 3, 4 and 5 and suggests
that the it- and wh-cleft structures are not suitable for

the thematic functions postulated in the present set of

experiments. Experiment 6 like experiment 5 succeeds in

significantly rejecting the null hypothesis because of the
limitation of thematic options. I suggest that the present

procedure is valid as it has been replicated in a number of

experiments and has proved quite reliable.

Non-native speaker results:

Continuing the trend that we have already seen emerging
in the previous experiments, this experiment shows a

significant difference between the choices of the native
and non-native speaker group. Generally speaking, the
learner group has chosen more it- and wh-clefts than the
native speaker group. They have also tended not to choose
the appropriate thematic choices. The non-native speaker
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results may be taken as evidence of 'over indulgence' in
certain choices and may be the result of the use of this

particular type of experiment as an elicitation procedure
for the learners' thematic judgements.

However, the results may also be taken as an indication
of the existence of problems with the appropriate uses of
structures such as passives and clefts in context. As a

whole, this set of experiments does suggest that the latter

may be the case and that the teaching of the thematic func¬
tions of these structures is recommended. However, these

experiments are merely suggestive rather than conclusive
in their results.

What is needed are further experiments in production
of thematic structures and other types of elicitation

procedures to be able to confirm the results of the present
set of experiments.
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CHAPTER 10

CONCLUSION

This thesis is an investigation of some aspects
of staging and thematization in English expository
discourse. The conclusions of the present study can

be divided into two main parts: those concerned with the
evaluation of aspects of the notion of staging in texts
and its potential usefulness within an applied linguistic
framework, and those concerned with the results and

findings of the corpus-based study of some thematic
devices, namely 'passives' and clefts.

A critical account of the notion of staging and
evaluation of its different definitions in the literature

was presented in chapters 2 and 6. An attempt to test
the notion of staging in terms of its effect on the

perspective from which information is recalled from prose,

suggests that it is an important factor which has to be
taken into account in the construction of any production
or comprehension model. The theoretical discussion and
the psycholinguistic testing of the notion of staging have,
however, revealed a number of problems which require
further investigation.

(1) Staging is not a well defined concept and the

description of its manifestations at the sentence
and text level clearly require further research.

(2) The major part of the concept of staging is based
on the assumption that surface structure manifest¬
ations of staging may be tested independently from
the propositional or content structure of a given

message. This is frequently very difficult if
not impossible to do.
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(3) The surface structure manifestations of.the

notion staging are relative or relational rather
than absolute. That is to say it is only in

comparison with other possible surface structure
manifestations that are at least comparable in
truth value that one can claim that some

constituent or other is staged.

(4) The notion of staging involves by necessity an

isomorphism between the surface manifestations
of 'perspective' or 'speaker's empathy' and
'prominence'. There are indications in the
present study that both these aspects can be
independent.

(5) Other important aspects of the notion of staging
like phrasal signalling, explicit signalling of
logical or conceptual relations, content

signalling, graphological signalling like para¬

graphing and underlining, are clearly relevant
to the notion of staging but these were not

explored here. Clearly these other aspects of
staging would have made a better case for the
inclusion of the notion of staging in an applied

linguistic framework.

(6) The relation between the pattern of 'staging'

imposed by the text writer and the mature native
reader's view of the subject matter may be in

conflict, and it is impossible to determine
which of these most affects a subject's recall
or judgement.

The main contribution of the present study lies
elsewhere. It lies in the corpus based study of it- and
wh-clefts in discourse. These constructions or thematic

devices were studied in terms of functional, semantic and
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textual criteria. A set of tentative textual functions

were put forward on the basis of the most frequent uses

of these constructions in expository discourse.

The significance of this description lies not only
in the approach but also in the potential of such a

description for exploitation in language teaching. Other
studies of a wide range of sentential structures in dis¬
course are suggested as a rationale for the selection of
authentic tokens of types in the construction of syllabii,
pedagogic grammars, etc. in language teaching courses.

The descriptive part of the present study has revealed
the most frequent uses and textual and communicative
functions of these constructions in expository discourse.
The corpus based study of it- and wh-clefts does also

suggest that these constrictions are different not only

formally but also in terms of their functional character¬
istics and that this warrants the rejection of the prevalent
current claim in the literature that these two constructions

have identical functions and characteristics.

The second part of the present thesis consists of a

psycholinguistic investigation of some aspects of 'staging'
and thematization in terms of two experimental paradigms.
The first paradigm attempts to test the notion of staging
at the textual level and its effect on the perspective
from which information is recalled. This paradigm was

also used to show the similarity between the notions of

'staging' at the textual level and 'thematization' at the
sentence level. In experiments 1 and 2 in this section,

pairs of passages were used. The members of each pair
had identical propositional content but were staged

differently. The design is basically that of Clements
(1976) and it assumes that the subject recall will be
influenced by the staging pattern imposed by the text
writer. The results of these experiments (experiments 1
and 2) suggest the psycholinguistic validity of the notion
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of staging and the importance of realizing its surface
structure manifestations in written texts. A number of

problems with the description of the concept of staging
are also discussed in detail.

The second experimental paradigm attempts to compare

the thematic preferences of a native speaker group with
those of a group of undergraduate Egyptian learners of

English. This set of experiments examines those surface
manifestations of staging which relate to the thematic
structures discussed in the present part of the thesis,
namely passives, wh-clefts and it-clefts, as compared with
active declarative forms. These structures are investi¬

gated in context and in terms of their thematic function
in a short narrative. The design used in the present set
of experiments is again based on pairs of passages with
identical propositional content which are staged

differently. However, forced selection judgements were

used in this set of experiments instead of recall. These

experiments on the whole show that there is a significant
difference between the thematic choices of the native and

non-native speakers in the same task. These experiments
also suggest tentatively that the learner group has prob¬
lems in the area of thematization with specific reference
to the thematic use of passive and cleft constructions in
context.

Despite some reservations about the significance of
the results of this second set of experiments, it is

suggested that there are clear indications that foreign
learners need to be taught not only the formal attributes
of English sentential structures but also the appropriate
use of such structures.

It is argued on the basis of both parts of the study
that the two notions, those of staging and thematization,
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form an important part of a text production and

comprehension model, and that the teaching of these
thematic devices should form an important part of the
teaching of rhetoric in reading and writing courses, to
learners of English.
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APPENDIX 1A

Detailed list of corpus texts in
(1) Readings from the Scientific American, and
(2) Scientific American Resource library.

Adams, R.M.
Andrew, R.J.
Ayer, A.J.
Berelson, B. &
R. Freedman
Berkowitz.

Braidwood, R.J.
Butterfield, H.
Carter, A.P.
Comer, J.P.
Deevey, E.S.
Dobzhansky, T.
Haagen-Smit, A.J,
Hammond.
de Henzelin, J.
Hockett, C.F.
Howells, W.W.
———————————

m

Huxley, Julian
Hyman, H.H. &
P.B. Sheatsley
Jackson.

Kolley.
Krogman, W.M.
Langer, W.L.
Leighton, A.H.
Leontief, W.

. &
M. Hoffenberg
Leontief, W.
Lewis, Oscar.
MacNeish, R.S.
Mangin, W.
Mellart, J.
McDermott, W.
Minsky, M.
Muller.

Mulvaney, D.J.

Muzafer, S.
Sahlins, M.D.
Simons, E.L.

The origin of cities'
The Origins of facial expressions'
Chance'

A study in fertility control'
The effects of observing violence'
The agricultural revolution'
The scientific revolution'
The economics of technological change'
The social power of the negro'
The human population'
The present evolution of man'
The control of air pollution'
The effects of observing violence
Ishango'
The origin of speech'
The distribution of man'
Homo Erectus'
World population'

Attitudes toward desegregation'
Schizophrenia'
The illusion of movement'
The scars of human evolution'
The black death'

Poverty and social change'
The structure of development'
Input-output economics'

The economic effects of disarmament'
The structure of U.S. economy'
The culture of poverty'
The origins of new world civilization'
Squatter settlements'
A neolithic city in Turkey'
Air pollution and public health'
Artificial intelligence'
Radiation and the human population'
The prehistory of the Australian
aborigine'

Experiments in group conflict'
The origin of society'
The early relatives of man'
The earliest apers'
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Taeuber, K.E.
Turnbull, C.M.
Tustin.
Wald, G.
Washburn, L.S.

. &

I. DeVore

Waskow, A.I.
Wiener.

Wynne-Edwards.

'Residential segregation"
'The lesson of the pygmies'
'Feedback'
'Innovations in biology'
'Tools and human evolution'

'The social life of the baboons'
'The shelter-centered society'
'Cybernetics'
'Population control in animals'
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APPENDIX IB

The minor Passive corpus studied in terms of textual functions
included the following texts only. (These were chosen at random
from social science readings in the Scientific American).

1. Sherwood 1. Washburn, Tools and Human Evolution.

2. Charles F. Hockett, The origin of Speech.

3. Braidwood, The Agricultural Revolution.

4. Butterfield, the Scientific Revolution.

5. J. Huxley, World Population.

6. W.W. Leontief, The Structure of Development.

7. W. McDermott, Air Pollution and Public Health.

8. Washburn and DeVore, Social Life of Baboons.

9. M.D. Sahlins, The Origin of Society.

10. B. Berelson&R. Freedman, A Study in Fertility Control.

The following five texts have been tabulated in the
functional grid in Appendix IB. These are:

1. S.I. Washburn, Tools and Human Evolution.

2. C.F. Hockett, The Origin of Speech.

3. M.D. Sahlins, The Origin of Society.

4. Washburn and DeVore, Social Life of Baboons.

5. W. McDermott, Air Pollution and Public Health.
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Tools&HumanEvolution

JJL

Atfirsttheyassumedthatthetoolsconstitutedevidence oftheexistenceoflargebrainedfullybipedalmen.Now thetoolshavebeenfoundinassociationwithmuchmore primitivecreatures,thenot-fullybipedal,small-brained near-men,orman-apes.(3,1,1) Theearlieststonetoolsarechipsorsimplepebbles,2a usuallyfromrivergravels.Manyofthemhavenotbeen shapedatall,andtheycanbeidentifiedastoolsonly becausetheyappearinconcentrations,alongwithafew2b workedpieces,incavesorotherlocationswherenosuch stonesnaturallyoccur.(3,2,1) Thehugeadvantagethatastonetoolgivestoitsuser mustbetriedtobeappreciated.Heldinhand,itcanbe usedforpounding,diggingorscraping.(3,2,1)
3a 3b

/(?!

Fleshandbonecanbecutwithaflakedchip,andwhat wouldbeamildblowwith...(3,2,1) Stonetoolscanbeemployed,moreover,tomaketoolsof othermaterials.(3,2,1) OlduvaiGorgeinTanganyikaisthesitewheretheskull ofthelargestknownman-apewasdiscoveredlastsummer byL.S.B.LeakeyandhiswifeMary.(4,description attachedtophotograph). Thelattereventsintheevolutionofthehumanspecies aretreatedinthefollowingeightarticlesinthis volume.ThisarticleIsconcernedwiththebeginnings oftheprocessbywhich,asTheodosiusDobzhansky.... biologicalevolutionhastranscendeditself.(5,1,2)
7a 7b

/(?) /(?)

/(?) /(?)

Fromtherapidlyaccumulatingevidenceitisnowpossible tospeculatewithsomeconfidenceonthemannerinwhich thewayoflifemadepossiblebytoolschangedthe pressures... Toolshavebeenfound,alongwiththebonesoftheir8a makersatSterkfontein,...butsomeonehadtocarrythem fromthegravelssomemilesawayandbringthemtothe depositinwhichtheyarefound.(5,1,3)
8b

Ofcoursetheassociationofthestonetoolswithman-ape bonesinoneortwolocalitiesdoesnotprovethatthese animalsmadethetools.Ithasbeenarguedthatamore advancedformofman,alreadypresent,wasthetoolmaker. (5,1,3)

I1
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1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

10.Thisargumenthasafamiliarringtostudentsofhuman evolution.Pekingmanwasthoughttooprimitivetobea toolmaker;whenthefirstmanlikepelviswasfoundwith man-apebones,somearguedthatitmusthavefalleninto10b thedeposit...(5,3,1)

/

/

/

-

11.Skullisexcavatedfromsurroundingrockwithdental11a picks.Althoughskullwasbadlyfragmented,almostall ofitwasrecovered.Fragmentvisiblehereispartof theupperjaw.(5,descriptionattachedtophotograph).11c
/

/ /

/

12.SkullisexaminedinsitubyMaryLeakey,whofirst noticedfragmentsofitsprotruding...Pebbletools12a werefoundatthesamelevelastheskull.(5.descrip¬ tionattachedtophotograph).

/

/

/

13.Time-Scalecorrelatesculturalperiodsandtooltraditions withthefourgreatglaciationsofthePleistoceneepoch. Glacialadvancesandretreatsshownbysolidblackcurves13b areaccuratelyknown;thoseshownbybrokencurvesare lesscertain;thoseshownbydottedcurvesareuncertain. Lightgreybarsatfarrightshowanexpandedviewoflast 50,000yearsontwodarkerbarsatcenter.Scalewas preparedwiththeassistanceofWilliamR.Farrandofthe LamontGeologicalObservatoryofColumbiaUniversity. (6,Descriptionofgraphicalrepresentation).

/

/

/ /

14.Theman-apesthemselvesareknownfromseveralskulland14a alargenumberofteethandjaws,butonlyfragmentsof therestoftheskeletonhavebeenpreserved.(7,2,1)
/

/

/ /

15.Fromacomparisonofthepelvisofape,man-apeandman itcanbeseenthattheupperpartofthepelvisismuch widerandshorterinmanthaninape...(7,1,3)
/

16.Moreworkmustbedonebeforethiscombinationoffeatures isfullyunderstood.(7,1,3)16b
/

J

/(?)

17.LinesofDescentthatleadtomanandhiscloserliving relativesarecharted.(7,Descriptionattachedto17 graphicalrepresentation).

/

/(?)

18.FOSSILSKULLSofPleistoceneepochreflecttransition18a fromman-apes...toHomoSapiens.Relativeageof intermediatespecimensisindicatedschematicallyby theirjpositiononpage.Javaman...andSolomanare membersofthegenusPithecanthropus,andarerelated toPekingman.(middleright)(8,Descriptionattached tographicalrepresentation).

/

/

19a

19....Englishlacksanyneatexpressionsofthissortof situation,forcingustospeakofcauseandeffectas19b iftheywereseparated,whereasinnaturalselection causeandeffectareinterrelated.Selectionisbased onsuccessfulbehaviour...(9,1,2)

/ / J
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20....Butitmustberememberedthatselectionwasforthe wholewayoflife.(9,1,2)20
/

21.Thesmall,earlyman-apeslivedinopenplainscountry, andyetnoneofthemhadlargecanineteeth.Itwould21 appearthattheprotectionofthegroupmusthaveshifted fromteethtotoolsearlyintheevolutionoftheman-apes, andlongbeforetheappearanceoftheformsthathavebeen foundinassociationwithstonetools.(9,2,1)
/

/

22.ThetoolsofSterkfonteinandOlduvairepresentnotthe beginningsoftoolusebutachoiceofmaterialand knowledgeinmanufacturewhichasisshownbythesmall caninesofman-apesthatdepositedthemthere...(9,2,1)
/

/(?)

23.Fightingisnotamatterofteethalone,butalsoof seizing,shakingandhurlinganenemy'sbodywiththe23 jaws,headandneck.Reductioninthecaninesisthere¬ foreaccompaniedbyashorteningintheiaws,reduction in...(9,2,2)

/

24.Moreover,theman-apehastransferredtoitshandsthe functionsofseizingandpulling,andthishasbeen24a attendedbyreductionofitsincisors.Smallcanines andincisorsarebiologicalsymbolsofachangedwayof life;theirprimitivefunctionsarereplacedbyhandand tool.(9,2,2)

/

/

25.Thehistoryofthegrindingteeth-themolars-is differentfromthatoftheseizingandfightingteeth.25Largesizeinanyanatomicalstructuremustbemaintained bypositiveselection;...(9,2,3)

/

26.Intheman-apesthemolarswereverylarge,largerthanin eitherapeorman.Theywereheavilywornpossibly26 becausefood,dugfromthegroundwiththeaidoftools wasveryabrasive.(9,3,3)

/

27.TOOLTRADITIONSofEuropearethemainbasisforclassi- fyingPaleolithiccultures.Theearliesttoolsareshown atthebottomofthepage;laterones,attop.Thetools27c areshownfromboththesideandtheedge,exceptfor bladetools,whichareshowninthreeviews.Tools consistingofapieceofstonefromwhichafewflakes27e havebeenchippedarecalledcoretools(right).Other typesoftoolweremadefromflakes(centreandleft); bladetoolsweremadefromflakeswithalmostparllel27g sides.Tooltraditionsarenamedforsitewheretools ofagiventypewerediscovered;Acheuleantools,for examplearenamedforSt.AcheulinFrance.(1027i Descriptionofgraphicalrepresentation).27^
/

/ /

/ / /

/ / / / / /

/ / / / / /

J / / / /

/ /(?) /

28.Postureofgorilla(left)andman(right)isrelatedto28 size,shapeandorientationofpelvis.(11,Description ofgraphicrepresentation).

/
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29.Sincethereisthisclosecorrelationbetweenbrainsize andbonybraincase,thebrainsizeofthefossilscan29beestimated.(11,2,3)

/

30.Muchofthecortexinamonkeyisstillenqaqedinthe30 motorsensoryfunctions.(13,1,3)

/

31.Inmanitistheareasadjacenttotheprimarycenters31 thataremostexpanded.Theseareasareconcernedwith skills,memory,foresightandlanguage;(13,1,2)

/

32.Theseareasareconcernedwithskills,memory,foresiqht andlanguage;thatiswithmentalfacultiesthatmakehumansociallifepossible.(13,2,2)

/

33.MOTORCORTEXOFMONKEYcontrolsthemovementsofthebodypartsoutlinedbythesuperimposeddrawingoftheanimal33 (color).Graylinestracethesurfacefeaturesofthe lefthalfofthebrain(bottom)andpartoftheriqhthalf(top).Coloreddrawingisdistortedinproportion toamountofcortexassociatedwithfunctionsofvarious partsofthebody.(13,Descriptionofgraphicalrepre¬ sentation).

/

34.SENSORYCORTEXOFMONKEYismappedinsamewayasmotor cortex(above).Asinmotorcortex,alarqeareais34a associatedwithhandsandfeet.Drawingsarebasedon,,,theworkofClintonN.WoosleyandhiscolleaguesattheUniversityofWisconsinMedicalSchool.(13,Description34c ofgraphicalrepresentation).

/ / /

35.Oneistemptedtothinkthatlanquaqemavhaveappeared35 togetherwiththetools...(13,1,2)
36.Themainpointisthatthekindofanimalthatcanlearnto adjusttothecomplex,humantechnicalsocietyisavery,,differentcreaturefromatreelivingape,andthe differencesbetweenthetwoarerootedintheevolution¬ aryprocesses.(13,1,3)

/

37.Thereasonthatthehumanbrainmakesthehumanwayof37 lifepossibleisthatitistheresultofthatwayof life.

/

Greatmassesoftissueinthehumanbrainaredevotedto memory,planning,languageandskills.(13,1,3)
/

/

38....Thisobstetricaldilemmawassolvedbydeliveryof thefetusatamuchearlierstageofdevelopment. (14,1,1)

/

39.AsMarshallD.Sahlinssuggestsin"TheOriginofSociety" ...humansocietywasheavilyconditionedattheoutsetbystillothersignificantaspectsofman'ssexualadap¬ tations.(14.3.7)
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40.Inthemonkeysandapesyear-roundsexualactivity suppliesthesocialbondthatUnitestheprimatehorde Butsexinthesespeciesisstillsubjecttophysio- logical-especiallyglandular-controls.Inman40b thesecontrolsaregone,andarereplacedbya bewilderingvarietyofsocialcustoms.(14,3,2)
/

/ /

41.Allthesefamilyfunctionsareultimatelyrelatedto tools,huntingandtheenlargementofthebrain. (15,1,2,7)

/

42.Eachbehaviouralstagewasbothcauseandeffectof biologicalchangeinbonesandbrain.Theseconcomitant42a changescanbeseeninthescantyfossilrecordandcan beinferredfromthestudyoflivingforms.(15,2,14)
/ /

/ /

43.Surelyasmorefossilsarefoundtheseideaswillbe tested.(15,2,2)43
/

/

44.Itismybeliefthat,astheseeventscometopass, toolusewillbefoundtohavebeenamajorfactor, beginningwiththeinitialdifferenceofmanandape.44 (15,2,1)

/

45.MOTORHOMUNCULUSdepictspartsofthebodyandareasof motorcortexthatcontroltheirfunctions.Humanbrain isshownhereincoronal(ear-to-ear)crosssection.1 Speechandhandareasofbothmotorandsensorycortex45b inmanareproportionatelymuchlargerthancorrespond¬ ingareasinapesandmonkeys,ascanbeseenby comparinghomunculiwithdiagramofmonkeycortex. (15,Descriptionofgraphicalrepresentation).

/ /

/ /

/(?)
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1.Thewholeenterpriseinconsequencehadcometobei frownedupon-asfutileorcrackpot-inrespectable linguisticandphilologicalcircles.(31,1,1)
/

/

/

2.Acenturyagotherewerestillmanycornersoftheworld thathadnotbeenvisitedbyEuropeantravellers. (31,1,2)

/

/

/

3.Thespeech(orquasi-speech)ofthesemen(orquasi- men)mightthensimilarlyattesttoearlierstagesin3a theevolutionoflanguage.Thesearchwasvain. Nowhereintheworldhastherebeendiscovereda lanquaqethatcanvalidlyandmeaningfullybecalled "primitive".(31,1,2)

/ /

/ /

4.Betweentwolanguagestheresemblancesaresometimesso extensiveandorderlythattheycannotbeattributedto chanceortoparalleldevelopment.(31,2,1)
✓

/

/

5.English,Dutch,GermanandtheScandinavianlanguages arerelatedinjustthisway.(31,2,1)

/

6.Therewasatfirstsomehopethatthecomparativemethod mighthelpdeterminetheoriginoflanguage.Thishope wasrationalinadaywhenitwasthoughtthatlanguage6b mightonlybeafewthousandsofyearsoldandwhenit wasrepeatedlybeingdemonstratedthatlanguagesthat hadbeenthoughttobeunrelatedwereinfactrelated.6d Byapplyingthecomparativemethodtoallthelanguages oftheworld,someearliestreconstructablehorizon wouldbereached.(31,2,2)

/ /(?)

/ / /

/

/ / /

7.Althoughthecomparativemethodoflinguistics,ashas beenshown,throwsnolightontheoriginoflanguages7a theinvestigationmaybefurtheredbyacomparable methodandmodeledonthatofthezoologist.(31,3,2)
/

/

/

8.Theframeofreferencemustbesuchthatalllanguages lookalikewhenviewedthroughit,butsuchthatwithin ithumanlanguagesasawholecanbecomparedwiththe communicativesystemsotheranimalsuse.(31,3,2)
/

9.Withthissortofcomparativemethoditmaybepossible toreconstructthecommunicativehabitsoftheremoteg ancestorsofthehominoidline,whichmaybecalled theprotohaminoids.(31,3,3)

/
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10.Asetofdesign-featuresispresentedintheillustra-10a tionontheoppositepage....Theybecomeworthyof mentiononlywhenitisrealisedthatcertainanimal systems-andcertainhumansystemsotherthanlanguage lackthem.(32,1,2)

/ /

/<?) /(?>

/

11.Thevocalauditorychannelhastheadvantage-atleast forprimatesthatitleavesmuchofthebodyfreefor̂ otheractivitiesthatcanbecarriedonatthesame time.(31,1,2)

/(?)

/

12.Alinguisticsignalcanbeheardbyanyauditorysystem withinearshot,andthesourcecannormallybelocalised12a bybi-auraldirection-finding.(32,1,3)

/(?) /(?)

/

/ /

13.Thedesignfeatureof"arbitrariness"hasthedisadvant¬ ageofbeingarbitrary,butthegreatadvantagethat̂ thereisnolimittowhatcanbecommunicatedabout. (32,2,3)

/

/

14.Humanvocalorganscanproduceahugevarietyofsound. Butinanyonelanguageonlyarelativelysmallsetof14 rangesofsoundisused,andthe...(32,2,4)

/

15.Oneofthemostimportantdesignfeaturesoflanguage15a is"productivity";thatis,thecapacitytosaythings151;)thathaveneverbeensaidorheardbeforeandyettobe understoodbyotherspeakersofthelanguage.(32,3,3)
/ /

1

/(?>

/

16.Ifagibbonmakesanyvocalsoundatall,itisoneor anotherofasmallfiniterepertoryoffamiliarcalls.16 Thegibboncallsystemcanbecharacterisedasclose. (32,3,3)

l

1

17-Humangenescarrythecapacitytoacquirealanguage, andprobablyalsoastrongdrivetowardsuchacquisition, butthedetailedconventionsofanyonelanguageare17b transmittedextraqeneticallybylearningandteaching.jTowhatextentsuch"traditionaltransmission"playsa partinagibboncallsforothermammaliansystemsof vocalsignalsisnotknown,thoughinsomeinstances theuniformityofthesoundsmadebyaspecies,wherever thespeciesisfoundovertheworld,issogreatthat geneticsmustberesponsible...(32,3,3)
/(?

/

/ /

/

18.Themeaningfulelementsinanylanguage-"words"in everydayparlance,"morphemes"tothelinguist-18a constituteanenormousstock.Yettheyarerepresented bysmallarrangementsofa...relativelysmallstock18b ofdistinguishablesoundswhichareinthemselveswholly18c meaningless.Thisdualityofpatterningisillustrated bytheEnglishwords...Theyaretotallydistinctas tomeaning,andyetarecomposedofjustthreebasic meaninglesssounds.(32/3,3,5)

/ / /

/

/(?) / /
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19.THIRTEENDESIGN-FEATURESofanimalcommunication,discussedindetailinthetextofthisarticle,19a aresymbolisedonoppositepace.Thepatternsofthei9h words"pin","bin" ...wererecordedattheBell Telephonelaboratories.(32,Descriptionofgraphical representation).

/(?)

/

/ /

/

/

/

20.Itshouldbenotedthatsomeofthese13designfeatures arenotindependent(34,1,2)...Itshouldalsobenoted20a thatthelistingdoesnotattempttoincludeallfeatures thatmightbediscoveredinthecommunicativebehaviour ofthisorthatspecies,butonlythosethatareclearly20c importantforlanguage.(34,1,2)

/(?)

/ /

/ /

/

21.Itisprobablysafetoassumethatnineof13featureswere21 alreadypresentinthevocalauditorvcommunicationof theprotohemonoids-justtheninethataresecurely attestedforthegibbonsandhumanstodav.(34.1.31

/

22.Thedevelopmentmustbevisualisedasoccurrinqinthe contextofevolution...(34,1,3)22
/

/

/(?)

23.Humanspeechexhibitsaphenomenonthatcouldhavethis effect,thephenomenonofblending....Blendingis23 almostalwaysinvolvedinslipsofthetonque.. (34,1,4)

/

/

24.EVOLUTIONOFLANGUAGEandsomerelatedcharacteristics,4aresuggestedbythisclassificationofchordates... Somebutbynomeansallofthecharacteristicsassoci-24b atedwithcommunicationarepresentedinthecolumnat right.(35,Descriptionofgraphicalrepresentation).
/ /

/

J /

,/(?) /(?)

25.Thus,evensuchasmoothandnormalsentencesuchas25"Itriedtogetthere,butthecarbrokedown"miqhtbeproducedasablend,sav.of...(36.1.11
/(?)

26.Ifthetwostimuliiwerebalancediustriqht,hemiqht emitcallsABCDorCDABinquicksequence.(36,3,1)26
/(?)

/(?)

27.Thegenerationofablendcanhavenoeffectunlessit isunderstood.(37,1,2)27
/

/

28.Suchpowersofunderstandingcannotbeascribedto man'sprehumanancestors.Itmustbesupposed,28a therefore,thatoccasionalblendsoccurred...-,DW (37,2,1)28b
' /

/

/

29.Supposeanearlyhomonoidaman-apesay,caughtsight29ofapredatorwithouthimselfbeingseen.(37,3,1)

/
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30.Somethingakintocommunicativedisplacement isinvolvedinluggingastickaround-itislike30a talkingtodayaboutwhatweshoulddotomorrow.Of courseitisnottobesupposedthatthefirsttool carryingwaspurposful...(37,3,2)

/ /(?]

31.Aproductivesystemrequirestheyoungtocatchonto thewaysinwhichwholesignalsarebuiltoutof31 smallermeaningfulelements...(37,3,3)
32.Theyoungcandothisonlyinthewaythathuman childrenlearntheirlanguage:bylearningsomê utterancesaswholeunits,induetimetestingvarious blendsbasedonthatrepertory,andfinallyadjusting theirpatternsofblendinguntilthebulkofwhatthey savmatcheswhatadultswouldsayandistherefore understood.(37,3,3)

/(?

/(?)

33.Aquestionmarkmeansthatitisdoubtfulornotknown ifthesystemhastheparticularfeature.Ablank33 spaceindicatesthatfeaturescannotbedetermined becauseanotherfeatureislackingorisindefinite. (37,Descriptionofgraphicaltabulation).
/

34.SUBHUMANPRIMATECALLSarerepresentedherebysound spectroqramsoftheroar(top)andbark(bottom)of34a thehowlermonkey.Frequenciesareshownvertically; time,horizontally....Spectroqrams.wereproducedat'' BellTelephonelaboratoriesfromrecordingsmadeby34c CharlesSouthwickoftheUniversityofSouthernOhio duringanexpeditiontoBarroColoradoIslandinthe CanalZone.TheexpeditionwasdirectedbyC.R. CarpenterofPennsylvaniaStateUniversity.(38, Descriptionofgraphicalrepresentation).
/

/ /

/ / /

/ ✓ /

/

/ /

/(?

35.Buttheseinturnincreasethesurvivalvalueofthe33 communicativesystem.Achildcanbetaughthowto avoidcertaindaggersbeforeheactuallyencounters them.(38,1,1)

/

36.Thesedevelopmentsarealsonecessarilyrelatedtothe36 appearanceoflargeandconvolutedbrains...(38,1,2)
/

/

37.Thereisexcellentreasontobelievethatdualityof37 patterningwasthelastpropertytobedeveloped. (38,2,2)

/

/

38.Thereisapracticallimit,foranyspeciesorany38a machine,tothenumberofdistinctstimuliithatcan38fc bediscriminated,especiallywhenthediscriminations typicallyhavetobemadeinnoisyconditions. (38,2,2)

/(?) /(?)

/ /

/ /
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39.Eachletteris"codedintoadifferentarranaementof theseelementarymeaninglessunits.(38,3,1)39
/(?)

/

/

40.Thearrangementsareeasilykeptapartbecauseofthefewmeaninglessunitsareplainlydistinguishable.40 (38,3,1)

/(?)

/

/
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1.

...Thegapthatremainsisthenbridgedbythemind... (17,2,2)

1

/

/

/

2.

Nolivingprimatecanbedirectlyequatedwithman's actualsimianancestors,andno...(17,2,2)
2

/(?)

3.

Inbothinstancesonlygeneralisedsocialtraits-not particularlyspecialisedones-canbeselectedfor historicalcomparison.(17,3,3)

3

/

4.

Thesehavecoveredtheanthropoidapes,especiallythe gibbonandchimpanzee(whicharemorecloselyrelated toman)aswellastheNewandOldworldmonkey. (17/18/2,/,3,1)

4

/

5.

Confidenceinthecomparativeprocedurewhichequates modernhuntersandgathererswithactualprotagonists oftheStoneAgeisfortifiedbyremarkablesocial congruenceobservedamong...(18,1,1)
5

/

6.

Humansociallifeisculturally,notbioloqically, determined.(18,1,2)

6

/

7.

Inanunchangingenvironmentthesocialcharacterofa givensubhumanprimatespeciesareunchanging,unless oruntilthespeciesisorqanicallytransformed.(18,1,3)
7

/(?)

/

8.

...Thesamecannotbesaidabouthumansocialarrangements. (18,1,3)

8

/

9.

Motherbabooncarriesinfantwhilegatheringfoodforher¬ self.Unlikethhumanchild,thebabooninfantisobliged togatheritsownfoodafterithasbeenweaned. (Descriptionofphotograph,18).

9a 9b

/

/

10.

Yettheremarkableaspectofculture'susurpationofthe evolutionarytaskfrombiologywasthatinsodoingitwas forcedtoopposeman'sprimatenatureonmayfrontsand subdueit.(19,1,1)

10

/(?)

11.

Thedecisivebattlebetweenearlycultureandhumannature musthavebeenwagedonthefieldofprimatesexuality. Thepowerfulsocialmagnetofsexwasthemajorimpetus tosubhumanprimatesociability.(19,1,2)
11

/

/

12.

Thishaslongbeenrecognised.(19,1,2)
12

/

/

13.

Subhumanprimatesarepreparedtomateatallseasons, andalthoughfemales...(19,1,2)

13

/(?)
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14.Mostsignificantlyfortheassessmentofitshistoric role,yearroundsexinhigherprimatesisassociated withyear-roundheterosexualsociallife.Amongother14b mammalssexualactivity,andlikewiseheterosexualsociety, isfrequentlyconfinedtoacomparativelybriefbreeding season.(19,1,2)

/(?)

/ /

15.Mutualgroomingamongbaboonshasseveralfunctions. Female(top)groomsmalewoundedinfight,removing bloodanddirtfromwound,whichlaterhealedperfectly. (19,Descriptionofphotograph).
16.Intheevolutionaryperspectivetheintense,long-term sexualityoftheprimateindividualisthehistoric complementoftheadvantagesofhordelife.Nor,in16 consideringsubhumanprimatesexuality,shouldattention beconfinedtocoitus.(19,1,3)

/

17.Culturethusbroughtprimatesexualityundercontrol. Morethanthatsexwasmadesubjecttoregulations,such17 asincest...(20,1,2)

/(?)

18.CONTROLOFPRIMATEURGESisachievedbyearlymanthough thereorganisationofsubhumanprimatesociallifeis18a illustratedinthismodelofkinandmarriage... Symbolsareexplainedinkeyatright...Wherethese customsarefollowed,lnterbandmarriagesarethenorm...18c Atthesametimethatkinshipisbroadlyextended, solidarityismaintainedbyuseofaclassificatory kinshipterminology.(20/21,Descriptionofdiagram).i8e
/ / / /

/ /

/ / /

19.Thistrendisculminatedinmankind,amongwhomsexis controlledmorebytheintellect-thecerebralcortex-19 thanbyglands.(20,2,2)

/

/

/

20.Ineveryhumansocietysexishedgedbytaboos,ontimes,20 place,...onthesex...(20,2,2)

/

/

21.Bywayofanasideitisnoteablethattherepressionof21 sexinfavourofotherendsisabattlewhich,whilewonfor thespeciesisstilljoinedinbyeveryindividualto thisday.(20,2,2)

/

/

/

22.Thedesignofmanyofthesetaboosisobvious:the disconcertingfascinationwithsexanditspotentially22 disruptiveconsequenceshashadtobeeliminatedfrom vitalsocialactivities.(20,3,2)

/

/

23.Ithasbeensaidthatkinshipwithitseconomicaspectof co-operationbecametheplanforprimitivehumansociety. (20,3,3)

/

24.Apesareofcoursegeneticallyrelatedtoeachother. (20,3,3)24

/
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25.Closekinshipmaybeextendedindefinitelybythesame25 logic.(21,1/2,2)

/

26.Themalesarenotnecessarilykilled.(21,2,2)26
/

27.Theprogressiveemancipationofsexfromhormonalcontrol intheprimateorderthatwasnotedbyBeachseemstobe27a paralleledbyaprogressivedevelopmentfrom...(21,2,3)
/ /

/

/

/

28.AmongcertainNewWorldmonkeys,femaleswiththeiryoung compriseaseparatepartwithinthehorde,andonlywhen2o thefemaleisinheatdoessheforesakethisgroupof males.Shedoesnotbecomeattachedtoaspecificmale, but...(21,3,1)

/

29.TheOldWorldrhesushordeandmaterelationsaresimilar29a exceptthatareceptivefemaleistakenoverprimarily bydominantmales,astepinthedirectionofexclusive-1 ness.Intheanthropoidgibbonthetrendtowardsexclu-29c sivenessisfullydeveloped:theentirehordeistypically composedofanadultmale,apermanentfemaleconsortand theiryoung.(21,3,2)

/

/

/

/ /

30.Theirbordersarepointsofsocialdeflection,andcontact betweenneighboursisoftenmarkedbybelligerantvocal30 cries,ifitdoesnoteruptintofatalviolence.(21,3,2)
/

/

/

31.Inadditionagreatdealofinterbandhospitalityis undertakenforpurelysocialandceremonialreasons. (21,3,3)

/

/

/

32.AmongallmodernsurvivorsoftheStoneAge,marriagewith22a closerelationsisforbidden,whilemarriaqeisatleast preferredandsometimesmorallyprescribed.(21,3,3)32b
/(?)

/(?) /

33.DOMINANCEisillustratedasonemalechasesanother, flashinghisteethandeyesinacombativeexpression.33 (22,Descriptionofphotograph).

/

/

34.Photographsontheseandnextfourpaqesweremadebythe sevenexpeditionsofthePeabodyMuseum...The1952,1956 andsubsequentexpeditionswerejointlysponsoredbythe SmithsonianInstitution.(Descriptionofphotograph23).34b
/ /

/ /

/ /

35.Warfareislimitedamonghuntersandgatherers.Indeed, manyarereportedtofindtheideaofwarincomprehensible.35a (23,1,1)Butwarisevenfurtherinhibitedbythespread ofsocialrelations...(23,1,1)

qs,.

/

✓ / J

J

J

J

/

36.Paradoxicallythecruelbelliqerancethatispopularly2Ca consideredtheepitomeofhumannature...Bycontrast, ithasbeenremarkedofthebushmenthat"itisnotin36b theirnaturetofight".(23,1,1)

/

/

/
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37.Theprimitivehumanfamilyunlikethesubhumanprimate37 groupisnotbasedsimplyonsexualattraction.(23,2,2)

/

38.Moreover,sexualriqhtstoawifemayevenbewaivedinm theinterestofsecuringfriendlyrelationswithother men,asinthefamousEskimocustomofwifelending. (23,2,2)

✓

39.Adulteryandquarrelsoverwomenarenotunknownamong39a primitivepeoplesButsuchactionsareexplicitly consideredanti-social.(23,3,1)

/

/ /(?)

40.Marriagesandthefamilyareinstitutionstooimportant4q inprimitivelifetobebuiltonthefragileshifting relationoflove.(23,3,2)

/

41.Thenumberofspouses,ishoweverlimitedbyeconomic considerations.(24,1,2)41
/

/

/

42.Adifferenceinwhathasbeencalleddominancequalityseems toarisebetweenprimatesuborders:inNewWorldmonkeys,42a dominanceistenuousinOldWorldmonkeysitmaybecome42b roughandbrutal,inapes,whileclearlyapparent,iti£ notsoviolentlyestablishedorsustained.(24,2,1)
/

/

43.Oncemoretheweaponofarticulatespeechmustbereckoned with;the...(24,3,2)43
/

44.KunqBushmangirlsareoftenmarriedseveralyearsbefore theyreachpuberty.(25,Descriptionofphotograph).44

/

45.OCCUPATIONSOFRUNGMENareshownattopofthesetwo pages.(26,Descriptionofphotograph).45
/

/

/

/

46.ARROWSAREPOISONEDbyanotherhunter.Poisoncomesfrom abeetleqrubandissometimesmixedwithpoisonpodsor46a roots.(26,Descriptionofphotograph).46k
/ /

/ /

/

/

47.OCCUPATIONSOFKUNGMENareshowninphotographsatbottom47 ofthesetwopages.(26,Descriptionofphotograph).
/

48.Themenwholeadthebandarethewiserandtheolder.48 Theyarenot,however,respectedfortheirabilityto commandeerlimitedsuppliesofdesiredgoods.(26,1,1)

/

49.Onthecontrary,generosityisanecessaryqualification4g forprestige;themanwhodoesmostfortheband,who sacrificesmost,willbetheonemostlovedandheededby therest.(26,1/2,1)

/

50....Knowledgeofritual,tradition,gamemovements,terrain50 andotherthingsthatcontrolsociallife.Thisiswhy oldermenarerespected.(26,3)

/

51.Thesamemaybesaidofotherprimitvesocieties.(27,3.1)51
-

V

-■—

-V
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52.Thelevellingofthesocialorderthataccompaniedthe developmentofcultureisrelatedtothefundamental52 economicchange...(27/28,3/1)

/

53.BUILDINGSCHERMS(protectiveshelters)frombranches andgrassisanotherpartofKungwomen'swork,since itisassociatedwithfood-qatherinqactivities.White objectatleftisahidethathasbeenscrappedbyhusband53b ofwomenshownbuildinqscheme.(27,Descriptionof photograph).

/ /

/

/

/

/'

54.Monkeysandapesdonotco-operateeconomically;monkeys cannotevenbetauqhtbyhumanstoworktogether.Nor isfoodeversharedexceptinthesensethatasubordinate54b animalmaybeintimidatedintohandinqitovertoa dominantone.(28,1,1)

/

/

/

/

55.Mutualaidisextendedfarbeyondthefamily...(28,1,1)rr
/

56.Food,thebasicresource,mustalwaysbemadeavailableto othersonpainofostracism;thescarceritbecomes,the5gamorereadilyitmustbegivenaway,andfornothing. Inaddition,foodandotherthingsareoftensharedto56b promotefriendlyrelations,utlitarianconsiderationscfi_ notwithstanding...(28,1,2)

/ /

/ / /

57.Itisademandofgroupsurvivalthatthesuccessful hunterbepreparedtosharehisspoilswiththe unsuccessful.(28,1,3)

/

58.Thereismuchtobelearntaboutprimitiveeconomicshere, anditwouldbeamereexerciseinanalogy,...(28,1,3)58
/

/

59.Kungbabiesarenursedbytheirmothers.(28,Description ofphotograph).59
/

/
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1.Thebehaviourofmonkeysandapes...Inrecentyearsplaincuriosityabouttheirbehaviourhasbeenrein-1forcedbythedesiretounderstandhumanbehaviour.(133f1)

/

/

2.Intheattempttoreconstructthelifeofmanasitwasshapedthroucrhtheaqes,manystudiesof.,,(1331)^
/

/

3....mostofthebaboon'slifeisspentwithinafewfeetofotherbaboons.(133,1)3

/

4.Thetroopaffordsprotectionfrompredators...Viewedfromtheinsidethetroopiscomposednotofneutral4 creaturesbutofstronglyemotional...(133,1)

/(?)

/(?)

5.ManygamereservesinAfricasupportbaboonpopulationsbutnotallweresuitedtoourpurposes.linri)s

/

6.TheNairobiPark,however,issmallandsoclosetothecitythatthepatternofbaboonlifeissomewhataltered.6(134,1)

/

/

7....whenwaterandfoodarewidelvdistributedtroops7 rarelycomewithinsightofeachother.(134.2)

/

8.Therangesofneighbouringtroopsoverlapnonetheless,8a oftenextensively.ThiscouldbeseenbestinAmboseliattheendofthedryseason.(134,2)Waterwasconcen- tratedincertainareas,andspvoralf-riips..,(1342)
/

/

10....thearrangementofthetroopissuchthatthefemalesandyoungareprotectedatthecentre...(131,1)io

/

11.Whenapredatorissiqhtedtheadultmalmplayanomen moreactiverole.(135,1)H
/

fledgelingsandbird'seggsandhaveevenbeenreported12adiggingupcrocodileeggs.(136,1)

/ /

13.Buttherewerelionsandnotreesandsotherewerenobaboons.Onlyamiariorofamileawavwherrlinnr wereseenevenmorefrequentlywherethere,.reretrees(137,2)13
/

14.Itisknownthatclobusmonkeyshaveaeyrienf,-lrnoinrr andwakingthroughoutthenight...Inanycasebaboons areterrifiedofthedark.1137.31
—14a
/

/

14b
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15.Theimportanceofthetroopinensuringthesurvivalof itsmembersisdramatisedbythefateofthosethatare badlyinjuredortoosicktokeepupwiththeirfellows. (137,3)

/

16....allothermembersofthetroopmustkeepupontheir own.Onceananimalisseparatedfromthetroopthe16 chancesofdeatharehigh.(138,1)

/

17.Sicknessandinjuriessevereenoughtobeeasilyseenare frequent.Forexample,wesawababoonwithabroken forearm...Thisbaboonwasjonethenextmorningand1 wasnotseenagain.(138,1)

/

18.Thus,viewedfromtheoutside,thetroopisseentobe aneffectivewayoflife,andonethatis...(138,2)18
/

19.Mostofthetroopwillbegatheredinsmallgroups groomingeachother...(138,2)19

/(?)

20..Themostpowerfulmalesarehighlyattractivetothe othertroopmembersandareactivelysoughtbythem.20 (138,3)

/

21.Whenthetroopisrestingadultfemalesandjuveniles cometothemother...Othermembersofthetroop aredrawntowardsthecentrethusformed...(138,3)
✓

✓

22.Thegeneraldesiretostayinthetroopisstrengthened bythesefriendships,whichexpressthemselves...(139,1)22
/

/

/(?)

23.Ourfieldobservations,whichsostronglysuggestahigh socialmotivation,arebackedupbycontrolledexperiments23 inthelaboratory.(139,1)

/

/

24.Theattractivenessoftheyounginfant,assuresthathe andhismotherwillalwaysbesurroundedbyattentive troopmembers.(139,3,1)

/

25.Inthetroopthissocialdriveisexpressedinstrong individualpreferences,byfriendships,byinterestin theinfantmembersofthetroopandbytheattraction25 ofthedominantmales.(139,2)

/

/

/

/

26.Solitaryanimalsarefarmorelikelytobekilled,and overthegenerationsnaturalselectionmusthavefavoured- allthesefactors.(139,2)

/

27.Thenewbornbaboonridesbyclingingtothehairsonitsa motherschest....buttheinfantmustclingtoits mother,evenwhensherunsfromthedayitisborn.27b Thereisnotimeforthisbehaviourtobelearned. (139,3)

/

/

/(?)
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28.Itisintheseplaygroupsthattheskillsandbehaviour patternsofadultlifearelearnedandpracticed.2°a (140,1)...Intheprotectedatmosphereoftheplaygroup28b thesocialbondsoftheinfantarewidelyextended. (140,1)

/

J

/

29.Ticksarecommoninthisareaandcanbeseenonmany animalssuchasdogs,lions...(140,2)

/

30.Themotherbeginsqroominqherinfantthedayitisborn, andtheinfantwillbeoccupiedwithgroomingforseveral30a hoursadayfortherestofhislife.(140,1)30b
/

/(?)

/

31.Ifajuvenileishurtandcriesaloud,adultscome runningandstoptheplay.(140,1,1)31
/(?)

32.Thepresenceofanadultmalepreventsjuvenilesfrom beinghurt.(140,1,1)32

/

33.Itmustberememberedthatamongbaboonsafemaleisnot sexuallyreceptiveformostofherlife.(140,2)33
/

34.Theadultsinatrooparearrangedindominancehierarchy (140,2)Themostdominantmaleswillbemorefrequently34b groomed...(140,2)

/

/

J

35.Inthetamertroopstheseobservationscanbetestedby35a feeding.Iffoodistossedbetweentwobaboons,themore ...(140,2)35b
/(?)

/

36....someadultmalesineverylargetroopstaytogether muchofthetime,andifoneofthemisthreatened,the othersarelikelytobackhimup.(140,3)
/(?)

37.Introopswheretherankorderisclearlydefined,fighting3^a israre...Theusualeffectofhierarchy,oncerelations37b aresettledistodecreasedisruptionsinthetroop. (140,3)

/(?)

J

38.Muchhasbeenwrittenabouttheimportanceofsexinunit- ingthetroop,ithasbeensaid,forexamplethatthe powerfulsocialmagnet...(141,1)38b
/ /

/ /

39.Ifthemaleisnotinterested,thefemaleislikelyto groomhimandthenpresentagain.(141,1,1)39

/

40.Nomaleiseverassociatedwithmorethanonefemale... (141,2)40

/

41.Itisatthistimethatfightingmaytakeplace,ifthe dominanceorderisnotclearlyestablishedamongthe41 males.(141,1)

/
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42.Thesociablenessofthebaboonisexpressedinawide42 varietyofbehaviourpatterns...(141,2)

/

/

43.Whencomparingthesocialbehaviourofbaboonswiththat43a ofman,thereislittletobegainedfromlabouringthe obviousdifferences...Thecomparisonmustbedrawn againstthefundamentalsocialbehaviourpatterns... (141,3)

/ /

/

44.APESANDMENarecontrastedinthischart...Baboon44a characteristicswhichmaybetakenasrepresentativeof apeandmonkeybehaviouringeneralarebasedon laboratoryandfieldstudies;humancharacteristicsare44c whatisknownofpreagriculturalhomosapien.(140/141, Descriptionofchart).

/ /

/

/ /

/ /
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1....smog.Theattendantirritationoftheeyesand ruinationofnylonstockingsaretakenasevidencethat1 pollutantscannotbegoodforhealth.(113,1)

/

2.InLosAngeles,themostnoteablyafflictedcommunity.. localindustrieshavebeenpersuadedandcompelledto? minimisetheircontributiontothesmog...(113,1)
/

3.Whetherairpollutionistobeenduredasanuisanceor suppressedbyvigorouscivicaction,itmustbereckoned asanunpleasantandexpensiveconsequenceofurbanand3b industrialcivilisation.(113,2)

/ /

/ /

4.Thefirstplacetolookfordamagebyuncleanairwould bethebodysurfacesexposedtoair;theskin,whichis4ahardyandmainlycoveredbyclothing,andtherespiratory passages,whicharenotcoveredatall.(113,2)413
/(?)

/

5.Atthesametimeitcannotbesaidthatanyparticular atmosphericpollutantisthecauseofbronchitis-emphysema3 orotherbronchopulmonarydiseases,inthelegalorscien¬ tificsenseoftheterm.(113,2)

/

/

6.Inmostcitiesthegarbageisburned;sometimesitisburned twice,inthebackyardandonthecitydump.Automobiles arehighlymobileburnersthroughouttheiractivelifetime,613 andwhentheyareoutmoded,theytooenduponthepyre....k,, theenergyofcivilisation.issuppliedbyburninqandmost ofthedebrisislikewiseburned,andsomethinghastobe burnedtomakethetelevisionsetfunction.(113/114,3/1)
/ / /

/ / / /

/(?) /(?)

/(?)

7.Ingeneral,however,fuelanddebrisareonlypartially7a burnedandawidevarietyofchemicalsubstancesarethrown75-, offintotheair...(114,1)

/ /

/

/(?)

8.Butwhenthesesubstancesareexposedtosunlightforanr hourorso,theyundergoimportantchemicalchanges... (114,1)

/

/

9.Giventhecommitmenttoautomobiletransportation,allthe citiesinthiscountrysuffertosomedegreefromair9a pollutionbyhydrocarbons;wherecoalisburnedforpowerqh anddomesticspaceheating,theairmayinadditionbe pollutedwithsulphurcompounds.(114,1)
/(?)

/ /

/ /

10.LOSANGELESSMOG...Thesameareaisseen(middle)asa lightsmogbuildsupagainsttheinversionlayerand (bottom)onadayofheaviersmog.(114,Description ofphotographs).

/

/
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11.Towhatextent"the3.8tonsofcarbonmonoxidearea menaceisnotknown,butthisisbeginningtocause concern.(115,2)

/

12.Sincecarbonmonoxidedoesnotchangeitschemicalform intheair,measurementofitspresencethereprovides12 agoodindexofthevolumeofautomobileexhaustbeing pouredintotheatmosphereatagivenmoment.(115,2)

/

/

13.Thisaspectofthesituationhasnotbeenstudiedin muchdetail,butthereisreasontobelievethat contaminationfromrubberandasphaltisappreciable. (115,2,2)

/

14.Thestrongbreezesthatattendthemovementofgreatair massesoverthecontinentregularlybringfreshairinto74 mostUScitiesandintheabsenceofbreezestheairmay becleanedbyupdraftsthatdiluteandcarryawayboth thesmokeandvaporisedchemicals.(115,3,1)

/

/

15.MAN-MADEHAZEinalayeroverNewYorkcityonan otherwiseclearday.Skyscrapersprotrudeabovethe45 smog,whichishelddownbyathermalinversion. (14,Descriptionofphotograph)

/

/

16.LosAngelessuffersfromitssmognotbecauseits natives...inaplacewherethecleansingoftheair16 issofrequentlyinterrupted.(116,1,2)

/

/

17.Forreasonsrelatedtothenatureofthedisease,the correspondingfiguresforchronicBronchitis-emphysema47intheUScannotbestatedexactlybutitappearstobe ontheincrease.(116,3,1)

/(?)

18.Untilrecentlychronicbronchitis-emphysemahasbeen consideredaratherdulldiseasebymedicalstudents18a andyoungphysiciansandresearchonthesubjecthas434, beencorrespondinglyneglectedinuniversitycircles. (116/17,3/1)

/ /

/ /

/ /

19.INVERSIONSETSINwhencoolseaairmovesinunderwarm desertairandistrapped.Thenormaltemperature19a gradientisreversedintheinversionallayer...10h (116,Descriptionofagraph)

/ /

/(?) /

20.Butthecourseofthediseaseisusuallyquite9na prolongedandundramatic,andnotmuchcanbedone aboutit.(117,1)20b
/

/ /

21.Thesinglelargersac,ofcourse,offerslesssurface areaforrespiratorygasexchangethanthehalfdozen21 orsosmallersacsfromwhichitisformed.(117,1)

/

22.Thesituationisfurtheraggravatedbyanarrowinqof22 thetiny...(117,1)

J

/
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23.InWilliamOsier'sdayemphysemawasattributedto23a airwayresistanceandassuchwasreqardedasan occupationaldisease...(117,1)

/ /

/

24.Whentheemphysemahasbecomesufficientlyadvancedj4a throughtthelungs,aheavyloadisthrownonthe heart,whichnowmustpumpthesamevolumeofblood24b ...(117,1)...butthistypeofheartdisease24chasbeenrecognisedformorethanacenturyascor pulmonale...(117,1)Justhowthediseaseqets24d itsstartisnotknown.(117,1)Sincethebronchi areindirectcommunicationwiththeoutsideair, theyareexposedtoeverythinginit.(117,1)24f
/(?)

/

/

/ / /

/ /(?) /(?)

/

Z5a

25....actualdailyozonevaluesaregivenatthetopof thecharts.(117,Descriptionofgraphs)25c
/

/

/

/

26.Ahereditarysusceptibilitymaybeinvolved,andit maybe...Menarethreetofivetimesmorefrequently-,e. affectedthanwomen,boththeillnessrateandthedeath rategoupsharplyafter45;deathbeinqcausedby heartfailureorpneumonia...(118,1)

/

/(?)

27.Boththehydrocarbonsandthesulphuriccompoundsare highlyirritatinqandthebronchiarecontinuouslyy-, exposedtothemduringperiodsofhighpollution. (118,1)

/

38a

28.PlantdamageinCaliforniahasoccurredinanoticeable swathborderinghighways;ozoneeffectsongrowing28b tobaccoleaveshavebeennotedinConnecticut.(118,1)
/

/

J

J

29.Thereissomeindication,however,thattheadvantages ofcountrylivingcanbecancelledbycigarettesmokinq,0Q whichisineffectaportableformofpollution.In GreatBritainithasbeenshownthatthelargerthecity thehighertheincidenceofBronchitis...(118,2)
/

J

30.Theyreportedthatinthepurerairthepatientsshowed astrikingimprovement...Significantly,severaldays30 ofbreathingpureairwereneededbeforeanychange becamedetectable.(118,2)

/(?)

/

31.Theaggravationofchronicbronchitis-emphysemabyair pollutionhasbeenmostdrasticallydemonstratedinthe31b fewepidemicsofacuteillnesses...(118,2)
/

/

32.Theretheusualsmog,insteadofliftingeachdayat noonaswasitscustom,remainedunabated.Bythe32 thirddayofconstantsmog,5910werereportedill. Morethan60percentoftheinhabitants65andolder wereaffected,andalmosthalfofthesewereseriously ill.(118,2)

/

/

/

/(?)
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33....havemadedetailedstudiesof100patientswith variousgradesofchronicbronchitis-emphysema,first! theywerebreathingordinaryLosAngelesairandthen whentheywerebreathingairfromwhichthechemical pollutantshadbeenremovedbycharcoalfilters. (118,2)

/

/

34.Butthefindingpointstotheuglyconclusionthatthe■®''a samesmogbreathedbyeveryoneadayortwoatatime34b withoutimmediateorapparentilleffectmaybe highlyinjurioustosubstantialnumbersofpeoplewhen3''c itisbreathedcontinuouslyforonlyafewdaysmore.34a (118/119,1/3)

/

/

/ /

/

35....HarveyWPhelpsandhisassociates...havenoted35 thattheincidenceofthediseaseislimitedtoa heavilyindustrialisedarea...andthatincreasein theattackcanbecorrelatedwithanincreaseinthe smog.Asimilardiseasethatappearstobecorrelated withatmosphericcontaminationhasbeenreportedinNew Orleans.(119,2)

/

36.Tosomeextentthisdifferencecanbetakenas reflectingtheadverseeffectofsmogonthosewith36 damagetotheirlungs...(119,1)

/

37.Oneotherobservationsuggeststhaturbanairis37 relatedtobronchopulmonarydisease.(119,2)
/

38.Thishastodowiththetypeoflungcancersoclosely3ga relatedtocigarettes.Itisknownthatthisformqgh relatedtolungcancerissignificantlylessfrequent38c inruralareasthanincities.(119/120,3/1)38(3
/

/ /

/ /

/

/ /(?) /

39.INDUSTRIALDISCHARGEcanbecleanedupappreciablyby elaborateInstallationsofthetypediagramedhere...3qa Enteringthecyclonicseparatorthesmokeisforced downwardsintoaseriesofcylinders...Herea^9b powerfulfieldisestablishedbetweendischargeqq,. electrodesandcollectingelectrodes.Thegaspassing throughthefieldisionized;...(118,Description ofdiagram)

/ /

/ /

/

/

/

40.SomethingofthesortissuppliedbyBritishEmigration toNewZealand.Thelunqcancerisreportedtobe4(ia higheramongcigarettesmokerswho...Essentially similarresultshavebeenreportedofBritishemigrants^0b toSouthAfrica.(120,1,2)

/

/

41.Thefiguresarescatteredanduncertain.Inthe Californiastateboard...werefoundtobeamonqthe41 tenthmostfrequentlydisablingdiseases.(120,1,1)
/

42.In1957,forthecountryasawhole,emphysemaranked42a secondamongthediseasesinmenforwhomdisability wasallowedunderthesocialsecurityact.(120,2,1)

'
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43.Whatisnotqenerallyknownisthatmorepeopleinthe USdiedasaresultofAsianinfluenzaafterthat epidemicthanduringit.There,deathswerereflected43a intwopeaksofexcessmortality...(120,3,2)

/ /

44....butitmayalsobetakenasindicatingarisinqincidenceofthedisease...(120)44
/

45.Indeed,inthecourseofthe1960waveofinfluenza15a 26,000excessdeathswererecorded,alargertollthan thatofthe1957epidemicthathavebeensowidely publicised...Itistruethattheycanbeprotected45c againsttheriskofinfluenzabyvaccination.(120/3)
/

/

/

/ /'

46.AUTOMOBILEEXHAUSTisalargecontributortoair pollution.Twodeviceshavebeendevelopedtocut downthissource.(120,Descriptionofdiaqram)
/

involved.Whatisneededisacitizensmovementin the...Acitizensmovementisneededtosecurethe47a co-operationofcitizens...(121)47b
47c

/ / /

/ /

/

48.Theplantmanagerisreluctanttoraisethefactory4gsmokestacks50feetifnothingisdoneabouttheopen burningatthecitydumps...(121,1,1)

/

49.BRONCHITIS-EMPHYSEMAisachroniclungdiseasetnat isapparentlyaggravatedbyairpollution.Inthe49a normallungtheairpassesthroughthebronchialtubes42t̂oentermillionsofalveoli(A),tinycellsinwhich theoxygenistransferredtotheblood...(121, Descriptionofadiagram)

/

/

/ /

/(?)
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Passage1

Tenyearsago,photographerJohnSellickbecame
engagedtoactressLanaRedfern.Hegaveheranexpensive diamondringonthatoccasion.Afewmonthslaterthey quarrelledviolentlyandhereceivedtheringback.After abriefperiodofseparationtheyweretreconciledand SellickmarriedMissRedfern.Hedidnothowever,give backtheengagementring. Fiveyearslaterthecoupleseparatedagainand

withinafurther18monthsSellickwasdivorcedfromMiss Redfern.Therefollowedacourtbattleoverownershipof ofthering.Whenitseemedlikelythatthecourtwould ruleinfavourofSellick,MissRedferndecidedthatshe musthavetheringatallcosts,evenifshehadtopay cashforit.Sellickhadnoobjectionstothisandhe wouldhavesoldtheringtoMissRedfernthenhadnotthe Judgeruledthatnosuchtransactioncouldtakeplace pendingtheoutcomeofthehearing.Thecourtfinally decidedforSellickandhepromptlysoldtheringtoMiss Redfern.
Inafinaltwistitwasdiscoveredthatthediamonds

intheringwereartificial.SinceSellicksoldthering beforethediscoveryhenowappearstobeadoublewinner.

356

Passage2

Tenyearsago,actressLanaRedfernbecameengaged
tophotographerJohnSellick,Shereceivedanexpensive diamondringfromhimonthatoccassion.Afewmonths latertheyquarrelledviolentlyandshegavethering back.Afterabriefperiodofseparationtheywerere¬ conciledandMissRedfernmarriedSellick.Shedidnot, however,receivebacktheengagementring. Fiveyearslater,thecoupleseparatedagainand

withinafurther18monthsMissRedfernwasdivorced fromSellick.Therefollowedacourtbattleoverowner¬ shipofthering.Whenitseemedlikelythatthecourt wouldruleagainstMissRedfern,shedecidedthatshe musthavetheringatallcosts,evenifshehadtopay foritincash.Sellickhadnoobjectionstothisand MissRedfernwouldhaveboughtitfromhimthenhadnot theJudgeruledthatnosuchtransactioncouldtakeplace pendingtheoutcomeofthehearing.Thecourtfinally decidedagainstMissRedfernandshepromptlyboughtthe ringfromSellick. Inafinaltwistitwasdiscoveredthatthediamonds
intheringwereartificial.SinceMissRedfernbought theringbeforethediscoveryshenowappearstobea doubleloser.



Passage3

Tarantulasarelargespiderswithpowerfulfangswhich
liveinthetropicsandthesouthernpartsoftheU.S.The tarantula'sbiteisdangeroustoinsectsandsmallmammals suchasmice;howeverformanitisnoworsethana hornet'ssting.Tarantulasarecarnivorousandtheyprey oninsects.Nevertheless,thetarantula'sarchenemyis theDiggerwaspfromthegenusPepsis.Thesearesolitary, beautifulandformidablewaspsandmostspeciesare eitherdeepshinybluealloverordeepbluewithrusty wings,thelargestusuallyhaveawingpsanoffourinches. Theirstingismuchworsethanthatofabeeoracommon wasp,andthepainandswellinglastlonger.Mostwasps- whichintheadultstageliveonlyforafewmonths-are whollyvegetarianbutforeachofitseggsthemotherwasp mustprovideoneadulttarantulaparalyzedbutaliveto nourishthelarvauntilitstartsintheworld. Tarantulasarehuntedbywaspswhentheeggsinthe

motherwasp'sovaryarealmostreadytobelaid.The tarantulaisusuallycarefullyexploredbythewasptomake surethatitistherightspecies;onlytherightspecies oftarantulasarerequired.Thetarantula,amazingly, toleratesthemotherwaspasitiscrawledunderand walkedoverwithoutbecominghostile.Strangelyenough thetarantulawaitspatientlywhilehergraveisbeingdug bythewaspwhoeventuallyreturnstocompleteits ghastlyenterprise. First,thetarantulaisfeltalloverwiththewasp's
antenna.Thenthetarantula'sonlysoftspot,thesoft membranewherethespider'slegjoinsitsbody,islocated

bythewasp.Eventuallythetarantulaiscorneredand itslegisgraspedinthepowerfuljawsofthewasp.Only thendoesthetarantulaattemptadesperatedefencebutit isfinallystungandpumpedfullofpoisontherebybeing

357

paralyzed.Thetarantula'sparalyzedbodyiscleaned anddraggedtothealreadyduggravewhereitbecomes nourishmentforthewasp'slarvathatfeedsonituntil itstartsintheworld. Inallthisthebehaviourofthetarantulais qualitativelydifferentfromthatofthewasp.Whilethe waspactslikeanintelligentanimalthetarantula's behaviourshowsonlyconfusion.



Passage4

DiggerwaspsofthegenusPepsisaresolitary,beauti¬
fulandformidablecreatures.Mostspeciesareeither deepshinyblueallover,ordeepbluewithrustywings. Thelargestusuallyhaveawingspanoffourinches.Their stingisworsethanthatofabeeoracommonwasp,and thepainandswellinglastlonger.Motherwasps,which intheadultstageliveonlyforafewmonths,arewholly vegetarianbutforeachofitseggsthemotherwaspmust provideoneadulttarantulaalivebutparalyzedto nourishthelarvauntilitstartsintheworld.The motherwaspisthusthearchenemyofthetarantula. Tarantulasarelargespiderswithpowerfulfangswhich liveinthetropicsandthesouthernpartsoftheU.S. Theirbiteisdangeroustoinsectsandsmallmammalssuch asmice;howeverformanitisnoworsethanahornet's sting.Tarantulasarecarnivorousandtheypreyon insects.

Themotherwaspgoestarantulahuntingwhentheeggs
inherovaryarealmostreadytobelaid.Thewasp carefullyexploresthetarantulatomakesureitisthe rightspecies;onlytherightspeciesoftarantulais required.Themotherwaspis,amazingly,toleratedbythe tarantulaasitcrawlsunderandwalksoverthespider withoutevokinghostileresponses.Thewaspthendigsthe tarantula'sgravewhilethevictimwaitspatientlyuntil theaggressorreturnstocompleteitsghastlyenterprise. First,thewaspfeelsthetarantulaalloverwith

itsantennaandthenitlocatesthespider'sonlysoft spot,i.e.thesoftmembranewheretholegjoinsthebody. Eventually,thewaspcornersthetarantulaandgraspsits leginitspowerfuljaws.Onlythendoesthetarantula attemptalatebutdesperatedefence;thewaspfinally stingsthespiderandpumpsitfullofpoisonthereby

358

paralyzingit.Themotherwaspthencleansanddrags theparalyzedbodytotheready-madegravewhereit becomesnourishmentforthewasp'slarvathatfeedsonit untilitstartsinlifeonitsown. Inallthisthebehaviourofthemotherwaspis qualitativelydifferentfromthatofthespider.While thebehaviourofthetarantulashowsonlyconfusionthe waspactslikeanintelligentanimal.



Passage5

CountVictorLusting,ahighofficialintheMinistry responsibleforpublicbuildingsexplainedtofiveParis businessmenamongwhomwasaMrAndrePoisson,aself-made manofsubstance,thattheEiffelTowerwastobescrapped, asitscostsofmaintenancewereenormousanditspreserva¬ tionwasnolongerconsideredpractical.CountLusting alsotoldMrPoissonandtheothersthatthetowerwould amounttoatleast2000tonsofhighgradeiron.The CounttheninvitedMrPoissonandhiscolleagues,scrap metalmerchants,tosubmitsealedbidsforthesale. VictorLustingreceivedthebidspromptlyandthe
followingdayheinformedMrPoissonthathisbidhadbeen successful.Thebuyerwasgivenaweektoraisethe necessarymoney.Inaweek'stime,CountVictorandhis secretaryreceivedMrPoissoninahotelroomnotfarfrom theMinistry.TheretheCounttookMrPoisson'scertified chequetogetherwithamodestbribeintheformofPoisson's walletbulgingwithbanknotes.;Afteranhour'smeeting, LustinghadfinallysoldtheEiffelTowerandPoissonleft clutchinghisdeedofsaletriumphantly. Withinanhourofthismeeting.LustingcashedinMr

Poisson'scheque.Inafewweekstime,Lusting'shoaxwas discoveredbyPoissonwhowastooembarrassedtoreportit tothepoliceforfearofpublicitly.MeanwhileCount LustingandhisassociatewerevacationinginViennaand waitingforreportsofthehoaxintheParispapers. Inthefinalcount,andthoughithasnevercometo
lighthowmuchLustingmadeinthedeal,henowappearsto havebeenadoublewinnerashegainedthemoneyandkept hisreputation.
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Passage6

MrAndrePoisson,aself-mademanofsubstance,and
fourotherParisbusinesscolleagueswereinformedbyCount VictorLusting,ahighofficialintheMinistryresponsible forPublicBuildingsthattheEiffelTowerwastobe scrapped,asitscostsofmaintenancewerenolongercon¬ sideredpractical.MrPoissonandhiscolleagues,scrap metalmerchants,weretoldbytheCountthatthetower wouldamounttoatleast2000tonsofhighgradeiron.The businessmenweretheninvitedtosubmitsealedbidsfor thesale. MrPoissonandtheotherspromptlysentintheirbids

totheCount.Thefollowingday,MrPoissonwasinformed thathisbidhadbeensuccessful.Thebuyertookaweek toraisethenecessarymoney.Withinaweek'stime,Mr PoissonwasreceivedbytheCountandhissecretaryina hotelroomnotfarfromtheMinistry.MrPoissongave CountLustinghiscertifiedchequetogetherwithhis walletbulgingwithbanknotesasamodestbribe.Afteran hour'smeeting,PoissonhadfinallyboughttheEiffel TowerfromLustingandheleftclutchinghisdeedofsale triumphantly. MrPoisson'schequewascashedinbytheCountanhour
later.Inafewweeks'time,Poissondiscoveredthehoax andwastooembarrassedtoreportLusting'sfraudtothe policeforfearofpublicity.Meanwhile,Lustingandhis associatewerevacationinginViennaandwaitingfor reportsofthehoaxintheParispapers. Inthefinalcount,andthoughitnevercametolight

howmuchPoissonlostinthedeal,henowappearstohave beenadoubleloserashelostbothhismoneyandhis reputation.
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Experiment 1: Table 1
Free recall scores in passages 1 and 2

Cumulative free recall score comprising =
(1) Direction of initial and final propositions
(2) Direction of verb in proposition and leftmost mention

Siqn test for difference free recall scores between the
tv/o conditions in passages 1 and 2
(Undergraduate and M.Sc. subjects)

No Subjects Passage 1 Passage 2 Differenee Sign

1 Pair 1A & IB 7 4 1A > IB +

2 Pair 2A & 2B 11 0 2A > 2B +

3 Pair 3A & 3B 10 0 3A > 3B +

4 Pair 4A & 4B 10 1 4A > 4B +

5 Pair 5A & 5B 10 3 5A > 5B +

6 Pair 6A & 6B 10 0 6A > 6B +

7 Pair 7A & 7B 8 1 7A > 7B +

8 Pair 8A & 8B 10 1 8A > 8B +

9 Pair 9A & 9B 9 0 9A > 9B +

10 Pair 10A & 10B 9 1 10A > 10B +

11 Pair 11A & 11B 10 1 11A > 11B +

12 Pair 12A & 12B 10 2 12A > 12B +

13 Pair 13A & 13B 8 1 13A > 13B +

14 Pair 14A & 14B 11 4 14A > 14B +

15 Pair 15A & 15B 11 2 15A > 15B +

No of cases = 15

The difference between the two conditions significant
at the .001 level. The null hypothesis can be rejected
and the hypothesis rejected.



Experiment 1: Table 1.1

Passage 1
Scores for leftmost mention and direction of verb in recall protocols

Subjects 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15

1. He gave her a ring 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1

2. He received the ring back 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1

3. He did not give her back the
ring

1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1

4. Court rule in favour of Sellick 1 1 0 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1

5. He would have sold the ring to
Miss Redfern

1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1

6. Court finally decided for Sellick 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 o 1 1 1 1 1

7. and he promptly sold the ring to
Miss Redfern

0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1

8. Since Sellick sold the ring
before the discovery

0 1 1
X 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 1

9. He now appears to be a double
winner

1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1

Total 5 9 8 8 8 8 7 8 7 7 8 8 5 9 9

Experiment 1: Table 1.2

Passage 2

Score for leftmost mention and direction of verb in recall protocol

Subject 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15

1. She received an expensive 1001101001 0 1 1 1 1
diamond ring

2. She gave the ring back 0000100000 0 0 0 0 0

3. She did not receive the ring 1000100000 0 1 0 0 0
back

4. Court rule against Miss 0000000100 0 0 0 1 0
Redfern

5. Miss Redfern would have 1000000000 1 0 0 1 0
bought the ring from him

6. The court finally decided 0000000000 0 0 0 1 1
against Miss Redfern

7. and she promptly bought the 1000000000 O 0 0 0 0
ring from Sellick

8. Since Miss Redfern bought the 0000000000 0 0 0 0 0
ring before the discovery

9. She now appears to be a 0000000000 0 0 0 0 0
double loser

Total 4001301101 1 2 1 4 2



Experiment 1: Table 1.3

Passages 1 and 2
Initial and final scores

Sellick passage 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15

Initial proposition 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1

Final proposition 1 1 1 1 -L 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1

Total 2 2 2 2 2 2 1 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2

Lana passage

Initial proposition 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

Final proposition 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

Total 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

OJ
CT»
to



Experiment1:Table1.4 (Passages1and2) Selectionandratingofthematizedtopicsinpassages1and2 Resultsandsigntestfordifference (UndergraduateandM.Sc.subjects) Subject

Pairs

Passage1 Sellick

Passage2 MissRedfern
Directionof difference

Sign

1

Pair1A&IB

2

0

1A>IB

+

2

Pair2A&2B

2

0

2A>2B

+

3

Pair3A&3B

2

0

3A>3B

+

4

Pair4A&4B

1

0

4A>4B

+

5

Pair5A&5B

1

0

5A>5B

+

6

Pair6A&5B

2

0

6A>6B

+

7

Pair7A&7B

2

0

7A>7B

+

8

Pair8A&8B

2

0

8A>8B

+

9

Pair9A&9B

2

0

9A>9B

+

10

Pair10A&10B

2

0

10A>10B

+

11

Pair11A&11B

2

0

11A>11B

+

12

Pair12A&12B

2

0

12A>12B

+

13

Pair13A&13B

2

0

13A>13B

+

14

Pair14A&14B

2

0

14A>14B

+

15

Pair15A&15B

2

0

15A>15B

+

CTi CO
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Experiment 1; Table 1.5
Selections rating of thematized topics in passages 1 and 2
Results and sign test for difference
(Portobello High School Subjects)

Subject Pairs Passage 1
Sellick

Passage 2
Miss Redfern

Direction of
difference

Sign

1 1A & IB 2 0 1A > IB +

2 2A & 2B 2 0 2A > 2B +

3 3A & 3B 2 0 3A > 3B +

4 4A & 4B 2 0 4A > 4B +

5 5A & 5B 2 0 5A > 5B +

6 6A & 6B 2 0 6A > 6B +

7 7A & 7B 2 2 7A = 7B 0
n
O 8A & 8B 2 0 8A > 8B +

9 9A & 9B 2 0 9A > 9B +

10 10A & 10B 0 0 10A = 10B 0
11 11A & 11B 2 0 11A > 11B +

12 12A & 12B 0 0 12A = 12B 0
13 13A & 13B 1 0 13A > 13B +

14 14A & 14B 2 0 14A > 14B +

15 15A & 15B 2 0 15A > 15B +

16 16A & 16B 1 0 16A > 16B +

17 17A & 17B 2 0 17A > 17B +

18 18A & 18B 2 0 18A > 18B +

19 19A & 19B 2 0 19A > 19B +

20 2 OA & 2OB 2 0 29A > 2OB +

21 21A & 2 IB 2 0 21A > 2IB +

22 22A & 2 2B 2 0 22A > 22B +

23 2 3A & 2 3B 0 0 , 23A = 23B 0
24 24A & 2 4B 2 0 24A > 24B +

25 25A & 25B 2 0 25A > 25B +

26 26A & 26B 2 0 26A > 26B +

27 21A & 27B 2 0 21A > 27B +

Result: N = 23 cases - null hypothesis is rejected at
.001 level and accepted
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Experiment 2: Table 1
Free recall scores in passages 3 and 4
Cumulative free recall score comprising
(1) Direction of initial and final propositions
(2) Direction of verb in proposition and leftmost mention

Sign test for difference in free recall scores between the
two conditions, in passages 3 and 4
(Undergraduates and M.Sc. subjects)

No Subject Passage 3 Passage 4 Direction of
difference

Sign

1 Pair 1A & IB 13 8 1A > IB +

2 Pair 2A & 2B 6 7 2A < 2B -

3 Pair 3A & 3B 7 6 3A > 3B +

4 Pair 4A & 4B 8 3 4A > 4B +

5 Pair 5A & 5B 14 5 5A > 5B +

6 Pair 6A & 6B 10 8 6A > 6B +

7 Pair 7A & 7B 10 6 7A > 7B +

8 Pair 8A & 8B 13 5 8A > 8B +

9 Pair 9A & 9B 10 8 9A > 9B +

10 Pair 10A& 10B 11 6 10A > 10B +

11 Pair 11A & 11B 13 7 11A > 11B +

12 Pair 12A & 12B 15 7 12A > 12B +

13 Pair 13A & 13B 12 6 13A > 13B +

14 Pair 14A & 14B 15 9 14A > 14B +

15 Pair 15A & 15B 11 9 15A > 15B +

Null hypothesis rejected at .001 level. Thus can be

accepted.



Experiment 1: Table 2.1

Passage 3. Scores for leftmost mention and direction of verb in recall protocol

Subject 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15

1. Tarantulas are large spiders with powerful
fangs which live in the tropics and the 1011111111 1 1 1 1 1
southern parts of the U.S.
2. The tarantula's bite is dangerous to
insects and small mammals such as mice ... 1111110)101 1 1 1 1 1
a hornet's sting.
3. Tarantulas are carniverous and they prey 0011100101 0 1 0 1 0
on insects.

4. Nevertheless, the tarantula's arch
enemy is the Digger wasp from the genus 1111101111 0 1 1 0 1
Pepsis.

5. They are solitary, beautiful and 101011110111110
formidable creatures.

6. and most species are either deep blue all 1010110101 0 1 0 1 0
over or deep blue with rusty wings

7. the largest usually have a wing span of 000001010101010
four inches.
8.Their sting is much worse than that of a
bee or a common wasp, and the pain and 0000000100 0 0 0 0 1
swelling last longer.
9. Most wasps - which in the adult stage
live only for a few months - are wholly 1000101110 0 1 1 1 1
vegetarian
10.but for each of its eggs the mother wasp
must provide one adult tarantula paralyzed 1000111111 1 1 1 1 1
but alive to nourish the larva

11. Tarantulas are hunted by wasps when the
eggs in the mother wasp's ovary are almost 0001000000
ready to be laid.
12. The tarantula is usually carefully ex¬
plored by the wasp to make sure that it is o 0
the right species; only the right species of
tarantulas are required.

1 0 0 0 0 0 0

13. The tarantula, amazingly, tolerates the
mother wasp as it is crawled under and 1100101111
walked over

14. the tarantula waits patiently while her
grave is being dug by the wasp who even- innnoooloo
tually returns to complete its ghastly
enterprise
15. First, the tarantula is felt all over
with the wasp's antenna. Then the tarantu- 0000000000
la's only soft spot ... is located by the
wasp

16. Eventually the tarantula is cornered and
its leg is grasped in the powerful jaws of 0000000000
the■wasp
17. Only then does the tarantula attempt a
desperate defence but it is finally stung 0100100010
and pumped full of poison ...

18. The tarantula's paralyzed body is
cleaned and dragged to the already dug grave
where it becomes nourishment for the wasp's
larva

19. In all this the behaviour of the taran¬
tula is qualitatively different from that 0001110000 1 1 1 1
of the wasp.

20. While the wasp acts like an intelligent
animal the tarantula's behaviour shows only 1100111001 1 1 1 1
confusion.

Total 11 5 6 7 12 8 7 12 6 9 10 13 10 13

1000000010 0 O



Experiment 1: Table 2.2

Passage 4
Score for leftmost mention and direction of verb in recall protocol

Subject 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15

1 Digger wasps of the genus Pepsis are 0000000000 0 0 0 0 0
solitary, beautiful and formidable creatures
2. Most species are either deep shiny blue
with rusty wings 1110111111 1 1 1 1 1
3. The largest usually have a wing span of 0110111111 1 1 1 1 1
four inches

4. Their sting is worse than that of a bee
or a common wasp, and the pain and swelling 1011110000 0 1 0 0 0
last longer.
5. Mother wasps, which in the adult stage
live only for a few months, are wholly 1110110111 0 1 0 0 0
vegetarian
6. but for each of its eggs the mother wasp
must provide one adult tarantula alive but 1000110000 0 0 1 1 1
paralyzed to nourish the larva until it
starts in the world.

7. The mother wasp is thus the arch enemy °f1001000000 0 0 1 1 0
the tarantula

8. Tarantulas are large spiders with power¬
ful fangs which live in the tropics and the 1111001111 0 1 1 0 1
southern parts of the U.S.
9. Their bite is dangerous to insects and
small mammals such as mice; however for 0000001000 1 0 0 0 0
man it is no worse than a hornet's string

10. Tarantulas are carniverous and they
prey on insects.

0000001011

0 0 0

0 0 0 0 0 0

11. The mother wasp goes tarantula hunting
when the eggs in her ovary are almost ready 0000001000
to be laid.

12. The wasp carefully explores the
tarantula to make sure it is the right 0010000000
species...
13. The mother wasp is, amazingly, tolerated
by the tarantula as it crawls under and .

walks over the spider without evoking hostile
responses.

14. The wasp then digs the tarantula's grave
while the victim waits patiently until the .

aggressor returns to complete its ghastly
enterprise
15. First, the wasp feels the tarantula all
over with its antenna and then it locates
the spider's only soft spot,i.e. the soft 0000000000 0 0
membrane ...

16. Eventually, the wasp corners the taran¬
tula and grasps its leg in its powerful 0000000011 1 1
jaws
17. Only then does the tarantula attempt
a late but desperate defence; the wasp 0000000000 0 0
finally stings the spider
18. The mother wasp then cleans and
drags the paralyzed body to the ready- 0000000000 0 0
made grave

19. In all this the behaviour of the mother

wasp is qualitatively different from that 0000010110 0 0
of the spider.
20. While the behaviour of the tarantula
shows only confusion the wasp acts like an 0100010000 0 0
intelligent animal.

Total 8663576586 7 7



Experiment1:Table2.3 Passages3and4 Initialandfinalscores 'Tarantula'Passage3123456789101112131415 Initialproposition101111111111111 Finalproposition110011100111111 Total211122211222222 DiggerwaspPassage4 Initialproposition000000000000000 Finalproposition010001000000000 Total0100010000O0000
LO CO
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Experiment 1: Table 2.4
(Passages 3 and 4)

Selection and rating of the thematized topics in passages
3 and 4

Results and sign test for difference
(Undergraduate and M.Sc. subjects)

Subject Pairs Passage 3 Passage 4 Direction of Sign
Tarantula Wasp difference

1 1A & IB 0 0 1A = IB 0

2 2A & 2B 1 0 2A > 2B +

3 3A & 3B 0 0 3A = 3B 0

4 4A & 4B 2 0 4A > 4B +

5 5A & 5B 1 0 5A > 5B +

6 6A & 6B 1 0 6A > 6B +

7 7A & 7B 0 0 7A = 7B 0

8 8A & 8B 0 0 8A = 8B 0

9 9A & 9B 0 0 9 A = 9B 0

10 10A & 10B 0 0 10A = 10B 0

11 11A & 11B 2 0 11A > 11B +

12 12A & 12B 2 10 12A > 12B +

13 13A & 13B 2 1 13A > 13B +

14 14A & 14B 0 0 14A = 14B 0

15 15A & 15B 1 0 15A > 15B +

No. of cases =8 N+ = 8+

7 ties. Null hypothesis is accepted at .004 in this sample
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Experiment 1: Table 2.5

(Passages 3 and 4)
Selection and rating of thematized topics in passages 3 and 4
Results and sign test for difference
(Portobello High School subjects)

No. Pairs Passage 3 Passage 4 Direction of
difference

Sign

1 1A & IB 0 0 1A = IB 0
2 2A & 2B 0 0 2A = 2B 0
3 3A & 3B 2 0 3A > 3B +

4 4A & 4B 0 0 4A = 4B 0
5 5A & 5B 2 0 5A > 5B +

6 6 A & 6B 1 0 6A > 6B +

7 7A & 7B 1 0 7A > 7B +

8 8A & 8B 2 0 8A > 8B +

9 9A & 9B 0 0 9A = 9B 0
10 10A & 10B 2 0 10A > 10B +

11 11A & 11B 1 0 11A > 11B +

12 12A & 12B 1 1 12A = 12B 0
13 13A & 13B 0 1 13A < 13B -

14 14A & 14B 1 0 14A > 14B +

15 15A & 15B 2 0 15A > 15B +

16 16A & 16B 2 1 16A > 16B +

17 17A & 17B 0 0 17A = 17B 0
18 18A & 18B 2 0 18A > 18B +

19 19A & 19B 1 0 19A > 19B +

20 2OA & 20B 2 0 2OA > 20B +

21 21A & 2 IB 0 0 21A = 2IB 0
22 22A & 22B 0 0 22A = 22B 0
23 2 3A 8c 23B 0 0 23A = 23B 0
24 2 4A 8c 24B 2 0 24A > 24B +

25 25A 8c 25B 2 0 25A > 25B +

26 26A 8c 26B 0 0 26A = 26B 0
27 27A 8c 27B 0 0 27A = 27B 0

Results = No of cases 15+ and -1
11 ties. Null hypothesis can be rejected at the .001 level
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Experiment 1: Table 3

Free recall scores in Passages 5 and 6

Cumulative free recall scores comprising:
(1) Direction of initial and final propositions

(2) Direction of verb in propositions and leftmost mention

Sign test for difference in free recall scores between the
two conditions (passages 5 and 6)
(Undergraduate and M.Sc. subjects)

No Pairs Passage 5 Passage 6 Direction of
differenee

Sign

1 1A & IB 12 4 1A > IB +

2 2A & 2B 14 2 2A > 2B +

3 3A & 3B 11 2 3A > 3B +

4 4A & 4B 13 2 4A > 4B +

5 5A & 5B 13 2 5A > 5B +

6 6A & 6B 14 1 6A > 6B +

7 7A & 7B 13 2 7A > 7B +

8 8A & 8B 14 2 8A > 8B +

9 9A & 9B 11 4 9A > 9B +

10 10A & 10B 13 1 10A > 10B +

11 11A & 11B 12 3 11A > 11B +

12 12A & 12B 12 4 12A > 12B +

13 13A & 13B 13 2 13A > 13B +

14 14A & 14B 12 4 14A > 14B +

15 15A & 15B 14 4 15A > 15B +

No.

H 0

of cases =

is rejected

5

at .001 level and can be accepted



Experiment 1: Table 3,1

Passage 5
Scores for leftmost mention and direction of verb in recall protocol

Passage 5: Lusting 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14

1. Count Lusting explained to five ....
business men xxxiiixxii l i l l
2. Count Lusting also told Mr liiiiiiiii i i n t

Poisson and the others xxxxxxxiix x x x x
3. The Count invited Mr Poisson
and his colleagues to submit sealed 1111111111 1 1 1 1
bids for the sale

4. Victor Lusting received the bids lnnr,llnlll ■, ■, ■>

promptly xiuoxxuixx x x x x
5. He informed Mr Poisson that his _ ........ . . . .

bid had been successful uxxxxxxxxx x u x x
6. The buyer was given a week to 0001011000 1 0 1 1
raxse the necessary money

7. The Count and his secretary nininlllln l i i i
received Mr Poisson in a hotel room

8. The Count took Mr Poisson's
certified cheque together with a 1101101110 0 1 1 0
modest bribe

9. Lusting had finally sold the
Eiffel Tower and Poisson left

0 1 0 1 0 1 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0
clutching his deed of sale triumph¬
antly
10. Lusting cashed in Mr Poisson's olllllllll 1 1 0 0
cheque v

11. Lusting's hoax was discovered by
Poisson who was too embarrassed to 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 11 .1 11 0

report it
12. Count Lusting and his associate i -i -i n 1 r> 1 l 1 1 i i i i i
were vacationing in Vienna
13 it has never come to light how11101100Q0
much Lusting made in the deal
14. he now appears to have been a
double winner as he gained his 1111111111 1 1 1 1 1
money and kept his reputation

Totals 10 12 9 11 11 12 11 12 11 9 11 10 11 10 12



Experiment 1: Table 3.2

Passage 6
Scores for different mention and direction of verb in recall protocol

Passage 6: Poisson 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15

000000000

1. Mr Poisson, a self-made man of
substance, and four other ... were in¬
formed by the Count that the Eiffel
Tower

2. Mr Poisson and his colleagues were
told by the Count that the Tower would 1000000000
amount to ...

3. The business men were invited to
submit sealed bids

1010000010 0 0 0 0 0

4. Mr Poisson and the others promptly 1000000010 1 1 0 0 0
sent in their bids to the Count

5. Mr Poisson was informed that his
bid had been successful

0000000000 0 1 0 0 0

6. The buyer took a week to raise the 000000000000000
money

7. Mr Poisson was received by the Count
and his secretary in a hotel room not 0000000000 0 0 0 1 0
far from the Ministry
8. Mr Poisson gave Lusting his certi¬
fied cheque together with his wallet 0000001000 0 1 0 1 0
bulging with banknotes
9. Poisson had finally bought the
Eiffel Tower and he left clutching his 0000000000 0 0 0 0 0
deed of sale

10. Mr Poisson's cheque was cashed in 0111100111 1 1 1 1 1
by the Count an hour later

11. Poisson discovered the hoax and was

too embarrassed to report Lusting's 0000000000
fraud to the police
12. Lusting and his associate were
vacationing in Vienna and waiting for 11 01111110
reports of the hoax in the Paris papers

13. In the final count, and though it
never came to light how much Poisson 0000000000
lost in the deal,

14. He now appears to have been a
double loser as he lost both his money 0000000000
and his reputation

Totals 4222212241



Experiment1:Table3.3 Scoreforinitialandfinalproposition Passages5and6 Passage5

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

11

12

13

14

15

Initialproposition
1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

Finalproposition

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

Total

2

2

2

2

2

2

2

2

2

2

2

2

2

2

2

Passage6 Initialproposition
0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

Finalproposition

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

1

Total

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

1

u>

-j
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Experiment 1: Table 3.4

Selection and ratings of thematized topic in passages 5 and 6
Results and sign test for difference
(Results for undergraduates and M.Sc. subjects)

No Pairs Passage 5 Passage 6 Direction of Sign
Count Lusting Mr Poisson difference

1 1A & IB 2 0 1A > IB +

2 2A & 2B 2 0 2A > 2B +

3 3A & 3B 2 0 3A > 3B +

4 4A & 4B 2 0 4A > 4B +

5 5A & 5B 2 0 5A > 5B +

6 6A & 6B 2 1 6A > 6B +

7 7A & 7B 2 0 7A > 7B +

8 8A & 8B 2 0 8A > 8B +

9 9A & 9B 2 0 9A > 9B +

10 10A & 10B 2 0 10A > 10B +

11 11A & 11B 2 1 11A > 11B +

12 12A & 12B 2 0 12A > 12B +

13 13A & 13B 2 0 13A > 13B +

14 14A & 14B 2 0 14A > 14B +

15 15A & 15B 2 0 15A > 15B +

Results

No of cases =15 - 15+

Null hypothesis is significantly rejected at .001 in the first
sample
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Experiment 1: Table 3.5
Selection and ratings of thematized topic in passages 5 and 6
Results and sign test for difference
(Portobeilo High School subjects)

No. Pairs Passage 5
Count Lusting

Passage 6
Mr Poisson

Direction of
difference

Sign

1 1A & IB 2 0 1A > IB +

2 2A & 2B 2 0 2A > 2B +

3 3A & 3B 2 0 3A > 3B +

4 4A & 4B 2 0 4A > 4B +

5 5A & 5B 2 1 5A > 5B +

6 6A & 6B 1
J. 0 6A > 6B +

7 7A & 7B 2 0 7A > 7B +

8 8A & 8B 2 0 8A > 8B +

9 9A & 9B 2 0 9A > 9B +

10 10A & 10B 2 1 10A > 10B +

11 11A & 11B 2 2 11A = 11B 0
12 12A & 12B 2 0 12A > 12B +

1-3 13A & 13B 2 2 13A = 13B 0
14 14A & 14B 0 0 14A = 14B 0
15 15A & 15B 2 0 15A > 15B +

16 16A & 16B 0 0 16A < 16B -

17 17A & 17B 2 0 17A > 17B +

18 18A & 18B 2 0 18A > 18B +

19 19A & 19B 2 0 19A > 19B +

20 2OA & 2OB 0 0 2OA = 20B 0
21 21A & 2 IB 2 0 21A > 2 IB +

22 22A & 22B 2 0 22A > 22B +

23 2 3A & 2 3B 2 0 23A > 23B +

24 2 4A & 2 4B 0 0 24A = 24B 0
25 25A & 25B 2 0 25A > 25B +

26 26A & 26B 2 0 26A > 26B +

27 27A & 2 7B 2 0 27A > 27B +

Results: No. of cases = 21 21+ and 1-
5 ties: Null hypothesis is significantly rejected at .001 level
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EXPERIMENT2 PASSAGE7A-stagingchart Signal

Marker

Topic

Comment

START

AU.S. Congressional Committeehasrecentlyexpressed concernabouttheposs¬ ibleabuseofinvesti¬ gativepolygraphyin lawenforcement.

Old

Thisconcern
istriggeredbya resurgenceintheuse ofthepolygraphin policeandprivate investigations.

Co-ord. •NV

inthepastfewyears

New

*themethods oflie detection

havebeensubjectedby congressionalcommittees toincreasingcritical scrutiny.

Old

^Investigat¬ ivepoly¬ graphy

hastodowiththedetection ofphysiologicalchanges inapersonwhoisnot tellingthetruth.

Subord.

**These changes

aremeasuredbyadevice calledthepolygraph, sometimesquiteincorrectly calledtheliedetector.
Old

**Theuseof the polygraph

todetectdeceptionis onlyoneratherspecial applicationofabroad classofinstruments.

Co-ord.

**Theterm itself

referstoaninstrument thatrecordsseveral eventsorprocesses atonce.

(cont.)

378

(cont■) SignalMarker
Topic

Comment

Old

***Polygraphs
New

'Lying

usedininvestigations usuallyrecordspulse rate,relativeblood pressure,therateand depthofbreathingand oftentheresistenceof theskintotheconduct¬ ionofelectricity. isacomplexphenomenon withphilosophicaland psychologicalaspects thataresocomplexnot tobefullydealtwith here.

Co-ord. Subord. Co-ord.

nonethe-****Theconcept lessoflying (onwhich)**investig- ative polygraphy
isbased isthattheliarknows thathisassertionis alie

Subord. Co-ord.

(that)

'he

(and)****hisefforts atdeception
liesdeliberatelyand purposefullyand isaccompaniedbyone ormoreemotional responsessuchasguilt, anxietyandfear.

Co-ord.

****These emotional responses

areaccompaniedby physiologicalresponses mostobviousofwhich arechangesintheheart rate,salivation,breath ingrateandskin temperature.

Old Subord.

**Investigat- ive polygraphy **thereason
needsmoreresearch being

(cont.



(cont.) Signal

Marker

Topic

Comment

Subord. New.NV New Co-ord.

that

**scientists *atechnique 'Validity

havedonelittleresearch onthedetectionof deception tobeeffective mustbebothvalidand reliable. istheextenttowhich somethingmeasureswhat itissupposedto measure.

Co-ord.

"""Reliability
isthatitmustbe capableofbeingrepeated bydifferentpeopleunder differentcircumstances andyieldthesame results.

Extrap. Old Co-ord. Subord. Co-ord.

Itisdifficulttoassess
"""thevalidity

and******thereliabil¬ ityofthe useofthe polygraphin investigations
(because) (second)
""'"first, theinstru¬ mentitself

recordsphysiological changesandnotlies therearenoabsolute measuresorhardnumbers.
Old Old

Thecongres¬ sional committee Their concern

isconcernedaboutthe possibleabuseofin¬ vestigativepolygraphy inlawenforcementand inprivateinvestigations. isduetoscientificand ethicalconsiderations.
(cont.)

379

(cont.) Signal

MarkerTopic
Comment

Old*

*****The
technique

(scientifically)is neithervalidnor reliable.

Co-ord.(secondly) Co-ord.(then)'""There
Thereareanumberof potentialsourcesof inaccuracyintheuse ofthetechnique. aretheethical considerations.



EXPERIMENT2 PASSAGE7B-stagingchart SignalMarker
Topic

Comment

START Old

Investigative polygraphy
hastodowiththe detectionofphysio¬ logicalchangesina personwhoisnot tellingthetruth.

Thesechangesaremeasuredbyadevice calledthepolygraph, sometimesquiteincorrectly the'liedetector'.

N.V. New

Inreality, *theuseof the polygraph

todetectdeceptionis onlyoneratherspecial applicationofabroad classofinstruments.

Co-ord.

**Theterm itself

toaninstrumentthat recordsseveralevents orprocessesatonce.

Old

♦♦♦Polygraphs usedin investiga¬ tions

New

♦♦♦♦Lying

usuallyrecordpulse rate,relativeblood pressure,therateand depthofbreathingand oftentheresistanceof theskintotheconduct¬ ionofelectricity iscomplexphenomenon withphilosophicaland psychologicalaspects thataresocomplexnot tobefullydealtwith here.

Subord.

(on which)

Investig¬ ative polygraphy
isbased

(cont.)

380

(cont.) Signal

Marker

Topic

Comment

Co-ord. Subord. Co-ord. Old

that♦♦♦♦he and****hisefforts atdeception ♦♦♦♦These emotional responses

isthattheliarknows thathisassertionis alie liesdeliberatelyand purposefully isaccompaniedbyone ormoreemotional responsessuchasguilt, anxietyandfear. areaccompaniedby physiologicalresponses suchasguilt,anxiety andfear.

New Old

♦♦♦♦♦AU.S.Con¬ gressional committee ♦♦♦♦♦Thisconcern
hasrecentlyexpressed concernaboutthepos¬ sibleabuseofinvestig¬ ativepolygraphyinlaw enforcement. istriggeredbya resurgenceintheuse ofthepolygraphin policeandprivate investigations.

Co-ord. .NV

Old Old Subord. Subord.

themethods oflie detection

Inthepastfewyears havebeensubjectedby congressionalcommittees toincreasingcritical scrutiny.

Investigative polygraphyneedsmoreresearch thereason being

that******sclentists
havedonelittleresearch onthedetectionof deception

(cont.)



(cont.) Signal

Marker

Topic

Comment

New.NV New Co-ord. Co-ord. Extrap. Old Co-ord.

technique
*******Validity ******

reliability
tobeeffective mustbebothvalidand reliable. istheextenttowhich somethingmeasureswhat itissupposedtomeasure isthatitmustbe capableofbeingrepeated bydifferentpeopleunder differentcircumstances andyieldthesameresults Itisdifficulttoassess

******
thevalidity

and******(-herelia¬ bilityof theuseof thepoly¬ graphin investigations

Subord. Co-ord.

because

first,the instrument itself Second,

Old Old Old

*****Thecongres¬ sional committee *****Their concern
*******ip^0

technique

recordsphysiological changesandnotlies therearenoabsolute measuresorhardnumbers. isconcernedaboutthe possibleabuseofinvest¬ igativepolygraphyinlaw enforcementandinprivate investigations. isduetoscientific andethicalconsiderations (scientifically)is neithervalidnorreliable
(cont.

381

(cont.) SignalMarker
Topic

Comment

Co-ord.(secondly) Co-ord.(then)
there

thereareanumberof potentialsourcesof inaccuracyintheuse ofthetechniques aretheethicalcon¬ siderations.

Co-ord.First

tosayortoimplythat themachineisinfal¬ libleistousealie todetectalie. Toelicitadmission throughfearofthe machineormisrepresent¬ ationofitsrecordsis toforceconfession.

Co-ord.(secondly)
routine polygraph test

isaninvasionof privacy.

New********The
polygraph operator

maypassinformation revealedinadvertently duringthecourseofan examinationtohis superiors;suchan invasionofprivacy cannotbejustified.



EXPERIMENT2 PASSAGE8A-stagingchart(Clements,1976) Signal

Marker

Topic

Comment

START Old Old Old

Congressman EarlStanfordhasrecentlyexpressed concernaboutthepos¬ siblemisuseofpsycho- surgicaltechniques.
Thisconcern
hasbeentriggeredbya resurgenceintheuse ofsuchmethodsandby theincreasingrangeof conditionstreatedby psychosurgery.

Psychosurgeryistheselectivemani¬ pulationofbrain activitythrough surgicalmethods.
*Thebrain

isthecenterofhuman thoughtandaction.

New .NV Extrap.

**Inourdesire tohelp peoplechange
itisnotsurprising that

New.V Subord.

'attention •way

wasturnedtothe developmentof tomanipulatethebrain processes.

Co-ord. .NV

**Atfirst

Co-ord.
V

*'psychosurgerywasconfinedtousein traditionalmental illness.

Old Subord.

with

**It ***alarge numberof frontal lobotomies
wasusedextensivelyin the1940'sand1950's beingcarriedoutinthe U.S.andBritain.

(cont.)

(cont.) SignalMarker
Topic

Comment

Old

"'Frontal Lobotomies
involvethesurgical disconnectionofcertain neuralpathwaysinthe forwardpartofthe brain.

New

""Theintro¬ ductionof tranquiliz- ingdrugs

ledtoasharpdecline inthenumberoflobotom¬ iesperformedinthe forwardpartofthebrain
Co-ord. Co-ord.

(however)"Newdevelop¬ ments

and

"techniques now available

haveoccurredinpsycho¬ surgery,however includelimitedfrontal lobotomy,discretedis¬ connectionofotherbrain areasandelectrical stimulationofthebrain throughimplanted electrodes

New New Old

'"Researchon animals
**"DrMorgan F.Smith Oneofthese

hasprovidedthebasis forthedevelopmentof psychosurgicaltechniques haspointedouttheneed formoreresearchin psychosurgeryandhas identifiedanumberof specificresearchneeds. istheneedtospecify exactlytheconditions underwhichagiven procedurewillyielda givenresult

New

""Studieson rats

show

(cont.



(cont.) SignalMarkerTopicComment Subord.that*****(-heeffects
ofelectric¬ alstimula¬ tionofthe braindependontherat's previousexperience andontheenvironmental contextinwhichthe stimulationoccurs

Co-ord.****Another
areaof needed researchisthestudyofside effectsofpsychosurgery.

New****Animal
studies

havefoundsideeffects rangingoverperceptual, dietaryandsexualchange
Co-ord.*****Themajor

effect desiredin humansislossofangerand depression,

Co-ord.but*****sideeffectsaretoolittlestudied. Co-ord.another
researchareaisinvestigationofthe extenttowhichfindings inanimalstudiescanbe validlyextrapolatedto humans.

New Subord.

(who)

****Clinical studies ♦Who

shouldinvolveextensive pre-andpost-operative examinationsofpatients byinvestigators. arenotbeholdentothe psychosurgeon.

New*****Reportsof
'successes'oftenfailtomakeclear whatsideeffectswere produced.

(cont.)

383

(cont.) SignalMarker
Topic

Comment

Old Subord.how Co-ord.and Old Subord.because Old Old Old Co-ord. .NV Co-ord. ■V

that

Congressman Stanford's concern *patients *howmany such operations He ♦traditional mental disease

hastodopartlywith thelackofreliable informationabout areselectedfor psychosurgery areperformed, isalsoconcerned isnolongerthesole areaofapplicationof psychosurgery
Psychosurgeryhasrecentlybeenused totreatviolenceand aggression,hyper¬ activityinchildren, andhomosexuality.

It Congressman Stanford

hasevenbeenrecommended asasubstitutefor prisonforanti-social offenders. fears

♦underthese circumstances mentalhealth personnelcouldcometouse psychosurgeryasacure forsocialillswithout dueregardtothewelfare oftheindividualpatient.



EXPERIMENT2 PASSAGE8B-stagingchart(Clements,1976) SignalMarker
Topic

Comment

START New New.NV Extrap. New.V Subord. Co-ord.
V

Psychosurgeryistheselectivemani¬ pulationofbrain activitythroughsurgi¬ calmethods.
*Thebrain

isthecenterofhuman thoughtandaction
**Inourdesire tohelp peoplechange **attention "ways **Atfirst

itisnotsurprisingthat wasturnedtothedevelop mentof tomanipulatebrain processes.

Co-ord.
V

Old Subord.with
♦♦psychosurgerywasconfinedtousein traditionalmental illness.

♦♦It ♦♦♦alarge numberof frontallobo- tomies

wasusedextensivelyin the1940'sand1950's beingcarriedoutinthe U.S.andBritain

Old New

♦♦♦frontal lobotomies
♦♦♦♦Theintro¬ ductionof tranquiliz- ingdrugs

involvethesurgicaldis¬ connectionofcertain neuralpathwaysinthe forwardpartofthebrain ledtoasharpdeclinein thenumberoflobotomies performedfromthemid- 1950'sonwards.
(cont.)

384

(cont■) Signal

Marker

Topic

Comment

Co-ord. Co-ord.

(however) and

♦♦Newdevelop¬ ments

haveoccurredin psychosurgery,however,
♦♦techniquesnow availableincludelimitedfrontal lobotomy,discretedis¬ connectionofotherbrain areas,andelectrical stimulationofthebrain throughimplanted electrodes.

New New Old

♦♦♦Researchon animals

hasprovidedthebasis forthedevelopmentof psychosurgicaltechniques.
Old

♦♦♦♦Congressman EarlStanfordhasrecentlyexpressed concernaboutthepossible misuseofpsychosurgical techniques.

♦♦♦♦Thisconcern
hasbeentriggeredbya resurgenceintheuseof suchmethodsandbythe increasingrangeofcon¬ ditionstreatedby psychosurgery.

Psychosurgeryneedsmoreresearch accordingtoDrMorgan F.Smith.

Old Old

Hehasidentifiedanumber ofspecificresearchneeds.
Oneoftheseistheneedtospecify exactlytheconditions underwhichagivenproced¬ urewillyieldagiven result.

New

♦Studieson rats

show

Subord.that**theeffects
ofelectrical stimulation ofthebrain

dependontherat'sprevious experienceandontheenviron¬ mentalcontextinwhichthe situationoccurs.
(cont.)



(cont.) SignalMarker
Topic

Comment

Co-ord. New Co-ord. Co-ord. Co-ord.

but

New Subord. New Old Subord. Co-ord.

how and

Anotherarea ofneeded research *Animal studies *Themajor effect desiredin humans

isthestudyoftheside effectsofpsychosurgery havefoundsideeffects rangingoverperceptual, social,dietaryand sexualchanges. islossofangerand repression.
*sideeffectsaretoolittlestudied. Yetanother researchneedistheinvestigationof theextenttowhichfind ingsinanimalstudies canbevalidlyextra¬ polatedtohumans.

*Clinical studies *who **Reportsof successes
**Congressman Stanford1s concern ****patients

shouldinvolveextensive pre-andpost-operative examinationsofpatients byinvestigators arenotbeholdentothe psychosurgeon. oftenfailtomakeclear whatsideeffectswere produced. haspartlytodowith thelackofreliable informationabout areselectedfor psychosurgery
****howmanysuch operationsareperformed.

(cont.

385

(cont.) Signal

Marker

Topic

Comment

Old Subord. Co-ord. Co-ord. Subord. Old Co-ord.
NV

Co-ord. •V

***He

because****traditional mental disease

isalsoconcerned isnolongerthesole areaofapplication.
****Violenceand aggression, hyperactivity inchildren and homosexuality

haverecentlybeen treatedbymeansof psychosurgery.

(Even)****Recommend- ations

for*****Psychosurgery
haveevenbeenmade tobeusedasasubstitute forprisonforanti-social offenders.

***Congressman Stanford

fears

that****underthese circumstances ****mentalhealth personnel

couldcometousepsycho¬ surgeryasacurefor socialillswithoutdue regardforthewelfareof theindividualpatient.



APPENDIX3B EXPERIMENT2:Table1 Scoringsheetforrecallprotocolsoftargetparagraphsinpassages7Aand7B PASSAGE7A(hightargetparagraph)Subjects
1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

11

12

13

14

15

(1)

AU.S.congressionalcommitteehasrecently- expressedconcernabouttheabuseofinvestigative polygraphyinlawenforcement

1

1

1

1

0

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

0

1

1

(2)

Thisconcernistriggeredbyaresurgenceinthe useofthepolygraphinpoliceandprivate investigations

1

0

1

0

0

1

1

0

0

0

0

1

1

0

0

(3)

Inthepastfewyearsthemethodsofliedetection havebeensubjectedbycongressionalcommitteesto increasinglycriticalscrutiny

0

0

1

0

0

0

1

1

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

TOTAL

2

1

3

1

0

2

3

2

1

1

1

2

1

1

1

PASSAGE7B(lowtargetparagraph)Subjects
1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

11

12

13

14

15

(1)

AU.S.congressionalcommitteehasrecently expressedconcernabouttheabuseofinvestigative polygraphyinlawenforcement

1

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

(2)

Thisconcernistriggeredbyaresurgenceinthe useofthepolygraphinpoliceandprivate investigations

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

(3)

Inthepastfewyearsthemethodsofliedetection havebeensubjectedbycongressionalcommitteesto increasinglycriticalscrutiny

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

TOTAL

100000000000000



EXPERIMENT2:Table2 Scoringsheetforrecallprotocolsoftargetparagraphinpassages8Aand8B PASSAGE8A(hightargetparagraph)Subjects
1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

11

12

13

14

15

(1)

CongressmanEarlStanfordhasrecentlyexpressed concernaboutthepossiblemisuseofpsychosurgical techniques

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

(2)

Thisconcernhasbeentriggeredbyaresurgencein theuseofsuchmethods...

1

1

1

0

1

1

1

1

1

0

0

1

1

1

0

(3)

...andbytheincreasingrangeofconditions treatedbypsychosurgery

0

0

1

0

0

0

0

1

0

0

0

0

0

1

0

TOTAL

2

2

3

1

2

2

2

3

2

1

1

2

2

3

1

PASSAGE8B(lowtargetparagraph)subjects
1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

11

12

13

14

15

(1)

CongressmanEarlStanfordhasrecentlyexpressed concernaboutthepossiblemisuseofpsychosurgical techniques

0

1

0

0

0

1

0

1

1

0

0

0

0

0

0

(2)

Thisconcernhasbeentriggeredbyaresurgencein theuseofsuchmethods...

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

(3)

...andbytheincreasingrangeofconditions treatedbypsychosurgery

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

TOTAL

0

1

0

0

0

0

0

1

1

0

0

0

0

0

0

CO oo
-j
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EXPERIMENT 2: Table 3

Results of recall protocols for target paragraphs
in passages 7A and 7B

Sign test for passages 7A and 7B

„ _ Direction
Subjects Pairs assage assage Sign

Difference

1 1A and IB 2 1 1A > IB +

2 1A and 2B 1 0 2A > 2B +

3 2A and 3B 3 0 3A > 3B +

4 3A and 4B 1 0 4A > 4B +

5 4A and 5B 0 0 5A = 5B 0

6 5A and 6B 2 0 6A > 6B +

7 6A and 7B 3 0 7A > IB +

8 7A and 8B 3 0 8A > 8B +

9 8A and 9B 2 0 9A > 9B +

10 10A and 10B 2 0 10A > 10B +

11 11A and 1 IB 2 0 11A > 1 IB +

12 12A and 12B 3 0 12A > 12B +

13 13A and 13B 1 0 13A > 13B +

14 14A and 14B 3 0 14A > 14B +

15 15A and 15B 3 0 15A > 15B +

Results.-

Null hypothesis rejected at the .001 level of significance.

Only one tie.
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EXPERIMENT 2: Table 4

Results of recall protocols for target paragraphs
in passage 8A and 8B

Sign test for passages 8A and 8B

^ „ Direction
Subjects Pairs Passage Passage Qf sign

Difference

1 1A and IB 2 0 A > B +

2 2A and 2B 2 1 A > B +

3 3A and 3B 3 0 A > B +

4 4A and 4B 1 0 A > B +

5 5A and 5B 2 0 A > B +

6 6A and 6B 2 1 A > B +

7 7A and 7B 2 0 A > B +

8 8A and 8B 3 1 A > B +

9 9A and 9B 2 1 A > B +

10 10A and 10B 1 0 A > B +

11 11A and 1 IB 1 0 A > B +

12 12A and 12B 2 0 A > B +

13 13A and 13B 2 0 A > B +

14 14A and 14B 3 0 A > B +

15 15A and 15B 1 0 A > B +

Results :

Null hypothesis rejected at the .001 level of significance.

No ties.



APPENDIX 4

Tables and statistical analysis
of the results of Experiment 3
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Experiment 3: Table 1

Agency choices only:

PASSAGE A1 (Detective) PASSAGE B4 (Burglar

Choices: Active Active Choices: Active Active
Agent: Detective Burglar Agent: Detective Burglar

11 8 4 15

Choices: Passive Passive Choices: Passive Passive
Agent: Detective Burglar Agent: Detective Burglar

16 3 4 15

Choices: It-cleft
Active

It-cleft
Active

Choices It-cleft
Active

It-cleft
Active

Agent: Detective Burglar Agent: Detective Burglar
14 5 13 6

PASSAGE A3 (Detective) PASSAGE B6 (Burglar)

Choices: Active Active Choices: Active Active

Agent: Detective Burglar Agent: Detective Burglar
14 1 4 11

Choices: Passive Passive Choices: Passive Passive

Agent: Detective Burglar Agent: Detective Burglar
11 4 3 12

Choices: It-cleft
Active

It-cleft
Active

Choices: It-cleft
Active

It-cleft
Active

Agent: Detective Burglar Agent: Detective Burglar
12 3 11 4

PASSAGE A2 (Detective) PASSAGE B5 (Burglar)

Choices: Active Active Choices: Active Active
Agent: Detective Burglar Agent: Detective Burglar

13 2 8 7

Choices: Passive Passive Choices: Passive Passive

Agent: Detective Burglar Agent: Detective Burglar
10 5 4 11

Choices: It-cleft
Active

It-cleft
Active

Choices: It-cleft
Active

It-cleft
Active

Agent: Detective Burglar Agent: Detective Burglar
13 2 12 3



Experiment 3: Table 2

Thematic options only

PASSAGE AX PASSAGE B4

PASSAGE A1

Agent: Detective
Discourse Topic: Agent PASSAGE B4

Agent: Burglar
Discourse Topic: Burglar

Agent in CS Theme in CS Agent in CS Theme in CS

A/D Active Detective Detective A/D Active Detective Detective
Passive Detective Burglar Passive Detective Burglar

A/E Active Detective Detective A/E Active Detective Detective
It-cleft Active Detective Detective It-cleft Active Detective Detective

A/H Active Detective Detective A/H Active Detective Detective
It-cleft Passive Detective Burglar It-cleft Passive Detective Burglar

A/I Active Detective Detective A/I Active Detective Detective
Wh-cleft Active Detective Detective Wh-fleft Active Detective Detective

B/C Active Burglar Burglar B/C Active Burglar Burglar
Passive Burglar Detective Passive Burglar Detective

B/F Active Burglar Burglar B/F Active Burglar Burglar
It-cleft Active Burglar Burglar It-cleft Active Burglar Burglar

B/J Active Burglar Burglar B/J Active Burglar Burglar
Wh-cleft Active Burglar Burglar Wh-cleft Active Burglar Burglar

C/F Passive Burglar Detective C/F Passive Burglar Detective
It-cleft Active Burglar Burglar It-cleft Active Burglar Burglar

C/G Passive Burglar Detective C/G Passive Burglar Detective
It-cleft Passive Burglar Detective It-cleft Passive Burglar Detective

C/J Passive Burglar Detective C/J Passive Burglar Detective
Wh-cleft Active Burglar Burglar Wh-cleft Active Burglar Burglar

/cont. w

PASSAGE A1

Agent: Detective
Discourse Topic: Agent PASSAGE B4

Agent: Burglar
Discourse Topic: Burglar

Agent in CS Theme in CS Agent in CS Theme in CS

D/E Passive
It-cleft Active

Detective
Detective

Burglar
Detective

D/E Passive
It-cleft Active

Detective
Detective

Burglar
Detective

D/I Passive
It-cleft Passive

Detective
Detective

Burglar
Detective

D/I Passive
It-cleft Passive

Detective
Detective

Burglar
Detective

E/M It-cleft
It-cleft

Active
Passive

Detective
Detective

Detective

Burglar
E/M It-cleft

It-cleft
Active
Passive

Detective
Detective

Detective
Burglar

E/I It-cleft
Wh-cleft

Active
Active

Detective
Detective

Detective
Detective

E/I It-cleft
Wh-cleft

Active
Active

Detective
Detective

Detective
Detective

F/G It-cleft
It-cleft

Active
Passive

Burglar
Burglar

Burglar
Detective

F/G It-cleft
It-cleft

Active
Passive

Burglar
Burglar

Burglar
Detective

F/J It-cleft
Wh-cleft

Active
Active

Burglar
Burglar

Burglar
Burglar

F/J It-cleft
Wh-cleft

Active
Active

Burglar
Burglar

Burglar
Burglar

D/H Passive
It-cleft Passive

Detective
Detective

Burglar
Burglar

D/H Passive
It-cleft Passive

Detective
Detective

Burglar
Burglar



Experiment 3: Table 3

Results of (Passages A1 & B4)

Agent
Native Speakers Non-Native Speakers

Text A1
Detective

Text B4

Burglar
Text A1
Detective

Text B4

Burglar

A/B Active Detective 11 4 5 11
Active Burglar 8 15 10 4

A/C Active Detective 16 17 6 11
Passive Burglar 3 2 9 4

A/D Active Detective 19 9 5 7
Passive Detective 0 10 10 8

A/E Active Detective 17 12 5 7
It-cleft Active Detective 2 7 10 8

A/F Active Detective 15 13 6 11
It-cleft Active Burglar 4 6 9 4

A/H Active Detective 18 15 2 9
It-cleft Passive Detective 1 4 13 6

A/I Active Detective 19 17 4 6
Wh-cleft Active Detective 0 2 11 9

A/J Active Detective 19 17 7 10
Wh-cleft Active Burglar 0 2 8 5

A/G Active Detective 17 17 7 11
It-cleft Passive Burglar 2 2 8 4

B/C Active Burglar 12 12 8 10
Passive Burglar 7 7 7 5

B/D Active Burglar 17 16 6 4
Passive Detective 2 3 9 11

/cont.

Agent

Native Speakers Non-Native Speakers

Text A1
Detective

Text B4
Burglar

Text A1
Detective

Text B4

Burglar

B/E Active Burglar 16 14 7 5
It-cleft Active Detective 3 5 8 10

B/F Active Burglar 14 14 8 8
It-cleft Active Burglar 5 5 7 7

B/G Active Burglar 16 18 9 6
It-cleft Passive Burglar 3 1 6 9

B/H Active Burglar 19 17 9 4
It-cleft Passive Detective 6 2 6 11

B/I Active Burglar 19 16 6 3
Wh-cleft Active Detective 0 3 9 12

B/J Active Burglar 19 19 6 8
Wh-cleft Active Burglar 0 0 9 7

C/D Passive Burglar 16 15 7 4
Passive Detective 3 4 8 11

C/E Passive Burglar 14 9 6 4

It-cleft Active Detective 5 10 9 11

C/F Passive Burglar 7 13 8 8
It-cleft Active Burglar 12 6 7 7

C/G Passive Burglar 17 14 8 8
It-cleft Passive Burglar 2 5 7 7

C/H Passive Burglar 15 4 9 4

It-cleft Passive Detective 4 15 6 11

C/I Passive Burglar 18 16 8 5
Wh-cleft Active Detective 1 3 7 10

/cont.



Table 3 cont.

Native Speakers Non-Native Speakers

Agent Text A1 Text B4 Text A1 Text B4
Detective Burglar Detective Burglar

C/J Passive Burglar 18 16 7 5
Wh-cleft Active Burglar 1 3 8 10

D/E Passive Detective 12 13 6 8
It-cleft Active Detective 7 6 9 7

D/F Passive Detective 7 15 7 10
It-cleft Active Burglar 12 4 8 5

D/G Passive Detective 15 17 7 11
It-cleft Passive Bu-glar 4 2 8 4

D/H Passive Detective 14 17 8 10
It-cleft Passive Detective 5 2 7 5

D/J Passive Detective 17 17 7 11
It-cleft Active Burglar 2 2 8 4

D/I Passive Detective 17 18 8 9
It-cleft Passive Burglar 2 1 7 6

E/F It-cleft Active Detective 14 13 5 11
It-cleft Active Detective 5 6 10 4

E/G It-cleft Active Detective 11 19 6 11
It-cleft Passive Burglar 8 0 9 4

E/H It-cleft Active Detective 11 18 9 10
It-cleft Passive Detective 8 1 6 5

E/J It-cleft Active Detective 16 18 8 12
Wh-cleft Active Detective 3 1 7 3

E/I It-cleft Active Detective 16 18 6 7
Wh-cleft Active Detective 3 1 9 8

/cont.

Native Speakers Non-Native Speakers

Agent Text A1 Text B4 Text A1 Text B4
Detective Burglar Detective Burglar

G/F It-cleft Active Burglar 18 12 5 8
It-cleft Passive Burglar 1 7 10 7

F/J It-cleft Active Burglar 17 17 8 8
Wh-cleft Active Burglar 2 2 7 7



Experiment 3: Table 4

Thematic Choices Only

Passages A1 & B4: Comparison of Results of Native Speakers

PASSAGES A1 & B4 Agent in CS Theme in CS

Native Speakers

Fisher exact

Probability
2

X
Passage A1
Thematic

Choices Only
Detective

Passage B4
Thematic
Choices

Only

A/D Active Detective Detective 19 9 0.0002 x2 = 10.9929
Passive Detective Burglar 0 10 S S

A/E Active Detective Detective 17 12 0.0529 x2 = 2.3295
It-cleft Active Detective Detective 2 7 NS NS

A/H Active Detective Detective 18 15 0.1467 x2 = 0.9212
It-cleft Passive Detective Burglar 1 4 NS NS

A/I Active Detective Detective 19 17 0.2432 X2 = 0.5278
Wh-Cleft Active Detective Detective 0 2 NS NS

B/C Active Burglar Burglar 12 12 0.3815 X2 = 0.0000
Passive Burglar Detective 7 7 NS NS

B/F Active Burglar Burglar 14 14 0.0000 X2 = 0.0000
It-cleft Active Burglar Burglar 5 5 NS NS

B/J Active Burglar Burglar 19 19 0.3815 x2 = 0.0000
Wh-cleft Active Burglar Burglar 0 0 NS NS

C/F Passive Burglar Detective 7 13 0.0407 x2 = 2.6389
It-cleft Active Burglar Burglar 12 6 S NS

C/G Passive Burglar Detective 17 14 0.1576 X2 = 0.7055
It-cleft Passive Burglar Detective 2 5 NS NS

C/J Passive Burglar Detective 18 16 0.2494 x2 = 0.2794
Wh-cleft Active Burglar Burglar 1 3 NS NS

D/E Passive Detective Burglar 12 13 0.2525 x2 = 0.0000 S
It-cleft Active Detective Detective 7 6 NS NS

PASSAGES A1 & B4 Agent in CS Theme in CS

Native Speakers

Fisher.exact
Probability

2
XPassage A1

Thematic
Choices Only
Detective

Passage B4
Thematic
Choices
Only

T>/I Passive Detective Burglar 17 18 0.3851 x2 = 0.0000
It-cleft Passive Detective Detective 2 1 NS NS

E/H It-cleft Active Detective Detective 11 18 0.0088 X2 = 5.2414
It-cleft Passive Detective Burglar 8 1 S S

E/I It-cleft Active Detective Detective 16 18 0.2994 X2 = 0.2794
Wh-cleft Active Detective Detective 3 1 NS NS

F/G It-cleft Active Burglar Detective 18 12 0.0191 x2 = 3.9583
It-cleft Passive Burglar Detective 1 7 S S

F/J It-cleft Active Burglar Burglar 17 17 0.3961 x2 = 0.2794
Wh-cleft Active Burglar Burglar 2 2 NS NS

D/H Passive Detective Burglar 14 17 0.1576 x2 = 0.7005
It-cleft Passive Detective Burglar 5 2 NS NS



Experiment 3: Table 5
Thematic Choices Only

Passage A1 only: Native and Non-Native Speakers Comparison

PASSAGE A1 Agent in CS Theme in CS

Native

Speakers
Non-Native

Speakers
Fisher exact

Probability
2

XThematic
Choice

Only

Thematic
Choice

Only

A/D Active Detective Detective 19 5 0.0000 x2 = 14.8780
Passive Detective Burglar 0 10 S S

A/E Active Detective Detective 17 5 0.0009 x2 = 9.2406
It-cleft Active Detective Detective 2 10 S S

A/H Active Detective Detective 18 2 0.0000 x2 = 19.6949
It-cleft Passive Detective Burglar 1 13 S S

A/I Active Detective Detective 19 4 0.0000 x2 = 17.3827
Wh-cleft Active Detective Detective 0 11 s S

B/C Active Burglar Burglar 12 8 0.1747 x2 = 0.3767
Passive Burglar Detective 7 7 NS NS

B/F Active Burglar Burglar 14 8 0.1365 x2 = 0.7596
It-cleft Active Burglar Burglar 5 7 NS NS

B/J Active Burglar Burglar 19 6 ■ 0.0001 x2 = 12.5746
Wh-cleft Active Burglar Burglar 0 9 S S

C/F Passive Burglar Detective 7 8 0.2329 x2 = 0.0516
It-cleft Active Burglar Burglar 12 7 NS NS

C/G Passive Burglar Detective 17 8 0.0210 x2 = 3.9215
It-cleft Passive Burglar Detective 2 7 S S

C/J Passive Burglar Detective 18 7 0.0023 x2 = 7.6351
Wh-cleft Active Burglar Burglar 1 8 S S

PASSAGE A1 Agent in CS Theme in CS

Native

Speakers
Non-Native

Speakers
Fisher exact

Probability
2

XThematic
Choice

Only

Thematic
Choice

Only

D/E Passive Detective Burglar 12 6 0.1144 x2 = 0.9946
It-cleft Active Detective Detective 7 9 NS NS

D/I Passive Detective Burglar 17 8 0.0210 x2 = 9.9215
It-cleft Passive Detective Detective 2 7 S S

E/H It-cleft Active Detective Detective 11 9 0.2718 x2 = 0.0516
It-cleft Passive Detective Burglar 8 6 NS NS

E/I It-cleft Active Detective Detective 16 6 0.0088 x2 = 5.3689
Wh-cleft Active Detective Detective 3 9 S S

F/G It-cleft Active Burglar Burglar 18 5 0.0002 x2 = 11.7714
It-cleft Passive Burglar Detective 1 10 S S

F/J It-cleft Active Burglar Burglar 17 8 0.0210 x2 = 3.2915
Wh-cleft Active Burglar Burglar 2 7 S S

D/H Passive Detective Burglar 14 8 0.1365 x2 = 0.7596
It-cleft Passive Detective Burglar 5 7 NS NS



Experiment 3: Table £
Thematic Choices Only: Passage B4: Comparison of Native and Non-Native Speakers

PASSAGE B4 Agent in CS Theme in CS

Native

Speakers
Non-Native

Speakers
Fisher exact

Probability
2

X
Thematic

Choice Only
Passage B4

Thematic
Choice Only
Passage B4

A/D Active Detective Detective 9 7 0.2697 x2 = 0.0932
Passive Detective Burglar 10 8 NS NS

A/E Active Detective Detective 12 7 0.2329 x2 = 0.0516
It-cleft Active Detective Detective 7 8 NS NS

A/H Active Detective Detective 15 9 0.1479 X2 = 0.6805
It-cleft Passive Detective Burglar 4 6 NS NS

A/I Active Detective Detective 17 6 0.0030 x2 = 7.2503
Wh-cleft Active Detective Detective 2 9 S S

B/C Active Burglar Burglar 12 10 0.2755 x2 = 0.0221
Passive Burglar Detective 7 5 NS NS

B/F Active Burglar Burglar 14 8 0.1365 x2 = 0.7596
It-cleft Active Burglar Burglar 5 7 NS NS

B/J Active Burglar Burglar 19 8 0.0012 x2 = 8.4935
Wh-cleft Active Burglar Burglar 0 7 S S

C/F Passive Burglar Detective 13 8 0.1881 x2 = 0.2954
It-cleft Active Burglar Burglar 6 7 NS NS

C/G Passive Burglar Detective 14 8 0.1365 x2 = 0.7596
It-cleft Passive Burglar Detective 5 7 NS NS

C/J Passive Burglar Detective 16 5 0.O031 x2 = 7.1596
Wh-cleft Active Burglar Burglar 3 10 S s -

D/E Passive Detective Burglar 13 8 0.1831 x2 = 0.2954
It-cleft Active Detective Detective 6 7 NS NS £

PASSAGE B4 Agent in CS Theme in CS

Native

Speakers
Non-Native

Speakers
Fisher exact

Probability
2

X
Thematic

Choice Only
Passage B4

Thematic
Choice Only
Passage B4

D/I Passive Detective Burglar 18 9 0.0177 x2 = 4.2442
It-cleft Passive Detective Detective 1 6 S S

E/H It-cleft Active Detective Detective 18 10 0.0424 x2 = 2.8184
It-cleft Passive Detective Burglar 1 5 S S

E/I It-cleft Active Detective Detective 18 7 0.0023 x2 = 7.6381
Wh-cleft Active Detective Detective 1 8 S S

F/G It-cleft Active Burglar Burglar 12 8 0.2329 x2 = 0.0816
It-cleft Passive Burglar detective 7 7 NS NS

F/J It-cleft Active Burglar Burglar 17 8 0.0210 x2 = 3.9215
Wh-cleft Active Burglar Burglar 2 7 S S

D/H Passive Detective Burglar 17 10 0.0955 x2 = 1.4543
It-cleft Passive Detective Burglar 2 5 NS NS



Experiment 3: Table 7

Results & Statistics: Comparison of Native & Non-Native Speak Results Passage A1

Agent

Native
Speakers

Non-Native

Speakers Fisher exact

probability

"

2
X

Text A1
Detective

Text A1
Detective

A/B Active Detective 11 5 0.1030 x2 = 1.1636
Active Burglar 8 10 NS NS

A/C Active Detective 16 6 0.0088 X2 = 5.3689
Passive Burglar 3 9 S S

A/D Active Detective 19 5 0.0000 x2 = 14.3770
Passive Detective 0 10 S S

A/E Active Detective 17 5 0.0009 X2 = 9.2406
It-cleft Active Detective 2 10 S S

A/F Active Detective 15 6 0.0209 x2 = 3.8612
It-cleft Active Burglar 4 9 S S

A/H Active Detective 18 2 0.0000 x2 = 19.6249
It-cleft Passive Detective 1 13 S S

A/I Active Detective 19 4 0.0000 x2 = 17.3827
Wh-cleft Active Detective 0 11 S S

A/J Active Detective 19 7 0.0004 x2 = 10.4529
Wh-cleft Active Burglar 0 8 S S

A/G Active Detective 17 7 0.0084 x2 = 5.4803
It-cleft Passive Burglar 2 8 S S

B/C Active Burglar 12 8 0.2329 X2 = 0.0516
Passive Burglar 7 7 NS NS

B/D Active Burglar 17 6 0.0630 x2 = 7.2503
Passive Detective 2 9 S S

/cont.

Agent

Native

Speakers
Non-Native

Speakers Fisher exact

probability
2

X

Text A1
Detective

Text A1
Detective

B/E Active Burglar 16 7 0.0218 x2 = 3.8194
It-cleft Active Detective 3 8 S S

B/F Active Burglar 14 8 0.1365 x2 = 0.7596
It-cleft Active Burglar 5 7 NS NS

B/G Active Burglar 16 9 0.0925 x2 = 1.6337
It-cleft Passive Burglar 3 6 NS NS

B/H Active Burglar 19 9 0.0637 x2 = 6.6814
It-cleft Passive Detective 6 6 S S

B/I Active Burglar 19 6 0.0001 x2 = 12.5746
Wh-cleft Active Detective 0 9 S S

B/J Active Burglar 19 6 0.0001 x2 = 12.5746
Wh-cleft Active Burglar 0 9 S S

C/D Passive Burglar 16 7 0.0218 x2 = 3.8194
Passive Detective 3 8 S S

C/E Passive Burglar 14 6 0.0418 x2 = 2.6591
It-cleft Active Detective 5 9 S NS

C/F Passive Burglar 7 8 0.1747 x2 = 0.3767
It-cleft Active Burglar 12 7 NS NS

C/G Passive Burglar 17 8 0.0210 x2 = 3.9215
It-cleft Passive Burglar 2 7 S S

C/H Passive Burglar 15 9 0.1479 x2 = 0.6305
It-cleft Passive Detective 4 6 S NS

C/I Passive Burglar 18 8 0.0067 x2 = 5.8508
Wh-cleft Active Detective 1 7 S S

/cont.



Table 7 cont.
I.

Agent

Native

Speakers
Non-Native

Speakers Fisher exact

probability
2

X

Text A1
Detective

Text A1
Detective

C/J Passive Burglar 18 7 0.0023 x2 = 7.6351
Wh-cleft Active Burglar 1 8 S S

D/E Passive Detective 12 6 0.1144 x2 = 0.9946
It-cleft Active Detective 7 9 NS NS

D/F Passive Detective 7 7 0.2329 X2 = 0.0516
It-cleft Active Burglar 12 8 NS NS

D/G Passive Detective 15 7 0.0455 X2 = 2.5419
It-cleft Passive Burglar 4 8 S NS

D/H Passive Detective 14 8 0.1365 X2 = 0.7596
It-cleft Passive Detective 5 7 NS NS

D/J Passive Detective 17 7 0.0684 x2 = 5.4803
It-cleft Active Burglar 2 8 S S

D/I Passive Detective 17 8 0.0212 x2 = 3.2591
It-cleft Passive Burglar 2 7 S S

E/F It-cleft Active Detective 14 5 0.0188 x2 = 4.0201
It-cleft Active Detective 5 10 S S

E/G It-cleft Active Detective 11 6 0.1621 x2 = 0.4772
It-cleft Passive Burglar 8 9 NS NS

E/H It-cleft Active Detective 11 9 0.2718 x2 = 0.0516
It-cleft Passive Detective 8 6 NS NS

E/J It-cleft Active Detective 16 8 0.0476 x2 = 2.5058
Wh-cleft Active Detective 3 7 S NS

E/I It-cleft Active Detective 16 6 0.0088 x2 = 5.3689
Wh-cleft Active Detective 3 9 S S

/cont.

Agent

Native

Speakers
Non-Native

Speakers Fisher exact

probability
2

X

Text A1
Detective

Text A1
Detective

G/F It-cleft Active Burglar 18 5 0.0007 x2 = 11.7714
It-cleft Passive Burglar 1 10 S S

F/J It-cleft Active Burglar 17 8 0.0210 x2 = 3.9215
Wh-cleft Active Burglar 2 7 S S



Experiment 3: Table 8

Comparison of Native & Non-Native Speakers choices on Passage B4

Native Non-Native

Agent
Speakers Speakers Fisher exact 2

Text B4 Text B4 probability
X

Burglar Burglar

A/B Active Detective 4 11 0.0029 x2 = 7.2935
Active Burglar 15 4 S S

A/C Active Detective 17 11 0.1736 x2 = 0.5972
Passive Burglar 2 4 NS NS

A/D Active Detective 9 7 0.2697 x2 = 0.0932
Passive Detective 10 8 NS NS

A/E Active Detective 12 7 0.1747 X2 = 0.3767
It-cleft Active Detective 7 8 NS NS

A/F Active Detective 13 11 0.8824 x2 = 0.0045
It-cleft Active Burglar 6 4 NS NS

A/H Active Detective 15 9 0.1479 X2 = 0.6805
It-cleft Passive Detective 4 6 NS NS

A/I Active Detective 17 6 0.0030 X2 = 7.2503
Wh-cleft Active Detective 2 9 S S

A/J Active Detective 17 10 0.0955 x2 = 1.4543
Wh-cleft Active Burglar 2 5 NS NS

A/G Active Detective 17 11 0.1736 X2 0.5972
It-cleft Passive Burglar 2 4 NS NS

B/C Active Burglar 12 10 0.2759 x2 = 0.0221
Passive Burglar 7 5 NS NS

B/D Active Burglar 16 4 0.0010 X2 = 9.2068
Passive Detective 3 11 S S

/cont.

Native Non-Native
Speakers Speakers Fisher exact x2Agent
Text B4 Text B4 probability

Burglar Burglar

B/E Active Burglar 14 5 0.0188 x2 = 4.0201
It-cleft Active Detective 5 10 S S

B/F Active Burglar 14 8 0.1365 x2 = 0.7596
It-cleft Active Burglar 5 7 NS NS

B/G Active Burglar 18 6 0.0007 x2 = 5.6040
It-cleft Passive Burglar 1 9 S S

B/H Active Burglar 17 4 0.0003 X2 = 11.4686
It-cleft Passive Detective 2 11 S S

B/I Active Burglar 16 3 0.0002 X2 = 11.5347
Wh-cleft Active Detective 3 12 S S

B/J Active Burglar 19 8 0.0012 x2 = 8.4925
Wh-cleft Active Burglar 0 7 S S

C/D Passive Burglar 15 4 0.0029 x2 = 7.2935
Passive Detective 4 11 S S

C/E Passive Burglar 9 4 0.1359 x2 = 0.7709
It-cleft Active Detective 10 11 NS NS

C/F Passive Burglar 13 8 0.1881 X2 = 0.2954
It-cleft Active Burglar 6 7 NS NS

C/G Passive Burglar 14 8 0.9447 x2 = 0.7996
It-cleft Passive Burglar 5 7 NS NS

C/H Passive Burglar 4 4 0.2914 x2 = 0.0006
It-cleft Passive Detective 15 11 NS NS

C/I Passive Burglar 16 5 0.0031 X2 = 7.1560
Wh.cleft Active Detective 3 10 S S

/cont.



Table 8 cont.

Native Non-Native

Speakers Speakers Fisher exact 2
Agent

Text B4 Text B4 probability
X

Burglar Burglar

C/J Passive Burglar 16 5 0.0031 X2 = 7.1560
Wh-cleft Active Burglar 3 10 S S

D/E Passive Detective 13 8 0.1881 x2 = 0.2954
It-cleft Active Detective 6 7 NS NS

D/F Passive Detective 15 10 0.2219 X2 = 0.1718
It-cleft Active Burglar 4 5 NS NS

D/G Passive Detective 17 11 0.1736 X2 = 0.5972
It-cleft Passive Burglar 2 4 NS NS

D/H Passive Detective 17 10 0.0955 x2 = 1.4543
It-cleft Passive Detective 2 5 NS NS

D/J Passive Detective 17 11 0.1736 X2 = 0.5972
It-cleft Active Burglar 2 4 NS NS

D/I Passive Detective 18 9 0.0177 x2 = 4.2442
Wh-cleft Passive Burglar 1 6 S S

E/F It-cleft Active Detective 13 11 0.2824 X2 = 0.0045
It-cleft Active Detective 6 4 NS NS

E/G It-cleft Active Detective 19 11 0.0294 x2 = 3.4606
It-cleft Passive Burglar 0 4 S S

E/H It-cleft Active Detective 18 10 0.0424 x2 = 2.8184
It-cleft Passive Detective 1 5 S NS

E/J It-cleft Active Detective 18 12 0.1864 x2 = 0.5213
Wh-cleft Active Detective 1 3 NS NS

E/I It-cleft Active Detective 18 7 0.0023 x2 = 7.6351
Wh-cleft Active Detective 1 8 S S

/cont.

Native Non-Native
Speakers Speakers Fisher exact 2

rAy CIl t
Text B4 Text B4 probability

X

Burglar Burglar

G/F It-cleft Active Burlgar 12 8 0.2329 X2 = 0.0516
It-cleft Passive Burglar 7 7 NS NS

F/J It-cleft Active Burglar 17 8 0.0210 X2 = 3.9215
Wh-cleft Active Burglar 2 7 S S



Experiment 3: Table 9

Results of (Passages A1 & B4)

Agent

Native Speakers Fisher

Text A1
Dectective

Text B4

Burglar

Exact

Probability

A/B Active Detective 11 4 0.0189
Active Burglar 8 15 S

A/C Active Detective 16 17 0.3301
Passive Burglar 3 2 NS

A/D Active Detective 19 9 0.0002
Passive Detective 0 10 S

A/E Active Detective 17 12 0.0529
It-cleft Active Detective 2 7 S

A/F Active Detective 15 13 0.2225
It-cleft Active Burglar 4 6 NS

A/H Active Detective 18 15 0.1467
It-cleft Passive Detective 1 4 NS

A/I Active Detective 19 17 0.2432
Wh-cleft Active Detective 0 2 NS

A/J Active Detective 19 17 0.2432
Wh-cleft Active Burglar 0 2 NS

A/G Active Detective 17 10 0.3961
It-cleft Passive Burglar 2 2 NS

B/C Active Burglar 12 12 0.2626
Passive Burglar 7 7 NS

B/D Active Burglar 17 16 0.3301
Passive Detective 2 3 NS

Agent

Native Speakers Fisher
Exact

ProbabilityText A1
Detective

Text B4

Burglar

B/E Active Burglar 16 14 0.2324
It-cleft Active Detective 3 5 NS

B/F Active Burglar 14 14 0.2860

It-cleft Active Burglar 5 5 NS

B/G Active Burglar 16 18 0.2494

It-cleft Passive Burglar 3 1 NS

B/H Active Burglar 19 17 0.2432

It-cleft Passive Detective 6 2 NS

B/I Active Burglar 19 16 0.1149

Wh-cleft Active Detective 0 3 NS

B/J Active Burglar 19 19
Wh-cleft Active Burglar 0 0 NS

C/D Passive Burglar 16 15 0.2976
Passive Detective 3 4 NS

C/E Passive Burglar 14 9 0.0694

It-cleft Active Detective 5 10 NS

C/F Passive Burglar 7 13 0.0407

It-cleft Active Burglar 12 6 S

C/G Passive Burglar 17 14 0.1576

It-cleft Passive Burglar 2 5 NS

C/H Passive Burglar 15 4 0.0004
It-cleft Passive Detective 4 15 S

C/I Passive Burglar 18 16
Wh-cleft Active Detective 1 3 NS



Table 9 cont.

Agent

Native Speakers Fisher
Exact

Probability
Text A1
Detective

Text B4

Burglar

C/J Passive Burglar 18 16 0.2494
Wh-cleft Active Burglar 1 3 NS

D/E Passive Detective 12 13 0.2529
It-cleft Active Detective 7 6 NS

D/F Passive Detective 7 15 0.0088
It-cleft Active Burglar 12 4 S

D/G Passive Detective 15 17 0.2401
It-cleft Passive Burglar 4 2 NS

D/H Passive Detective 14 17 0.2401
It-cleft Passive Detective 5 2 NS

D/J Passive Detective 17 17 0.2794
It-cleft Active Burglar 2 2 NS

D/I Passive Detective 17 18 0.3851
Wh-cleft Passive Burglar 2 1 NS

E/F It-cleft Active Detective 14 13 0.2622
It-cleft Active Detective 5 6 NS

E/G It-cleft Active Detective 11 15 0.0015
It-cleft Passive Burglar 8 O S

E/H It-cleft Active Detective 11 18 0.0088
It-cleft Passive Detective 8 1 S

E/J It-cleft Active Detective 16 18 0.2794
Wh-cleft Active Detective 3 1 NS

E/I It-cleft Active Detective 16 18 0.2794
Wh-cleft Active Detective 3 1 S

Agent

Native Speakers Fisher
Exact

Probability
Text A1
Detective

Text B4

Burglar

G/F It-cleft Active Burglar 18 12 0.0196
It-cleft Passive Burglar 1 7 S

F/J It-cleft Active Burglar 17 17 0.3961
Wh-cleft Active Burglar 2 2 NS



APPENDIX 5

Tables and Statistical Analysis
of Experiment 4



Experiment 4: Table 1
Native Speaker Results

Statistics

Theme Passage 1 Passage 2 Fisher
exact

x2

1. Active Detective 29 7 0.0000 x2 = 30.6250
Passive Burglar 1 23 S S

2. Active Detective 26 22 0.2246 x2 = 0.9375
It-cleft active Detective 4 8 N.S.

3. Active Detective 28 30 0.2458 x2 = 0.5172
It-cleft passive Burglar 2 0 N.S. N.S.

4 . Active Detective 30 30 0.0000 x2 = 0.0000
Wh-cleft active Detective 0 0 N.S. N.S.

5. Active Detective 30 30 0.0000 x2 = 0.0000
Wh-cleft passive Burglar 0 0 N.S. N.S.

6. Passive Burglar 22 24 0.2004 x2 = 0.0332
It-cleft active Detective 8 6 N.S. N.S.

7. Passive Burglar 22 28 0.0338 x2 = 3.0000
It-cleft passive Burglar 8 2 S S

8. Passive Burglar 30 30 0.0000 x2 = 0.0000
Wh-cleft active Detective 0 0 N.S.

9. Passive Burglar 29 29 0.0000 x2 = 0.0000
Wh-cleft passive Detective 1 1 N.S. N.S.

10. It-cleft active Detective 21 22 0.2163 x2 = 0.0000
It-cleft passive Burglar 9 8 N.S. N.S.

11. It-cleft active Detective 23 28 0.0599 x2 = 2.0915
Wh-cleft Active Detective 7 2 N.S. N.S.

12. It-cleft active Detective 25 28 0.1609 x2 = 0.6465
Wh-cleft passive Burglar 5 2 N.S. N.S .

(cont.)

Native speaker results

Statistics

Theme Passage 1 Passage 2 Fisher 2
exact X

13. It-cleft passive Burglar 25 24 0.2469 X = 0.0000
Wh-cleft active Detective 5 6 N.S . N.S.

14 . It-cleft passive Burglar 24 29 0.0461 X2 = 2.5876
Wh-cleft passive Burglar 6 1 S (N.S.)

15. Wh-cleft active Detective 28 27 0.3234 X2 = 0.0000
Wh-cleft passive Burglar 2 3 N.S. N.S.



Experiment 4: Table 2 Non-native Non-native

Speaker Speaker

Statistics

Passage 1 Passage 2
exact

1. Active 20 18 0.2202 x2 = 0.0000
Passive 10 12 N.S. N.S.

2. Active 16 12 0.1213 x2 = 0.6027
It-cleft active 14 18 N.S. N.S.

3. Active 16 17 0.1979 x2 = 0.0000
It-cleft passive 14 13 N.S. N.S.

4 . Active 16 18 0.1800 x2 = 0.0671
Wh-cleft active 14 12 N.S. N.S.

5. Active 16 14 0.1796 x2 = 0.0667
Wh-cleft passive 14 16 N.S. N.S.

6 Passive 15 17 0.1791 x2 = 0.0670
It-cleft active 15 13 N.S. N.S.

7. Passive 15 18 0.1525 x2 = 0.2649
It-cleft passive 15 12 N.S. N.S.

8. Passive 19 18 0.2020 x2 = 0.0000
Wh-cleft active 11 12 N.S. N.S.

9. Passive 21 19 0.1864 x2 = 0.0750
Wh-cleft passive 9 11 N.S. N.S.

10. It-cleft active 20 19 0.2056 x2 = 0.0000
It-cleft passive 10 11 N.S. N.S.

11. It-cleft active 14 16 0.1788 x2 = 0.0667
Wh-cleft active 16 14 N.S. N.S.

12. It-cleft passive 13 15 0.1791 x2 = 0.0670
Wh-cleft passive 17 15 N.S. N.S.

(cont.)

13. It-cleft passive
Wh-cleft active

14. It-cleft passive
Wh-cleft passive

15. Wh-cleft active
Wh-cleft passive

Non-native Non-native
Speaker Speaker

Statistics

Passage 1 Passage 2 Fisher -j-
exact X

13 14 0.1975 X = 0.0000
17 16 N.S. N.S .

15 16 0.1979 x2 = 0.0000
15 14 N.S. N.S.

15 18 0.1525 x2 = 0.2694
15 12 N.S. N.S.



Experiment 4: Table 3 Comparison of Native and Non-native Speaker Results
Native Non-native
Speaker Speaker

Statistics
Theme Passage 1 Passage 1 Fisher 2

exact ^
1. Active Detective 29 20 0.0026 X = 7.1243

Passive Burglar 1 10 S S

2. Active Detective 26 16 0.0043 x2 = 6.4286
It-cleft active Detective 4 14 S S

3. Active Detective 28 16 0.0004 x2 = 10.3125
It-cleft passive Burglar 2 14 S S

4 . Active Detective 30 16 0.0000 x2 = 15.7453
Wh-cleft active Detective 0 14 S S

5. Active Detective 30 16 0.0000 x2 = 15.7453
Wh-cleft passive Burglar 0 14 S S

6. Passive Burgler 22 15 0.0388 x2 = 2.5382
It-cleft active Detective 8 15 S (S)

7. Passive Burglar 22 15 0.0388 x2 = 2.5382
It-cleft passive Burglar 8 15 S (S)

8. Passive Burglar 30 19 0.0002 x2 = 11 .1317
Wh-cleft active Detective 0 11 S S

9. Passive Burglar 29 21 0.0057 x2 = 5.8800
Wh-cleft passive Detective 1 9 S S

10. It-cleft active Detective 21 20 0.2102 x2 = 0.0000
It-cleft passive Burglar 9 10 N.S. N.S.

11. It-cleft active Detective 23 14 0.0127 x2 = 4.5123
Wh-cleft active Detective 7 16 S S

12. It-cleft active Detective 25 13 0.0012 x2 = 8.6842
Wh-cleft passive Burglar 5 17 S S

(cont.)

Experiment 4: Table 3 (cont.) Comparison of Native and Non-native Speaker Results
Native Non-native

Speaker Speaker

Statistics

Fisher
exact

13. It-cleft passive Burglar
Wh-cleft active Detective

14. It-cleft passive Burglar
Wh-cleft passive Burglar

15. Wh-cleft active Detective
Wh-cleft passive Burglar

25
5

24
6

28
2

13
17

15
15

15
15

0.0012
S

0.0115
S

0.0002
S

X = 8.6842
S

X2 = 4.6886
S

X2 = 11 .8194
S



Experiment 4: Table 4 Comparison of Native and Non-native Speakers' Results
Native Non-native

Speaker Speaker

Statistics
Theme Passage 2 Passage 2 Fi h r 2

exact

1. Active Detective 7 18 0.0034 X 6.8571
Passive Burglar 23 12 S S

2. Active Detective 22 12 0.0072 x2 5.4977
It-cleft active Dective 8 18 S S

3. Active Detective 30 17 0.0000 x2 - 14.1408
It-cleft passive Burglar 0 13 S S

4 . Active Detective 30 18 0.0001 x2 = 12.6042
Wh-cleft active Detective 0 12 S S

5. Active Detective 30 14 0.0000 x2 = 19.1761
Wh-cleft passive Burglar 0 16 S S

6. Passive Burglar 24 17 0.0348 x2 = 2.7728
It-cleft active Detective 6 13 S (S)

7. Passive Burglar 28 18 0.0004 x2 = 10.3125
It-cleft passive Burglar 2 12 S S

8. Passive Burglar 30 18 0.0001 x2 = 12.6042
Wh-cleft active Detective 0 12 S S

9. Passive Burglar 29 19 0.0012 x2 = 8.4375
Wh-cleft passive Detective 1 11 S S

10. It-cleft active Detective 22 19 0.1564 x2 = 0.3081
It-cleft passive Burglar 8 11 N.S. N.S.

11. It-cleft active Detective 28 16 0.0004 x2 = 10.3125
Wh-cleft active Detective 2 14 S S

12. It-cleft active Detective 28 15 0.0002 x2 = 11.8194
Wh-cleft passive Burglar 2 15 S S

(cont.)

Experiment 4: Table 4 (cont.) Comparison of Native and Non-native Speakers1 Results
Native Non-native
Speaker Speaker

Statistics
Theme Passage 2 Passage 2 Fisher

exact

13. It-cleft passive
Wh-cleft active

14. It-cleft passive
Wh-cleft passive

15. Wh-cleft active
Wh-cleft passive

Burglar
Detective

Burglar
Burglar
Detective

Burglar

24
6

29
1

27
3

14
16

16
14

18
12

0.0061
S

0.0001
S

0.0066
S

X = 5.8134
S

X2 = 12.8000
S

2
X 5.6882

S
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Experiment 4: Table 5

Native speakers' results

PASSAGE 1 (the detective)

Unclefted forms/
Clefted forms

Unclefted forms/
Clefted forms

Active Ss It- & Wh-clefts Active Ss It- & Wh-clefts

(2) 26 4 22 8

(3) 28 2 30 0

(4) 30 0 30 0

(5) 30 0 30 0

TOTAL 114 6 112 8

Passive Ss It- & Wh-clefts Passive Ss It- & Wh-clefts

(6) 22 8 24 6

(7) 22 8 28 2

(8) 30 0 30 0

(9) 29 1 29 1

TOTAL 103 17 111 9

X2 test for the one sample between observed cumulated
frequencies and expected frequencies predicted by the null
hypothesis:

(1) 114,6,60,60 : X2 = 58.7043

(2) 112,8,60,60 : X2 = 53.3721

(3) 103,17,60,60 : X2 = 33.7312

(4) 111,9,60,60 : X2 = 50.8518
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Experiment 4: Table 6

Non-native Speaker's Results

PASSAGE 1 (the detective) PASSAGE 2 (the burglar)

Unclefted Sentences/ Unclefted Sentences/
Clefted Sentences Clefted Sentences

Active Ss It/Wh-clefts Active Ss It/Wh-clefts

(2) 16 14 12 18

(3) 16 14 17 13

(4) 16 14 18 12

(5) 16 14 14 16

TOTAL 64 56 61 59

Passive Ss It/Wh-clefts Passive Ss It/Wh-clefts

(6) 10 20 12 18

(7) 15 15 17 13

(8) 15 15 18 12

(9) 19 11 19 11

TOTAL 59 61 66 54

Comparison of the Native speakers/Non-native speakers' Results
2

X for related samples between the cumulative frequencies of
the native and non-native subjects of clefted/unclefted
sentences.

(1) 114,6,64,56

(2) 112,8,61,59

(3) 103,17,59,61

(4) 111,9,66,54

X = 52.2146

X2 = 51.7643

X2 = 35.1187

X2 = 41.6680
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Experiment 5; Table 1

Graphical representation of the passages in the thematic
experiment with the expected topics and the predicted
appropriate thematic options in every case.

PASSAGE Al:

Expected topic: Sellick
Appropriate thematic choice:
Sellick: Active (App.)
Miss Redfern:

PASSAGE Bl:

Expected topic: Miss Redfern
Appropriate thematic choice:
Sellick: Active (App.)
Miss Redfern: Passive (App.)

PASSAGE A2:

Expected topic: Detective
Appropriate thematic choice:
Detective: Active (App.)
Burglar: Passive (Inapp.)

PASSAGE B2:

Expected topic: Burglar
Appropriate thematic choice:
Detective: Active (Inapp.)
Burglar: Passive (App.)

PASSAGE A4:

Expected topic: Admiral
Appropriate thematic choices:
Admiral: Active (App.)
Bandit: Passive (Inapp.)

PASSAGE B4:

Expected topic: Bandit, el Cato
Appropriate thematic choices:
Admiral: Active (Inapp.)
Bandit: Passive (App.)

PASSAGE A3:

Expected topic: Goldwater
Appropriate thematic choices:

Option 1:
Johnson: Active (Inapp.)
Goldwater: Passive (App.)

Option 2:
Goldwater: Active (App.)
Johnson: Passive (Inapp.)

PASSAGE B3:

Expected topic: Johnson
Appropriate thematic choices:

Option 1:
Johnson: Active (App.)
Coldwater: Passive (Inapp.)

Option 2:
Goldwater: Active (Inapp.)
Johnson: Passive (App.)

PASSAGE A5:

Expected topic: C Lusting
Appropriate thematic choices:

Option 1:
Mr Poisson: Buy (Pat.)(Inapp.)
C Lusting: Sell (Agt.)(App.)

Option 2:
C Lusting: Active (App.)
Mr Poisson: Passive (Inapp.)

PASSAGE B5:

Expected topic: Mr Poisson
Appropriate thematic choices:

Option 1:
Mr Poisson: Buy (Pat.)(App.)
C Lusting: Sell (Agt.)(Inapp.)

Option 2:
C Lusting: Active (Inapp.)
Mr Poisson: Passive (App.)
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Experiment 5: Table 2

The counterbalancing of the continuation sentence in both
parts of Experiment 4.

PART 1 PART 2

Al: I

Act. (App.)
Pass. (Inapp.)

Al: II

Pass. (Inapp.)
Act. (App.)

Bl: I

Pass. (App.)
Act. (Inapp.)

Bl: II

Act. (Inapp.)
Pass. (App.)

B2

Pass. (App.)
Act. (Inapp.)

Act. (Inapp.)
Pass. (App.)

A2

Act. (App.)
Pass. (Inapp.)

Pass. (Inapp.)
Act. (App.)

A3

Option 1
Pass. (App.)
Act. (Inapp.)
Option 2
Act. (App.)
Pass. (Inapp.)

Act. (Inapp.)
Pass. (App.)

Pass. (Inapp.)
Act. (App.)

B3

Option 1
Act. (App.)
Pass. (Inapp.)

Option 2
Pass. (App.)
Act. (Inapp.)

Pass. (Inapp.)
Act. (App.)

Act. (Inapp.)
Pass. (App.)

B4

Pass. (App.)
Act. (Inapp.)

Act. (Inapp.)
Pass. (App.)

A4

Act. (App.)
Pass. (Inapp.)

Pass. (Inapp.)
Act. (App.)

A5

Option 1

Buy (App.)
Sell (Inapp.)
Option 2
Pass. (App.)
Act. (Inapp.)

Sell (Inapp.)
Buy (App.)

Act. (Inapp.)
Pass. (App.)

B5

Option 1
Sell (App.)
Buy (Inapp.)
Option 2
Act. (App.)
Pass. (Inapp.)

Buy (Inapp.)
Sell (App.)

Pass. (Inapp.)
Act. (App.)
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Experiment 5: Table 3

Results of the Native Speaker subjects in Experiment 4

'A' PASSAGES 'B' PASSAGES

Appropriate
Thematic
Choices

Inappropriate
Thematic
Choices

Appropriate
Thematic
Choices

Inappropriate
Thematic
Choices

Al
ACTIVE
22
82%

Al
PASSIVE
5
18%

B1
PASSIVE
23
85%

Bl
ACTIVE
4
15%

A2
ACTIVE
26
96%

A2
PASSIVE
1
4%

B2
PASSIVE
27
82%

B2
ACTIVE
0
18%

A3
OPTION 1
PASSIVE
26
96%

A3
OPTION 1
ACTIVE
1
4%

B3
OPTION 1
ACTIVE
27
100%

B3
OPTION 1
PASSIVE
0
0%

OPTION 2
ACTIVE
23
85%

OPTION 2
PASSIVE
4
15%

OPTION 2
PASSIVE
15
55%

OPTION 2
ACTIVE
12
45%

A4
ACTIVE
20
74%

A4
PASSIVE
7
26%

B4
PASSIVE
24
89%

B4
ACTIVE
3
11%

A5
BUY
27
100%

A5
SELL
0
0%

B5
SELL
26
96%

B5
BUY
1
4%

OPTION 2
PASSIVE
24
89%

OPTION 2
ACTIVE
3
11%

OPTION 2
ACTIVE
12
45%

OPTION 2
PASSIVE
15
55%
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Experiment 5; Table 4

Results of the Non-Native Speaker subjects in Experiment 4

'A* PASSAGES 'B' PASSAGES

Appropriate
Thematic
Choices

Inappropriate
Thematic
Choices

Appropriate
Thematic
Choices

Inappropriate
Thematic
Choices

A1
ACTIVE
13
50%

Al
PASSIVE
13
50%

Bl
PASSIVE
13
50%

Bl
ACTIVE
13
50%

A2
ACTIVE
11
44%

A2
PASSIVE
15
56%

B2
PASSIVE
13
50%

B2
ACTIVE
13
50%

A3
OPTION 1
PASSIVE
10
38%

A3
OPTION 1
ACTIVE
16
62%

B3
OPTION 1
ACTIVE
16
62%

B3
OPTION 1
PASSIVE
10
38%

OPTION 2
ACTIVE
16
62%

OPTION 2
PASSIVE
10
38%

OPTION 2
PASSIVE
10
38%

OPTION 2
ACTIVE
16
62%

A4
ACTIVE
14
54%

A4
PASSIVE
12
46%

B4
PASSIVE
14
54%

B4
ACTIVE
12
46%

A5
OPTION 1
BUY
8
30%

A5
OPTION 1
SELL
18
70%

B5
OPTION 1
SELL
12
46%

B5
OPTION 1
BUY
14
54%

OPTION 2
PASSIVE
12
46%

OPTION 2
ACTIVE
14
54%

OPTION 2
ACTIVE
11
44%

OPTION 2
PASSIVE
15
56%'
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Experiment 5; Table 5

Comparison of the results of the Native Speaker subjects and
the Non-Native subjects on the 'B' Passages and the appropriate
thematic options.

Native Speaker Subjects Non-Native Speaking Subjects

'B' PASSAGES 'B' PASSAGES

Appropriate Inappropriate Appropriate Inappropriate
Thematic Thematic Thematic Thematic
Choices Choices Choices Choices

Bl Bl Bl Bl
PASSIVE ACTIVE PASSIVE ACTIVE
23 4 13 13
85% 15% 50% 50%

B2 B2 B2 B2
PASSIVE ACTIVE PASSIVE ACTIVE
27 0 13 13
100% 0% 50% 50%

B3 B3 B3 B3
OPTION 1 OPTION 1 OPTION 1 OPTION 1
ACTIVE PASSIVE ACTIVE PASSIVE
27 0 16 10
100% 0% 62% 38%

OPTION 2 OPTION 2 OPTION 2 OPTION 2
PASSIVE ACTIVE PASSIVE ACTIVE
15 12 10 16
55% 45% 38% 62%

B4 B4 B4 B4
PASSIVE ACTIVE PASSIVE ACTIVE
24 3 14 12
89% 11% 54% 45%

B5 B5 B5 B5
OPTION 1 OPTION 1 OPTION 1 OPTION 1
SELL BUY SELL BUY
26 1 12 14
96% 4% 46% 54%

OPTION 2 OPTION 2 OPTION 2 OPTION 2
ACTIVE PASSIVE ACTIVE PASSIVE
12 15 11 15
45% 55% 44% 56%
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Experiment 5: Table 6

Detailed results of the Non-Native speaking subjects in
Experiment 4

PASSAGE Al:

EXPECTED TOPIC:SELLICK
APPROPRIATE THEMATIC CHOICE:

SELLICK:(ACTIVE) 13/50%
INAPPROPRIATE THEMATIC CHOICE:
MISS REDFERN:(PASSIVE) 13/50%

PASSAGE Bl:

EXPECTED TOPIC:MISS REDFERN
APPROPRIATE THEMATIC CHOICE:
MISS REDFERN:(PASSIVE) 13/50%
INAPPROPRIATE THEMATIC CHOICE:

SELLICK:(ACTIVE) 13/50%

PASSAGE A2:

EXPECTED TOPIC:DETECTIVE
APPROPRIATE THEMATIC CHOICE:

DETECTIVE:(ACTIVE) 11/44%
INAPPROPRIATE THEMATIC CHOICE:
BURGLAR:(PASSIVE) 15/56%

PASSAGE B2:

EXPECTED TOPIC:BURGLAR
APPROPRIATE THEMATIC CHOICE:

BURGLAR:(PASSIVE) 13/50%
INAPPROPRIATE THEMATIC CHOICE:
DETECTIVE:(ACTIVE) 13/50%

PASSAGE A3:

EXPECTED TOPIC:GOLDWATER
FIRST OPTION:
APPROPRIATE THEMATIC CHOICE:
GOLDWATER:(PASSIVE) 10/38%
INAPPROPRIATE THEMATIC CHOICE:
JOHNSON:(ACTIVE) 16/62%
SECOND OPTION:

GOLDWATER:(ACTIVE)16/62%
APPROPRIATE THEMATIC CHOICE:
INAPPROPRIATE THEMATIC CHOICE:

JOHNSON:(PASSIVE) 10/38%

PASSAGE B3:

EXPECTED TOPIC:JOHNSON
FIRST OPTION:
APPROPRIATE THEMATIC CHOICE:

JOHNSON:(ACTIVE) 16/62%
INAPPROPRIATE THEMATIC CHOICE:

GOLDWATER:(PASSIVE) 10/38%
SECOND OPTION:

JOHNSON:(PASSIVE) 10/38%
APPROPRIATE THEMATIC CHOICE:
INAPPROPRIATE THEMATIC CHOICE:

GOLDWATER:(ACTIVE) 16/62%

PASSAGE A4:

EXPECTED TOPIC:ADMIRAL
APPROPRIATE THEMATIC CHOICE:

ADMIRAL:(ACTIVE) 14/54%
INAPPROPRIATE THEMATIC CHOICE:
BANDIT:(PASSIVE) 12/46%

PASSAGE B4:

EXPECTED TOPIC:BANDIT EL CATO
APPROPRIATE THEMATIC CHOICE

BANDIT:(PASSIVE) 14/54%
INAPPROPRIATE THEMATIC CHOICE:
ADMIRAL:(ACTIVE) 12/46%

PASSAGE A5:

EXPECTED TOPIC:MR POISSON
FIRST OPTION:
APPROPRIATE THEMATIC CHOICE:
MR POISSON:(BUY) 8/30%
INAPPROPRIATE THEMATIC CHOICE:
COUNT LUSTING:(SELL) 18/70%
SECOND OPTION:
APPROPRIATE THEMATIC CHOICE:
MR POISSON:(PASSIVE) 12/46%
INAPPROPRIATE THEMATIC CHOICE:
COUNT LUSTING:(ACTIVE) 14/54%

PASSAGE B5:

EXPECTED TOPIC: COUNT LUSTING
FIRST OPTION:
APPROPRIATE THEMATIC CHOICE:
COUNT LUSTING:(SELL) 12/46%
INAPPROPRIATE THEMATIC CHOICE:
MR POISSON:(BUY) 14/54%
SECOND OPTION:
APPROPRIATE THEMATIC CHOICE:
COUNT LUSTING:(ACTIVE) 11/44%
INAPPROPRIATE THEMATIC CHOICE:
MR POISSON:(PASSIVE) 15/56%
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Experiment 5: Table 7

Detailed results of the Native speaker subjects in Experiment
5.

PASSAGE Al:

EXPECTED TOPIC:SELLICK
APPROPRIATE THEMATIC CHOICE:

SELLICK:(ACTIVE) 22/82%
INAPPROPRIATE THEMATIC CHOICE:
MISS REDFERN:(PASSIVE) 5/18%

PASSAGE Bl:

EXPECTED TOPIC:MISS REDFERN
APPROPRIATE THEMATIC CHOICE:
MISS REDFERN:(PASSIVE) 23/85%
INAPPROPRIATE THEMATIC CHOICE:
SELLICK:(ACTIVE) 4/15%

PASSAGE A2:

EXPECTED TOPIC:DETECTIVE
APPROPRIATE THEMATIC CHOICE:

DETECTIVE:(ACTIVE) 26/96%
INAPPROPRIATE THEMATIC CHOICE:

BURGLAR:(PASSIVE) 1/4%

PASSAGE B2:

EXPECTED TOPIC:BURGLAR
APPROPRIATE THEMATIC CHOICE:

BURGLAR:(PASSIVE) 22/82%
INAPPROPRIATE THEMATIC CHOICE:
DETECTIVE:(ACTIVE) 5/18%

PASSAGE A3: PASSAGE B3:

EXPECTED TOPIC:GOLDWATER
FIRST OPTION:
APPROPRIATE THEMATIC CHOICE:

GOLDWATER:(PASSIVE) 26/96%
INAPPROPRIATE THEMATIC CHOICE:
JOHNSON:(ACTIVE) 1/4%
SECOND OPTION:

GOLDWATER:(ACTIVE) 23/85%
APPROPRIATE THEMATIC CHOICE:
INAPPROPRIATE THEMATIC CHOICE:

JOHNSON:(PASSIVE) 4/15%

EXPECTED TOPIC:JOHNSON
FIRST OPTION:
APPROPRIATE THEMATIC CHOICE:

JOHNSON:(ACTIVE) 27/100%
INAPPROPRIATE THEMATIC CHOICE:
GOLDWATER:(PASSIVE) 0/0%
SECOND OPTION:

JOHNSON:(PASSIVE) 15/55%
APPROPRIATE THEMATIC CHOICE:
INAPPROPRIATE THEMATIC CHOICE:

GOLDWATER:(ACTIVE) 12/45%

PASSAGE A4: PASSAGE B4:

EXPECTED TOPIC:ADMIRAL
APPROPRIATE THEMATIC CHOICE:

ADMIRAL:(ACTIVE) 20/74%
INAPPROPRIATE THEMATIC CHOICE:
BANDIT:(PASSIVE) 7/26%

EXPECTED TOPIC: BANDIT EL CATO
APPROPRIATE THEMATIC CHOICE:

BANDIT:(PASSIVE) 24/89%
INAPPROPRIATE THEMATIC CHOICE:
ADMIRAL:(ACTIVE) 3/11%

PASSAGE A5: PASSAGE B5:

EXPECTED TOPIC: MR POISSON
FIRST OPTION:
APPROPRIATE THEMATIC CHOICE:
MR POISSON:(BUY) 27/0%
INAPPROPRIATE THEMATIC CHOICE:
COUNT LUSTING:(SELL) 0/0%
SECOND OPTION:
MR POISSON:(PASSIVE) 24/89%
INAPPROPRIATE THEMATIC CHOICE:
COUNT LUSTING:(ACTIVE) 3/11%

EXPECTED TOPIC:COUNT LUSTING
FIRST OPTION:
APPROPRIATE THEMATIC CHOICE:
COUNT LUSTING:(SELL) 26/96%
INAPPROPRIATE THEMATIC CHOICE:
MR POISSON: (BUY) 1/4%
SECOND OPTION:
COUNT LUSTING:(ACTIVE) 12/44%
INAPPROPRIATE THEMATIC CHOICE:
MR POISSON:(PASSIVE) 15/55%
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Experiment 5: Table 8

Comparison of the results of the Native speaker subjects and
the Non-Native subjects on the 'A' Passages and appropriate
thematic options.

Native Speaker Subjects Non-Native Speaking Subjects

'A' PASSAGES 'A' PASSAGES

Appropriate Inappropriate Appropriate Inappropriate
Thematic Thematic Thematic Thematic
Choices Choices Choices Choices

Al Al Al Al
ACTIVE PASSIVE ACTIVE PASSIVE
22 5 13 13
82% 18% 50% 50%

A2 A2 A2 A2
ACTIVE PASSIVE ACTIVE PASSIVE
26 1 11 15
96% 4% 44% 56%

A3 A3 A3 A3
OPTION 1 OPTION 1 OPTION 1 OPTION 1
PASSIVE ACTIVE PASSIVE ACTIVE
26 1 10 16
96% 4% 38% 62%

OPTION 2 OPTION 2 OPTION 2 OPTION 2
ACTIVE PASSIVE ACTIVE PASSIVE
23 4 16 10
85% 15% 62% 38%

A4 A4 A4 A4
ACTIVE PASSIVE ACTIVE PASSIVE
20 7 14 12
74% 26% 54% 46%

A5 A5 A5 A5
OPTION 1 OPTION 1 OPTION 1 OPTION 1
BUY SELL BUY SELL
27 0 8 18
100% 0% 30% 70%

OPTION 2 OPTION 2 OPTION 2 OPTION 2
PASSIVE ACTIVE PASSIVE ACTIVE
24 3 12 14
89% 11% 46% 54%
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Experiment 5: Table 9
Statistical Tests: Results (Native speakers only)
Fisher exact probability and x2 test:

(1) Active
Passive

PASSAGE A1 PASSAGE B1
FISHER EXACT
PROBABILITY

x2 TEST

22
5

4
23

p = 0.0000 x2 = 21.4368

(2) Active
Passive

PASSAGE A2 PASSAGE B2

26
1

0
27

p = 0.0000 x2 = 46.3599

(3.1) Active
Passive

PASSAGE A3 PASSAGE B3

1
26

27
0

p = 0.0000 x2 = 46.3599

(3.2) Active
Passive

PASSAGE A3 PASSAGE B3

23
4

12
15

p = 0.0017 x2 = 8.1203

(4) Active
Passive

PASSAGE A4 PASSAGE B4

20
7

3
24

p = 0.0000 x2 = 19.38885

(5.1) Buy
Sell

PASSAGE A5 PASSAGE B5

1
26

27
0

p = 0.0000 x2 = 46.3599

(5.2) Active
Passive

PASSAGE A5 PASSAGE B5

3
24

23
15

p = 0.0059 x2 = 5.9077



Experiment5:Table10 ComparisonofNativeandNon-Nativespeakers'choices inExperiment3: Statisticaltests:ExactFisherprobabilityandx2for twoindependentsamples
PASSAGEA1

Native Non-Nat.
Act.

Pass.
22 13

5

13

p=0.0130 x2=4.5335

PASSAGEB2
Native Non-Nat.

Act.

Pass.
4

13

23 13

p=0.0056 x2=5.9980

PASSAGEA2
Native Non-Nat.

Act.

Pass.
26 11

1

15

p=0.0000 x2=15.8466

PASSAGEB2 Act.

Pass

Native

0

27

Non-Nat.
13

13

p=0.0000 x2=15.2885

PASSAGEA3.1
Native Non-Nat.

Act.

Pass.
1

16

26 10

p=0.0000 x2 =17.7669

PASSAGEB3.1
Native Non-Nat.

Act.

Pass.
27 16

0

10

p=0.0003 x2=10.4104

PASSAGEA3.2 Act.

Pass.

Native

23

4

Non-Nat.
16

10

p=2.6909 x2=0.0388

PASSAGEB3.2 Act.

Pass.

Native

12

15

Non.Nat.
16

10

p=0.12022 x2=0.9429

PASSAGEA4
Native Non-Nat.

Act.

Pass.
20 14

7

12

p=1.5591 x2=0.0721

PASSAGEB4
Native Non-Nat.

Act.

Pass.
3

12

24 14

p=0.0045 x2=6.3816 (cont.)

Experiment5:Table10(cont.) PASSAGEA5

PASSAGEA5

Buy

Sell

Buy

Sell

Native

27

0

p=0.0000
Native

1

26

Non-Nat.
8

18

x2=25.3028
Non-Nat.
14

12

PASSAGEA5

PASSAGEA5

Act.

Pass.

Act.

Pass.

Native

3

24

p=0.0009
Native

12

25

Non-Nat.
14

12

x2=9.2279
Non-Nat.
11

15



APPENDIX6B NAME: NATIVESPEAKER/NON-NATIVESPEAKER: SEX: INSTRUCTIONS:Readthefollowingpassageandthenchoose oneofthetwosentences,attheendofthepassage,asthe mostappropriatecontinuationsentenceofthistext.(If youwanttocommentonwhyyouhavechosenoneratherthantheotherthenpleasedosoontherestofthispage).Youareallowedtosubstitutetheappropriatepronounsforbothoreitherofthenounphrasesinthecontinuation sentences,ifthiswillmaketheoptionsmoreacceptableto you.Indicatethechangesrequired. Pleasetickthemostappropriatecontinuationsentenceforthepassageyouhaveread:(Tickonlyonesentence). PassageAl: Tenyearsago,photographerJohnSellickbecameengaged
toactressLanaRedfern.Ftegaveheranexpensivediamond ringonthatoccasion.Afewmonthslatertheyquarrelled violentlyandhereceivedtheringback.Afterabrief periodofseparationtheywerereconciledandSellick marriedMissRedfern.Hedidnot,however,givetheringbacktoLana. Fiveyearslater,theyquarrelledandSellickwas

divorcedfromMissRedfern.Therefollowedacourtbattle overtheownershipofthering.WhenthecourtseemedlikelytoruleinfavourofSellick,MissRedferndecided shemusthavetheringatallcosts.ThecourtruledinfavourofSellickandhepromptlysoldtheringtoMiss Redfern.
Itwaslaterdiscoveredthatthediamondsinthering

wereartificial. Continuationsentences: (A)Inthefinalcount,SellickhaddeceivedMissRedfern twice.() (B)Inthefinalcount,MissRedfernhadbeendeceived twicebySellick.()
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NAME: NATIVESPEAKER/NON-NATIVESPEAKER SEX: INSTRUCTIONS:Readthefollowingpassageandthenchoose oneofthetwosentences,attheendofthepassage,as themostappropriatecontinuationsentenceofthistext. (Ifyouwanttocommentonwhyyouhavechosenonerather thantheotherthenpleasedosoontherestofthispage). Youareallowedtosubstitutetheappropriatepronouns forbothoreitherofthenounphrasesinthecontinuation sentences,ifthiswillmaketheoptionsmoreacceptableto you.Indicatethechangesrequired. Pleasetickthemostappropriatecontinuationsentencefor thepassageyouhaveread.(Tickonlyonesentence). PassageBl: Tenyearsago,actressLanaRedfernbecameengagedto photographerJohnSellick.Shereceivedanexpensivediamond ringonthatoccasion.Afewmonthslatertheyquarrelled violentlyandshegavetheringback.Afteraperiodof separationtheywerereconciledandMissRedfernmarried Sellick.Shedidnot,however,receivebacktheengagement ring.
Fiveyearslater,theyquarrelledandMissRedfernwas

divorcedfromSellick.Therefollowedacourtbattleover theownershipofthering.Whenthecourtseemedlikelyto ruleagainstMissRedfernshedecidedthatshemusthave theringbackatallcosts,evenifshehadtobuyit.The courtdidruleagainstMissRedfernandshepromptlybought theringfromSellick. Itwaslaterdiscoveredthatthediamondsinthering
wereartificial. Continuationsentences: (A)Inthefinalcount,MissRedfernhadbeendeceived twicebySellick.()

(B)Inthefinalcount,SellickhaddeceivedMissRedfern twice.()



NAME: NATIVESPEAKER/NON-NATIVESPEAKER: SEX: INSTRUCTIONS:Readthefollowingpassageandthenchoose oneofthetwocontinuationsentences,asthemostappro¬ priatecontinuationsentenceofthistext.(Ifyouwant tocommentonwhyyouhavechosenoneratherthanthe otherthenpleasedosoontherestofthispage).Youare allowedtosubstitutetheappropriatepronounsforbothor eitherofthenounphrasesinthecontinuationsentences, ifthiswillmaketheoptionsmoreacceptabletoyou. Indicatethechangesrequired. Pleasetickthemostappropriatecontinuationsentencefor thepassageyouhaveread:(Tickonlyonesentence). PassageA2: Thedetectivewasconvincedthattheburglarhadcome
backintothehouse.Heheardnoisescomingfromthelower floor.Heputonhisslippersanddressinggownandtip-toed downstairs.Ataturningonthestair,hesuddenly confrontedatallburlyfigure. Continuationsentences: (A)Thedetectivepunchedtheburglaronthenose() (B)Theburglarwaspunchedonthenosebythedetective(
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NAME: NATIVESPEAKER/NON-NATIVESPEAKER: SEX: INSTRUCTIONS:Readthefollowingpassageandthenchoose oneofthetwocontinuationsentences,asthemost appropriatecontinuationsentenceofthistext.(Ifyou wanttocommentonwhyyouhavechosenoneratherthanthe otherthenpleasedosoontherestofthispage).You areallowedtosubstitutetheappropriatepronounsforboth oreitherofthenounphrasesinthecontinuationsentences, ifthiswillmaketheoptionsmoreacceptabletoyou. Indicatethechangesrequired. Pleasetickthemostappropriatecontinuationsentencefor thepassageyouhaveread:(Tickonlyonesentence). PassageB2: Theburglarwasconvincedthatthedetectivemustbe
inthehouse.Heheardnoisescomingfromtheupperfloor. Hetookoffhisshoesandovercoatandtip-toedupstairs. Ataturningonthestairs,hesuddenlyconfrontedatall, burlyfigure. Continuationsentences: (A)Theburglarwaspunchedonthenosebythedetective.() (B)Thedetectivepunchedtheburglaronthenose.()



NAME: NATIVESPEAKER/NON-NATIVESPEAKER SEX: INSTRUCTIONS:Readthefollowingpassageandthenchooseoneofthetwosentencespresentedattwoseparateplaces
inthistextastheappropriateonesforthecontextsin whichtheyarepresented.Chooseonesentenceineach option;pleasedobothoptions.(Ifyouwanttocommentonwhyyouhavechosenoneratherthantheother,pleasedosoontherestofthepage). Optionsentences:Pleasetickthesentenceyouhave chosenasthemostappropriateineachoption.(Tickonlyonesentenceineachoption). PassageA3: Goldwaterbelievedinhonesty,toanextentnot acceptabletothemajorityoftheAmericanpeople.Heinsistedontellingpeoplewhathethought,ratherthan whattheywantedtohear.Hehadonesetofprinciples whichheappliedinallcases,ratherthananadjustable setwhichcouldbeadaptedtoeachnewsituationasit arose.(A)JohnsondefeatedGoldwaterin1964().(B)GoldwaterwasdefeatedbyJohnsonin1964().WithGoldwaterinthepresidency,thecredibilitygapandthedistrustwithwhichJohnson'sandNixon'sstatementshavebeenreceivedwouldbeunimaginable.Goldwater'spolicies seemmuchlessextremeinviewofwhatmoreliberalpresi¬ dentshaveactuallydone.Ifthevotersof1964hadthehindsightwenowpossess, (A)JohnsonwouldhavebeendefeatedbyGoldwater() (B)GoldwaterwouldhavedefeatedJohnson()
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NAME: NATIVESPEAKER/NON-NATIVESPEAKER: SEX: INSTRUCTIONS:Readthefollowingpassageandthenchoose oneofthetwosentencespresentedattwoseparateplaces
inthistextastheappropriateonesforthecontextsin whichtheyarepresented.Chooseonesentenceineach option;pleasedobothoptions.(Ifyouwanttocomment onwhyyouhavechosenoneratherthantheotherpleasedo soontherestofthepage). Optionsentences:Pleasetickthesentenceyouhavechosen

asthemostappropriateineachoption.(Tickonlyone sentenceineachoption). PassageB3: JohnsonmaywellberememberedasAmerica'sgreatest president,butthatisforthefuture.Hisnameisstill connectedintoomanymindswiththebeginningsofthewide¬ spreaddistrustandoutrightsuspicionofthepresident whicharesoclumsilyeuphemisedasthe"credibilitygap". Johnsonwasaconsumatepoliticianandinthe1964campaign hetoldthepeoplewhattheywantedtohear,andwasall thingstoallmen. (A)JohnsondefeatedGoldwaterin1964.() (B)GoldwaterwasdefeatedbyJohnsonin1964.() ThevotersidentifiedGoldwaterwiththepossibilityof
wideningthewarinAsia.Johnsonitwasbelievedwouldnot letAmericanboysdieneedlesslyintheAsianwar.Hadthe votersforeseenthenextfewyearsofAmerica'sembroilement inVietnamtheoutcomewouldhavebeendifferent. (A)JohnsonwouldhavebeendefeatedbyGoldwater.() (B)GoldwaterwouldhavedefeatedJohnson.()



NAME: NATIVESPEAKER/NON-NATIVESPEAKER SEX: INSTRUCTIONS:Readthefollowingpassageandthenchoose oneofthetwosentencespresentedattwoseparateplaces inthetextastheappropriateonesforthecontextsin whichtheyarepresented.Chooseonesentenceineach option;pleasedobothoptions.(Ifyouwanttocommenton whyyouhavechosenoneratherthantheother,pleasedoso ontherestofthepage).Thetwooptionsareunderlinedin thebodyofthetext. Optionsentences:Pleasetickthesentenceyouhavechosen asthemostappropriateineachoption.(Tickonlyone sentenceineachoption). PassageB5: MrAndrePoisson,aself-mademanofsubstance,and
fourotherParisbusinesscolleagueswereinformedbyCount VictorLusting,ahighofficialintheministryofPublic buildingsthattheEiffeltowerwastobescrappedasits costsofmaintenancewerenolongerconsideredpractical. MrPoissopandhiscolleagueswereinvitedtosubmitsealed bidsforthesaleof2000tonsofhighgradeiron. MrPossonandtheotherspromptlysentintheirbids

totheCount.Thefollowingday,MrPoissonwasinformed thathisbidhadbeensuccessful.Withinaweek,MrPoisson wasreceivedbytheCountandhissecretaryinahotelroom notfarfromtheministrywherehegavetheCounthischeque togetherwithawalletbulgingwithbanknotesasamodest bribe. (A)Afteranhour'smeeting,Poissonhadfinallybought theEiffeltowerfromLustingandPoissonleftclutchinghisdeedofsaletriumphantly.(J
(B)Afteranhour'smeeting,Lustinghadfinallysoldthe EiffeltowerandPoissonleftclutchinghisdeedof saletriumphantly.(j~~ MrPoisson'schequewascashedinbytheCountanhour

later.Inafewweekstime,Poissondiscoveredthehoaxand wastooembarrassedtoreportLusting'sfraudtothepolice forfearofpublicity. (A)Inthefinalreckoning,MrPoissonhadbeenmasterfullydeceivedbytheCount!(5
(B)Inthefinalreckoning,CountLustinghadmasterfully deceivedMrPoisson.()
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NAME: NATIVESPEAKER/NON-NATIVESPEAKER: SEX: INSTRUCTIONS:Readthefollowingpassageandthenchoose oneofthetwosentencespresentedattwoseparateplaces
inthetextastheappropriateonesforthecontextsin whichtheyarepresented.Chooseonesentenceineach option;pleasedobothoptions.(Ifyouwanttocommenton whyyouhavechosenoneratherthantheother,pleasedoso ontherestofthepage).Thetwooptionsareunderlined inthebodyofthetext. Optionsentences:Pleasetickthesentenceyouhavechosen asthemostappropriateineachoption.(Tickonlyone sentenceineachoption). PassageA5: CountVictorLusting,ahighofficialintheMinistry

ofPublicBuildingsexplainedtofiveParisbusinessmen amongwhomwasaMrAndrePoisson,aself-mademanof substance,thattheEiffeltowerwastobescrapped,asits costsofmaintenancewereenormousanditspreservation wasnolongerconsideredpractical.CountLustinginvited MrPoissonandhiscolleaguestosubmitsealedbidsfor 2000tonsofhighgradeiron. CountVictorLustingsoonreceivedthebidsandthe followingdayheinformedMrPoissonthathisbidhadbeen successful.Thebuyerwasgivenaweektoraisethemoney. Withinaweek,CountLustingandhissecretaryreceivedMr Poissoninahotelroomnotfarfromtheministrywhere theCounttookMrPoisson'schequetogetherwithamodest bribeintheformofPoisson'swalletbulgingwithbanknotes. (A)Afteranhour'smeeting.Lustinghadfinallysoldthe EiffeltowertoPoissonwholeftclutchinghisdeed ofsaletriumphantly.()
(B)Afteranhour'smeeting,Poissonhadfinallyboughtthe EiffeltowerfromLustingandhadleftclutchinghis deedofsaletriumphantly.(J CountLustingcashedinPoisson'schequeanhourlater.

Inafewweekstime,Lusting'shoaxwasdiscoveredby PoissonwhowastooembarrassedtoreportLusting'sfraudto thepoliceforfearofpublicity.Meanwhile,Lustingwas vacationinginViennawaitingforreportsofthehoaxinthe Parispapers. (A)Inthefinalreckoning,MrPoissonhadbeenmasterfully deceivedbytheCount.()
(B)Inthefinalreckoning.CountLustinghadmasterfully deceivedMrPoisson.()



NAME: NATIVESPEAKER/NON-NATIVESPEAKER: SEX INSTRUCTIONS:Readthefollowingpassageandthenchooseoneofthetwosentencespresentedattheendofthetextasthemostappropriateoneforthecontextinwhichitispresented.(Ifyouwanttocommentonwhyyouhavechosenoneratherthantheother,thenpleasedosoontherestofthepage). Continuationsentences:Pleasetickthecontinuationsentenceyouhavechosenasthemostappropriateinthecontext.(Tickonlyonesentence). PassageA4: Withinthestatedepartmenttheembassyoftherepublic
ofCostaRicahaslongbeenconsideredthemostuneventfulpostintheforeignservice.Rarelyhasanythingoccurredtheretodisturbthediplomat'sroutine. Untillatelastnight.AdmiralJ.Forester,theU.S.

militaryattachewouldhaveagreedwiththedescriptionofdiplomacyinCostaRica.AdmiralForester,aveteranoftwowarsandaformercommanderofthePacificfleetwasassignedtotheembassythereovertwoyearsago..Workinglateinhisofficelastnight.Foresterheardastrangenoisedowninthehall.Uponinvestigating,hediscoveredthefamousbanditElCato,tryingtoopentheembassysafe. Continuationsentences: (A)TheAdmiralcapturedthebandit.() (B)ThebanditwascapturedbytheAdmiral.()
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NAME: NATIVESPEAKER/NON-NATIVESPEAKER: SEX: INSTRUCTIONS:Readthefollowingpassageandthenchoose oneofthetwosentencespresentedattheendofthetext
asthemostappropriateoneforthecontextinwhichitis presented.(Ifyouwanttocommentonwhyyouhavechosen oneratherthantheother,thenpleasedosoontherestof thepage). Continuationsentences:Pleasetickthecontinuation sentenceyouhavechosenasthemostappropriateinthe context.(Tickonlyonesentence). PassageB4: Withinthestatedepartmenttheembassyoftherepublic

ofCostaRicahaslongbeenconsideredthemostuneventful postintheforeignservice.Rarelyhasanythingoccurred theretodisturbthediplomaticroutine. Lastnight,however,suchadisturbancetookplace.A
banditknownasElCatobrokeintotheAmericanEmbassy. ForthelastfiveyearsElCatohasbeenrobbingbanksand thehomesofthewealthyaristocracy,acquiringaRobin Hoodimageamongthepopulace.Heescapedfromjail numeroustimes.OnceinsidetheembassylastnightElCato wassurprisedbytheU.S.militaryattacheAdmiralThomas J.Forester,whowaslateinhisoffice. Continuationsentences: (A)ThebanditwascapturedbytheAdmiral() (B)TheAdmiralcapturedthebandit()
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Experiment 6: Table 1

Graphic representation of the passages used in Experiment and the
options offered to the subjects

PASSAGE A1 PASSAGE B1

S TYPE THEME (SELLICK) S TYPE THEME (MISS REDERN)

Active (Sellick) (unmarked) Passive (Miss Redfern) (unmarked)
It-cleft (Sellick) (marked) It-cleft (Miss Redfern) (marked)
Active Passive

Active (Sellick) (unmarked) Passive (Miss Redfern) (unmarked)
It-cleft (Miss Redfern) It-cleft (Miss Redfern) (marked)
Passive (marked) Active

Active (Sellick) (unmarked) Passive (Miss Redfern) (unmarked)
Wh-cleft (Sellick) (marked) Wh-cleft (Sellick) (marked)
Active Active

Active (Sellick) (unmarked) Passive (Miss Redfern) (unmarked)
Wh-cleft (Miss Redfern) Wh-cleft (Miss Redfern)
Passive (marked) Passive (marked)

(cont.)

ro
00

Experiment 6: Table 1 (cont.)

Graphic representation of the passages used in Experiment and the
options offered to the subjects

PASSAGE A2 PASSAGE B2

S TYPE THEME (DETECTIVE) S TYPE THEME (BURGLAR)

Active (Detective) (unmarked) Passive (Burglar) (unmarked)
It-cleft (Detective) (marked) It-cleft (Burglar) (marked)
Active Passive

Active (Detective) (unmarked) Passive (Burglar) (unmarked)
It-cleft (Burglar) (marked) It-cleft (Detective) (marked)
Passive Active

Active (Detective) (unmarked) Passive (Burglar) (unmarked)
Wh-cleft (Detective) (marked) Wh-cleft (Detective) (marked)
Active Active

Active (Detective) (unmarked) Passive (Burglar) (unmarked)
Wh-cleft (Burglar) (marked) Wh-cleft (Burglar) (marked)
Passive Passive
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Experiment 6: Table 2

Native speaker subjects results, comparison of the
unclefted sentences (Active/Passive) and
clefts (wh/it-clefts)

PASSAGE A1 (SELLICK) PASSAGE B1 (MISS REDERN)

Unclefted Ss Clefted ;Ss Unclefted Ss Clefted Ss

1.
Active

17
It-cleft

1
act. Passive

16
It-cleft

2
act.

2.
Active

16
It-cleft

2
pass. Passive

17
It-cleft

1
pass.

3.
Active

16
Wh-cleft

2
act. Passive

16
Wh-cleft

2
act.

4.
Active

18
Wh-cleft

0
pass. Passive

15
Wh-cleft

3
pass.

PASSAGE A2 (THE DETECTIVE) PASSAGE B2 (THE BURGLAR)

1.
Active

17
It-cleft

1
act. Passive

13
It-cleft

5
act.

2.
Active

16
It-cleft

2
pass. Passive

18
It-cleft

0
pass.

3.
Active

14
Wh-cleft

4
act. Passive

14
Wh-cleft

4
act.

4.
Active

17
Wh-cleft

1
pass. Passive

16
Wh-cleft

2
pass.
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Experiment 6: Table 3

Non-native speaker subjects results, comparison of
the unclefted sentences (Active/Passive) and the
clefts (it/wh-clefts)

PASSAGE A1 (SELLICK) PASSAGE B1 (MISS REDFERN)

Unclefted Ss Clefted Ss Unclefted Ss Clefted Ss

1.
Active

12
It-cleft

13
act. Passive

15
It-cleft

10
act.

2.
Active

11
It-cleft

14
pass. Passive

17
It-cleft

8
pass.

3.
Active

8
Wh-cleft

17
act. Passive

15
Wh-cleft

10
act.

4.
Active

13
Wh-cleft

12
pass. Passive

12
Wh-cleft

13
pass.

PASSAGE A2 (THE DETECTIVE) PASSAGE B2 (THE BURGLAR)

1.
Active

19
It-cleft

6
act. Passive

13
It-cleft

12
act.

2.
Active

15
It-cleft

10
pass. Passive

15
It-cleft

10
pass.

3.
Active

14
Wh-cleft

11
act. Passive

14
Wh-cleft

11
act.

4.
Active

9
Wh-cleft

16
pass. Passive

10
Wh-cleft

15
pass.
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Experiment 6: Table 4

Comparison of the native and non-native speaker choices
of the unclefted sentences (Active/Passive) and clefts
(wh/it-clefts)

NATIVE SPEAKERS NON--NATIVE SPEAKERS

PASSAGE A1 (SELLICK) PASSAGE A1 (SELLICK)

Unclefted Ss Clefted Ss Unclefted Ss Clefted Ss

1.
Active

17
It-cleft

1
act. Active

12
It-cleft act.

13

2.
Active

16
It-cleft

2
pass. Active

11
It-cleft pass.

14

3.
Active

16
Wh-cleft

2
act. Active

8
Wh-cleft act.

17

4.
Active

18
Wh-cleft

0
pass. Active

13
Wh-cleft pass.

12

PASSAGE A2 (THE DETECTIVE) PASSAGE A2 (THE DETECTIVE)

1.
Active

17
It-cleft

1
act. Active

19
It-cleft act.

6

2.
Active

16
It-cleft

2
pass. Active

15
It-cleft pass.

10

3.
Active

14
Wh-cleft

4
act. Active

14
Wh-cleft act.

11

4.
Active

17
Wh-cleft

1
pass. Active

9
Wh-cleft pass.

16

PASSAGE B1

NATIVE/NON-NATIVE SPEAKERS
FISHER EXACT
PROBABILITY

1. 17,1 ,12,13 : X2 = 8 .2743 p = 0.0012 S
2. 16,2,11,14 : X2 = 7 .2069 p = 0.0026 S
3. 16,2,8,17

2
: X = 11 .5233 p = 0.0002 S

4. 18,0,13,12
2

: X = 9 .7174 p = 0.0003 S

PASSAGE A2
NATIVE/NON-NATIVE SPEAKERS

FISHER EXACT
PROBABILITY

1. 17,1,19,6 : X2 = 1 .4342 p = 0.0989 N.S.
2. 16,2,15,10 : X2 = 3 .0239 p = 0.0326 S
3. 14,4,14,11 : X2 = 1 . 3315 p = 0.0900 N.S.
4. 17,1,9,16 : X2 = 12 . 6086 p = 0.0001 S
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Experiment 6: Table 5

Comparison of the native and non-native speaker choices
of the unclefted sentences (Active/Passive) and clefts
(wh/it-clefts)

NATIVE SPEAKERS NON-NATIVE SPEAKERS

PASSAGE B1 (MISS REDFERN) PASSAGE B1 (MISS REDFERN)

Unclefted Ss Clefted Ss Unclefted Ss Clefted Ss

Passive
1. 16

It-cleft act.
2

Passive
15

It-cleft act.
10

Passive
2. 17

It-cleft pass
1

• Passive
17

It-cleft pass.
8

Passive
3. 16

Wh-cleft act.
2

Passive
15

Wh-cleft act.
10

Passive
4. 15

Wh-cleft pass
3

• Passive
12

Wh-cleft pass.
13

PASSAGE B2 (THE BURGLAR) PASSAGE B2 (THE BURGLAR)

Passive
1. 13

It-cleft act.
5

Passive
13

It-cleft act.
12

Passive
2. 18

It-cleft pass
0

• Passive
15

It-cleft pass.
10

Passive
3. 14

Wh-cleft act.
4

Passive
14

Wh-cleft act.
11

Passive
4. 16

Wh-cleft pass
2

• Passive
10

Wh-cleft pass.
15

PASSAGE B1

NATIVE/NON-NATIVE SPEAKERS
FISHER EXACT
PROBABILITY

1. 18,2,15, 10 X2 = 3.0239 N.S • p = 0.0326 S
2. 17,1,17, 8 X2 = 2.9685 N.S • p = 0.0345 S
3. 16,2,15, 10 X2 = 3.0239 N.S • p = 0 .0326 S
4. 15,3,12, 13 X2 = 4.1819 S p = 0.0160 S

PASSAGE B2
NATIVE/NON-NATIVE SPEAKERS

FISHER EXACT
PROBABILITY

1. 13,5,13, 12 X2 = 1.0442 N.S • p = 0.1058 N.S.
2. 18,0,15, 10 X2 = 7.2745 S p = 0.0017 S
3. 14,4,14, 11 X2 = 1.3315 N.S • p = 0.0900 N.S.
4. 16,2,10, 15 X2 = 8.5183 S p = 0.0012 S
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INSTRUCTIONS: Read the following passage and then choose one of
the two sentences, at the end of the passage, as the most
appropriate continuation sentence of this text. (If you tvant to
comment on why you have chosen one rather than the other then please
do so on the rest of this page). You are allowed to substitute
the appropriate pronouns for both or either of the noun phrases in
the continuation sentences, if this will make the options more
acceptable to you. Indicate the changes required.
'Please tick the most appropriate continuation sentence for the
passage you have read: (Tick only one sentence).

Passage Al:
Ten years ago, photographer John Sellick became engaged to

actress Lana Redfern. He gave her an expensive diamond ring on
that occasion. A few months later they quarrelled violently and he
received the ring back. After a brief period of separation they were
reconciled and Sellick married Miss Redfern. He did not, however,
give the ring back to Lana.

Five years later, they quarrelled and Sellick was divorced from
Miss Redfern. There followed a court battle over the ownership of
the ring. When the court seemed likely to rule in favour of Sellick,
Miss Radfern decided she must have the ring at all costs. The court
■ruled in favour of Sellick and he promptly sold the ring to Miss
flRedfern.

It was later discovered that the diamonds in the ring were
artificial.

■1.

2.

Continuation sentences;

(A) In the final count, Sellick had deceived Miss Redfern twice.(
(B) In the final count, what happened to Miss Redfern was that
she was deceived twice by Sellick. ( )
(A) In the final count, Sellick had deceived Miss Redfern
twice. ( )

(B) In the final count, what Sellick did was to deceive Miss
Redfern twice. ( )

3. (A) In the final count, Sellick had deceived Miss Redfern twice.(
(B) In the final count, it was Sellick who had deceived Miss
Redfern twice. ( )

4. (A) In the final count, Sellick had deceived Miss Redfern twice. (
(B) In the final count, it was Miss Redfern who had been
deceived twice by Sellick. ( )
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NAME:

NATIVE SPEAKER/NON-NATIVE SPEAKER:
SEX:

INSTRUCTIONS: Read the following passage and then choose one
of the two continuation sentences, as the most appropriate
continuation sentence of this text. (If you want to comment on
why you have chosen one rather than the other then please do so
on the rest of this page). You are allowed to substitute the
appropriate pronouns for both or either of the noun phrases in
the continuation sentences, if this will make the options more
acceptable to you. Indicate the changes required.
Please tick the most appropriate continuation sentence for the
passage you have read: (Tick only one sentence).

Passage B2:

The burglar was convinced that the detective must be in the
house. He heard noises coming from the upper floor. He took
off his shoes and overcoat and tip-toed upstairs. At a turning
on the stairs, he suddenly confronted a tall, burly figure.

Continuattion sentences;

1• (a) the burglar was punched on the nose by the detective. ( )
(B) It was the burglar who was punched on the nose by the

detective. ( )

2. (A) The burglar was punched on the nose by the detective. ( )

(B) It was the detective who gave the burglar a punch on the
nose. ( )

3. (A) The burglar was punched on the nose by the detective. ( )

(B) What the detective did was give the burglar a punch on the
nose. ( )

4. (A) The burglar was punched on the nose by the detective. ( )

(B) What happened to the burglar was that he was given a punch
on the nose by the detective. ( )


